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This dissertation investigates acceptable word order strategies empioyed in Romanian 

and the d_vnamics of movement. It focuses on the forces behind movement and in rzsulting 

structural effects, as  well as the locus of movement semantic restrictions, and pragynatic 

interpretations. 

Licensins of movement is discussed in terms of feature-checking mechanisms and 

properties of features. Specificdly. it is argued that feature checking is esclusi\.ely overt, but does 

not always entail movement, We assume two types of formal features which show symrnetric 

behaviour irrespective of whether they are hosted by a lexical item or a functional head: (i) non- 

sclectionaf features. which check in a less local relationship and do not trigger movement: (ii) 

selectional features, which check in a strict tocality relationship. The strict locality relationship 

involves a speci fier-head configuration or head-adjunction, both of which always ûigger 

inovement. 

It is clairned that stnictural Case is checked in Merge positions in Romanian and 

propossd that Romanian has a V-type EPP which it checks by verb raising to the lnflectional 

domain. W e  show that Spec.lP is therefore not an EPPKase related position in Romanian. r l s  a 

result, we propose that the [- whj and the [- focusj feature parasiticdly incorporate onto 1". 

engendering a syncretic lnflecrion, with SpecJP seming as a host to operators which undergo 

feature-driven movement into the left-penphery of the clause. The nature and composition of 

functional categories is also discussed md we show that Romanian has minimum smicturaI 

prolitèration. 

Finally, this dissertation dixusses instances of overt movement that are not feature- 

driven. It is argued that Romanian allows for two types of scramblinç: rP-scrarnbling which is 

shown to have A-rnovement properties and IP-scrambling. which is s h o w  to have &bar 

rnovement properties. 



The apparition of t hese faces in the crowd: 
Petds on a wet, black bough. 

Ezra Pound. In a Stufiorz ofa Metru 
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Ab breviations 

The following abbreviations are used in this dissertation: 

.4CC 
a * 
.AUX 
Ad\- 
BQ 
CED 
CL 
CLLD 
COND 
Ci'? 
[Dl 
D .AT 
D[M 
DO 
EPP 
F 
FF 
FCT 
GEN 
GER 
I V P  
1';D 
INF 
IO 
IV2 
LC.4 
1, F 
L H \ e l  

1, I 
bl 
34 LC 
X.1 P98 
Nez 
S O \il 
O 
O P  
OSV 
OVS 
PF 
P-Feat ure 
phi- 
PL 
PP 
PR 
Pron 

accusative 
recursive a 
auviliary 
advetb 
bare quantifier 
condition on extraction domains 
pronominal clitic 
clitic lefi dislocation 
conditionai 
V2 with verb movement into CG 
categorial D-Feature (nominal) 
dative 
diminutive 
direct object 
extended projection priniciple 
feminine 
formal f e m e  
future 
rren i ti ve 
C 

g e m d  
imperative 
indicatikre 
infinitive 
indirect object 
V2 with verb movement into Io 
linear correspondence axiorn 
Logicai Form 
long head movement 
lexical item 
masculine 
minimal linli condition 
kfininralisr Irrqiiiries: ~ h r  Fionrewwk (Chomsliy 1998) 
negation 
nominative 
object 
operator 
object-subject-verb word order 
object-verb-subject word order 
PhonoIoçical Form 
phonological feature 
person, number. and gender features 
plural 
preposi tional phrase 
present 
pronominal 



PT 
QR 
REFL 
S 
SA1 
SG 
SOV 
S pec 
Su 
SCBJ 
S V 0  

past participle 
quantifier raking 
reflexi ve 
sentence 
subject auviliary inversion 
singular 
subject-object-verb word order 
speci fier 
subject 
subjunctive 
subject-verb-object word order 
trace 
universai gmnmar 
categorial V- feature (verbal) 
verb second 
verb-object-subject word order 
verb-subject-object word order 
weak crossover 
unspeci fied head 
unspecified phrase 

The following conventions have been used for consistency : 

H e a c l ~ ~ ~ g s  : 

Numbenng starts new in each chapter 

First digit stands for chapter number 

Numbering starts new in each chapter 

Symbols used to mark examples: 

a * u n r a t i d  (speakers agee) 
b. ?? ungrammatical (speakers agree. minor exceptions) 
c. hr garnmaticai, but prapatically ill-fomed 
d. ( ) optiond 



We didn't sec the rnountains ahead and so we didn't 
sense the upheavals to corne. upheavals that were in fact 
already in Our rnist, waiting to burst into flames. We didn't see 
the chaos growing. 

Ben Okri. Sorrgs qf f3icI>otrtrne)rt 

Chapter 1 : Introduction 

1 Aim 

Titis dissertation investigates acceptable word order strategies employed in Romanian 

and the dparnics of movement. It focuses on noun phrase movement, with special emphasis on 

w h-movement quanti fer taising topidization. contrastive focus and de- focusing structures. 

Romanian is a Romance language spoken in Romania by approsimately 22 million 

peopIe. It is surrounded by other language families. specifically Slavic (Uhainian. Russian, 

Bulgarian, Serbian) and FinnoU*c (Hungarian). and geo-graphically, is considered part of the 

Balkan sprachbund. From a syntactic point of  view, it shares important properties with both 

Romance ianguages and languages of the BaIkans. 

Our analysis is grounded in the later stages of the senerative fiarnework most notably the 

blinimalkt progran as developed by Chomsky ( 1993. 1995. 1998). Prior to surnmaïzing some 

essential blinimalist concepts in section 1.2.. we offer a brief discussion into the scope of  our 

inquiry. 

The ChomsCIyan tradition has it that the identity of  arguments is strictly dependent on the 

verb's capacity (and requirernent) to assign them specific semantic roles. Whenever a verb is 

puIled From the lexicon and inserted into the syntax, it creates its individual argument-structure. 



This argument-structure needs to  be sanirateci, so relevant elements (e.g.. noms) are pulled fiom 

within the Iesicon and inserted into the appropriate argument dots. This is referred to as theta- 

making. Theta-licensing of a noun is then based on its individual relationship to a certain lexical 

predicate in the qn tax .  However. the nouns thus attmcted into the derivation need further 

licensing: in order for them to be able to play out the semantic roles required by the verb (i-e., the 

theta-roles), they need Case. In some languages Case-rncrrking is inherent, being sranted as a 

bonus from within the lexicon but in others. it is assigneci stmcturally, once the NPs have been 

inserted into the derivation- The assignment o f  strucmral Cases- such as Nominative and 

Accusative. depend on the properties o f  fwictional elements present in the derivation. These 

functional eiernents lack content but have the important role o f  ensuring that the verb and nouns 

inserted in the derivation fom a meaningfiil sentence. The most important functional element in a 

sentence is 'tnflection' since it tells us whether a sentence is finite or non-finite. it anchors the 

sentence in time and space. and it @ v a  it meaning. lt is also responsible for stmctural 

Sominative Case, which licenses the sentence subject. For example. the sentence 'Ion has eaten 

the apple pie.' would be ungrammatical without the funchon word 'has'. which instantiates the 

presence of Inflection. Sentences are therefore labefled I f .  fiom -1nflectional Phrase'. Sotice. 

however. that the above English exarnple would also be ungrammatical if the word order were- 

- *  Has eaten Ion the apple.' What this means is thai word order has a sipificant role in 

intçrpretability and that noun phrases are not licensed randomly. For any given derivation. there is 

a core basic word order which ensures proper licensing of its elements. For NPs, this refers to the 

position in which theta roles and Case relations are satisfied. 

Unlike English. Romanian is not a rigid word order l a n g q e .  several combinations being 

possible. For esarnple, the English sentence. 'Ion has eaten the apple pie.' can be rendered in a 

variey o f  ways, three of which are illustrated in ( 1 ). 



( 1 )  a. VSO: 

A rninwt Ion plScinta 

ALTX.3SG eaten Ion pie-the 

CU mere. I 

with apple 

b. SVO: 

Ion a mîncat placinta CU 

Ion ALX.3SG eaten pie-the with 

C. vos : 
A mîncat pliicinta CU mere 

.1UX.SSG eaten pie-the with appie 

'Ion has eaten the apple pie.' 

mere. 

apple 

Ion. 

roll 

Pracgmatic factors aside, the sentences in ( 1 )  al1 render the sarne proposition, Given that the 

senerative framework assumes a core basic word order, we need to find a principled way of 

accounting for any derived combinations. The first task is to define the basic sentence word order 

for Romanian; namely. the positions in which the elements comprising the sentence buitd-up are 

morpho-syntacticaily licensed. Once this is clarified, we proceed to investigate alternative word 

order strategies. We are interested primarily in the forces that drive rnovernent and in resulting 

structurai effects, as welI as the locus of movement semantic restrictions and the novel pragmahc 

interpretations. The analysis challenges important theoretical concepts and highlights the 

relationship between syntax and other levels o f  representation, such as semantics and phonology, 

as well a s  the less explored sentence-pragmatics. 

1 Romanian uses the following phonetic symbols not found in [PA: [al - a stressai scwha; 
[il - a bacli unrounded closed vowel; ig] - a voiceless postalveolar Fricative: [t] - a voiceless 
dveolar affncate. 



1.2 Theoretical assumptions 

For any given language, speakers can build an infinite set of sentences out of a finite set 

of words. while children rapidly acquire the ability to use Ianguage and do so without formal 

instruction. These observations led Chomsky to postdate the innateness hypothesis. whereby 

human beings are born equipped with a Universai Grarnmar (üG)- The task of the theoretical 

linguist is to build a theory of UG capable of capturing the universal properties of language 

(principles) but flexible enough to accomodate language particular idiosyncrasies, captured 

through parameters. The theory should yield grunmars that are at once learnable, explanatory and 

descriptively adequate. It should make use of a minimal set of theoretid devices, primarily to 

avoid burden on acquisition. This approach, which is at the b a i s  of Chomshy's generative 

grammar. with the .+finrmalisr Program ( 1  993. 1995. 1998) as its latest development, is consistent 

with generai scientific n o m  that theories should be as simple as possible while capturing the 

empirical data. 

Grammars deal with categones rather than words. Categories are essenhdly projections 

of heads and are of mro spes:  lexical (or substantive. e.g. noun, verb. etc.) and firnctional (or 

non-substantive. e .g  inflection. determiner- etc.). .MI categories are cornbined according to a 

bottom-up b i n q  branching device, which constitute the invisible 'mees' of generative g m m a r .  

.A head Sc combines with a compleinent to its right and expands the structure to S'. S' combines 

with a speci fier to its left. thus foming XP, a maximal category. This common phrase structure is 

illustrated in (2). ' 

7 
& The assmiption that UG imposes a Speci fier-Head-Complement word order has been 
adopted in Chomsky (1995, 1998), following work by Kayne (1994)- 0th- authors ( e . ~ . .  Koster 
1975) assume languages may differ as to whether they are head-initiai, as in (2). or head-final. in 
which case the complement is selected to the lefi. 



specifier X' ,'-'. 
XO complement 

The specifier of XP (Spec-XP) and X' are sisters and so are X" and its complement. XP is the 

-mother' of Spec,XP and X', and X' is the mother of X" and i ts complement. X' is an 

intetmediq level with no effect on computation, therefore ofien omitted. Linder Minimalism 

(Chomsky 1995. 1998), specifier and complement positions are not automatically present with the 

insertion of XO into the derivation. In Tact, these are absent unless created by additional 

requirements. For exarnple. a transitive verb will require a complement. but an intransitive verb 

will not, and Io (Inflection) in English requires a specifier of IP to host the subject of the sentence, 

but Io in Romanian does not. Maximal categories. on the other hand, are obligatory. In other 

words. whenever Xa is present and does not project, it will simultaneously be an X" and an XP. 

This means that specifiers and complements are also of the XP type. Consequentiy, sptactic trees 

consist of various combinations of NP, VP. IP and so on- arrangeci according to a set of niles. 

The set of rules that (re)arranges syntactic objects is determined by the properties of 

srammatical categories which enter their build-up. Specificaily. these categories constitute sets of 

grammatical features (i.e., syntactic and morphological features), some of which are inûinsic 

(e.g.. categoriai features, such as nominal or verbal). some of which are optional (e-g.. number 

features). These forma1 features (FFs) are either interpretable or uninterpretable. The distinction is 

relatcd to semantic content. For exarnple. categonal features have semantic content and are. 

therefore, interpretable. Case, which is semanticalty nuil, is uninterpretable. Before we discuss 

the role which features play. let u s  first review the o v d l  organization of a grammar in this 

framework. 

The computational system of a language fonns sentence structure. It selects fullIy 

inflected lexical items (Lls) from the mental lexicon and combines thern (i-e.. merges) according 



to the principles of X-bar structure. Sentence structure must uitimaîely be interpreted ai two 

interface (output) levels: the articulatory-perceptuai level (Le, Phonological Form or PF) and the 

conceptual-intentional level (Le., Log id  Fom or LF). PF and LF are interface levels, since this 

is where gammar connects with systems outside the theory of grammar. The point at which 

syntactic structures are converted into PF representations is referred to as Spell-Out. Operations 

which take place pnor to Spell-Out are overt, while operations which takes place afier SpeIl-Out 

(i.e.. at LF) are covert. This organization of gamrnar is represented in (3). 

(3) selection and merger 

For gamrnaticality to be obtained, the set of derivations detennined by Ianguage must 

converge at both interface levels. Convergence depends on appropriate feature checking. The 

logic is as follows. Forrnal features play a role in the computationd system of a language. but 

play no role at interface levels. If features are srill 'visible' at the interface, the derivation crashes. 

Therefore. features need to be checkeà off (or deleteci). Furthemore, given that only 

uninterpretable features are kisible, we need not concem ourselves with interpretable features. 

Chomsky (1995) proposes that d l  uninterpretable features must be checked in an 

appropriate checking configuration within an appropriate checking dornain, and that checked 

uninterpretable features are erased. The appropriate checking configuration is assumed to involve 

a specifier-head relationship between a functional head XO and an XP with matching features 

wtiich has moved into its specifier position. 3 

See also Rizzi ( 1 99 1 ), Kayne ( 1 998). arnong others. 



Feature-checking taCies place at Spell-Out or can be postponed until LF, depending on 

whether the FF is strong or weak. It is assumed that strong uninterpretable features are visible as 

illegitimate objects at PF, while weak uninterpretable teatures are not visible at PF. Therefore 

only strong FFs are required to check at Spell-Out. It is further assumed that LF checking does 

not involve movement of the entire lexical item into the appropriate checking configuration. 

Consequentiy. LF movement is more economical. Given that klinimalism is concemed with 

economy conditions, if feaîure-checking can wait (i-e., Prorrastinate) until LF, it shoufd. 

W k l e  we assume a Spec-Head relationship to be indicative of feature checking, we 

believe there are othet appropriate checking configurations. Notably, we do not assume that al1 

featiire-checking involves movement. In this. we follow ChomsCIy (1998) who aflows for hvo 

types o f  checking configurations. Consider the example in (4) discused in Chomsky ( 199836). 

(4) an unpopular candidate T-was elected t 

Chotnshy assumes three kinds of uninterpretable fmtures in (4): the agreement feature of T" (Le.. 

4 the phi-set). (ii) the EPP feature of Tg, and (iii) the stnichirai Case feature of an rrnpoprrlar 

camiida~c.. Of the ahove feaîures, only (ii) i s  assumed to require dislocation~second Merse" (i.e.. 

that something be moved and merged as Spec-TP). (i) identifies TO as the target of dislocation- (ii) 

requires dislocation, and (iii) identifies an mpoprrlnr cantlÏdart. as a candidate for such merger 

and dislocation applies (i-e.. the subject NP surfaces as SpecTP). EPP is a selectional feature that 

seeks an XP to merge with the category it heads. Phi-features and structural Case are 

uninterpretable features but not selectional features. Which means that. unlike the EPP feature. 

they never induce movernent. In 0th- worâs only seiectional feaiures induce movernent. 

Chornshy further suggests we consider the phi-features as a 'probe' that seeks a 'goal', narnely, 

.i The EPP feature refers to the Extended Projection Principle which detemines positions 
not forced by the Projection Principle (theta-relateci); essentially, it refers to features that are 
uninterpretable and nonsemantic, and that ensure Speç,TP as a surface subject p s i  tion. 



"matching features thaî establish agreement" (1998:37). For the phi-set of TO in (J), there is only 

one choice matching its features: the phi-set of candidate. Once it has located its goal, the probe 

is assurned to emse under matching. Correlatively, the structural Case of an unpopukur candidure 

aIso erases (under matching with the probe). This is the essence of the operation Choms- t m s  

"Agee', namely, the erasure of uninterpretable features of probe and goal under the structural 

requirernents in (5). 

( 5 )  (0 Matching is feaîure identity 

( i i )  D(P) is a sister of P 

(iii) Locality reduces to dclosest c-commandv ' 

Sotice that the operation 'Agree' is satisfied without movement. However. since the EPP of TO 

has to be sahsfied the phrase an unpopular candiclare pied-pipes and merges as the speci fier of 

Tc. The operation 'Move' (composed of 'A~ree' and 'Merge') eliminates ail uninterpretable 

features and the utterance in (4) is grammatical. 

Following ChomsLy (1  998) who, as we have seen, proposes that only selectional features 

require dislocation, we assume that uninterpretable formai features (FFs) are essentially of two 

kinds: (i  j sclectional (or strong) and (ii) non-selectional (or weak). an option parametrized across 

languages and FF type. Non-selectional features will be defined as features which checWerase in- 

situ. without disIocation, as a result of the operation Agree, which only requires feature matching 

(Le., identity) and closest cammand.  Selectional features will be defined as features which c m  

only be checked in a strict lod i ty  relationship, which we assume to involve either a Spec-Head 

5 Where the D(P) is the c-command domain of P (defined as in (i)). and a matching feature 
G is closest to P ifb'there is no G' in D(P) maîching P so that G is in D(G')" (Chomsky 19983) :  

( i  ) c-canmand (Radford 1 997: 1 12) 
A node X c-commands another node Y if the mother of X dominates Y, 
and X and Y are disconnected (X and Y are disconnected if X is not identical 
to Y and neither dominaîes the other.) 



or a Iiead-adjunction configuration. By definition. selectional features require agreernen t (i .e., 

feature matching) and movernent (i-e., 'second klerge'). Pararnetric variation across languages 

will be dependent on the nature o f  uninterpretable features. These assurnptions are consistent with 

economy conditions since they elirninate movement untess absolutely necessary: movement is not 

an intrinsic requirement o f  feature-checkine but a result o f  parameûïzed forrnal feature 

properties. hl oreover, under these assumptions, forma1 feanire-checking will aI ways be oven. ' 

The feature checking theory proposed in Chomsky (1995) is asymrnetric. Formal featwes 

(FFs) are present on bah tùnctional heads and lesical items. but only FFs on functional heads can 

be strong. Morwver, FFs o f  lexical items are not required to be checked, so feature checking 

takes place only when FFs o f  lexical items are attracted into the checking domain o f  an agreeing 

functional head. This is the operation 'Attract' (redefined as 'Agree' in Chomsky 1998). 

Howe\w. we follow Bo~kovib (1998). Lasnik (1  995. 1999), and Ochi (1 998) who assume that 

feature-checking movement can also be triggered by the requirernents of the le?iical item bearing 

uninterpretable FFs. Specifically, we assume FFs of  the lexical item can themselves trigger 

movement into the checking domain o f  an agreeing functional head, if the nature of these FFs is 

selectional. Feature-dnven movement is an instance of both 'Agree' and '%love7. which is 

operative until al1 selectional FFs have been checked. irrespective of  whether the FF belongs to 

the functional head or to the lexical item. 

As previously stated, Minimaikm is concerned with keepins the theoretical apparatus at a 

minimum. a general condition on the derivation of sentences being economy. There are several 

consequences that fall out From economy. One is that grammatical structure should be kept to a 

<1 Simpson (1999) also argues for the availability of 'local' and 'non-local' feature checking 
in languages. 

7 Given that feature~hecking is always overt, issues such as LF movement and 
Procrastinate need to be completely reformulated. Possibly, the LF component is resewed 
exclusively to Quantifier Raising operations and scope interactions, having no role in feature 
checking. 



minimum. We assume fùnctional cakegories are not automaîically present and we do not 

postuIate them unless there is ample empincal etidence in their favour. 

A second wnsequence bars  on movement- Although movement should be in principle 

avoided, when it occurs for feature-checking it should take the shortest route and it should be 

Iocal. These insights have been around in generative gramrnar for a long, tirne, but we shall timit 

ourscives to defining the newer concepts. The shortest route requirement is formalized in 

Chomsky (1995) as the Minimal Link Condition (MLC) stated in (6). 

( 6 )  T h  ibfitiin~a/ 1-ink Condition (Chomshy 1995) 

u can taise to target K onIy if there is no legitimate operation Move-P targeting )(. 

where p is closer to K; 

(where 'closer' is defined in ternis of c-command and quidistance), 

Various consîraints have been proposed concerning the iocality of movement. One such 

constraint is the Subjacency Condition which requires that movement cannot cross more than one 

bounding node. where bounding nodes are IP and NP (Chomsky 1977). Chomshy also proposes 

that movement is "successive cyclic". This constraint has been formalized in a nurnber of ways 

dong the years. and more recently (Chomsky 1998), it is forrnulated as 'the phase-impenetrability 

condition' (essentidly a new version of cyclicity) outlined in (7). 

(7) In phase a with head H, the domain of H is not accessible to operations outside a, but 

only H and its edge (Chomsky 1 99822) 

Wlen movement does occur, it foms a chain. Specifically. in the process of moving a 

constituent (usuaily referred to as Move a) tiom its initial merge position into its second merge 

position. there will be hvo occurrences of 'a-, the original occurrence being called a 'trace- or 

'copyT of the new occurrence, and being usually represented as 't'. We follow Chomshy (1998) in 

assuming that the two occurrences of 'a' constitute copies of each other and that a chah is 



defineci as a "sequence of identical cc'sv (Chomshy 1998:29), but nevertheless maintain the 

-trace' terminolo~ and representation. The relevance of the copy theory of movement becomes 

apparent in chapter 5 .  

Another important theoretical assumption is Binding Theory. Among others, speakers use 

l a n p q e  to refer to things. NPsl howeve- differ in the ways in which they establish referential 

relations. For example. certain pronouns must have an antecedent, while other pronouns can only 

have an antecedent in certain contexts. In (8). the reflesive 'themselves' is only licensed if it is 

preczded by the coindexed NP 'the boys'; this is illusbated by the contrast in grammaticality 

bebveen (8a) and (Sb). 

(8) a- The boys admired themselves. 

b. * Themselves admired the boys. 

In (9), on the other hand, the personal pronoun 'thern' is seen to differ in (9a) and (9b) in terms of 

coreference permissiveness. In (9a) coreference with the preceding NP 'the boys' is escluded 

(this is shown with the aid of indices). while in (9b), it is accepted. 

(9) a- The boy s, calleci them -, ,. 
b. The boys, said I called h e m ,  ,. 

Such relations o f  coreference are captured by Binding Theory (Chomsky 198 1 )- which defines 

tliese relations in ternis of  c-command, as in ( 1 0). 

( 10) Rinding (Culicover IW7:64) 

u binds B if and only i f :  

(i) a c-commands p and 

(i i )  a and B are coindexed 

Binding Theory is summed up in ( 1 1 ). 



( 1 1 ) Condition A: an anaphor (e.g., reflexives) is bound in its local domain 

(i-e., it should have an antecedent in its local domain) 

Condition B: a pronoun is fiee in its local domain 

Condition C: an R-espression ( e g .  names) is fiee everywhere 

(Le.. it should lack a c-cornmanding antecedent in any category) 

Along with overt rnovement (Le._ at Spell-Out), we assume covert movernent (Le.. LF 

moveinent) is also possible, At LF certain phrases that have been rnoved overtly 'reconstruct'. 

that is they are interpreted in their base position rather than in the higher, derived position. Given 

that LF  is viewed as the highest level o f  syntactic representation, we expect Binding Theory to 

apply here. However, for NPs that do not 'reconstruct' at LF. Spell-Out offers an equally correct 

bi nding reprcsen tation . 8 

We believe these introductory remarks suffice to provide the background for the 

discussion in this dissertation. However. as we go dong, we will return to some of these 

assumptions in more detail. as well as introduce some other concepts. 

1.3 Romanian sentence structure 

Landing sites are centrai to issues that refer to movement and licensing. The analysis in 

this dissertation suggests that the Romanian clause structure has at its disposal a number of 

substantive (i.e., lexical) and non-substantive (Le., functional) projections which may o r  may not 

be present in the derivation, depending on the properties of the lexical items inserted fiom the 

lesicon, alongside more abstract dimensions. such as tense, aspect voice, and mood or point o f  

view. In (12), we illustrate al1 the projections that we assume could in principle enter into the 

build-up of a Romanian clause. 

8 This dichotomy will becorne relevant in captunng distinct Binding effects for definite 
vcrsus indefinite NPs, as well as d i f f m t  movement types. 
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Let us  clan'@ the t e m i n o l o ~ ~  used in (12). CP refers to the projection headed by 

complementizers roughly equivalent to English 'that', which is realized in Romanian as câ and ca 

in the indicative and subjunctive, respectively. We assume CP is absent in main clauses and 

analyse al1 main clauses as 1Ps. The IP projechon c m  be expanded to include several projections. 



as follows. The Mood Phrase (MP). whose head hosts the subjunctive particle sü- as well as the 

infinitive particle o; .Mo also hosts the imperative operator which is present in imperative dauses 

and has to be lexically realized (see chaptcrr 2). In negative clauses. the inflectional domain 

constains a Negative Phrase (NegP), headed by the negative elernent r w  'not'. The Clitic Phrase 

(CliticP). which hosts pronominal cIitics and is recursive, dependins on the number of 

pronominal clitics present in the derivation. is situated immediately beiow NegP: in affirmative 

sentences which lack an MP, CIiticP will be the highest projection of the IP. The ApP. headed by 

ausiliaries mark person and number agreement with the subject. The Tense Phrase (TP)? whose 

head TO hosts a strong verbal feature (Le., [+ VI or the EPP feature) responsible for attracting 

lexical verb raising into the inflectional domain in Romanian, is essential to the IP. The Aspect 

Phrase, which hosts the perfective markerfi. may appear below the TP. Moved phrases cannot 

tarzet positions that are intemal to this domain. This restriction on movement is a direct 

consequence of the fact that the Romanian IP consists exclusively of clitic matetid. The syntactic 

clitics comprising the Romanian IP are analysed in chapter 2 as heads projecting maximal phrases 

without specifiers. Given that for the purposes of NP  movement the inflectional domain 

constitutes a single phrase, we only use an espanded IP where relevant (e.2.. when analysing its 

build-up. discussing verb movement, or fine-graining an analysis). 

We assume that the Romanian IP is minimaIly a TP. In fact, the Minimalist Program has 

renounced IP as the sentence label in favour of TP. Howev. throughout this dissertation, we 

maintain Io as the umbrella tenn for the inflectional head and, consequentlÿ. IP for the sentence. 

Our use of T0 is limited to refer specifically to the Tense head. This choice is based on the fact 

that. in Romanian. Tense is not the only relevant inflectional head. As shown in (12). there are 

other inflectional projections that contribute significantly to the build-up of the Romanian 

sentence. Howeve- when citing or refemng to other authors, we adopt their notations unless 

othenvise specified. 



Consider next material below the [P. The light verb projection (VP) is present in active 

L-oice derivations, but absent in passives and unaccusatives; when present its specifer position 

hosts the subject o f  the clause. The VP (or verb phrase) is headed by the le?tiwl verb which rnay 

require complement KPs, as illustrated. In al1 probability. the Romanian noun phrase has an 

interna1 structure that is as complex as that illustrated for the IP (see Cornilescu 1995b). For our 

present purposes, however. the label NP will sufice. 

In (12). we also show the formal f a e  we assume to be present in ail Romanian 

clauses. This is the [ \l (Le., EPP) FF on Y, a seiectional feature which we assume is checked 

by head-adjunction and, therefore, bigsers overt vert> raising into the inflectional domain. Given 

that, in Romanian clauses, the lexical verb always inhabits Io, material to the Iefi of Io will be 

referred to as preverbai or as inhabiting the sentence tefi-periphery, while material below Io will 

be refened to as postverbal. 

Other formal features rnay also inhabit the Romanian IP. Some of these are non- 

selectiona1 features and are checked without movement (e.g. [- neg], Case. phi-features), others 

are selectionai features which require a strict locality relationship in order to be checked off and 

therefore, tngger rnovement of the agreeing element. These are the [-wh] feature and the 

[- focus] feature (with [+ emphasis] as a sub-type) discussed in chapters 4 and 5. respectively. 

We show these to be parasitic non-verbal features which inhabit the highest IP head present in the 

respective derivation. As a consequence, they engender syncretic heads and a specifier to host 

their rnatching lexical item. 

The presence o f  selectional FFs on functiond heads or lexical items will require 

movcment in order for feature-checking to apply, a necessary condition for convergent 

dcrivations. Howevm we will show that the dynamics of movement are not conditioned 

esclusively by the presence of features. Pragmatic forces (see chapters 3-5) rnay also result in 

dislocations. In this case, constituents scrarnble out o f  their base-generated positions and adjoin to 

1.P or IP. depending on interpretation: de-focused constituents adjoin to 1 9 ,  while topicalized 



constituents adjoin to P. There are several différence between XP adjunction and specifet- 

insertion. Whif e, adjunction is in pnnciple unlimited and procegds against a maximal phrase (Le.. 

an SP). specifer-insertion is more restricted and proçeeds against a head (i-e., an XO; recall that 

X' is only relevant for architecturai purposes). This distinction in positioning (Le., against an XP. 

or azainst an XQ), which is a direct consequence of the forces behind movement, is in fact cmciai: 

adjunction is optional, while specifier-insertion is obligatory in the presence of the relevant 

formal features. 

1.4 Dissertation outline 

In chapter 2, we introduce important aspects of Romanian syntau and discuss basic word 

order iicensing in the Romanian simple clause. 

In the first part of the chapter. the investigation centres on the build-up of the Romanian 

IP. with special reference to the position of the lesical verb and clitic material. We maintain 

earlier analyses which show that the lexical verb always raises to Io in Romanian (e.3.. Cornilescu 

1997. Dobrovie-Sorin 1994a lMotapanyane 1995. Stefanescu 1997) and argue that this is due to a 

strong [+Vj feature, later reanaiysed as the EPP feature of Romanian. Specifidly, given that the 

EPP feature is universally a selectional feature (cf. Chomsky 1998). it will require checking in a 

strict locality relationship (i.e., Spec-Head or head-adjunction). We propose that the ralization of 

the EPP feature is open to paramebic variation. being realized minimally as a nominal feature 

(i.e., D-type EPP feature), in languages such as English, or as a verbal Feature (i.e.. V-me EPP 

feature). in languages such as Romanian. The V-type EPP feature of Romanian is satisfied by 

verb raising and head-adjunction ont0 the inflectional domain. The verb aside, we show that al1 

elements comprising the Romanian IP are sytactic clitics (see also Dobrovie-Sorin 1994a) which 

we analyse as specifier-less heads. We suggest that sorne of these specifier-less heads project 

independently as XP, while others project together witfi verbal heads. 



The second part of chapter two focuses on NP licensing (i-e., theta role and Case). The 

central assumption is that Romanian NPs  check Case in their initial mage positions. Evidence for 

such an assumption and its corollaries is provided by discussing structural and semantic 

restrictions for various NPs in different types of predicate structures. We conclude that Romanian 

lacks a preverbai canonical subject position (Le., EPPNominative Case related). and that NPs do 

not move for Case-related purposes. Structural Case is not checked as a result of specific 

configurations, but as a consequence of the presence of specific firnctional categories in the 

clausa1 architeciure. 

Chapter 3 commences the investigation of various NP movernent configurations present 

in the language. Its scope is to account for ytactic, semantic. and pragmatic properties of VOS 

constmctions in Romanian. The chapter argues against the classical subject right-adjunction 

andysis suggested for Romance languages and proposes instead that Romanian VOS 

constnictions are derived as an instance of object raising. Evidence for an object raising analysis 

is brought fiorn the availability of raising quantified NPs, lack of weak crossover effects. 

condition C effects, and the reversal of binding phenornena. 

LVe further discuss the implications of an object movement approach for Romanian VOS 

constructions fkom a comparative perspective and conclude that this specific type of object 

movernent is an instance of 'evacuation' for subject focusing. We analyse object raising as object 

scrarnbling (i.ç., dislocation and adjunction) to rP and show that it does not represent feature- 

driven movement. The effects and availability of VOS constnictions in Romanian is taken to be 

the result of sentence-praygnatics exploiting syntau. While such movernent is pragmahcaily 

accountable and not feature-driven. object de-focusing takes place in the q n  tactic component and 

does not constitute a 'rearrangement' at the level of PF. This assumption, which is counter to the 

blinimalist Program (Chomsky 1995, et seq), is sustained by the presence of various entactic 

effects triggered by the VOS structure. 



Chapter 4 investigates wh-movement constructions in Rornanian and argues that IP 

hosts al1 wh-phrases in this languaee, thus challenging accepted wisdom. Specifically, it is shown 

that in Romanian, the [+wh]-feature is a property of  Io and SpecJP is the scopal position 

available to Romanian wh-phrases. Given that Romanian lacks a D-type EPP feature. Spec.IP is 

in principie available to operator material, an option the language chooses to exploit fùlly. 

Laquage intemal empirical evidence. such as lack o f  verb raising to Co and authentic subject- 

a u i l  iary inversion stnict ures, support the theoretical proposais. 

The [ ~ w h ]  formal feature is further argued to be selectional in nature: irrespective of 

whether it is hosted by the functional head or  the lexical items. The consequence of this 

parmetric option is that, Romanian, although a Romance language, shows cornpulsory multiple 

wh-rnovement, a property shared with other l a n g q e s  of the Balkans. We analyse movement in 

multipIe checking instances and conclude that movement involves crossing paths and that it 

proceeds according to economy conditions. Specifically, the f i t  wh-phrase to raïse and merge as 

Spec.1P is the one closest to Io  (Le.. the functional head hosting the [-wh] fonnal feanire), with 

the remaining wh-phrases hicking in under Spec,IP in an unordered manner. Ordering of moved 

wh-phrases (or lack thereof) and cross-linguistic implications are also discussed. 

The second part of the chapter focuses on comparative diagnostics for the landing site of 

Roinanian wh-phrases. Following work by Rudin (1988) and Richards (1997) who compile a 

cluster of distinct properties for languages in which wh-phrases target the CP domain (Le., 'CP- 

absorption' Ianguages) fiom those in which wh-phrases target the IP domain (Le.- 'IP-absorption' 

languages), we show that Romanian shares significant properties with [P-absorption languarges. 

We therefore conclude there is also cross-linguistic evidence to support the claim that IP senres as 

the host for wh-movement in Romanian. 

We suggest that the seiectional interrogative FF mages ont0 the highest fiinctional verbal 

head within the Rornanian IP, engendering a syncretic Inflection. In chapter 5 we show that this 

property is shared by other selectional features in the language. 



Chapter 5 addresses preverbal noun phrase movement, with special emphasis on 

movement for contrastive focus. Following work by G s s  (1995b, 1998). Rizzi ( I  995197). and 

Zubizaretta ( I998), we examine preverbal operator licensing and the forces behind rnovement 

into the lefi-periphery of the Romanian clause. We distinguish between presentational (rhematic) 

focus and contrastive focus in Romanian and explore the relationship between contrastive focus 

and other sentence-initial operators. such as quantifiers- wh-phrases. and topics. We investigate 

various sy-ntactic propertîes @pical of preverbal NPs and concl ude that con trasti vely focused 

elements obey the same syntactic constraints as wh-phrases. polan'ty items and non-D-Iinked 

quantifiers. Our analysis is fine-grained to açcomodate the semantics of preverbal operators in the 

language, and we claim that preverbal NP-movement whose semantics require resumptive clitics 

forms anaphoric chains, while preverbal movement without resumptive clitics foms 

quanti ficational chains. 

We distinguish between preverbal feature-dnven movement, which we sugests always 

targets Spec.lP. and preverbal non-feature driven movement- which never tarsets Spec.IP and 

which we take to represent an instance of adjunction to IP. We further propose that, in Romanian, 

the formal feature f+ focus] incorporates ont0 I C  (more prescisely. on the highest verbal 

functional head present in Io in the respective derivation), similar to the [+ wh] FF. Specifically, 

the [- focus] FF is analysed as a parasitic feature, which does not project its own Focus Phrase in 

Romanian, but engenders a syncretic Io. Furthemore, we claim that the [- focus] FF is 

non-selectional on le. but selectional on the lexical item. A selectional focus feature on the 

contrastive element will require checking in a strict locality relationship (i-e., a Spec-Head 

configuration) and mgger movement of the focused constituent into Spec,lP. 

Among other things. the analysis adopted in chapter 5 diffcrs fiom previous proposais in 

that it argues for uniform 1P-related operator checking and a syncretic inflection which hosts non- 

\.erbaI se1ectional FFs. Equally important is the novel analysis for contrastive focus as a 

representational property of phonosyntcu;. Specifically, we propose that the [+ focus] feature on 



the contrastive element is a phonological feature p- feature). The proposed anal ysis accounts for 

the optional presence of contrastively focused elements in the preverbal field without assuming 

optional rnovernent, while at the same time highlighting the importance of obligatory prosodic 

marking on Romanian focused constituents. 

Chapter 6 represents a criticai summary of the dissertation with the scope of highlighting 

its major claims and consequences. 

1.5 Major ckims 

In this section, we offér a surnmary of the major claims put forth in this dissertation; 

some comments and conclusions follow in chapter 6. 

Let us first consider theoretical claims of a general nature. We suggest that formal 

features are of nvo Fiinds. (i) Non-selectional FFs. which are checked as an instance of the 

operation Agree (cf. Chomsky 1998), and for which identity (Le.. feature matching) and closest 

c-cotnmand are necessq and suficient; in this case, feature-checking does not involve 

movement and is l e s  local. (ii) Selectional FFs, which are checked as an instance of the operahon 

\,love (cf Chornshy l988), which presupposes Xgee and second Merge; in this case. feature- 

checking obligatorily involves movement and is strictly local. in that it requires a Spec-Head or 

head-adjunction relationship. Whether FFs are selectional or non-selectional is an option 

pararnetized across languages, with one exception. Following Chomsky (1998). we assume the 

EPP feature to be universally selectional. However, we recognize some cross-linguistic flexibility 

and propose that the strict locdity confiyeuration in which this selectional feature is checked is 

parametrized dependins on whether the respective laquage has a D-type or a V-type EPP FF. 

Specifically. the EPP FF on Io requires checking in a Spec-Head relationship in D-type EPP 

languages, and a head-adjunction relationship in V-type EPP languages. 



Contrary to Minimalist assurnptions, we show that not al1 instances of Spell-Out 

movement are feature driven. However, we assume al1 feature-dnven movement to be overt and 

obligatory. 

Consider next the daims made for Romanian. The anpitical data shows Romanian to be 

a V-type EPP language; consequently, in this language. Spec,IP is not the canonical subject 

position, and in fact, the language lacks a unique subject position. Structural Case is assigned in 

Verge positions and Romanian NPs need not move fiom their base-generated position for 

licensing purposes. 

Formai features such as [+ wh] and [+ focus] are realized syncretically (Le., parasitically) 

on I", rather than on Co or on independent heads projecting their own structure. and XPs attracted 

for feature-checking will merge as SpecJP- The operators in SpecJP either create anaphonc or 

quantificational chains. depending on the presence or absence of resumptive clitics. respectivety. 

hl ul ti ple wh-movemen t proceeds in a crossing-paths manner with unordered tucking-in under 

Spec.lP. W M e  contrastive focus is realized as a formal feature on Io, it is realized as a 

phonological feature (P-feature) on the lexical item. More specifically, contrastively focused 

phrases in Romanian are not marked with a [- focus] feature fiom within the lesicon, but marked 

later with a [+ focus] P-feature pence the prosodic stress requirement which identifies a 

constituent as contrastively focused). Given tîiat contrastive focus is a representational property 

of phonosyntau in Romanian, the focused phrase is optionally pronounced in Spec,lP or in its 

base-generated position. 

Romanian allows for two types of scrambling, both of which are sernantically restricted 

and both of which represent non-feature driven movement: i-P-scrambling (Le.. iie-focusing). 

wliich has A-movement properties. and IF-scrambling (i-e.. topicalization). which has A-bar 

inovement properties. While scrambling is not obligatory, it is nevertheless indicative of the 

presence of pmgmatic domains in the Romanian clause structure. 



Chapter 2: 

Go, and catch a falling star. 
Get with child a rnandrake root. 

Tell me. where al1 past years are. 
Or who clefi the deviI's foot. 

Teach me to hear rnermaids singjng, 
Or to keep off enty's stinging. 

And find 
What wind 

Serves to advance an honest mind. 
John Donne. Sorg 

V-Raising and NP-Licensing 

2.0 lntruûuction 

This chapter introduces the reader to some basic aspects of Romanian synta> discusses 

word order liceiising. and sets out important theoretical assumptions which serve as working tools 

tliroughout this dissertation. 

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 illustrates word order in the Romanian 

simple clause. In section 2.2. we investigate the build-up of the Romanian IP. with special 

reference to the position of the lexical verb and clitic material. We maintain earlier analyses 

which show tliat the lexical verb always raises to Io in Romanian (e.g., Cornilescu 1997. 

Dobrovie-Sorin 1994% Motapanyane 1995, Stefanescu 1997) and argue that this is due to a 

strong [+\7 feature, which we reanalyse in section 2.3 as the EPP feature of Romanian. We 

funher show that al1 elements comprising the  Romanian IP are syntactic clitics (see also 

Dobrovie-Sorin 1994a). which we analyse as specifier-less heads. We suggest that some of these 

specifier-Iess heads project independently as XP, while others project together with verbal heads. 



Starting with d o n  2.3. the rest of the chapter focuses on noun phrase licensing in 

Rom,mian. The central assumption is that Romanian NPs check Case in their initiai merge 

positions. with no movement involved at any level of representation. We further investigate the 

nature of the EPP feature in Romanian. Given that the EPP feature is universally a selectional 

feature (cf Chomsky 1998), it will require checking in a strict lotality relationship, which we 

assume to be a Spec-Head or head-adjunction configuration, an option we suges t  is pararnetrized 

across languages accorâing to EPP type. We propose that the realization of the EPP feature is 

possible as a nominai featwp (Le.: D-type EPP feature), as a verbal farure (Le., V-type EPP 

feature). or as a combination thereof. We daim that Romanian bas a V-type EPP feature, satisfied 

by verb raising and head-adjunction onto the inflectional domain. Sections 2.4 - 2.5 discuss 

structural and semantic restrictions in unaccusative and passive constructions in Romanian and 

reinforce the working assumptions set out in section 2.3. 

We conclude that stnrchiral Case is not checked as a result of specific configurations, but 

as a consequence of the presence of specific functional categories in the clausal architecture. 

Furthemore, Rornanian lacks a preverbal 1P-related cmonical subject position. 

2.1 Remadcs on word order in the Romanian clause 

The Rornanian declarative clause has relatively ' f ke  word order', in the sense that it 

allows for al1 of the word order combinations exemplified in (1). 

( 1 )  a. VSO: 

A mîncat ion pliicinta CU mere. 

ALX.3SG eaten Ion pie-the with apple 

'Ion has eaten the apple pie.' 



b. VOS : 

A mincat plgcinta CU mere Ion. 

ALX.3SG eaten pie-the with apple Ion 

'Ion has eaten the apple pie.' 

C. svo: 
Ion a mîncat plâcinta 

Ion A L X 3 S G  eaten pie-the 

'Ion has eaten the apple pie.' 

CU mere. 

with apple 

d. OVS: 

[Ptiicinta CU 

[pie-the with apple] 

'Ion has eaten the apple pie.' 

merel; a mîncat-O, Ion. 

AUX.3SG eaten-CL.3SG XCC.F ion 

e. SOV: 

Ion [PLACWTA C U  MERE], a inincat-O,. 

Ion [pie-the with apple] ALK3SG eaten-CL.3SG.ACC.F 

'It is the apple pie that Ion has eaten (not something else).' 

f OS v: 
[Placinta CU rnereIi ION a rnincat-O;. 

[pie-the with apple] Ion ALX.3SG eaten-CL.3SG.ACC.F 

'It is Ion that has eaten the apple pie (not somebody else).' 

Soun phrases which appear to the lefi of  the verb (referred to as preverbal) are, however. 

constrained by interpretation. In ( 2 ) ,  for esample. the indefinite object is ungrammatical in the 

preverbal position, unless it is contrastiveiy fociised (which we mark by uppcr case Icttcrs). 1 

(2) a. LW FILM a v e u t  Victor. 

a movie AUX.; SG seen Victor 

'It is a movie that Victor has seen (not something else or  not more than one).' 

I For an anatysis o f  the Romanian preverbal field see chapter 5.  



b. * Un film a v m t  Victor. 

a movie ALrX.3 SG seen Victor 

'Victor saw a movïe. 

Furthemore, irrespective of their syntactic function, preverbal NPs are constrained by a 

. s p ~ ? ~ ' ~ k i g -  requirement unless contrastively focused. Specific NPs include definite S P s  or 

indefinite NPs with either a referentiai, a partitive. or a generic collective reading. We term these 

indctinitcu -strong'. following de Hoop (1995). Consider (3) for illustrations. ' 

(3) a. definite NP: 

Pnetena mea a obtiniit 

friend,F.-the rny AUX.3SG obtained 

'My friend got a fellowship in France.' 

O burG in Franta ' 
a fellowship in France 

7 - The specificity requirement holds for both unergative and unaccusative preverbai subjects 
in Romanian, as illustrated in (ia) and (ib), respectively. 

(9 a. (*Cimi pisici) au mincat (cinci pisici). 
(five cats) ALTX.3PL eaten (five cats) 
'Five cats ate. ' 

b. (*Cinci pisici) au plecat (cinci pisici). 
(five cats) ALX.3PL left (five cats) 
'Five cats lefi.' 

SV would be k i t  in the above examples only if the subject NP could be understood partitively 
(i.e.. as specific); in this case, there would be a set of known cats, out of which five are involved 
in the above predications. In other words, until and unless the N P  is somehow topicaV'anchoredW 
in the discourse, it cannot appear preverbally (see also Casielles 1 996 and Zubimeta 1 998. for 
Spanish). Another way of anchoring preverbal NPs is by using locative phrases (usually in 
descriptions)- Notice in (i i)  that in the absence of these locatives the NPs would be ungrammatical 
in pret-erbal position. 

( i  a. Tigànci Mnd nori *(pe la colturi de strada). 
wpsiss sell.3PL.PR flowers + - on at corner of street 
'Gypsies sel1 flowers at street corners.' 

b. Copii bat mingea *(pe stradii). 
children beat.3PL.PR ball-the on Street 
'Children play bal1 on the street.' 

1 
In Romanian, definite marking on ferninine nous  in the singu1a.r is achieved by vowel 

alternation from 4, a stressed schwa, which marks the bare fom, to -a. an open rounded back 
vowel, which marks the definite enclitic. 



b. re ferential indefinite NP: 

O prietenâ de-a mea e lingvistii. 

a fnend.F O f-GEN . F my is l inguist. F 

'A friend of mine is a linguist.' 

c. partitive indefinite NP: 

Doi pesti sunt negri (, al treilea e rogu). 

hvo fish are black (, the third is red) 

'Two fish are black (the third is red).' 

d- generic collective NP: ' 
Trei pesti sunt mai scumpi decit doi. 

three fish are more expensive than NO. 

'Three fish are more expensive than two.' 

We take the semantic restrictions operative in the Romanian preverbal field to be indicative of a 

topical domain. 

Post-verbd noun phrases, on the other hand are not sernantiçally constrained, a point we 

return to in section 2.4.1. VS(0) sequences are unmarked and highly productive in Romanian 

and. in contrast to Italian and Spanish, in Romanian they are not restricted to t e n d  clauses. In 

Romanian. certain infinitival clauses permit a Nominative subject (Le.. clauses seiected by an 

J De Hoop (1995) indudes base genetics among strong NPs- However, preverbal generïcs 
in Rommian have to be marked for definîtenes. since base NPs cannot be interpreted as  strong a 
property shared wi th O th- Romance languages: 

a. Cerbii au corne. 
stags-the have antlers 

b. * Cerbi au coame. 
stags have antlers 
'Stags have antlers.' 

c. Balenele sunt mami ferç. 
w hales-the are mammals. 

d. * Balene sunt mami fere. 
whales are mammds 
-Males  are mammals. ' 



aspectual matrix verb, as well as subject and adjunct infinitival clauses). Whenever a Nominative 

subject is present in infinitival clauses: it can oniy surface post-verbally, as show below: 

(4) a- K* Ea) a-i spune (ea) as ta] 

[(*she.NOM) b T - C L  3SG DAT tell (she.SOM) this] 

va cere mult curaj. 

FLT 3SG ask much courase' 

'It will take a lot of courage for her to tell him this.' 

b. Mihai a plecat [înainte de (*scrisoare=i) a 

Mihai AbX.3SG lefl lbefore of (*letter-the-NOM) bT 

sosi (scn'soarea)]. 

corne (letter-the.NOh4) 

'Mihai left before the letter came.' 

In Our discussion of nom phrase movernent we refer to positions chat are pre- or post- 

\.erbal. The term 'verbal' needs clan'fication since, in Romanian, it is not confined sole1y to the 

verb. Rather, it covers the whole verbal cornplex, namely, the verb together with any type of clitic 

tliat incorporates into it. Romanian has a series of  morphemes thai syntactically cliticize onto the 

inflectional domain to which the lexical verb raises: subordinate particles (infinitive and 

subjunctive), negation, audiaries, unstressed pronoms, and adverbial intensifiers (or phrases 

thereof). These elements share severai irnporîant properties related to their special privileges of 

occurrence. For example, they cannot be separated fiom their syntactic host by a full phrase (see 

the esamples in 5,  in which the verbal coinplex is underlined), and they display a rigid ordering 

(CC Dobrovie-Sor-in 1990a, 1994a). 

5 See section 2-2.2 for some clarifications. 



( 5 )  a A (* Mihail venit (Mihai) ieri 

.L\LR.;SG (* Mihai) corne (hlihai) yesterday 

'Mihai came yesterday.' 

b Pro fesoara n-ar mai (* mereu) fi (mereu) 

Tacher-the not-ALXCOND. 3SG more always be dways 

aici dacii.. . 

here if. .. 

'The tacher  wouldn't always be here any more if --, ' 

c. Sa (* Mioara) nu c i t d  M i o m  scrisoarea! 

SUBJ (* Mioara) not read.3 SG btioara letter-the 

'Don't let Mioara read the lefier! ' 

In main clauses, the fixed linear order varies with the presence o f  an auxiliary in the manner 

outlined in (6) and exemplified in (7): in the presence of an auxiliaxy' the ferninine pronominal 

clitic appears immediately to the right o f  the le'rical verb, being di\-orced fiom the pronominal 

( 6 )  a Neg - Pron. cluster - Adv (intensifier-type) -ji- V ' 
b. Neg - Pron. cluster - AUX - Adv (intensifier-type) -fi - V - Pron.3.SG.ACC.F 

(7) a- h i  Victor nu i-ar mai f i  

today Victor not CL 3SG DAT -AUX COND 3 S G .  more FI 

dat-o. 

given-CL 3SG ACC F 

'Today. Victor wouldn't have given it to her.' 

0 The 'particle' status of  the Romanian auiriliary has long been recognized by traditional 
gram mars. 

7 ji 'be' is an uninflected perfective marker. 



b. Nu lei, mai prea citesc 

not CL.3PL.DAT-CL.3SG.ACC.F more v e v  read.iSG.PR 

days-the these 

'I don't usually read it to them these days.' 

In subjunctives and infinitives, the respective modal particles precede the sequence in (6) as 

shown beiow. 

(8) a sa (SUBJ.) - Neg - Pron. cluster - Adv (intensifier-type) -fi- V 

b. a ([W.) - Neg - Pron. cluster - Adv (intensifier-type) - V 

In section 2.2.2, we return to the elernents that make up the Romanian verbat cornples. For now, 

however. it suffices to say that the position of  noun  phrases ~ 4 t h  respect to the verb, refers to the 

entire verbd complex as described above. 

To sum up, noun phrases in Romanian surface post-verbally in the default cases. The 

lrS(0)  derivation is the unmarked one in Romanian, and any derivation that departs corn the 

basic VS(0)  has IO be accounted for. Preverbal noun phrases are widely used. but carry 

signi ficant semantic contribution, to which we return in chapters 4 and 5. 

2.2 Verb raising and the split IP hypothesis 

The ernpirïcal data presented above have been analysed in a number of ways. the generaf 

consensus being that the lexical verb always raises out of  the VP to a functional head in 

Romanian (ComiIescu 1997, Dobrovie-Sorin 1994% Motapanyane 1995, Stefmescu 1997, 

atnong others). Support for such an anaiysis is taken from the position of VP adverbs and floated 

quanti fiers with respect to the lexical verb. The examples in (9a-c) are based on similar ones in 

Dobrovie-Sorin ( l994a). 



(9) a- EIevii mei vad 

students rny see.3PL.PR 

'My students often see good movies.' 

b. * [IP Elevii mei [vp des Cw ts 

students my oRen 

'My students ofien see good movies. ' 

c. Elevii mei au 

students my ACiX.3PL 

'My students have ail written poetry.' 

d. * [IP Elevii mei au 

students my AUX.3PL 

'My students have al1 written poetry.' 

[vp des [vp t, t, filme bune]]]. 

ofien films good 

vàd filme bune]] J. 

see.3PL.PR films good 

scris [, toti t, t, versuri] J J. 

written al1 POeV 

scris versuri]]]. 

wrilten poew 

On the assurnption (cf. Emonds 1975. Pollock 1989) that certain adverûs (9a-b) and floated 

quantifiers (9c-d) are generated immediately in fiont of the VP. the Romanian data in (9) show 

obligatory raising of the lexical verb, irrespective of whether an awriliary is present, as in (9c-d), 

or not, as in  (9a-b). In the absence of verb raising (9b. 9d), the sentences are ungrammaticaJ. 

Crosslinguistically, there seems to be considerable independent motivation for V" to Io raising 

(cf, Belletti 1990. Emonds 1978: Pollock 1989. Shlonski 1996. Sder  1994 among rnany others). 

and w e  adopt previous analyses that assume the lexical verb taises to the hflectional domain in 

Romanian without further comment. 

2.2.1 Brief overview of previous anaîyses 

Several proposais have been made with respect to the landing site of the raised verb and 

the functional projections relevant to the build-up of the Romanian IP. Dobrovie-Sorin (1990a, 

1994a), Rivero ( 1  994), and Cornilescu ( 1  997) argue for verb raising to the highest functional 



node within the IP, irrespective o f  whether an amiliaq- is present o r  not: for Dobrovie-Sorin and 

Rivero. this is the T/.4gr head, for Cornilescu, it is the Mood head, argued to be available in both 

mot and embedded sentences. 

Dobrovie-Sorin (1994a) suges t s  that Romanian does not present clsar evidence in 

favour of the idea that AgrP and TenseP are two distinct ma~imal projections and argues that 

AGR may be viewed as an af ix  that is nominal in nature on a par with pronominal clitics. 

Therefore, AGR is taken to adjoin to Tense and verb raising takes place to the T i . 4 ~  head (i.e.- 

Infl). Since the author argues that the Romanian awciliaty is base-generated fiilly inflected 

cliticized to CPAP, amiliaries do not interfere with verb raising. The Romanian IP for Dobrovie- 

Sorin (1994a:17) is as in (IO), with lexical verb movernent to the lower IP in the auuiliaq 

bicfausal structure. 

(IO) CPAP 
A 
Aux" CP/IP 

A 
CG r P 

A 
VC-Io VP /'-'. 

Cornilescu (1997) argues that there is both morphological and syntactic evidence for a 

split IP in Romanian that accornodates at least the verbal categones o f  Mood, Tense, and Aspect, 

Iiisrarchically ordered as in ( 1  1). The author suggests an analysis in which the finite verb raises 

and adjoins overtly to Mo in al1 types of  Romanian clauses. 

Motapanyane (1995) and Ste=escu (1997), on the other hand, argue that a distinction 

should be kept between structures involving an awiliiuy and simple structures. In simple 



structuresT the finite verb is  assumed by both authors to raise to the highest fmctional head. This 

is the AgrS head in Motapanyane's analysis and the Person head in Stefanescu's. We consider 

each analysis in turn. 

In complex structures. Motapanyane analyses the auxiliw to be base-generated under 

Tense and to move to .A@ to check its agreement features: the lexical verb then raises only a s  

hi@ as the Tense head and lefi-adjoins to the awciliary trace. The adjacency requirernent between 

the ausitiary and the lesical verb is captured in Motapanyane by positing that sub-iects can never 

surface in Spec,TP, a comamint attribut& to the Extended Projection Principle (EPP). II 

blotapanyane's exploded IP is reminiscent of Pollock (1989) with A p S  being the highest 

9 funcrional head in the Romanian declaraîive c i d  architecture, as show in ( 12). 

Spec A@' 

A 

Spec T' 
i f i  
tsr; T A@P 

1 A 

Spec V' 
1 n 

R blotapanyane's ( 1995) analysis for Romanian mirrors Belletti's ( 1990) analysis for 
Italian, in asswning that the EPP feature is present on A g 5  and that subject NPs w i l l  be ataacted 
into Spec.AgrS. 

9 iMotapanyane f 1995) argues that the existence of Mood as a syntactic head is limited to 
subjunctive and non-finite clauses. 



$te fànescu ( 1 997) fùrther splits the A@P into a Nurnber Phrase and a Person Phrase- for 

which the author argues there is both dialectal and diachronic evidence. In this analysis, the 

a u x i l i q  is base-generated in the Number head and overtly moved to the Person head by head- 

to-head-movement. The lexical verb will only raise as far as the Number head where it lefi- 

adjoins to the trace of the auxiliary. To capture the obligatory auxiliary - verb adjacenq, the 

author retains Dobrovie-Sorin's (1994a) suggestion that not ail fiuictionai heads have Specifiers 

and adopts the necessary assumption that the NumberP does not project a Specifier position- The 

declarative IP is then split as in (13). I O  

(13) PersonP 
A 
Spec Person' 
1 n 
Su Person NumP 

i A 
Aux Num TP 

1 /", 
t h  T A@P 

1 A 
Verb Spec AgrO' 

f i  
A@ VP 
1 
4 A 
t v Spec V' 

t 

161  Stefanescu (1997) argues there is good reason to believe that A c d P  is also split into a 
Person phrase and a Number phrase in Romanian but does not use a 'split' notation; for details 
and a more extensive discussion we refer the reader to Stefanescu ( 1997). 



2.2.2 The verbal compiex revisited 

We concluded section 3.2 by adopting V0 to Io raising in Romanian, w-hich we 

esemplified with main clause contexts. In fact, there is evidence to suggest that the lexical verb 

raises into the functional domain even in non-finite contests; consider the infinitival examples in 

(14)- 

(14) a, [lp A rosti [vp adesea tv asernenea cuvinte]], e 

F utter ofien such words, is 

'It is painful to often utter such words. ' 

b. *[IP A [VP Xie= ros ti asem enea cuvinte]], e 

PIF ofien utter such words, is 

'It is painfùl to ofien utter such words.' 

durero S. 

pain fui 

dureros. 

pain ful 

In the topicalized infinitival subject clause in ( 1  4), the VP-adjoined adverb arlrsea 'often' cannot 

surface preverbally, which we take to indicate verb raising to the inflectional domain. The 

challense then is to decide what the lexical verb targets within the Romanian IP. In order to do su. 

we first need to address the status of the elements that are part of the Romanian verbal cornples. 

In section 2.1, we showed that the elernents under consideration require a syntactic host 

(Le., a domain of cliticization), so they lack the fieedorn of and cannot be vïewed as 'words'. The 

question is whether these morphemes should then be treated as affixes or clitics. In this section, 

we in~estigate some of the propdes  of the morphemes contained within the Romanian IP and 

conclude that they are al1 clitics. A distinction needs to be made between 'syntactic' and 

'phonologica1' clitics. Besides certain positional restrictions, phonolological clitics usually 

manifest a restricted form fiom their unditicized counterparts and can triggerhndergo 

phonoiogical irregular altomorphy (cf, Spencer 199 1 ). Sptactic clitics are prirnarily 

characterized by the requirement that they attach to a specific sqntactic host (i-e., by a 'domain of 



I I  cliticization'). The Romanian clitics under discussion are al1 synracric clitics We distinguish 

three types of 'afixa1'-like elements in Romanian: (i) affixes, which we assuine are not 

syntactically represented, (ii) clitic heads (labelleci 'clitici') which do not project functional 

phrases but adjoin to other heads, and (iii) clitic heads (labelled 'clitic2*) which project their own 

functional phrases. Afflxes are 'lexical morphemes' and are base-generated within a substantive 

caterory (i.e. have a lexical host). Syntactic clitics (of both type (ii) and (iii)) are -fÙnctional 

morphemes' and are base-generated within a functional (non-substantive) domain- 

Dobrovie-Sorin (1994a) was the first to argue that subordinate particles, negation. 

ausiliaries, unstressed pronouns, and adverbial intensifiers are ail morphemes which should be 

viewed as clitics, rather tfian afiixes. Affixes usually display fised positions and cannot be moved 

around: on the other hana most of the free morphemes that enter into the build-up of the 

Romanian verbal complex in IP display a certain degee of flexibility which points toward the 

preference for a clitic treatment. The pronominals, while usually preceding the lexical verb (see 

( 1 5a)). are poswverbal in imperatives (on a par with other Romance languages). see ( 1 Sb). " 

(15) a. Victor mi-O aduce milne. 

Victor CL. 1 SG.DAT-CL3 SG. ACC.F bnng.3SG.PR tomorrow 

'Victor is bringing it to me tomorrow.' 

1 1 In certain contexts. some Romanian syntactic clitics may also undergo phonological 
cliticization. For examplc, in (i), the pronominal is a syntactic clitic. while in (II) it is both a 
syntactic and a phonological clitic. 

( i>  Nu il cunosc. 
no1 CL.3SG.ACC.M know. 1 SG. PR 

( i i )  N u 4  cunosc. 
not- CL 3SG.ACC.M know. ISG.PR 
'1 don't know him.' 

For a detailed discussion of the Romanian clitic systern, we refer the reader to Dobrovie-Sorin 
( 1 994a). 

12 An additional argument in favour of their clitic, as opposed to affixal nature is îhe fact 
that they play a role in operator variable chains discussed in chapters 4-5. This would be difficult 
to reconcile under an 'agreement marker' treatrnent. 



b. Adu-mi-o miine! 

bring. lMP-CL . 1  SG.DAT-CL. 3 SG. ACC. F tomorrow 

'Bring it to me tomorrow.' 

. 4 u s i l i q  rnorphemes are also best analysed as clitics. Origindly productive in post- 

lexical verb positions (where they incorporated on the verb), they precede the lexicai verb in 

standard conternporary Romanian. possibly due to loss of verb movernent to a higher position (as 

suggested by Jila Ghorneshi). or due to loss of first position prohibitions for clitics (restriction 

known in Romance philology as the  Tobler-Mussafia iaw'); consider the examples below: 

(16) a Plecrit-am uouà la Vaslui.. . ( 1 9" cenniry ~ m )  

lefi-AL%. IPL nine at Vaslui..- 

'Nine of us lefi for Vaslui.. . ' 

b. Abia venit-ai 9; . r~ei  de mincare! (dialectal) 

hardly corne- AüX.2SGand want.2SG of food 

'You hardly came in and you want to eat!' 

c. A reugit Victor la examen. (standard) 

AUX3SG succeeded Victor at exam 

-Victor passed the exam.' 

d. * Reusit-a Victor la examen. 

succeeded-AUX. 3 SG Victor at exam 

-Victor passed the  exam. ' 

(standard) 

The above examples suggest that, at l e s t  insofar as standard contemporary Romanian is 

concerneh audiaries have a 'looser' statu than chat rnanifested by affkes. However. they 

cannot be viewed as  full-fledged words. in view of their verb-dependency and failure to block 

verb raisins above them. In certain contexts (mostly idiomatic), Romanian allows for a specific 

construction in which the lexical verb 'skips' the au'iiliary, as exemplified in (1 7). 



(17) a Mînca-1-ar marna! 
~~~-CL.~SG.ACC.LM-ALX.CG~?) .~SG rnother-the 

(afféctionate idiom translatcd dong the [ines of, '(He's so sweet) his mum could 

aJmost eat him.') 

b. Lua-te-ar dracu l ! 

take-CL. 2SG.ACC-ALX. COh'D. 3 SG devil-the 

.Go to Hell!' 

Esamples like the ones in (17) have specific interpretations and have been analyseci as involving 

verb raising above the  lnflectional domain (cf. Rivero 1994, 1997). Rivero argues that in 

l a n g u ~ e s  with weah'+fùnctional' (as opposed to 'lexical') auxiliaries, the lexical verb can raise 

directly to Co (Comp, above IP), resulting in a structure known as Long Head Movement (LHM). 

It  is unclear whether in examples such as (17) the verb raises to Co or lower, to a Mood head 

(bfO). The availability of LHM stnictures in Romanian (obligatory in tme imperatives), however, 

is uncontroversial and further supports the weakklitic nature of the auuiliary. 

The negative morpheme nu 'not', while requiring a syntactic host (i.e., it has a 'domain 

of cl iticization', cf. Spencer 1 99 1 ), does not attract verb incorporation (i.e., it  never relies 

phonologicdly or morphologically on the verb), and consequently cannot be aeated as an affis. 

This morpheme, however. does have an aff?xal counterpart namely 'ne-'. which occurs in 

Romanian non-finite and deverbal adjective structures. This  distinction between negation as a 

liead and negation as an af5.u is illustrated in (1 8). 

(18) a. Nu le-o mai citesc. 

NEG. head CL.3PL.DAT-CL.3SG.ACC.F ADV read.3SG.PR 

'1 don't read it to them anymore.' 

b. Nemaicitindu-le-O,. .. 

NEG.affix.ADV.read.GER-CL.3PL.DAT-CL.3SG. ACC.F 

'Not reading it anyrnore to them, . . - ' 



Depending on the theoretical approach adopted the negative a f f k  ne- in (18b), can be taken to 

display a morphologically subcategorized position to which a given root element must raise (in 

this case. the V + adverb cornplex), in order to saturate the affk  This negated verb comples 

would then raise to the position hosting the gerundive affis -in4 itself unsaturated. Altemati\.ely, 

in minimalist ternis. the entire gerundive form, nentaicirind -net reading anamore' is analyseci as 

inserted fùlly inflected fiom within the lexicon. Since at Spell-Out it precedes pronominal clitics. 

the inflected verb will have raised to check its morpho-syntactic genuidive feature in Co (or Mo). 

Thougb we adopt this latter perspective, the essence of our story is not theory dependent. A s  a 

sentence negator, we assume the fiee negative motphme nu bot' to be a syntactic ciitic whose 

domain of cliticization is IP. 

Insofar as subordinate particles are concemeci. narnely subjunctive sü and infinitive a, we 

assume they cannot be viewed as affixes since they appear to the leA o f  clitic material. However. 

we have seen that pronominal and auviliary ciitics do not block verb raising to theu Iefl, while the 

subjunctive particle sü has been argued (Dobrovie-Sorin 1994a) to block head-movement in 

esarnples such as (1  9) below (Le.. the verb cannot raise to Comp because of  the intervening head, 

56). 

(19) a. Sa se intîmple ce s-o intîmpla! 

SUBJ SE happen what SE-CL.3SG.ACC.F happen 13 

' May whatever happen, happen!' 

b. * SG intimp15-se ce S-O intimp ta! 

* SUBJ happen-SE what SE-CL.3SG. ACC F happen 

' May whatever happen, happen! ' 

I i se 'SE' is  a pronominal clitic used in middles, passives, and sorne impersonal structures. It 
i s  a homonym of the reflexive in Romance but should be kept distinct fiom the latter (cf. 
Dobrovie-Sonn 1 994b). 



c. *intimplà-se sà ce s-o 

happen-SE SLBJ what SE-CL.3SG.ACC.F 

'May whareuer happen, happen!' 

intirnpla! 

happen 

d. intimplà-se ce S-O intîm pla! 

happen-SE what SE-CL.3SG.ACC.F h a ~ ~ e n  

'May whatever happen. happen!' 

(19a) is a zmrna t ica l  'surrogate' irnperative sentence (i.e.. an imperative realized with the 

subjunctive. rather than with imperative morpho lo~) ,  in which the pronominal clitic s e  is 

situated above the lexical verb. In (19b-d), the lexical verb has r a i d  above this pronominal 

clitic. In this case, the only gammatical imperative sentence is (19d), in which there is no 

subjunctive s ü  morpheme. 

Notice that examples such as (19) only show that s ü  is in complementary distribution 

with lexical verb raising in imperative sentences. This need not imply that sa' blocks head 

movernent, as s u ~ e s t e d  by Dobrovie-SOM ( 1  994a). Under whatever theory of cliticization we 

adopt. it would be undesirable to have certain clitics block head movement white others fail to do 

so. We suggest that sa does no& in fact, block head movement. Rather. the presence or absence of  

s ü  in sentences like (19) is directly dependent on iheir imperative status. We assume that in 

imperatives, a nuIl imperative operator will have to check its feature against a head marked for 

[- imperative]. We M e r  assume that the inflectional head hosting the [- imperative] feature is 

the M(ood) head, which also serves as a host for the subjunctive particle sa. Since the operator i s  

null, the [T imperative] feature will require a lexical host for retrieval at PF (phonological 

interface). This Iexicai host is either sü or the raised verb, as illustrateci in (20). '' 

14 Notice 

( i )  a. 

b. 

that this complementarity of distribution is unavailable in interrosatives: 

Cine si3 vinii? 
Who SLBJ come.3SG. 
*Vin5 cine? 
come.SSG. PR who 
'Who should corne?' 



b. MP 
n 
OP M* 
[- impl /", 

Mc TP 
[+ imp] /\ 
verb t,. 

Adverbial intensifiers pose independent problems. Morphemes of  the mai 'more' type are 

carried along by the verb across proriominal clitics, as in ( l 8b )  or (2 1) below. 

(2  1 )  Mai lasi-ma in pace! 

More let.2SG-CL 1 SG. ACC in peace 

'Let me be for once!' 

It would be tempting to analyse thern as affixes, or base-generated directly ont0 the verb (cf. 

Rivero 1994), but complications *se. Esample (721, with the adverbial preceding the clitic 

pronoun, while colloquial cannot be viewed as ungrammatid, which suggests a certain clitic-like 

flesi bility. 

( 3 2 )  Sibfai ma lasâ in pace! 

More CL. 1 SG.XCC let. 2SG in peace 

'Let me be for once!' 

This suggests that the lexical verb does not raise to Mo in Romanian interrogatives. We return to 
this discussion in chapter 4. 



Moreover. while mai 'more' is usually well-behaved and respects the word order arrangement in 

(6)- following pronominal clitics and preceding the uninflected perfective marker fi %e'. set: 

(23a), other adverbial intensifiers sometirnes show unexpecteci word order idiosyncrasies- For 

example. in (23b), 101  'still' follows the perfective marker- while in ( 2 3 )  it precedes the clitic 

ausiliary. In (23d), certain adverbial intensifiers precede pronominal clitics, while mai 'more' 

occupies its usual position. 

(23)  a. .Ar mai fi (*mai) 

ALKCOND.3 more Fl (*more) 

'He would have read some more.' 

citit. 

read 

b. Ar (*tot) fi tot cith. 

AUX.COND.3 ( * d l )  FI still read 

'He would have still read (continuation refers to reading).' 

c. Tot ar fi citit. 

still AUX. COhD.3 FI read 

'He would still have read (continuation refers to modality).' 

d. Prea tot 1-ar mai fi pupat. 

much still CL.3SG.ACC.M-AW.COND.3 more FI kissed 

The fact that she kept on wanting to kiss him was a bit esaggerated.' 

Dobrovie-Sorin ( 1 9944 analyses short adverbs as clitics base-generated adjoined to Infl, 

between the auxiliary and the verb, whiIe Motapanyane ( 1995) assumes adverbial intensifiers to 

be clitics occupying specifier positions of  fünctional heads hosting the verb. However. if 

Spec.T(ense)P can be occupied by adverbial intensifiers, it is unclear why this position would not 

be available to Romanian subjects. As we have seen in section 2.1. this option is unacceptable 

since noun phrases cannot interfere with the morphernes that make up the verbal cornples. In 

addition, it would be hard to fomalize further movment  of  the adverb t verb complex (a 

problem also apparent in Dobrovie-Sonn). required in exarnples such as (2 1)- XPs (Le.. the TP 



fomed by die vert, in and the short adverb in Spec, TP) cannot move into head positions (ide,, 

C c  or Ma). Xeither of these analyses cm fully account for the word order idiosyncrasies of 

adverbial intensifiers in Romanian. What we suggest, in view of the examples in (23), is  that 

adverbial intensifies are clitics that adjoin directly to the verbal head they modiw. U?iile certain 

adverbials can only modiw aspectual heads (Le-, niai 'more'), in view of their semantics, others 

c m  modifq. Iiigher functiond heads (23d). " l t  will become apparent when we define clitics 

below why adverbial intensifias participate in verb movernent and cannot be skipped, on a par 

with pronominal or ausiliary clitics. 

The exarnples in (23) indirectly introduce the issue offi 'be' (petféctive). This mpectual 

marker appears in complementary distribution with the present perfect amiliary and is invariable. 

I i) It has b m  analysed as being part of a disçontinuous morpherne together with the past 

participle inflection (Dobrovie-Sorin 1994a), and as base-generated as a complement to Ta 

(blotapanyane 1995). Although an affixal analysis is extremely ternpting, exarnples such as (23b) 

in which a short adverb c m  intervene betweenfi and the past participle suggest a clitic status. 

We conclude that there i s  sufficient reason to adopt a clitic analysis of the rnorphemes 

that enter into the build-up of the Romanian verbal complex. For al1 of these clitics, the domain of 

cliticization i s  the IP to which the lexical verb always raises. 17 

- " The ciifference in short adverb positioning in (23) resembla r o p e  issues. When short 
advcrbials scopc over the whole verbal complex they may appcar higher up in thc clitic complex. 
when they scope exclusively over VI they are positioned lower. 

[ O For a detailed description see Dobrotie-Sorin ( l W O a ,  1994a). 

17 It is generally assumed (Belleni 1982, 1 990, Koopman 1984, Kayne 199 1, and so on) that 
\.erbs that fail move to Infl cannot serve as hosts for clitics, a constraint which is also operabve in 
Romanian. The examples in (i) show Lhat the lexical verb in-situ is an insuficient host for the 
Romanian clitics: 

( i )  a. *Pot [VP il mai vedea]. 
can.1SG.PR [wCL.3SG.ACC.M more see] 

b. Ï 1 mai pot [VP =deal - 
CL.3SG.ACC..M more m. 1SG.PR [w see] 
'1 c m  still see him.' 



Dobrovie-Sorin (1 994a: 47) defines syntactic clitics as "Xa elernents that do not project a 

maximal categoy" and are "generared in adjunction positions to Infl or any Infl" projection that 

presents no (Spec, In)". This additional stipulation is necessary because some clitics are taken to 

adjoin directiy to lnfl (for example. short adverbs), while other are talien to adjoin to IP (for 

esample, pronominal clitics). While considered XO (zero-level) efements, according to Dobrovie- 

Sonn ( t 994a). clitics çannot be viewed as occupying head positions since- by definition th- do 

not project maximal categories. What the author is trying to capture. is the fact that clitics do not 

have specifiers and that some of them are carried dong in verb raising, while others can be 

skipped. 

Minimalist theory pemits us  to refine these concepts in a manner which brings them into 

line with more general rules of phrase structure and rids hem of the unnecessary complications 

posed by phrasal adjunction. Under minimalism (Chomsky 1995, 1998). specifier positions are 

not automatically present with the merging of a new head and are, in fact, absent, unless created 

1% by additionai requirements (see section 2.32). Maimal categones, on the 0 t h  han& are 

obligatory. Consequently. XO categories which do not project specifiers will nevertheless be 

maximal, memincg that they will be an XP and an Xc simultaneousiy. Let us  define XO categories. 

According to Chomshy ( 1995:9). they are zero-level categories which can either be a head, or a 

category formed by adjunction to a head X, which projects. For example, the zero-level 

projection of the T head (i-e., Y), has V and perhaps more adjoined to it- Syntactic clitics can 

then be viewed as heads (understood as terminal elernents) without a specifier. We suggest a 

In (i). the modal verb a prrrea 'can' selects a bare infinitive (Le.. a bare VP) and none of the clitics 
can surface on the lower verb since syntactic clitics in Romanian need to be associated with the 
1 P. 

1 R In the Minimalist theory, specifiers are projected/created whenever zero-level categories 
have uninterpretable features that: 
(i) need to be checked prior to Spell-Out; 
(ii) can only be checked as a result of iMove XP (i-e., Agree + tMerge XP). 
The above conditions entail raising of XPs into a specifier relationship to the head whose features 
match that of the raised XP. 



distinction between adverbial intensifiers and the perf'ectjve markerfi 'be'- as opposed to the rest 

of the Romanian syntactic clitics (i.e., subordinate particIes, the free negative rnorpheme, 

pronominal clitics and awiliaries). 

We take adverbial intensifiers and the perfective markerfi %e' to be terminal elernents of 

the category Xm'" which adjoin to functional verbal heads and form Xg which projects. as in (24). 

We label these types of clitics as 'clitici '. Clitic, never projects its own XP. '' 

Aspect 

/", 

Xmin Aspect "ln 

i 1 

b. Aspect. P 

1 
Aspect O 

A 
Xmin Aspect0 

A 
Xmin Aspect min 

mai fi cirif 

'more PFSKFECTIVE read ' 

c. Aspect. P 

1 

AspectC 

/". 
g n i n  Aspectc 

A 
Xmin Aspect "ln 

fi (or cirif 

'r~r-:rc~~:c-nvri still read' 

EssentialIy. adverbial intensifias rnay adjoin to a verbal head within IP (usually Aspect, in view 

of their semantics) but do no& themselves, project. The perfective marker ji 'be' also adjoins to 

the Aspect head without independentiy projecting. In order for Aspect0 to be projected, the 

lesical verb needs to raise out of the VP and head-adjoin onto the Aspect terminal element. The 

structure in (34) can account for why adverbial intensifiers have an afiïxal flavour. in that they 

are can-ied alonç in verb raising structures (and not skipped on a par with pronominal clitics and 

ausiliaries). Since the resulting structure is an X0 element, it witl move as such. 

1 '1 Rernernber chat we have established these morphernes are clitics (in view of their 
flexibility). so they m o t  be insateci on the verb. but have to be base-generated in positions that 
are within the lnflectional domain. Essentially, we assume that clitic adverbs adjoin to heads. in a 
rnanner that mirrors XP-adjunction of adverbs that are XPs. See a h  Travis ( 1988) for a proposal 
in which adverbs may be adjoined to hctional heads. 



Apart fiom adverbial intensifiers and perferctive fi 'be', Romanian syntactic clitics are 

Iieads of the X" category. We label these clitics as 'cliticz'. We assume clitic2 always forms 

maximal categories (XPs). These maximal caîegories lack specifiers, as exemplified in (25).  'O 

b. Seg.P c. A g .  P 
1 ! 

Seg" A g "  
1 1 

nir 'no[- an] ' .ALX. 1 SG' 

This analysis correctly captures Chomsky's ( 1 995) definition of cli tics as both XO and XP 

elements. Moreover, it explains why pronominal and au..iliary ditics are not carried along by the 

verb: they are not part of the same zerdevel category. However, there remains the more general 

problem of head movement. The Head Movement Constraint (cf. Chomshy 1986. Travis 1984) 

should guarantee the locality of head movement and disallow 'skipping' of heads (ernpty or 

filled) as in LHM constructions. More on this in the next section. 

In this section, we have clarified the status of the free morphernes entering the build up of 

the Romanian !P. In the next section. we show the whole structure of IP and discuss lexical verb 

movernent- 

2.2.3 Verb raising: a minimalkt account 

At the beginning of the previous section, we assumed lexical v a b  raising to the 

inflectional domain in Romanian and embarked upon a discussion refemng to the status of the 

morphernes that pertain to the verbal cornples. We concluded they are besr analysed as clitics (as 

20 The issue of specifiers is rediscussed in subsequent chapters. While these XPs never 
project specifiers as a result of their intrinsic requirements, the highest fllnctional head within IP 
c m  license speci fiers in speci fic circumstances. These circwnstances involve the presence of 
additional formal feanires, such as [+ wh] and [+ ficus], incorporated ont0 the highest fimctional 
head and necessitahg checking in a spifier-head reIationship. 



opposed to afttxes) and defined them as heads which project maximal tategories without 

specifiers (with the exception of adverbial intensifies and perfdvej %eV which do not project, 

but adjoin to other verbal heads). In this section, we discuss verb raising in connection to the 

clitic structure assumed above, as well as the need for a split IP (or lack thereof). 

W e  retain previous observations ( s e  section 22.1 .) thaî there is evidence for a split IP in 

Romanian. A s  a result of our discussion on clitics. we take IP to consist of various combinations 

of the following maximal phrases: MoodP > NegP > CliticP* A M P  > TP > .L\spectP (see dso 

cliapter 1, section 1.3). For example. for the negated simple structure (without an ausiliary) in 

(26) ,  we assume the syntactic tree in (27). 

(26) Nu4 

not-CL.3SGACC.M 

'1 don't know him.' 

CUTIOSC. 

know. 1 SG 

(27) NegP 

\ 
n 

Seg0 Clitic P 
I 
i \ 
m r  ,f'--, 

CliticO A g d P  
1 \ 
4 A 

A k d o  TP 
\ 

c-unosc pro v' 

VP 

vO pro, L P ~  



Romanian is a nuIl-subject language (Le.. a language in which the subject need not appear) and a 

pro (small 'pro') is assumed in the canonical subject position (for details see section 23.2).  

Pronominal clitics are coindexed with pros in object position (a relationship we return to in 

subsequent chapters). Let us now conmtrate  on the verb. In rninimalism, transitive verbs involve 

a 'li@ verb' (rP) shell, Cross-linguistically, the nul1 light verb is assumed to be afixal in nature, 

so the lesical verb raises and adjoins to it. In Romanian. TO has strong verbal features ([- VI) and 

attracts the XO head which contains the lexical verb (in this case, the IV0 + v03 cornples)- Lexical 

verbs in simple structures are inflected for subject agreement. Consequentfy, an AgS" head is 

projected in the derivation as the head in which subject agreement (phi-) features are check&. 

The question, however, is whether in (27) we need to postulate further verb movemeni to .L\pSO. 

or whether the phi-features can be checked via some sort o f  feature percolation rnechanisrn once 

the verb has raised to TO. U7e suggest that no further verb movement is involved. .AgrSO and Tc 

are adjacent heads, both verbai, both nonsubstantive (Le., functional), with rnatching features and 

no intmening specifier. Both A g "  and T" are L-related to the verb (cf. Chomsky and Lasnik 

1993). and the phi-features o f  Agr" are shared by the lexical verb in TO. In effect, the two heads 

become undistinguishabte and vacuous movement is as unnecessary as it is undesirabte (since 

under iblinirnaiism movernent should be in principle avoided). " The lexical verb (now the [Va + 

Y"] cornples) will only raise as far as the first Io head, in this case, the Tense head. This idea of  

3 1 Our intuitions have been previousl y capturai by Do brovie-Sorin 's ( 1 994a) h ypothesis 
that Agr and T f o m  a merged projection o f  the T/Agr type in Romanian. In a more general 
conte.uk 'matching' o r  'rnerging' of fiuictional categories has been proposed by Culicover ( 1999). 
Giorgi and Pianesi ( 1 997), and Haider ( 198%). Crucial to d l  of these analyses is the absence of 
specifier requirement between two mergdmatched fùnctional projections and featurc sharùig. 
Altmatively, we cm argue dong the lines of  Chomsky ( 1995) who suggests that strong features 
can be also checked by attraction. rather than movernent. Attraction is a strictly local operation 
whereby a head can only check the feature of  the head or specifier o f  its complement. Chomsky 
(1995) introduces attraction to account for English interrogative sentences with an interrogaûve 
subject in which there is no evidence for subject wh-movement fiom SpecJP to SpecCP. 
Chomsky's checking via attraction has been furthet expanded by Bobdjik (1995). who assumes 
that al1 local relations, including the head corn plement relation, are potentid checking relations. 



collapsing heads is illustraied in (28) below, which we assume to be the correct representation for 

\ 
A 

%'ego Clitic P 
1 \ 
nu A 

CliticO AgrSPm 
, \ 
L /"', 

AcrrSO/TO i-P 
Et V I  n 
czrnosc pro v' 

Consider next the complex smicture in (29a) and its representation in (29b). 

Ar fi incercat blihai asta dar.. . .. 

ALrX.COND.3SG FI iried. PT Mihai this. but ... 

'blihai would have tried this, but.. . ' 



The lexical verb (Le., the past participle) raises and adjoins to the light verb and further to the 

perfective morpheme fi 'be'. base-generated under Aspect. T0 in Romanian has strong verbal 

features which need to be checked for the derivation to converge. However, the verb has already 

raised within IP, namely as  far as Aspect (merged in the derivation as a result of fi) and we 

assume there is no need for fùrther verb raising to TO for checking of  the strong verbal feaîure to 

occur. Lack of a specifier position between TP and AspectP in effect collapses the two verbai 

heads. as previously discused for =ZgSG and TO. " 
Notice that we do not assume a uniform clause structure (cf. also Gnmshaw 1991, 

Wurmbrand 1998). Rather. we suggest that the build-up of the Romanian IP can V a r y  depending 

on clause type. so that oniy the functional categories for which there is empirïcal evidence are 

present. This is consistent with the fact that grammatical structure should be kept to a minimum- 

2.3 which follows liom the more general condition o f  economy. A further example is the 

subjunctive sentence in (30a). represented in (Xb),  in which the IP splits into Mood, Agreement, 

and Tense. 

(30) a. sa dai un telefon. 

SLBJ giveîSG a phone 

'Make a phone call.' 

7-  
-& In structures wiîhout an Aspect phrase, the [VO + complex will raise as far as p. 
since the strong [+ V] feature cannot remain uncheckeà. 

See also Rizzi's ( 1 995/97) 'Avoid structure' principle. 



Va un telefon 

In (28)-(30): the raised lexical verb does not move above the Tense head. In simple 

structures. AgrSO is not distinguished From TO, while in complex structures. ri\@" is occupied by 

the awiliary inflected for agreement. In structures where there is evidence for an Aspectual head, 

as in (29): the lexical verb will be able to check the strong verbal features on T" directly fiom the 

Aspect head. Our analysis, in efféct has a 'shortest move' flavour, which is in keeping with 

minimalist assurnptions introduced in Chomsky ( 1  993) and subsequent work. 

Our next observation refers to the nature of the Romanian split IP. '' The Romanian IP 

does not allow for intermediary specifier positions, since it is made up entirely o f  the clitic system 

discussed in  the pre~-ious section. Absence of  specifier positions entails absence of  noun phrases 

within IP. Consequently, noun phrase movement will never target positions within the IP. For the 

purposes of  noun phrase movement then. we can reduce the verbal heads within the Inflectionai 

domain to a single one, namely Io. " 

2-l See Dobrovie-Sorin ( 1994a) for a discussion on the difference b e ~ e e n  [P in Romanian 
as opposed to the other Romance tanguages. 

2 5 Such an account is also supported by the fact that the entire verbal complex (Le., verb +- 
clitics) behaves like a single morphological unit. To exemplify, we use an ellipsis test, following 
Rivero ( 1997), to determine what counts as a morphological complex. In Romanian, deleiion in 
coordinate structures can only apply to the verbal complex as a whole, and never to parts o f  it. 



Given thaî Io always consists of 7 which hosts a strong [+ VJ feature. we can say that Io 

has a strong [- feature which will always attract lexical verb raising. -4 sentence such as (3 la) 

will be sptactically represented as in (3  1 b). 

(3 1 ) a. Cite~te copilul cartea. 

read.3 SG. PR child-the book-the 

'The child is reading the book.' 

b. 1 P 
\ 

1' 
f i  
Io i,P 
[- \l ,'-', 

SuNP v' 

VG ObjNP 

Let u s  now return to Long Head Movement (LHM) structures. Romanian shares with the 

Balkan languages and exlier stages of some Romance languages the p r o p e l  of non-finite verb 

raising (Le.. participial and infinitival fonns) to a position across the inflected amiliary. This type 

of movement, defined as  Long Head Movement (LHiM) by Rivero (1989, et seq.), has been the 

focus of discussion of  several authors (Dobrovie-Sorin 1994% Lema and Rivero 1991, 

(i)a. M-a v-t citind si m-a auzi t cin tind. 
CL. 1 SG.ACC.-AUX.3SG seen readuig and CL. 1 SG.ACC.-AUX3 S G  heard singing 

b. M-a v k u t  citind $1 *(m-a) auPt cintind. 
CL. 1 SG.ACC.-AUX2 SG seen reading and *(CL- 1 SG.ACC.-AUX3 SG) heard singing 
-He saw me reading and he heard me  singing.' 

2 h Recall that we d o  not follow Chomsky (1995, 1998) in using Tc as the umbrella term for 
Inflection, but prefer Io (see chapter 1, section 1-3). There will be several instances w h m  
reference will be made to the split IP. In particular, when we discuss LHM structures, feature 
syncretism, object pro licensing, among others. 



Motapanyane 1995, Stefanescu 1997? mon€ others) and especially, Rivero ( 1989. 1994. 1997). 

The empirical facts introduced in ( 1  7) are repeated here as (32). 

(32) a. Mînca-l-ar marna! 

eat-CL.3SG.ACC. M.-ALX.COND.3SG mother-the 

(affdonate idiom translated dong the lines o. '(He's so sweet) his mum could 

almost eat him.') 

b. Lua-te-ar dracul! 

take-CL-îSG. ACC-ALX.CO;\I'D .3SG devil-the 

'Go to Hell!' 

Since LHM is restncted to main clauses, Rivero (1994) analyses LHM as involving head 

movement o f  the non-finite verb to Comp: however. in contrast to other vert, raising to Comp 

(i  .e.. verb-second in Germanie), LHM strands pronominal cli tics (Dobrovie-Sonn 1 994a). as well 

as the inflected auxiliaries. We suggest that the lexical verb only raises to ;LI0 in LHM 

constnictions and give the representation of the example in (32a) in (33). 



(53) MoodP 
A 
o p  #-'. 
[+ imp] M o d e  CliticP 

! \ 
r+ impl A 
niima CliticO AgSP 

A@" TP 

VP 

VO pro, 

In LHM structures, we posit an empty operator OP in the specifier of the Mood phrase. This 

operator (responsible for the specific illocutionary force) needs to be licensed by an overt element 

in Mc. so verb raising applies. " The question is, how is it that verb moveinent is possible in the 

manner suggested in (33): where two heads have been skipped. Given the Head blovernent 

Constraint (cf Chomshy 1986, Travis 1984), which argues for locality of head movement. we 

would expect such a derivation to result in ungramrnaticality. However, it does not. We propose 

that al1 the verbal heads that enter into the Romanian IP configuration are in a local relationship 

with each other and implicitly equally accessible. We suggest this 'symmeaic quidistance' to be 

due to: (i) the fact that the Romanian IP consists exclusively of clitic as opposed to lexical 

material, and (ii) the absence of IP-internai specifiers ensured by (i). We assume such an IP to 

: 7 Notice that categoxy rnatchinglmerging cannot apply in this case, since the feature 
[- impmtivc) is not shared by any of the othcr functional hcads. 



have equally accesssible heads. In conclusion, skïpping heads within the Romanian IP does not 

count as a Head Niovement Constraint violation- In (33), the ernpty [- irnperative] feature in !do 

requires a lexical host, so verb raising to Mo applies. As a result of their clitic status, neither the 

pronominalT nor the awxiliary in (33) can move to ,Mo. the only candidate being the lexical verb in 

TO. 28 

2.2.4 Summing up 

To conclude this section, we point out the following. The morphemes that enter into the 

buiid-up of the Romanian verbd comples are syntactic clitics, rather than afises. We defined 

clitics as terminal elements and distinguished between two types in Romanian: 

I 

clitic, 

- includes short adverbs and the perfective markerfi 'be'. 

- represents a terminal elernents of the Xm'" type which adjoins to fimctional verbal 

heads, forming a zero-level categoïy (Le., Y") that projects as a specifier-less category. 

-- ' X Our analysis is in the spirit of  Rivero (1997), who argues that oniy languages with 
functional auviliaries (Le.. auxiliaries which jack lexical status) display LHM. However. our 
assumptions can also account for why pronominal clitics are skipped. 



(ii) clitic2: 

- includes pronominal clitics, awciliaries. the negative morpheme nu 'not'. and the 

infinitival and subjunctive mood markers (a and s à  , respectiveS.): 

- represent terminal elernents of the XO type and project maximal categories 

without specifiers. 

The essence of clitic-hood is its licensing domain and its head status. Unlike affixes, 

which are base-generated onto the Iexicai verb, clitics are fùnctional morphemes (Le., IP-related). 

Moreover. whiie affixes are inserted as part of and tog&er with their lexical host. clitics are 

heads inserted into the derivation independently of their lexical host. However, in contrast to 

words. clitics need a welldefined syntactic host and cannot move; their flexibility of position 

(see. for esample. pronominal clitics in Romance) is always the result of other elements moving 

around them. 

lnsofar as  the Romanian IP is concerne4 we sugested i t  consists o f  a series of heads. ail 

of which lack specifiers. Furthmore. the Romanian IP was argued to enable head- 

merge/collapse (with relevant conseQuences for feature checking and movement) and Long Head 

Liovement, due to the absence of IP intemal specifiers and clitic status of IP-related morphemes. 

We assumed a strong [t V] feature on the Romanian P head which always triçgers lexical verb 

raising to the Infiectional domain, but only to the closest Infl head. Such an apptoach unifies, in a 

sense. the spirit of several previous proposals made for I P  in this language: the split-iP hgothesis 

(Cornilescu 1997, Motapanyane 1995, Stefanescu 19971, the non-distinct nature of AFP and 

TenseP in Romanian (Dobrovie-Sorin 1994a). the non-unitary target of lexical verb raising 

(Motapanyane 1995, Stefanescu 1997). However, it maintains a distinct flavour by favouting 



head-mage over vacuous movement, by assuming symmeûic equidistance of heads, and by 

viewing clitics as heads projecting XPs. 

2.3 Subject positions and NP licensing 

In the Generative fiamework, an XP is licensed (Le., 'visible'), if it is theta-marked and 

Case marked (with either stnictural or lexical Case). Subjects are generally assumed to be base- 

generated in Spec-VP (Koopman and Sportiche 1991). which is a theta-marked, Case-less 

position, In a Ian-e such as English, the subject NP rnoves to the Specifier of IP where it is 

assigned Nominative Case in a Spec-Head agreement configuration, which is a f o r -  of  "feaîure 

sharing" (Chomsky 1986: 24). 

In section 2.1, we showed that word order sequences in the Romanian preverbal field are 

not in fact 'free' fiom an interpretive point of view. which suggested that the unmarked word 

order (in the sense of neuird) in Romanian is VSO Therefore. pst-verbal subjects have been 

generally assumed to reside in their base-generated position (i-e., Spec.VP) (see Comilescu 1997. 

Dobrovie-Sorin 199Oa 1994a Motapanyane 1989, Stehescu 1995. 1997)- at least prior to LF. 

2.3.1 Brief overview of previous analyses 

Initiail y, in-situ subjects were analysed as acquiring Nominative Case under govemment 

by the verb that had raised to hflection (Dobrovie-Sorin 1994% biotapanyane 1989). Later 

studies. adopted a checking analysis in which Spec-VP cannot be viewed as a Case position. 

Motapanyane (1  995) argues that Nominative Case checking for post-verbal subjects takes place at 

LF. She proposes that subjects raise to Spec,lP (Spec,TP in her analysis) covertly - this position 

' 8 )  

This is not to say that VSO is the underlying word order in the Romanian clause 
structure. As we have seen in the previous -on7 there is evidcnce to suggest that Romanian i s  
underlyingly SVO. but that the verb always raises and incorporates into Io (or a head thereof, 
depending on the analysis adopted). 



being unavaitable to subjects in the overt y t a x  as a result o f  the EPP constraint. Comilescu 

(1997) offers two alternative anaiyses for in-situ l e s i d  subjects: they may either raise at LF to a 

subject-Case position (which for the author is Spec,AgrSP in the default case), or  they can 

acquire Case in Spec-VP by coindexation with pro, an expletive licensed by the Romanian 4gr 

hertd. On the  other han4 Stefanescu (1995) areues (on the basis of control and binding facts) that 

Sominative Case checking can only be overt in Romanian and that consequently, the subject does 

not raise out of  Spec-VP at LF- The author suggess a solution dong the lines o f  Chomsky (1986) 

and Rizzi f 1986a), who discuss A-chains çreated by head mo\.ement of the finite verb to 

Inflechon. V'-to-T' raising creates a chain in which the head and the tail o f  the c h a h  are 

coindexed, thereby enabling the NP in Spec,VP to check the strong case feature of  TO. by 

transitiviv. 

Also debated is the status of the landing site of raiseci subjects. Dobrovie-Sorin (I994a) 

assumes that the preverbal subject has been assigned Nominative Case in Spec,VP and has further 

moved to SpecJP which is a Topic position (a non-argurnentalhon L-related position). In 

Dobro\.ie-Sorin's account, this is the position which also hosts topicalized elements such as 

object NPs and adverbiais, as in (34). 

( 4 )  a. Mine  vor veni cei mai de searnà musafiri- 

tomorro w FUT 3PL corne those more o f  important guests 

'The most important guests wdl corne tomorrow.' 

Nimic nu $titi. 

Sothing not know.2PL.PR 

'You know nothing' 

Ion nu - vine. 

Ion not come.3SG.PR 

'Ion isn't coming' 



Motapanyane ( 1 994a-b, 1 995) argues against a non-argument. preverbal subject position 

and keeps distinct the position occupied by the fronted subject NP fkom that o f  topicdized and 

contrastively focused elements. The author assumes that movement of the subject NP to the 

preverbal position creates A-chains since it does not interfere with movement to Focus. The 

preverbal subject i s  taken to land in the highest Specifier of the functional projection hosting the 

raised finite verb, an argumentai position located between Topic and Focus. The distinction 

between the functions o f  preverbal positions is then established as follows: topicaiized elements 

appear in Spec,CP, a position which also hosts wheleinents; the subject position is the 

argumentai Spec,lP (in a non-split IP) and the focus position is adjoined to I', immediately below, 

as in (35). 

Topic C' 
n 

Subject 1' 
n 

Comilescu (1997) analyses the preverbal subject position as non-L-related (in the spirit of 

Dobrovie-Sonn 1994a). Moreover, this author argues that there are two post-verbal subject 

positions available in Romanian, both of which are available at Spell-Out and both of which are 

argumenta1 (Le., Spec, AgrSP and SpecVP). Cornilescu draws on morphological and syntactic 

evidence, largely basing her analysis on a cornparison o f  c h i c  doubled subjects in Romanian with 

their counterparts in different ltalian dialects. Following the theoretical assumption that weak 

pronouns and clitics have to occupy their Case-checking position before Spell-Out (cf. 

Cardindeni 1996), subject clitics are taken to indicate the A g S  and the Nominative Case position 



in the Romanian clause. While full NP subjects can appear both pre- and pst-verbally. clitic 

subjects are constrained to occupy the post-verbal position as in (36)' in which the lexical verb is 

assumed to have r a i d  to Mo. above A@". 

Vine - el 

come.3SG.PR he-SuCL 

' Dad'll come.' 

*a vine 

he-SuCL come.3 SG. PR 

'Dad'll come.' 

Tata vine - el. 

tata. 

father-the 

tata. 

father-the 

dad-the çome.3 SG. PR he-SuCL 

'Dad'll come.' 

Since the subject chic in (36) is taken to occupy Spec,A@P7 (36) is analysed as evidence for the 

existence of two post-verbal argumental subject positions in Romanian (i-e., Spec.A9SP and 

Spec.VP). 

In conclusion there seems to be ongoing debate as to the sptactic positions occupied by 

both preverbal and postverbal subjects in Romanian, as well as the mechanisms of stmctural Case 

assignrnent. 

2.3.2 EPP, Case-licensing and Minimalism 

In order to accowit for the empirical data briefly introduced in section 2.1. in which we 

showed the prcverbal tield to be semantically constrained by a specificity requirement, we 

31, Rivi (P.C.) rernarks thaq in other Romance languages, the postwrbal subject in (36c) 
would be stressed. Given that in the Romanian example in (36c) the postverbal pronoun is  also 
stressed and given that stressed pronouns are not clitics, el lie' should probably not be analysed as 
a subject clitic in this instance. 



propose an analysis which essefitially favours the (initial) Mew of generative theory that thematic 

and Case positions may coincide. We rnake the following crucial theoretical assumption related to 

the Case ticensing of Romanian NPs: 

(37) Romanian NPs check Case in initial blerge positions 

(i.e.. in their base-generated. thematic position). 

There are s e v d  corollaries derived fiom the assurnption in (37): 

(i) Romanian NPs never movdraise for Case-cheching purposes, not even in unaccusative or 

passive structures. 

(ii)  Case checking is always a pre-Spell-Out mechanism (cf. also Stefanescu 1995, but contra 

Cornilescu. 1997. Motapanyane 1995). 

(i i i)  Romanian lacks a preverbal Nominative Case position (Le., a SpecJP Case-reiated 

position). 

The theoretical assumption in (37). alongside its three coroltaries can be formalized in a number 

of ways. In what follows, we offer an implementation that relies on the nature of the EPP feature 

iii Romanian. 

Contrary to previous assumptions. current research ( Adger 1 996. Bittner and Haie 1 996, 

Chomsky 1998) inclines to view stnictural Case as a syntactic feature that is incapable of 

inducing movement. Case lets assigned/checked/erased (depending on the theoreticai framework) 

as a resiilt of structural factors that exist independently of Case itself. In his 1998 paper 

(henceforth, MP98), Chomsky claims that Case checking is -ancillaty" to other feature-checking 

mechanisms. This much we fiilly adopt. especially since it seems to have support fiom pre\ious 

3 I Aside fiom the cmpirical data to be discussed in d o n  2.5, this corolfary is supported 
by the theocy-interna1 assurnption that Case. as a semantically vacuous uninterpretable feature is 
unavailable to LF operations. 



work (e.g. 'Dependent Case Thenries', " cf Harley 1995. hlassam 1985, among others). Notice. 

however, that once we adopt this view and assume that Case (in and of itself) is insufficient to 

determine the noun phrase's structural position, we aiso commit ourselves to the possibiiity that 

Case is assiped in-situ. In other words, we cannot a priori exclude a language in which structural 

Case is assipedcheckedlerased in M a g e  positions (Le., the position in which the noun phrase is 

introduced fiom the lesicon into the derivation). M i l e  in the MP98 this option is not considered, 

since Chomsky discusses English. in which subject NPs move for independent reasons, we argue 

that it holds for Romanian. Specifiçally, as claimed in (371, Romanian S P s  check Case in Merge 

positions. 

Let us first fmiliarize ourselves with the claims made in MW8 regarding structural Case. 

Consider the esample in (38) fiom Chomshy (1 99836). also discussed in chapter 1. section 1.2. 

(38) an unpopular candidate T-was elected 1 

Chomshy assumes three kinds of uninterpretable features. i.e., features that need to be checked in 

order for the derivation to converse, in the structure in (38): (i) the ageement features of T" (i-e., 

the phi-set), (ii) the EPP feature of TC. and (iii) the stnictural Case feature o f  art unpopular 

candidate. Of the above features. only (ii) is assumed to require dislocation/ "second Mergen (Le., 

that sometliing be moved and merged as Spec,TP). (i) identifies T" as the target of dislocation, (ii) 

requires dislocation, and (iii) identifies an rn7popular carididure as a candidate for such merger 

and dislocation applies (Le., the subject NP surfaces as Spec,TP). EPP is a seledonal fature, 

namely a feature that requires checking in a Spec-Head configuration, so it seeks an  XP to merge 

with the category it heads. Phi-feahires and structural Case are uninterpretable features but not 

32 The term 'Dependent Case Theories' was first introduced by Richards ( 1  997) who uses it 
as an umbrella-tenn to refer to different theories that "deny the premise that particular 
morphological cases are Iinked to particular AgPs. Ratha, the case that appears on a given NP is 
determineci by which 0th- structural cases have been checked in that clausen (Richards 1997:97). 



selectional features. Unlike the EPP feature, these never induce rnovement. Chomsky suggests we 

consider the phi-features as a 'probe- that seeks a 'goal'. nmely.  "matching features that 

establish agreement" (199837). For the phi-set of in (38), there is only one choice matching 

its features: the phi-set of canti~doze. Once it has located its goal. the probe is assumed to  erase 

under matching. Correlatively, the structural Case of  an unpopuiar candiclare also erases (under 

matchine with the probe). This is the essence of the operation Chomshy terms "Agree': the 

erasure o f  uninterpretable features o f  probe and goal. However. since the EPP o f  T has to be 

satisfied. the phrase an rrnpolitriar cmdidafe pied-pipes and rnerges as the specifier of Tg. The 

operation 'Move' (composed of 'Agree' and 'Merge') eliminates al1 uninterpretabie features and 

the utterance in (38) is grammatical. 

Let us next review the essence of  the EPP feature. The EPP started out as expressing a 

theory-intemal general principle which required that al1 functions must be saturated [Chornshy 

1 986). More specifically, given that al1 XO were seen to require Spec,XPs, the EPP engendered a 

specifier position on IP, which was otherwise not forced by the theta-related Projection Principle. 

Under Minimalism such a requirement is no longer tenable, since specifiers are not obligatory. 

nie EPP was therefore reformulated as a [Dl feature on Io which was checked as  a result o f  

Merge ('there7-insertion) o r  subject Move into Spec.1P (Chomsky 1995). Chomsky ( 19%) argues 

tliat the EPP cannot, in fact, be stated as a [Dl feature, since tme [Dl relates to 

referentiali tykpeci ficity in some sense. 1 t is now maintainecl as a selechonal feature, 

uninterpretable and nonsemantic. satisfied only as a result o f  dislocation; specifically. rnovement 

and second M a g e  o f  the subject NP as Spec,IP (Spec-TP in Chomshy's notation). The EPP is &Il 

seen as a feature that refers to the Extended Projection Principle. in the sense that it detemines 

positions not forced by the Projection Principle. Chomsky (1998) suggests the EPP may be 

universal, though he fails to discuss the implications for VSO languages, 

What is the status of  the EPP feature in langi~aees such as Romanian, in which the subject 

noun phrase does not surface in the preverbai field (unless interpreted as contrastive focus, topic 



or otherwise constrained by factors other than subjecthood). in which the default order is VSO. 

and the verb is in IC? There are two log id  possibilities to thk question. One is to argue that the 

EPP feature is altogether absent in these languages (cf. McCloskey 1997. for Irish), the other to 

maintain the EPP feature, but to argue it is checked in a manner other than by subject insemon 

into Spec.lP (cf. Massam and Smallwood 1996. for Niuean, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 

1999. for Gr&). htassarn and Smallwood (19962) suggest that "a predicate is a projection with 

an open place which must be satisfied in the syntactic componentp. in other words predication 

cross-linguisticalfy involves obligatory checking of a privileged feature. The authors argue that in 

English, the equivalent of the notion of 'open place' (Le., the privileged feature) i s  the strong [Dl 

feature. absent fiom Niuean. in Niuean, on the other hand, the open place is satisfied by a strong 

[q feature checked off by predicate movement, realized as heaà adjunction to T or as rnovement 

to the specifier of T. depending on whether the predicate is X0 or XP. In Niuean then. it is V- 

fionting that satîsfies EPP. Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (1999) a l s ~  argue that, in Greek (and 

possibly null-subject languages in general). the EPP feature is satisfied by verb-movement and 

never by Move or expletive insertion. These authors. however, assume that EPP is synonpous 

with a f Dl feature for al1 languages. This [Dl feature is satisfied either by a subject in Spec.1 P or 

by the presence of subject agreement on the verb in Io (Le., null-subject languages). 

We assume that uninterpretable formal features (FFs) are essentially of two kinds: (i) 

selectional (or strong) and (ii) non-selectional (or weak), an option parametrized across languages 

and FF type. Non-selectional feaîures will be defined as features which checkderase in-situ, 

wit hout dislocation, as a resuIt of the operation Agree, which only requires feature matching (i .  e.. 

identity) and closest c-command- Selectional features will be defined as features which can only 

be checked in a strict locality relationship. which we assume to involve either a Spec-Head or a 

liead-adjunction configuration, depending on whether the respective formai feature txiggers 

movement of an XO or an XP. Notice that we depart fiom Chomsky (1998) in that we assume 

both the Spec-Head configuration and the head-adjunction configuration to be indicative of a 



feature checking relationship. By defini tion, selectional féaîures wili require agreement (i  .e., 

feature matching) and movement (i-e.. 'second Merge'). We propose that pararnetric variation 

across languages is dependent on the nature of uninterpetable features, These assumptions are 

consistent with economy conditions since îhey eliminate movement unless absolutely necessq:  

movement is not an intrinsic requirement o f  feature-checking but a result of  parametrized formal 

feature properties. Crucially, under these assumptions. fonnal feature-checkiny ~ 1 1 1  dways be 

overt. 

Insofar as the EPP feature is concemed, we follow Chomsky (1998) who daims it to be a 

selectional feature cross-IinguisticaIly. Specifically, we view the EPP feature as a non-thematic 

position licenser, which is universally present on Io, k i n g  in effect. the 'privileged feature' of 

bfassarn and Srnallwood (1996). It therefore requires obligatory checking in a manner that will 

ensure the realization o r  validation of  positions not forced by the Projection Principle. but by 

dislocation/movement and second Merle. Under our proposeci feature dichotomy, selectional 

features rnay be checked either as an instance of the Spec-Head configuration or as an instance of 

head-adjunction. Consequently, the EPP feature on Io may be in principle checked by verb raising 

to Io or by subject N P  dislocation to SpecJP, depending on the nature of this feahire. Specificdly. 

we suggest that the EPP feature is not universdly synonymous to [Dl (cf. blassam and 

Srnallwood 1996, but contra Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 1999). " In Romanian, for 

esample. we assume the EPP feature to be equivalent to a strong [VI feature on Io. This strong 

[\7 feature attracts verb rnovement to Io, thus 'activating' the IP domain. 

To conclude, w-e assume a universal EPP feature whose realization is parametrized across 

languages. L a n g q e s  seem to vary as to whether they require [Dl, [VI, or [Tl as their EPP 

33 One argument cornes fiom the fact that V-movement seems to be able to satisfy the EPP 
feature in languages that lack strong subjcct-verû agreement (i-e., Celtic and Arabic). or in 
contexts that lack agreement in languages that otherwise manifest agreement (for example, there 
is evidence for VO-to-Io raising in Romanian infinitives, which otherwise lack agreement; for an 
illustration see example (14). section 2.2.2). 



(selectionaVprivileged) fdure. Let us cal1 these T-s-pe, D-type. and V-type EPP languages. In T- 

type EPP languages. such as Niuean (cf. Massarn and Srnallwood 1996). the EPP is erased by 

selecting the predicate and merging it as Spec,lP (when the predicate is realized as XP)? or as Io 

(when the predicate is realized as ,Y0). We suggest that T-type EPP languages do not in fact 

represent a third category, but rather, an underspecification for a [Dl or a [VJ feature. 

Furthemore, languages such as French, which require verb raising to (Pollock 1989)- 

dongside subjects in SpecJP and expletives, presumably have a 'mixed' type EPP (i.e.. both a 

D-type and a V-type EPP feature). Severtheles, in D-type EPP languages, such as English, the 

EPP feature is erased by selecting an agreeing XP (Le., the subject) and merging it as Spec,lP. In 

V - t y e  EPP languages, such as Romanian, the EPP selects the lexical verb which always 

undergoes raising to Io. Y 

Let us now consider in more detail the c l a h  made in (37) that structural Case is checked 

in Merge positions. L'nder the assumption that Romanian is a V-type EPP language, the EPP 

feature is checked by verb raising and never by NP raising. Since uninterpretable Case features 

are not seleciional (following ChomsLy 1998) and a D-type EPP feature is absent in Romanian, 

stnictural Case is checked solely as a result of the Agree operation (i-e., without 

rnovement/'second Merge'). In a sentence such as (3 I ) ,  repeated here as (39), we assume Io to 

have a strong [+ feature (i.e., in effect, the EPP feature) which triggers lexical verb raising, as 

well as uninterpretable phi-features (which need to be erased), but no [Dl features. 

(39) a. Citeste copilul cartea. 

read.3SG. PR child-the book-the 

'The child is reading the book-' 

3-8 It is possible thai the D-type versus V-type EPP language-distinction is dependent on 
wliether the EPP feature is a x a 1  in nature or not. V-type EPP languages would then have an 
afflxal EPP feature. 



t SuNP v' 
A 

O ObjNP 

FoIlowing MP98, the subject NP copilul 'the child' in (39) has uninterpretable Nominative Case 

fearures which need to be erased. We assume that uninterpretable Nominative Case in (39) is 

erased as a result of the operation Agree and that structural Case is a non-seleetional feature. 

Recall from chapter 1 (section 1.2) that in order for erasure to obtain under Agree. the 

uninterpretable fatures of a probe (P) and a goal (G) must match under the structurai 

requirements in (40), following Chomsky ( 199833). 

(40) (il Matching is feature identity 

(ii) D(P) i s  a sister of P 

(iii) Iocality reduces to Wosest c-conunand." 

Specifically, for Matching to induce Agree, G must (at least) be in the 'domain' D(P) of P and 

satise locality conditions. In our case, the P are the uninterpretable phi-features in Io and the G is 

structurai Nominative Case on copilul 'the child'. According to the assumptions in (JO), the 

domain of Io in (39) is the \-P. All of the conditions in (40) obtain between the P and G in (39), so 

the operation Agree will apply and both the uninterpretable phi-features of the Probe (Io)? as well 

as the uninterpretable Case feature of the Goal (subject NP) will be eliminated. Since only the 

EPP feature is selectional and the nature of this feature in Romanian is a mong [VI and not a 



strong [DI. the subject will not fiutha merle as SpecJP. The effect of  a convergent derivation 

thus being obtained, the sentence in (39) is grammatical with no speci fier of lP projected. 35 

This analysis c m  felicitously account for Nominative Case in-situ, while at the same time 

capturinz the intrinsic link between lack of subject esterndization in the usual EPP sense and 

So far. we have only discussed structural Nominative Case. For structural Accusative 

Case. we assume a simiiar mechanism of Case licensing as the one proposed for Sominative 

Case. Traditionally, Accusative Case was assigned to the direct objtxt noun phrase by the 

transitive verb selecting it. Following the split-iP hypothesis initiated by Pollock (1989) and its 

powerful proliferation in the late-1980s and early-1990s, the cateçory of A@P was introduced 

(Chomsky 1 993: arnong many others) as the locus of Accusahve Case-checking. By analop with 

subject raising to SpecTAgrSP. the object nom phrase would raise to Spec-AcdP at some point 

in the derivation (at s-structure or LF) and check its Accusative Case. The X@P projection has 

since been renarned in Minimalism (cf. Chomsky 1995) and with the introduction of the vP-shell, 

the  strons D-feature (once a propew of the A@ head) has been bestowed upon the Iight verb 

itsel f. Moreover, if in the earlier versions of Minimalism (Chomsky 1993, 1995): Case-chechg 

was possible exclusively in a specifier-head relaîionship, MP98 seems to tacitly renounce this 

idea insofar as Nominative Case is concemed- With the demotion of Case and the assertion that 

there is "nothing specialv about the specifier-head relationship, Chomsky (1 998) paves the way 

for Xccusative-Case assignment (erasure) in-situ. If subjects raise to Merge as Spec,TP in order to 

satis@ the EPP feature of 7. what do objects do? Little is said about them apart fiom the 

Germanic object shifi structures (to which we return in chapter 3): in which interpretational 

requirements seem to force object dislocation and "second Merge" as Spec,r8P. The question then 

35 The example in (39). involves a transitive predicate- A question arises as to whether 
Agree can obtain (Le.. whether the prerequisites in (40) are met) for other types of predicates and 
structures. We defer this debate until afier we discuss unaccusatives and passives in the following 
sections. 



is whettier al1 objects are involved in "second Merle" to Spec-vP, or, whether this has any direct 

import on structural Accusative Case. We suggest a negative answer and assume that al1 Case 

ferirures are non-selectional. 

Recail the theoretical assumption introduced in (37) that, 'Romanian NPs check Case in 

Merge positions'. This assumption adopts the view that structural Case does not in-and-of-itseif 

induce dislocation. '" Consequently, we do not rake Romanian objects to move for structural 

Accusative Case checking but propose erasure o f  the uninterpretable Accusative Case features 

via the mechanism of Agree outlined above for Nominative Case- Reconsider now the example in 

(39). The light verb r. has uninterpretable Accusative features that match the uninterpretable 

Accusative features of carleu 'the book'. VP is a sister of rP, and thus in its domain. Since the 

conditions in (40) are satisfied, Agree obtains between P ('reads') and G ('the book') and al1 

uninterpretable Case features are erased, so the derivation can converge without the additional 

requirement of  noun phrase movernent. 37 

To sum up, this section discusses EPP realization and Case-licensing in Romanian and 

introduces the selectional versus non-selectional formal feature dichotomy, ~vhich is crucial to 

further investigations in this dissertation. Generall y speaking we propose that feaîure checkincg is 

esclusively overt, but does not always entail movement We assume nvo types of formal features: 

(i) non-selechonal features, which check in a l e s  local relationship and do  not trigger movement; 

( i i )  selectiond features, which check in a strict locality relationship. n i e  strict locality 

relationship involves a specifier-head configuration or head-adjunction, both o f  which alwtiys 

trigger movement. 

- ,  
-*O See aiso Adger (1996) who suggests thar case has no interpretive force. The author 
argues that case is required to ticense an NP, but is insufficient to determine the NPs structural 
position. 

3 7 Note that indirect objects will not interfere with structural Case. @ven that thw are 
rnorphological l y Case-marked in Romanian. 



We further propose that Romanian noun phrases are licensed (Le., theta-marked and 

Case-marked) in their base-generated (Merged) positions. We formalize this assumption using a 

somewliat modified version o f  MP98. We retain two crucial assumptions f?om MP98: (i) chat 

EPP is a selectional feature. triggering dislocation. and (ii) that stnictural Case checking is 

ancillary to other feature checking rnechanisms. We depart fiom Minimakt  assumptions by 

as su min^ that EPP is parametn'zed cross-linguistically. at least as a [Dl or  as a [\? feature. We 

suggest the EPP is absent as a [DI feahire, but present as a [v feature on the Romanian 

Inflection. Consequently, lexical verb raising to Io always applies in Romanian. Since Io lacks a 

strong [Dj feature in Romanian and Case is felicitously checked as an instance o f  the operation 

@ee, which does not require dislocation, Nominative subjects stay in situ. To  conclude, NPs in 

Romanian do  not move for Case checkng or  for EPP. In the following two sections, we discuss 

unaccusative and passive structures in Romanian for further insight into the assumption made in 

(37) and the more general issue o f  noun phrase rnovement. 

2.4 Unaccusatives 

In this section, we introduce unaccusative stnrctures and discuss the NP-licensing 

conditions which obtain in these structures. Specifically, we argue that structural Nominative 

Case is licensed exclusively Ma Agee in al1 types of  predicates, unaccusatives included. More 

generalh, we claim that noun phrases in Romanian do not move for the purposes of  Case 

checking or EPP erasure, irrespective o f  predicate type. This follows since we do not assume 

interpretational constraints (required for NP  movement into the preverbal field in Romanian) to 

be Case or EPP related. In a theoretical systern, such as the Minirnalist program, in which 

morpho-sy-ntactic feature-checking is a prerequisite to convergent and therefore interpretable 



derivations. rnovement for EPP checking should not be semantically constrained (Le., should not 

depend on scope properties. on definitmess or other semantic restrictions). 38 

2.4.1 The Romance data 

Interpretation aside, the subject is fiee to precede or follow the verb in al1 Romance pro- 

39 drop languages. Pre-minimalia studies on post-verbal subjects in Italian and Spanish (Belletti 

1988. 1990. Burzio 1986, Rizzi 1982, l986ab- 1990, Zubizarreta IWZ among others) have 

grnerd 1 y assumed distinct thematic and case positions for 'invert&'-su bjects (Le., su bjects in VS 

structures). As their name suggests, these subjects, while generated in Spec,VP. f i e r  move and 

adjoin to VP (or IP in Spanish, according to Zubizarreta 1992), the essential c l a h  being that they 

cease to occupy an argumental position (by PF). Case-licensing is satisfied under government by 

Inflection (Belletti 1988, Zubizarreta 1 992), o c  as an instance of Case transmission resutting fiom 

coindexation witli pro in Spec,IP (Burzio 1986, R i u i  1982, 1986a). This is illustrated with the 

Italian example in (4 1 ): 

39 In Engiish, for exarnpie. Spec TP. created as a result of EPP feature-checking hosts 
subjects of any semantic property. Such 'canonical' subject positions are devoid of 
interpretational constraints. 

39 Some restrictions do apply. For example. V(0)S structures in Itaiian are sensitive to the 
nature of the material intervening between the subject and the verb. Zubizarreta (1992) shows that 
post-verbal subjects are disallowed with an intmening temporal adverbial or definite direct 
object, as in (i) and (ii). 

( i )  a- Ha scritto una lettera Gianni. 
has writtena letter John 
'John has  vcritten a letter.' 

b. ?? Ha scritto la lettera Gianni. 
has wittenthe leîter John 
'John has wtitten the letter.' 

Vince sempre Gianni. 
wins dways John 
'John dways wins.' 

b. ??Ha telefonato ieri Gianni. 
has telephoned yesterday John 
-John cailed yesterday.' 



iP 
A 
NP 1' 

Pro: A 
Io VP 
ha n 

VP N P  
telefonato Gianni, 

'John has called' 

The story above. howevq only holds of transitives and the class of intransitive v d s  labelled 

40 unergatives- With unaccusative verbs, the pomerbai subject has been showm to occupy a 

position that is not VPAP adjoined, but VP-internai. Since Perlmutter (1978), a series of tests 

have been used to establish the class of unaccusative verbs. For Italian, one such test involves the 

pronominal clitic ne 'of them'. Ne 'of hem' appears in preverbal position but it binds a 

quantifier like niolti 'many', tre 'three', and so on, in direct object position. This is exemplified in 

40 Cross-linguisbcally, the singieton argument of verbs traditionally labelled -intransitiveT 
has been show to lack a uniform behaviour (see Bunio 1986. Levin & Rappaport-Hovav 1 995. 
Moro 1997. Perlmutter 1978, etc.). Rather, the NP argument sometimes behaves like a subject. 
sometirnes like an object, depending on the verb type- There is syntactic evidence thaî some 
intransitives intemally theta-mark their unique argument, while others externally theta-mark it. 
The latter class of intransitive v d s  has been labelleû unergutwe and is assumai to have a D- 
structure configuration iike the one in (ia), while the former class of intransitive verbs has been 
IabeIled unaccusutive, and is assurneci to have a D-structure configuration like the one in (ib); the 
D-structure configuartion of transitive verbs is illustrateci in (ic). We maintain a tripartite division 
into unergative, unaccusative and transitive predicates (recast in a Minimalist structure as in (45) 
above), unless irrelevant, 

b. unaccusatives 
1 P 

n 
P i  VP 

A 
v 

c. transitives 
1 P 

n 
SP, VP 

A 
t i V ' 
n 
v XP 



(42) a Maria ne invitera molti. 

Mary CL-of them invite.FLiT manY 

'Mary will invite many of them.' 

(Italian) 

b. * Mariane parlera a molti. (Italian) 

Mary CL-of thern talk.FUT to manY 

' M q  wi11 talk to many of them.' 

In (42a). the post-verbal quantifier is in direct object position and nesliticization is Ceratnmatical: 

in f42b), however, the post-verbai quantifier is an indirect object and ne cannot occur. On the 

basis of examples such as (42), it has been concluded that ne-cliticization is a property of the 

post-verbal N P  in direct object position. Consider nem the examples in (43) involwng subject 

noun phrases of intransitive verbs. 

(43) a. - N e  sono arrivati tre / mol ti. (Italian) 

CL-of them are arriveci three / many 

'Three/many of them have arrived. ' 

b. *Ne hanno parlato tre / molti. (Italian) 

CL-of them have spoken three /many 

'Three / many of them have spoken-' 

The examples in (43) point to the fact that ne 'of them' can bind the post-verbal subject of 

unaccusative intransitives but cannot bind the pst-verbal subject of  unergative intransitives. 

Furthermore, the verbs which allow ne-cliticization fiom the post-verbal subject coincide wi th 

those selecting the auxiliary essrre 'be' and display past participle agreement. These facts suçsest 

that two post-verbal subject positions need to be kept distinct for Italian: the argumental direct 

object position, in the case of unaccusative verbs, and the VP-adjoined position, in the case of 

uiiergatî ve and transitive verbs (Burzio 1986, Moro 1997, Rizzi 1982, 1 990, among others). 



2.4.2 Unaccosatives and Minimalism 

There is sipifiçant ernpllicd ewidence b a t  the distinction into unergative and 

unaccusative intransitives holds across languages (see Moro 1 997, Rappaport-Hovav 1 995, 

amonç others). In both cases. however. the singleton argument of the verb is marked for 

Nominative Case, irrespective of whether it is base-generated as an external o r  as an intemal 

argument. The absence of Accusative Case-marking on the interna! argument of  unaccusatives is  

necessarily linked to the failure of the respective verb to assign an extenial theta-role. This 

correlation has been fomialited in the principles and parameters framework by Burzio (1986). 

His rnuch-debated and well-known Generalization is presented in (44). 

(44) A verb a s s ip s  Accusative Case to its object if and only if it theta-marks its subject. 

Burzio's Generalization in (44) has been capturai in the Minimalkt fiamework by postdating the 

absence of a rP shell (cf. Chomsky 1995). In other words, while for transitive and unergaiive 

\-erbs the VP merges as a complement of  an abstract light verb v, which requires a subject noun 

phrase to merge as Spec.rP, with unaccusative verbs. the VP will merge directly as a complement 

of the Io (T" in Chomsky's analysis) head. This is represented in (45), dong  the lines of 

Chomsky ( 1995). 

(45) a. unergatives: 
1 P 
\ 
1 '  
n 
1" r P 
n 
Su 

b. unaccusatives: 
rp 
\ 
1. 

1 O VP 
\ 

tl- V ' 
A A 
la \TJ V0 Su 

c. transitives: 
IP 
\ 
1- 
n 
Io r *P 

A 
Su \ v -  

,", 
1 \T 

/-'.. 
(IO) V' 
n 
VO DO 



In al1 of the three types of structures in (49, the subject noun phrase is marked for Nominative 

Case. Under Minimalism, which assumes a selectional EPP feature associated with Io. the subject 

noun phrase will have to raise and merge as Spec,lP. In the previous section, we argued for a 

parameûized EPP feature and concluded that only D-type EPP languages. in which the EPP 

feature must be checked by a noun phrase, involve raising of  the subject noun phrase and 'second 

Itferge' as Spec-[P. For Romanian, however. we poshilated a V-type EPP feature. checked by 

verb raising to the Io head. This correctly captures the empirical facts and the neutral VSO word 

order. Consequently, in section 2.3.2., we concluded that the unuiterpretable Nominative Case 

features of the subject noun phrase of transitive predicates can be erased, via Agree, and no 

further dislocation is required. We suggest the sarne analysis c m  be adopted for bona fide 

intransitives (Le., unergatives), since the subjects of these predicates Mage in the sarne position 

as that of transitive verbs. The question would then be. whether Agree can also be operative with 

unaccusati ves and, consequen tly, ensure Nominative Case licensing of unaccusative subjects 

without any dislocation. We sulgest an afirmative answer and daim that the conditions for 

Agree (cf. MP98) postulated in (40) and repeated here as (46) obtain for unaccusative predicates 

too. 4 I 

(46) ( i )  Matching is feature identity 

( i i )  D(P) is a sister of P 

(i i i )  locality reduces to "closest c-command." 

in (45b), the uninterpretable phi-features (Probe) on 1" match the uninterpretable Case-features 

(Goa[) of intemal the subject, so that (46i) is satisfied. Since intennediary X' projections are in 

effect invisible. (45b) is synonymous to (47). 

This assumption is also supported by the mpiricai data discussed in section 2-53. where 
i t will be argued that lack of any definiteness effect on in-situ subjects of unaccusative structures 
follows once we assume Nominahve to be checked in that position. 



In (47). the domain of the Probe Io, narnely the VP, felicitously includes the Goal, namely the NP. 

Al1 the prerequisites outlined in (45) obtain between the Probe (Io) and the Goal (the subject NP). 

Conseq uentl y. the operation Agree will apply and erase al1 uninterpretable features between 

Probe and Goal, without any noun phrase movement. We conclude then that Nominative Case is 

always erased in Merge positions in Romanian. 

The empirical facts also support the above analysis. On a par with other predicates, 

subjects of unaccusative verbs do not show any definiteness efTect and cannot move into îhe 

preverbal fieid unless they can be interpreted as specific. Consider. for example. (48). in which 

there is no definiteness effect present on the unaccusative subject left in-situ. 

(48) a. Vine un tren. 

come.3SG.PR atrain 

'A train is coming.' 

b. Vine trend. 

come.3 SG. PR train-the 

'The train is coming.' 

Correlatively. consider the esamples in (19). The indetinite subject w~ trrn 'a train' (49a-c) and 

the  bare subject 5 p d Ü  'snow' f49d-f) cannot move into the preverbal field. unless contrastively 

focused (49c. 490- 

(49) a. Vine un tren. 

come.3SG.PR a train 

'A train is coming.' 



b. * Un tren vine. 

a train come.3SG. PR 

'A train is coming.' 

c. LW TREN vine (,nu un camion). 

a train corne3 SG. PR (, not a truck) 

'It's a train that's corning not a truck.' 

d. Cade Gpada pe striizi de trei zïle încoace. 

fall.3SG.PR snow on streets of three days since 

'It has been snowing for the past three days.' 

e. * Zipadii cade pe sûazi 

snow fall.3SG.PR onstreets 

' It has been snowing for the past three days. ' 

f. ZAPADA cade inereu (,nu 

snow fdl.3SG.PR dways (,net 

'It's snow that's Jways  pouring, not rain.' 

de trei zile încoace- 

of three days since 

ploaie)- 

rain) 

However. the SV word order sequence becomes grammatical once the subject S P s  are marked for 

de fini teness. Consider (50). 

(50 )  a. Tren u 1 vine in cinci 

train-the corne. 3 SG. PR in five 

'The train cornes in five minutes.' 

b. Zapada cade pe stran 

snow-the fdl.SSG.PR on streets 

'It has been snowing for the past three days.' 

minute. 

minutes 

de trei zile 

of  three days 

incoace. 

since 

The next section offers some more insight into these problems. 



2.4.3 UnaccuSafives and the definbness etfect 

Recall our discussion of Italian VS structures in section 2.4.1. We saw that postverbal 

subjects were accounted for in two different ways, depending on the nature of the verb. Wiih 

unergative and transitive verbs? it is assumed that the subject NP right-adjoins to the VP' while 

with unaccusatives, the subject NP is in an argumental, VP-interna1 position, since extraction 

fiom within the NP is fully grammatcial (see (43)). 

R i a i  (1986b) notices. however. that the nature of the subject NP in unaccusative 

structures (as well as in passives) is sensitive to whether or not the post-verbal subject is followed 

by a subcategorized complernent of the verb. Consider the Italian examples in (5 1) and (52) taken 

from Rizzi (1986b: 4 18): in (5 l ) ,  in which a complement of  the verb is present, the unaccusative 

subject cannot be definite; this semantic restriction is absent when there is no cornplement (52). 

E'entrato un ladro dalla finestra. 

'Carne in a thief fiom the window.' 

?? E'entrato il ladro dalla finestra. 

'Came in the thief fiom the window-' 

E'caduto un missile in giardino 

'Fell down a missile into the garden.' 

?? E'caduto il  missile in giardino 

'FeH dowm the missile into the garden.' 

E 'entrato i l  ladro. 

'Came in the thief.' 

E'caduto il missile. 

'Fell down the missile.' 

Gli parla la maestra. 

'The tacher  sneaks to him.' 



The examples in (5 1) point to the fact th* with unaccusatives, there is a definitenes effect on 

the subject NP in VSXP structures in Italian (captured through Case theory in Belleni l988), 

similar to the French subject inversion construction with expletive 'il' in (53). 

(53) a. II est arrivai une fille. 

There has arrived a girl.' 

b. * 11 est arrivée la fille. 

'There has arrived the girl.' 

Howevei (52a-b) show that there is no definiteness constraint when the unaccusative subject NP 

is not followed by any VP-interna1 material, just as there is no definiteness constraint on inverted 

subjects in non-unaccusative predications in 1talian (52~). 

Rizci (1986b) suggests that even with unaccusatives, the pst-verbal subject can be 

actually found in two different structural positions in Italian, one that is VP-interna1 (as in (5 1 )) 

and n-ikggers the definiteness effect, the other VP extemal (as in (52a-b)), namely VP-adjoined and 

with no definiteness effect. In other words, the definite subject cari be 'rescued' by raising out of 

the VP in (52) but not in (5 1). Rizzi (1986b) does not investigate the consequences or whether 

VSPS would be licit in (5 1). thus saking the definite subject. The point remains. howev- that 

definite subject cannot stay VP-internally in Italian. 

We cari sum up then by saying that two pst-verbal subject positions are available in 

Italian: one that is VP-intemal (i.e., the direct object position) and argumental, and another that is 

VP-external and adjoined (Le., non-argumental). The former is available exclusively to the 

agument of unaccusative verbs and is constrained by the definiteness effect, while the latter can 

accomodate inverted subjects of al1 types of predicaîes. 

lnsofar as Romanian is concerned, we have shown in (48) that there is no definiteness 

effect on poçtverbal subjats of unaccusative predicates. In cona-ast to the ltalian data in (5 l), the 



sarne absence of any definiteness effect holds even in the presence of other verbal arguments (i.e._ 

VP-related cornplements). Consider (54)- 

(54) a. A intrat un hot / howl pe fer- 

A U X 3  SG enrered a thief / thief-the on window 

'A / The thief entered through the window.' 

b. A càzut O bomba l bomba in gàdina. 

AüX.3SG fell a bomb / bornb-the in gardm 

-.A / The bomb fell in the garda . '  

c. A vorbit profesoara CU Victor. 

AUX 3SG talked teacher-the with Victor. 

'The teacher taiked with Victor.' 

We assume that in the above exarnpIes. the subject noun phrases of (Ma-b) are in direct object 

position, being subjects o f  unaccusative predicates, while the subject o f  (54c) is in the specifier of 

the  light verb Y, k i n g  the subject of a transitive verb- The lack o f  any definiteness effect on the 

subjects in (54) mi@ corne as a surprise, since VhP-interna1 subjects are generally assumed to 

be under die requirement of a 'weak'/indefinite interpretation (Bellem 1988, Diesing 1992, 

Milsark 1977. Rizzi 1986b, arnong many 0 t h ~ ~ ) -  Consider the Engiish examples in (55) .  in 

which the VP-intemal subject in (S5a) cannot take the definite marker. 

(55) a. There is (* the) milk in the fndge. 

b. The milk is in the fkidge. 

We sugest that the lack of definiteness effects on VP-interna1 subjects in Romanian is 

intrinsically linlied to  the absence o f  a D-type EPP feature and the fact thar Nominative Case is 

checkedlerased in-situ. There is no preverbal 'canonical' subject position in Romanian. In effect, 

there is no 'canonical' subject position at al1 in Romanian since subjects in this language are 



licensed in their base-generated (initial Merge) position which v w  depending on predicate type. 

Consequently, we espect these positions to be devoid of any semantic restrictions. 

2.4.4 Summing up a V-type EPP language 

To conclude, we summarïze three essential properties that distinguish Romanian (and 

presumably other V-type EPP languages) fiorn D-type EPP laneücges: 

(i) P o ~ e r b a l  subjects occur with al1 types of predicates. whereas in English. for 

example, they can only occur with intransitives (CE Levin and Rappapon 1995). This is illustrateci 

in (56) with three different types of predicates: an unergative (56a)' an unaccusatire (56b). and a 

transitive ( 5 6 ~ ) .  

(56)  a, A sunat  fiecare copil Sa spunii CS întîrzie. 

AbX.3SG called each chiid SUBJ tell that is-late 

'Each child called to say she was late.' 

b. A venit ,Vihai- 

Aux. 3 SG corne blihai 

'Mihai has come.' 

C. Pe mama a im b@isat-o Victor. 

PE mother-the ALX.;SG hugged-CL.3SG.ACC. F Victor 

'Victor hugged mother. ' 

(ii) The VS word order does not display any definitenes effixt, unlike their counierparts 

in 0-type EPP languages (arnong others English, French. and Icelandic in espletive 

constructions). Reconsider the examples in (56). 

(iii) Linlike bare plurals in English bare plurals in Romanian can only occur postverbally. 

Given that bare plurals are not strong NPs, their absence in SV structures indicates that the 



initiaVpreverba1 field is interpretationally constrained by a specificity requirernent (see 57). '" 

(57) a. Latri5 cîini. 

bark-3PL.PR dogs 

b. * Clini latrà. 

dogs bark-3PL.PR 

' Dogs are barking.' 

The fact that noun phrases are fully licensed (theta- and Case-marked) in initial Merge 

positions. gan ts  these positions a default aams in the syntaca'c tree. Consequently. these 

positions should, by definition be devoid o f  any interpretational effects. Since for langqes with 

a D-type EPP feature on Io (such as English, and presumably French and possibly Italian. among 

many othen). the default subject position is in Spec, [P. we expect interpretational effects to be 

absent on Spec.1P mbjects but present eisewhere, for example. VP-intemally. as in (55). 

Furthmore,  there is evidence fiom Condition C effeçts that postverbal subjects are not 

preposed even at LF in Romanian (see also Zubizarreta 1998: 109 for a similar test on Spanish). " 
Consider the examples in (58). 

(58) a. Azi lprofesonrl lui Victori] \,-a Iaudat. 

today [teacher-the his Victor] CL.3SG. XCC.M-ALK3SG praised 

'Victor, '~ teacher praised himi today.' 

[core ference okay] 

42 
The same observation has been put forth for Spanish by Casielles (1996) and Zubizarreta 

( 1998). Consider the examples in (i) borrowed fiom Zubizarreta ( 1998: 109). 

(9 a. A menudo juegan nifios en este parque. 
O ften play children in this park 
'Children ofien play in this park.' 

b. * Nifios a menudo juegan en este parque. 
c. * A menudo nifios juegan en este parque. 

'" Recall that Condition C of  Binding cheory postdates that R-expressions (e.g. names) are 
r e fmt i a i l y  free (i-e., should lack a c-commanâing antecedent in any category). Chomsky 
( 1 98 1 ). For more on Binding Theory, see chapter 1, section 1 -2. 



b. * h i  1;-a laudat [profesonil lui VictorJ . 

today CL.3SG. ACC-LM-AbX3SG praised [tacher-the his Victor] 

[coreference not okay] 

In (58a), with SOV word order, a coreferential reading between Victor (which is 

contained within the subject phrase) and the clitic is grammatical. This is possible since the clitic 

does not serve as an antecedent to Victor, an R-expression. In (58b), on the other hand a 

coreferential reading is ruied out since Viclor-, contained within the subject in the OVS word 

order. now has the clitic as its antecedent, thus yielding a Condition C violation. Now, if the 

posix-erbal subject were to move into SpecJP covertly (i-e., at LF), we would not expect to find 

such contrasts berneen constructions with a postverbal subject and structures with a pieverbal 

subject since at LF the two stnictures would be indistinguishable (i-e., both structures would be 

of the SOV type at LF). 

The above ernpirical facts, which çontrast with D-type EPP languages, can be taken as 

further support for the fact that Case-licensing is confined to initial Merge positions in Romanian 

and that noun phrases in this l a n g q e  do not move for Case-related reasons, either pnor Spell- 

Out or at LF. These findings are consistent with our assumptions that structural Case is a non- 

sel ectional feature, checked overt ly (as al1 feature checking) and without movement. 

2.5 Passive structures 

ln this d o n  we focus on noun phrase licensing in passive structures. Specifically, we 

investigate the manner in which the derived subject acquireskhecks Sominative Case. We show 

that 1 :,-- -kative is checked in Merge position and argue for lack of Case-related movement at al1 

levels of derivation. 

Let us assume, for the purposes of the present discussion, that what characterizes the 

'passive' (in contrast to the 'active') is a shift in the status of  the logiçal subject (Le., the element 



bearing the extemal thematic role), o h  referred to as 'demotion', as follows: fiom the bearer o f  

the default Xominzxtive Case in the 'active', in the 'passive', the logical subject shifis to being the 

bearer of a marked type o f  case (oblique), o r  even to king s~pp re s sed~  This is usually coupled 

with a shifi in the starus of the grammatical subject (i.e., the element which agrees with the finite 

verb/au'ciliary) tiom 'active' (i-e., 'the doer') to 'passive' (Le.. the 'undergoer'). as a consequence 

of what is ofien refmed to as logical object 'promotion'. The logical object in passives acquires 

the rnorphosyntactic properties associated with the NP bearing the extemal thematic role in the 

active voice (Le., that of grammatical subject). The ontoiogic content rernains identical in both 

active and passive, but the rnorphosyntactic t r a m e n t  of the logicai arguments changes. This shift 

of perspective imposed by the speaker on the discourse is intrinsically related to the type of verbat 

morphology (Active: usually unmarkai, versus Passive, usually m d e d ) .  

2.5.1 Passive constructions in Romanian 

ln Romanian, two types of 'passive-Iike' constructions fit the requirements outlined 

above for what counts as passive and, logically speaking, they are both equivalent to the -EN 

passive in Engfish. One is realized with affixai morpholow, the other with the clitic se. The two 

41 It is essential that the logicai subject starts out with Nominative Case. Logical subjects 
bearing lexicai (inherent) case cannot be dernoteci; consider the examples below. in which the 
logical subject is the preverbal clitic. inherently marked as Accusative in (i), and as Dative in (ii): 

(i ) a. Ma doare în gît. (Active) 
CL 1 SG.ACC hurt.3SG.PR in throat 
' 1 have a sore throat. ' 

b. * Sunt dunita in giit. (Passive) 

A 

(ii) a Imi sade bine CU blugi. (Active) 
CL. 1 SG.DAT stay.3SG.PR well with jeans 
'Jeans suit me.' 

b. * Sunt sezut5 bine CU blugi. (Passive) 

The esamples in (;)-(il) show that unless the extemal theta-role i s  associated with the default Case 
(i .e.. structural Nominative), passivization cannot occur in Romanian. 



types are exemplified in (59) and (62) below. We will consider each type in turn; consider first 

(59):  

(59) a. Mihai a citit Wile. 

Mihai.NOM ALiX.3SG read books-the 

'Mihai has read the books.' 

b. Au fost citite - m i l e  (de klihai). 

AUX.3PL been read.F.Pt booksthe. NOM (by Mihai) I5 

'The books have been read @y Mihai).' 

CaRile - au fost citite (de Mihai). 

books-the.NOM AUX.3 PL been read.F.PL (by ~Mihai) 

'The books have been read (by Mihai). ' 

(596-c) are the passive versions of the active sentence in (59a); in this case. the passive is 

affixally realized (i-e., as an instance of past participle morpholoey on Romanian 'be'). In (59b-c). 

the logical subject Mihai has been demoted. while the logicai object carfeu 'the book' has been 

assigned Nominative Case (as shown by plural agreement on the finite auxiliary in the passive 

voice). Sotice îhat the underlined promoted logical object c m  (59c)  blit need not f59b) be 

preverbal. In fact, parallel to the rest of  the subjects in Romanian, the promoted logical object can 

only appear preverbally with neutral intonation (i .e., without pitch accent). if specific. Consider 

the passive sentences in (60); (60a) with the bare plural Nominative NP in post-verbal position is 

well-forrned. while (60b)- with the bare plural Nominative in preverbal position, is 

ungrammatical. 

J 5 Structural Nominative Case is not visible on full NPs (Le., it is not distinct fiom 
Accusative). However, the agreement on Inflection indicates that the logical O bject has been 
promoted to grammatical subject in the passive voice. For illustrative purposes, Nominative Case 
wil l  be indiçated throughout this section. 



(60) a Au fost citite carti (de Mihai). 

ALiX.3PL been read.FEM.PL boolis.NOM (by Mihai) 

'Books have been read (by Mihai).' 

b. * CMart; au fost citite (de Mihai). 

books.NOM AUX.3PL been read.FEM.PL (by Mihai) 

'Books have been read (by ,Miha+' 

In addition to the afikal passive, labelled 'canonical' in Spencer (I991), Romance languages 

have a passive construction realized with pronominal se. This type of passive, misleadingly 

labelled 'reflexive' passive (Spencer 199 1 ) is ememeiy common in Romance languages and has 
J6 d l  the relevant properties o f  the 'canonical' passive. We illustrate with French and Romanian 

examples, in (6 1 ) and (62), respectively. 

a. On mange cette racine. 

one eats this mot 

'People ! One eats this root. ' 

(French) 

b. Cette racine se mange (par tout le monde). (French) 

this root.'lOM SE eats (by al1 the world) 

'This root is edible.' / This root is king eaten by everybody.' 

a. Toatii lumea miinîncii mere. 

al1 people-the eat-3 SG-PR apples 

' Everybody eats apples. ' 

b. Se miinîncâ mere (de toatii Iumea). 

SE eat.3SG.PR apples.XOM (by dl people-the) 

' Apples are king eaten by everybody. ' 

JO This passive is probably labelled 'reflexive' due to the fact that the pronominal clitic/affix se 
(a homonym of the reflexive in Romance) is used instead of the 'canonid' passive morphology. 
In fact, there is syntactic (and semantic) evidence that passive se should be kept distinct fiom 
reflexive se (see Dobrovie-Sorin 1 994b, 1999, but this point i s  of little import here. 



c- * Mere se miinincii (de toata Iumea). 

appkNOM. SE eat.3SG.PR (by dl people-the) 

' Apples are k i n g  eaten by everybody. ' 

In (61)-(62X the logid subject is again demoted, to the discourse-prominence benefit of the 

direct object. In Romanian the afflxal passive construction is in fiee variation wiui the se passive, 

both being in effect insrances of canonical passive, as shown in (63) "- 

(62)  a affixd passive: 

Au fost inchise poqile (de d t r e  soldati). 

ALPX.3PL been locked gales-tbe.NO-M (by the soldiers) 

'The gates have been locked @y the soldiers).' 

b. se passive: 

S-au închis po@e (de soldati), 

SE -AUX.jPL locked gates-the (by the soldiers) 

'The gates have been locked (by the soldiers).' 

Examples such as (63), showing the Romanian affixal passive in fiee variation with the se passive 

sugest t h e  s).ntacticalIy speaking, a unitary anaiysis should be available for b t h  of these 

-17 The se passive is not generally used when the promoted logicai object is an animate '1P. 
since it would &ive rise to ambiguity between a passive and a reflexive reading. In these cases, 
only the -EN canonical passive is used. 

< i) Ho!ii au inchis copiii in casa. 
thieves-the ALrX.3PL locked children-the in house 
T h e  thieves have locked the children inside the house.' 

(ii) Copiii au fost inchisi in cas3 
chilchen-the.NOM AUX.3PL been locked inhouse 
(de hoti) 
(by thieves) 
'The children were loçked inside the house (by thieves).' 

( i i i )  Copiii s-au închis în cas& 
children-the.NOM REFL- AUX.3PL locked in house-the' 
'The children have Iocked themselves inside the house.' 
* The children were locked inside the house (by X).' 





Under a representation as in (64) for the Romanian passive, we suggs t  that Nominative Case- 

licensindchecking for the noun phrase obtains in its direct object bferge position. The line of 

argumentation is  identical to the one used for subjects of unaccusatives. In (64), 1" has 

uninterpretable phi-fatures (P) which need to be erased. These feanires match the uninterpretable 

Case-features (G) of the direct object noun phrase. The operation Agee (cf. MP98) is a necessmy 

and suficient condition for erasure o f  uninterpretable elements to obtain between a probe and its 

rroal. Since in (64), the conditions for Agree obtain (see discussion in section 2-42), al1 
.d 

uninterpretable features are erased and convergence of the derivation is guaranteed without any 

noun phrase rnovement, This andysis is also supporteci by the fact that the preverbal passivized 

S P  is sernantically constrained. 

We shall try to s implie  the technicalities of our Case-licensing andysis in the concluding 

rernarks of this section. In the meantirne, let us see whether the clairn we have made for passives, 

namely that the object noun phrase is case-Iicensed without raisin& is supportai by ernpirical 

data. 

There is evidence fiom Binding phenornena chat supports our analysis. Let us consider 

the active exarnples in (65) and their passive counterparts in (68), involving the ditransitive 

Romanian verb a d h i  'to give/bestow upon' . 

(65) Active Voice: 

Pictoruli a d h i t  

pahter-the AUX.3SG given 

[ ,.p t, t v - ,+ [fiecSn.Ü copiI], t v portretul lui , ,]. 
[ ,.p t, t v . ,? each.DAT child, t v [portrait-the his, ,]ACCI 

'The painteri gave each childj hisi,, portrait.' 



The possessive pronom lui 'his' in (65) can refer either to picrorul 'the painter' or f i e c h i  copil 

-=ch child'. While NPs can be coreferential with a (non-c-commanding) pronom, see (66a), a 

quantified noun cannot simply be coreferential with a p ronom but has to bind it, see (66b)- '" 

(66)  a. Mihai, was excited and he; was happy. 

b. * [Every was excited and hei was happy. 

c. [ E v q  thou@ he; was happy. 

Since binding involves a ccommand relationship, (66b) is ungrammatical precisely because the 

pronoun fails to be c-commanded by the quantifier. lt &en follows that in (65), the possessive 

pronoun lui 'his' i s  c-commanded by the quantified indirect object. This is confimed by the 

structural representation of (65): i llustrated in (67). 

4% The examples in (iWii) also crucially point to the fact that quantifier binding is sensitive 
to c-command rather than just linearity (we thank Jila Ghomeshi for poinhng (i) out to us). 

(il English: 
* [Pictures of [every boyli] irnpressed his, mother. 

( i i )  Romanian equivdent of  (i): 
*[Fotoga!ïile [ f i e c h i  bàiat]; ] au impresionat-o 
pictures-the each.DAT boy ALX.3SG impressed-CL.3SG.ACC.F. 

pe marna luii. 
PE mother-the his 

See also Reinhart ( 1983: 122) who argues that a pronoun must be c-commanded by a quantifier in 
order to be interpreted as  a variable bound by that quantifier. 



Let us nest consider the passive counterpart of the example in (64)- 

(68) Passive Voice: 

a. A fost d h i t  

AUX.3SG b e n  given 

[ fiecimi copii, v portretul 

[ VP eaçh.DAT chi14 t v [portrait-the 

'His portrait has been given to each child.' 

b. Portretul lui . a 

[portrait-the his ., ]NOM A L K  3 SG 

[ VP fiecanii copil, t v t 1-  
[ ~p each.DAT child, t v 11 

'His portrait has k e n  given to each child.' 

fost daniit 

been given 

The Binding relations between the quantifieci indirect object NP and the possessive pronoun are 

identical in the active sentence and its passive cuunterpart in (68a). In this case then, the direct 

object (now a gammatical subject) is still ccommanded by the indirect object, as in (69), and 

coindexation is legitimate. 



In (68b). on the other hand. the Nominative argument has raised above the indirect object 

(presumably to an IP-adjoined position; see chapter 5) and is no longer 

c-commandeci by the quantified object and anaphoric binding is ruled out. Consequently. 

coindexation is ungammatical. *' 

Notice that the sarne c-command constraints are observed with the se passive: consider 

the exampies in (70). 

(70) a S-a daniit 

SE-ALX.3SG given 

[VP fieçaniicopilj t v portretul lui ,], 

[ a, each.DAT child, t v [portmit-the hisj]NO.M] 

'His portrait has been given to each child-' 

b. Portretul lui ., s-a danii t 

[portrait-the his 9, ]NOM SE-AUX.3SG given 

[ vp fiecanii copilj t v t 1- 
[ each.DAT child, t v t1 

'His portrait has been given to each child.' 

The fact that the c-commanding relationships need not change in the transition fiom 

active to passive. suggests that there is no reason to assume that the Nominative object raises out 

49 The ungrammaticality of examples such as (68b) also serves as an argument w n s t  LF 
raising for Nominative Case checking. I f  LF raising were involved, we would expect (68a) to be 
equd 1 y ungammatical. 

LOO 



of its initial Merge position for the purposes o f  Case-licensing at any level in the derivation (i-e., 

not even at LF). 

To conclude, in Romanian, 'prornoted' object noun phrases do not raise in passive 

structures for Case-associated reason S. 

2.6 Summing up NP-Jicensing in Romanian 

The somewhat technicd analysis adopted for explaining structural Case-licensing facts in 

Romanian is. in fact, extremely simple. Whenever a lexical vert, çelects a singleton argument, this 

noun phrase has to bear Xominative Case-features. As in dl nominative-accusative Ianguage. 

Romanian has Nominative Case as its default stnicturaI Case. 

The above remark cari be elegantly accounted for in tenns of 'Dependent Case Theories', 

proposed and developed by a number of authors to account for Case (Harley 1995. Massarn 1985. 

inter dia). These theories argue that the Case that appears on a noun phrase is deterrnined by 

which other stnicturd Cases have been checked in the clause. Ln a nominative-accusative 

language, Nominative Case must always be assigned to some nominal. preferably (but not 

always) the subject. Only &er Nominative has bem assigne& c m  Accusative be assigned to the 

next structurally Case-marked nominal. and so on. We assume Nominative Case to be assigned to 

the NP  closest to Io (in terms of c-cornmand); counhng therefore proceeds downwards. In (71). 

we es empli^ this Case-assignment algorithm with Hadey's ( 1995: 16 1 ) 'Mechanincal Case 

Parameter'. 

(7 1 ) 'The Mechanical Case Parameter' 

a. 1 f one case feature is checked stnicturally in a clause, it is realized as Nominative 

(mandatory case); 

b. I f  two case features are checked stnicturally in a clause, the second is realized as 

Accusative; 



c. if three case features are checked structurally in a clauseT the second is realized 

as Dative and the third as Accusative; 

d. The mandatory case in a multiple-case clause is assigned in the topibottom AgrP. 

The parameter in (71d) distinguishes between nominative-accusative and ergative-absolutive 

languages. In nominative-accusative languag- Nominative Case is assigneci to the first case- 

bearing nominal in the clause. while in ergative-absolutive langua_ees absolutive case is assigned 

to the last case-bearing nominal. 

It seems that a Dependent Case theoretical approach would be able to acçount for the 

behak-iour of unaccusaiive and passive structures cross-linguistically. Nominative would be 

assiged to the object, as the subject is absent. Moreover. this approach can succesfully account 

for structures involving logical subjects rnarked with lexical (non-structural) Case in which 

Nominative Case is assigned to another argument. Consider the Romanian exarnple in (72). 

(72) h i  place (mie) (* pe) fata. 

CL-DAT. 1 SG. like.3SG (me.D AT) (* PE) girl-the-NOM '" 
- f like the girl.' 

In (70). the logical subject is the clitic. inherently marked for dative case. Consequently. the 

direct object fata 'the girl' can be marked with stnictural Nominative (rathcr than, Accusative) 

Case. (72) is stxucturally represented as (73). 

54) 'PE' is a durnmy preposition associated with Romanian [+ human] direct objects. Authors 
disagree whether it marks Accusative Case, specificity, presuppositionality, or a combination 
thereof. The ungammaticality of 'PE' in (70) indicates the absence of Accusative Case on the NP 
faro 'the girl'. 



Cl0 TP 
imi, (DAT) ,'-'-. 

Ta VP 
i ,'-'-. 
place IO V' 

I n 
mie, pro, C' * DO 

I 1 
tv faruW0.M) 

Case-licensing then is not dependent on a specific location either in Dependent Case 

Theories, or in the .MP98. Considering that in eariier generative theor).. structural Case was 

defined as being assigied in a specific syntactic configuration, what is the significance of 

structural Case once we have deprived it of its 'structura!' aspect? We suggest structural Case is 

best viewed dong the lines of Kratzer ( 1  994: 1 16), as "Case that is assigned by inflectional 

(functional) elementsq', rather than Case that is assigned in a specific qmtactic configuration. The 

fact that, in Romanian, Case-licensing takes place in Merge positions, is then an immediaîe 

consequence of the fact that Case-feahires cannot induce movernent in and of themszlves. 

correlated with the absence of a D-type EPP feature on the Romanian Infl. 5' 

One last issue remains to be addressed. What is the status of 'pro' in Romanian? Ln 

generative theory, small 'pro' is an empty (Le., phonetically null) noun phrase, base-generated in 

the canonical position of the arguments it stands for. It is in complernentary distribution with 

lexical noun phrases and has a local identifier, usually an inflectiond element, which is overtly 

marlced for phi-feaîures. For example. subject 'pro' is taken to be identifid and coindexed with 

5 I Notice that even though we posit Case checking in initiai Merge positions, we do not 
assume structurd Accusative or structurai Nominative Case to be assigneci by the selecting 
lexical (substantive) head XO. Structural Case can only be assigedkhecked by inflectional (non- 
substantive) heads: 1" for Nominative, and v0 for Accusative. This is, in effect, the essence of 
structural Case. 



the Ageement cmmponent o f  Inflection. Recast in Minimalkt ternis, for Romanian we would say 

that the phi-features on Io match and apee with the Case-features of 'pro' in Spec,rP. Direct and 

indirect object 'pro' are usually available in languages with pronominal clitics. ln Romanian, the 

phi-features of the pronominal ditics within Inflection match and agree with the case-features of 

object 'pro' within VP- The question is whether we need to maintain 'pro' in the analysis 

deveIoped here and the answer is affirmative. The best evidence for the presence o f  'pro' in 

Romanian, is the fact thai in a sentence with a non-overt subject the remainine noun phrases in 

the derivation are assigned structural Case, as if a subject were present. In other words, in 

example (74), the direct object is assigrted structural Accusative, even though there is n o  'visible' 

s u  bject. 

(74) L-am vanit pe Ion- 

CL3SG.ACC .AM-.4LX. 1 SG. seen PE Ion-ACC. 

'1 saw Ion.' 

We have seen that Nominative Case is the mandatory sûuctural Case in Romanian. The fact that 

the direct object in (74) bears structural Accusative Case indicates that structural %orninative has 

already been assigneci- We assume it has been assigneci t o  a subject 'pro' mer@ in Spec, rP, as in 

C, 
4 - Notice that both NPs can bc realized as 'pro' in (74). provided there is some sort of 
'agreement' in the Inflectional dornain (Le., the inflected auxiliary for subject-agreement and the 
pronominal clitic for object agreement). This is rcpresented in (i). 



(75) IP 
\ 

1- 
.-", 
1 O \.P 
I 
/-ami i?fi,"~i proi i" 

A 
t - , VP 

\ 
v- 
/", 
tv  pe Ion 

To sum up. we proposed that in Romanian nom phrases check structural Case in Merge 

positions (Le., in their base-generateb themahc position). irrespeçtive of the predicate type (Le.. 

transitive. unaccusative. unergative). Case-checking in Merge is a direct consequence of lexical 

verb raising to v0 and Io in Romanian. Verb movement, due to a selectional V-type EPP feature 

on I", triggen the overt presence of phi-feaiures in l0 and Case-features in 1.'. which agee with 

the Nominative Case-feature of the subject and the Accusative Case-feature of the object, 



respectiveiy. The mandatoqddefault structural Case in Romanian is Nominative Case (in the 

sense that it is the fim structural Case to be assignedicheflied in the derivation). '' 
Structural Case, as an uninterpretable fornial feature is non-selectionai and therefore does 

no? trigger dislocation of the noun phrase when checked. We showed that Binding mechanisms 

point towards Case checking as a pre-Spell-Out mechanism which is consistent with our daim 

that al1 feature-checking is overt. Lack of a D-iype EPP feature on the Romanian Inflection, 

dongside sbuctural Case-checking in Merge positions guarantee the absence of  2 preverbal 

IP-related canonical subject Case position in this tanpage, whose consequences for the 

Romanian clause structure will be discussed in chapters 4 and 5 .  Moreover, we claim that 

Romanian lacks a unique subject position. 

53 This is not synonymous with sayîng that Io compulsorily discharges Nominative Case. 
For example. the sentence in (i) is felicitous withour Nominative. Our point is that Nominative is 
the first structural Case to be assigned to a Case-les NPlpro. 

(il Ïmi place in Winnipeg. 
CL.DAT. 1 SG Iike.3SG in Winnipeg 
' 1 like i t in Winnipeg.' 



Chapter 3: 

They were wrong about the sun. 
It does not go down into 
the underworld at Mght 
The sun leaves merely 
and the undenvorld emerçes. 
It can happen at any moment. 

Margaret Atw@ ,Mwnitig i t~ the Bttnred HOIISP 

NP-Raising and Presentational Focus ' 

3.0 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, we showed that, in Romanian. NPs do not move for the purpose 

of Case checking or EPP feature-erasure. Structural Case is assigned overtly, in Merge positions, 

via the operation Agree, for which matching of  feaîures and observance of a domain constraint 

are sufficient. On the other hand, we illustrated various word order possibilities which point 

toward ample NP-movement in the language. The flexibility of  NP incidence was seen to be 

correlated to semantic interpretation in the following marner: while the post-verbal field freeIy 

allowed both definite and indefinite subject and object NPs, the preverbal field was argued to be 

restricted to specific NPs. 2 

t This chapter is a revised and expandeci version of Alboiu (199%). Our thoughts on the 
ideas presented here have benefitted fiom comment5 provided by Alexandra Cornilesça 
Elizabeth Cowper, Jila Ghomeshi, Virginia Motapanyane. Kevin Russell. and Charlotte 
Reinholtz, all of which we gratefully acknowledge. 

7 
& Sec chapter 2, as well as chapters 4 and 5, in which a more detailed analysis is provided 
for movement to the preverbal field in Romanian. 



This semantic restriction is illusîmed for object NPs which, in Romanian can appear in 

any of the following three constructions: VSO. VOS, OVS. Consider the examples in (I ) ,  in 

which the object NP  is underluiai. 

( 1 )  a- A c u r n p b t  Ion inelul / un inel. 

ALX.3SG bought Ion ring-the / a ring 

'Ion bought the ringla ring.' 

b. A c u r n p h t  inelul / un inel 

ALrX.3SG bought ring-the/ a ring 

'Ion bought the ring/a ring.' 

C. Inelul I -a 

nng-the CL.3SG. ACC.M-AUX.3SG 

-ion bought the ring.' 

d- * Un inel a cumpârat 

a ring ALX.3SG bought 

Ion. 

Ion 

cumpaat Ion. 

bought Ion 

Ion. 

Ion 

'Ion bought a ring.' 

With neüîrai intonation, the object in the OVS word order sequence can only be 

understood as a topic and  consequently has to be definite or discourse-linked in some other 

rnanner (i.e., retrievable from the context); hence, the ungrammabcaiity of (ld). There is no such 

semantic constraint in the post-verbal field, see (la-b). However. ( Ia) with VSO word order is not 

prapatically synonyrnous to ( 1  b), with VOS word order. In VSO constructions, both the subject 

and the object noun phrases are understood as new information focus In the C'OS word order 

sequence, on the other hand, the object, if not stressed, is de-focused and understood as part of the 

presupposihon (Le.? the theme), together with the verb. 

Clarification o f  ternis is required before we proceed. In this chapter, the term 'focus' 

re fers to ' presen tationaVhematic focus' and covers materiai that represents information newly 

introduced in the discourse. This category of focus (i-e.. new information) goes back to the 



Prague School and stems fiom the pragmaîic tradition. Acçording to Vallduvi and Vilkuna 

(1998). rhematicity has to do with the dynamics of  text structure or information packaging. 3 

Rochemont (1986), argues that (presentational) focus contains the elernents in the sentence that 

are conte.utuaIly unbound, and Lambrecht ( 1  994) views this type of  focus as representing what is 

asserted rather than what is presupposed. 

The 'theme' represents old/presupposed infomation. It serves as an anchor to the rheme* 

as 'input information' (cf Vallduvi and Vilkuna 1998)- According to these authors? theme and 

rheme are cross-linguisticdly realized in different ways. Syntaçtic, prosodie, or  morphological 

strategies may be used, For example, English chooses to exploit intonation to differentiate 

different therne-heme partitions, but preserves a constant qmtactic structure. Catalan, on the 

other han& exploits syntau (cf Vallduvi 1995). In Catalan, the intonational structure rernains 

constant. while the position of the constituents in the structure varies according to its rhematic or 

thematic interpretation. 

The exarnples in (1) suggest that Romanian also exploits syntax to encode sentence 

pragmatics. The preverbai field is thernatic (topical), while the post-verbal field is rhematic, in 

VSO word order sequences or is divided into two pragmatjc domains, one presupposed/thematic. 

the other rhemaiic, in VOS word order sequences. Since the verb always raises to Io in Romanian, 

'post-verbd' refers to material lower than the Inflectional head targetted by the verb. Following 

the assumption that in VSO consû-uctions NPs are liçensed without movement (see chapter 2), the 

rhematic domain in Romanian will be synonymous to YP-interna1 material. VOS constructions. 

which accommodate an additional post-verbal pragmatic domain, are deriveci structures. 

3 Where 'information packaging- indicates "how Iinguistically conveyed information is to 
be added to a (hearer's mental model of the) context or discourse. given the speaker's 
assumptions about it." (Vallduvi and Vilkuna 1 998% 1). 



In this chapter. we focus on the syntax, sernantics, and pragmaîics of VOS constructions 

in Romanian. We argue that these structures are deriveci by object NP-movernent fiom a basic 

VSO word order. More specifically, we propose that VOS constructions involve raising of  the 

object nom phrase out o f  the VP, across the subject lefi in-sih. The availability o f  raising 

quantified NPs, la& o f  weak crossover effeçts, and the reversai of  binding phenornena provide 

solid syntactic support for an A-movement analysis o f  the raised object. 

The implications o f  an object movement approach for VOS constructions in Romanian is 

fwther discussed in view of the particulars of o b j a t  raising in a more general perspective. in 

contrast to other languages chat allow (or require) movement of objects to argumenta1 positions, 

we suees t  that in Romanian VOS constructions, the object does not move for the purposes of 

Case checking, since in this language structural Case is checked without movement and PPs can 

also appear in these constnictions. Moreover- the X-moved NP object does not entai1 (or require) 

a çtrong definite interpretation, as is often the case (for example, in Germanic languages Hindi, 

4 Turkish, or Persim). Nor does it observe the restrictions irnposed by noun-incorporating 

languages such as Niuean (cf, Massam 1998) and Greenlandic (cf. van Geenhoven 1998). Rather, 

the raised object is interpreted as de-focused (in the sense of *de-rhematicized'), while the in-situ 

subject acquires maximal focus prominence- We analyse object movement in Romanian VOS 

consmictions as an instance o f  'evacuation' for subject focusing. ' 
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 introduces Romanian VOS constructions 

and discusses their interpretation and previous analyses. Section 3.2 argues for lack of inverted 

subjects in Romanian. Section 3.3 provides syntactic evidence for an object raising analysis. 

4 Recall that semantically constrained object raising in Romanian is restncted to OV(S) 
word order sequences. 

5 A similar anaiysis has aiso been proposeci for other Romance langwgg such as Cataian 
(Vallduvi 1995) and Spanish (Zubizarreta 1998). 



Section 3 -4 discusses Romanian object raising fiom a cross-linpuistic m v e  and section 3.5 

provides an analysis for the Romanian data. Sections 3.6 - 3.7 offer some conduding remarks. 

VOS wnstnictions in Romanian 

Let us first consider some exarnples involving VOS word order sequences in Romanian. 

A SCrjs O carte prietena mea. 

A U X 3 S G  written a book fiiend-the mY 

'The act of  book-wrïting has been performed by rny fiiend.' 

Au luat nota mare toti 

ALX.3 PL taken mark hi$ al1 

'Al1 the students have received a g d  grade. ' 

Si-au luat masin5 pnetenii 

REFL-AUX. 3 PL takm car fi-iends-the 

'My f iends have bou&t themselves a car,' 

Ieri i-a cusut 

Y estercîay CL.3SG.DAT-ALrX.3 SG sewn 

'My/her mother sewed her a dress yesterday.' 

elevii. 

studen ts-the 

mei. 

mY 

O rochita mama 

a dress mother-the 

Mereu iii ceartà pe copii, amindoi pànntii. 

always CL.3PL.ACC scold.3PL PE children both paren ts-the 

'It's aiways both parents that scold the children.' 

A Spart Usa ho@. 

XUX.3SG broken door-the thief-the 

'The thief has broken the door.' 

Le-a dat copiilor bornboane marna. 

CL.DAT.3PL-AW.3SG given children.DAT sweets. ACC mother-the 

'Mother gave the children sveets. ' 



h. ~oac5 & anilndoi 

play.3PL ches both 

'Both children play chess.' 

çopiii. 

children 

The examples in (2 )  involve objects of different semantic types. The direct object NPs are mark& 

as indefinite (2ad), specific (2e), and definite (2f), or appear wunarked, as bare singulars (2b,c.h). 

6 and bare plurals (2g). However. irrespective of semantic type. the objects in (2). are ail de- 

focused (unless stressed). They are understood as part of the presupposition (Le., the theme). 

togzther with the verb. ' This con- with the basic VSO word order. in which the object is 

understood rhematicdly, together with the subject, as new information (i-e., presen tational focus). 

The subject NP, on the 0 t h  han4 tetains its rhematic interpretation irrespective of whether the 

word order is VSO or VOS, with the difference that, in VOS constructions, the deeply embedded 

subject is under maximal hernatic prominence, being the exclusive new informaiion focus. ' Y 

h Most of the examples throughout (2) involve direct object- but indirect objects can also 
appear to the lefi of the subject NP, as in (21)- We assume a uniform analysis throughout and use 
'VOS' as an umbrella term to refer to any of the following constnictions: V IO S. V DO S. V IO 
DO S .  

7 Throughout the examples in (2), while the event is presupposed as a whole, for example, 
the act of book-bvriting in (Za), the event of getting good grades in (2b), and so on, the object NP  
is not independently understood as topical. We r e m  to this issue in section 3.4, where we 
discuss object raising fiom a more general perspective. 

8 In effect, whatever material is left in-situ within the VP is  focused in the sense of new 
information focus. When prosodically rnarked as such, the subject in VOS constructions can be 
interpreted as a contrastive focus, as in (i), where contrastive focus is indicated via capital letters- 

(9 Le-a dat copiilor bomboane MAMA. 
CL.DAT.3PL-AUX.3SG given chiidren-DAT sweets.ACC mother-the 
'It \vas mother that gave the children sweets.' 

0 It is interesting to note that VOS constructions in Spanish have also ôcen claimed to 
involve unambiguous subject focusing (Zub imta  1998), and, acçording to Webelhuth (1992), 
OS(V) word order in German is lici t only when the subject is heavily foçused. 



In Romanian, new informabon (i-e., the rheme) is embedded within the vP. Elements that 

represent new information gay in-situ in their base-generated position (i-e.' Mage position). For 

clarification, consider (3) in which marna 'mother' is a presentational foçus element. 

presentational focus : 

Q: Who has corne home? 

a. A veni t 

AUX.; SG corne 

b. Mama, 

mouler-the 

mother-the AUX.3 SG 

acasà 

home 

marna. 

mother-the 

venit a& 

corne home 

d. $ A venjt marna 

A U X - X G  corne mother-the 

'Mother came home. / hlother did,' 

home 

3). the information that is asserted is nranra 'mother', while the 'home-coming' represerits the 

input information. (3ab) are both felicitous answers to the initial question Q. The elernent 

representing new information focus, nianta 'mother' has not undergone any dislocation. but 

resides in its base-generated vP-intemal position. Both  SC,^), on the other hand, are 

prabmatically odd. In (Sc) nranra 'mother' has rnoved out o f  the rhematic domain and into the lef? 

periphery of the clause. Since ntanta 'mother' cannot be understood as a topic. the word order 

sequence in (3c) is infelicitous. 'O In (jd), mama 'the rnodier' interferes between materiai which 

1 0  Notice that this is a pragmatic constraint and has nothing to do  with the definiteness 
e ffect. Ol d information is understood as D(iscourse)-linking (cf Pesetsky 1 987): not referentiali ty 
or definiteness, since definite NPs can r a i d e  within the vP. In (3), marna 'mother' is marked for 
definiteness (in view o f  its refmtial nature) but it can still represent rhematic focus. 



is presupposed making up the input information; since ntama 'the mother' is the new information 

focus, the sentence is again pragmatically odd. 

The VOS constructions in (2), with maximal thematic focusing on the subject NP, are 

derived structures. There are two logicai possibilities to derive thern: (i) to assume subject 

movement. or (ii) to assume object movement. 

Burào (1986). Rizzi (1982. 1986a). and Suiier ( 1994) (arnong others), propose that 

postserbai subjects in Romance unergaiive and transitive preciicates represent instances of subject 

right-adjunction to VP (vP in Minimaiist terms). The 'invertedl-subject approach implies that in 

VOS constnictions the object noun phrase remains in-sini, while the subject undergoes 

dislocation (or is base-generated VP-adjoined, cf. Burzio 1986) to a Case-licensed position. 

Exarnple (4). illustrates the subject right-adjunction structure. 

(4 ) Subject right-adjwiction: 

The second logical possibility is to assume that the subject stays in-situ, while the object 

noun phrase raises above if to its lefi. " An analysis in which the object has bem dislocated, 

II Object raising in VOS constmctions has been proposed for modem Greek (in Alexiadou 
1994), for Catalan (in Vallduvi 1995). for Czech (in Kotalik 1 W6), for Spanish (Ordoiiez and 
Zubizarreta 1998), and is rnentioned in Cornilescu (1997). Object movement in Romanian is also 



will result in a structure as in (Sa) or (5b). depetidhg on whether the r a i d  noun phrase i s  a direct 

or an indirect object. 

b. 1 P 
\ 

1' 
/-'--. 
Io ?P 
I 
v o  - ,.O ' 

/"-'-. 
1" 10 NP, \*P 

/"--, 
Su NP r' 

A 
\'O VP 
t A 
tv - 1- t, V ' 

I 
V0 

independently argued for on different p u n d s  in Gierling (1997). This author correlates 
movement out of the VP with clitic doubling structures and Spec,AbdP as the landing site. 

IZ The Ianding site of the r a i d  object is lefi unlabelled for the time k i n g  but see section 
3.5. 



We propose thaî the only tenable analysis for Rornaniar VOS constructions is the objjeçt 

raising approach. First, we show that there is no independent evidence for subject right- 

adjunction in the language. Secondly, we show that prevalent syntactic properties of  VOS 

constructions can only be captured under the object raising analysis- 

3.2 Against subject right-adjunction in Romanian 

In this section, we focus on the lack of independent evidence for subject right-adjunction 

in Romanian. We offer three syntactic arguments that dispel subject ri&-adjunctïon as a viable 

possibility and adopt a Kayne-type analysis (1994) for Romanian. 

3.2.1 VSO and extraction from clauml abjects 

The fact thak in Romanian, structural Case is erased in Merse positions, does not 

necessarily imply that subject noun phrases cannot be right-adjoined in this language. However 

uneconornical, there is in principle the theoretid possibility that VSO word orders involve 

subject adjunction, wi th subsequent object adjunction, as in (6) .  



blovement violations notwithstanding, Let us  assume, for the d e  of argument, that vacuous 

righhvard rnovement of the type in (6) is pennitted. 

Extraction phenornena, however. proves (6) to be untenable. Consider the e m p I e  in (7), 

in which a wh-phrase has been felicitously extracted out of the ernbedded object CP in a VSO 

con figuration. 

(7) Cu cine; ti-a spus Victor [CS vine ti Mihaï] ? 

With who, CL.2SG.DAT-ALTX.3SG said Victor fthat cornes t, Mihai] 

' With whom did Victor te11 you that Mihai was çoming?' 

Ross ( 1  967) argues that rightward movernents create islands (Le-, constituents out of which no 

extraction is possible) and later Cinque (1990) argues that XPs which are not in a position locally 

selected by a [-VI category are aiways barriers. This much is more or less standard and we adopt 

it as such. If in Romanian the clausal object in VSO structures undergoes movement to a ri@- 

adjoined position. as in (6), we would espect extraction out of the clausal direct object to be niled 

out. The grammaticaiity of (7) indicates that the sentential direct object occupies its Merge 

position and has not undergone dislocation. Consequently. the postt-erbal subject which precedes 

the clausai object, cannot have been right-adjoined, but resides in Spec-vP. 

Let u s  consider some fiirther examples. In (8b) and (9b-c), extraction out of the clausal 

direct objects is again fùlly grammatical, as a result of the fact that the respective CPs are locally 

selected by a lexical verb. 

(8) a Ion a spus [a s-a 

Ion ALiX.3SG said [that REFL-AbX.3SG 

Ca un d o m  VicîorJ. 

like a gentleman Victor] 

'Ion said [that Victor had behaved like agentleman].' 

P m  
behaved 



b- Cum, a spus Ion [c5 s-a 

howi AUX.3SG said John [that REFL-AbX.3SG 

P-t t i Victor] ? 

behaved ri Victor] 

'How did Ion say Victor had behaved?' 

(9 )  a- Erau capabili[s5 spunà [cà 1-au vànit  

were capable [SUBJ say [that CL.3SG.ACC.M-AUX3 PL seen 

Pe Mhai în par cl 

PE Mihai in ~ a f k  11 
'They were capable of saying they had seen Mihai in the park.' 

b . Pe cine; erau capabili [ s5 spuna [di au v h ~ t  

PE whoi were capable [Sb'BJ say [that AUX.3PL seen 

t i in parc] 

t; in ~ a r k  II 
'Whom were they capable of saying they had seen in the park?' 

c. Undei erau capabiIi [ sii spunà [cà 1-au 

Where, were capable [SUBJ say [that CL.3SG ACC M-AUX.3PL 

v k t  pe Mihai t,] 

seen PE Mihai t, ]] 

'Where were they capable of saying they had seen Mihai ?' 

In (9b-c) extraction of either an argument (9b) or and adjunct (9c) proceeds across two embedded 

dauses. In view of their failure to represent islands for rnovernent, the embedded clauses have to 

be Iocally selected by the v& and cannot have undergone right-adjunction. 

There are, however? examples of right-adjoined clauses in Romanian and in this case. 

extraction out of the respecîive clauses is ungrammatical, as expected- Consider the examples in 

( I O )  and ( 1  1). 



a p w  lini*t baiatul [de cite on venea a d  1. 
stepped.3SG calmly boy-the [whenever came.3SG home] 

'The boy would walk cairnly whenever he came home.' 

b. *Undei pàsea linigtit baiatul [de cîte on  venea ti 1- 
where; stepped.3 SG calmly boy-the [whenever came.3SG ti 1 
'* Where, would the boy walk cdmly whenever he came ti ?' 

a- Erau capabili [s5 minta [fa6 Sa le 

were.3 PL capable [SUBJ lie [without SC'BJ CL.3PL .&CC 

pese deasta]]. 

care of th is]] 

'They were capable o f  lying without caring about it.' 

b. * De ce, erau capabili [sii mintà [fàrà sà 

of whacwere.3PL capable [SUBJ lie [without SiJE3J 

le pese ti ]? 

CL.3PL.ACC care ti] 

'* About whati were th- capable o f  lying without caring t; ?' 

In ( 1  Ob) and (1 1 b), the clausal objects are adjuncts (Le.. VP-adjoined) rather than arguments, and, 

consequently, create islands for movement since they are not in a local relationship with the verb. 

The extraction facts presented above provide evidence that in VSO structures. the subject 

NP has not nght-adjoined to the VP, since the clausal direct object is in its base-generated 

position. 

3.2.2 VOS and sentential objects 

Within a derivation, a transitive verb selects an object to Merge in its complement 

position. Since it is important for the encoding o f  thematic relations to  base-generatefilerge 

arguments in identicai syntactic structures, irrespective o f  categori al status, we assume Merge 

takes place in the same sytactic configuration with both NP and clausal objects. Thmefore, if 



VOS involved subject right-adjundon across the object lefl in-situ, we would expect to see the 

sequence, lexical vert, - object - subject XP, irrespective of whether the object were an NP or a 

CP. l 3  However, while an object NP is grammatical in VOS consmictions a CP object is 

escluded in this sequence. Consider the example in ( 12), involvine a direct object NP, in contrast 

to the ungammatical ones in (13) and (14), with a clausal object. 

VOS with object NP: 

Au mîncat tùrsecuri toti copiii. 

ACX.3 PL eat cookies al 1 children-the 

'AI1 the children ate cookies.' 

VOS with CP object in a simple transitive: 

* Zic [CP ai drep tate] 

say. 1 SG [that have2 SG tm&] 

'1 say that you are tight-' 

eu. 

1 

* intreaba CCP dacà mage blihai] Victor. 

asks3SG. [if goes3 SG. Mihai] Victor 

'Victor is asking whether Mihai is coming.' 

C P object in ditransitives 

a. VOzSOi 

* 1-a spus [Cp Ca Victor întirzie] 

CL3SG.DAT-AbX.3SG said [that Victor be late] 

'Mihai told Ioana that Victor was going to be late.' 

Mihai Ioanei 

1 loanei.DAT 

b. V o l  OIS 

* 1-a spus [oanei ECp Ca Victor intîrzie] Mi hai. 

CL3SG. DAT-AUX3 SG said Ioanei-DAT [that Victor be-late.3SGI Mihai 

'blihai told loana that Victor was going to be late.' 

1 3 See also Zwart ( 1997) for a sirnilar remark for Dutch. 



C. va_o,s 
* 1-a spus [Cp Ca Victor 'intime] Ioanei M ihai. 

CL3SG.DAT-ACiX.3SG said [that Victor be-late.3SGI Ioanei-DAT Mihai 

'Mihai told loana that Victor was going to be late.' 

d- ( s )v ( s )o ,o~  

(Mihai) i-a spus (Mihai) 

(Mihai) CL3SG.DAT-ALX.3SG said (Mihai) 

[Cp cà Victor întiniej. 

[that Victor be-late.3SGI 

'Mihai told Ioana that Victor was going to be late.' 

Ioanei 

Ioanei. DAT 

Both wvith simple transitives, in (13), and with a ditransitive, in (14). VOS proves 

un+mmatical with clausal objects. ln this case. onIy the S V 0  or VSO wuences are permitted, 

as in ( 14d). Since we assume arguments base-generat&lerge in identical syntactic structures. 

irrespective of their categorial status, the examples in (12)-( 14) show that VOS in Romanian 

cannot involve subject right-adjuriction across the object lefl in-situ. Specifically, if we assume 

subjects can right-adjoin, there is no non-stipulative explanation for the ernpirical fact that VOS i s  

not possible wiîh clausal objects but possible with NP objects- On the other hana eiven that 

clausal objects never shift/raise leftwards. the objeçt raising view can explain the empirïcal facts 

in ( 1  3)-(14) without further stipulations. Moreovei to  the best of our Irnowledge. l ehard raising 

of dausal objects is not attestai in any of the languages that allow for clause-media1 object 

raising (see also discussion in Zwart 1 997). 

3.2.3 VP-ellipsis 

McCloskey (1997) presents detailed arguments (on the basis of ellipsis. coordination and 

t-ïght-node raising phenornena) that subjects in lrish rernain within the VP (or a constiîuent 

separateci by a major break &om the fionted finite verb in Io). Irish, a VSO language with finite 



verb raising to Inflection, contrasts with English in bat. under the equivalent of VP-ellipsis, the 

subject must obligatorily elide. Consider ( l S), fiom McCtoskey ( 1 1 1 ). 

( 1  5)  Ni thainig muid 'na bhaile anuraidh 

XEG came we home last-y ear 

ach tiocfaidh - i mbliana 

but come.FLJT thi s-year 

'We didn't corne home last year but we will this year.' 

The author argues that (15) follows immediately if we assume a structure as in (16) for Irish in 

which the subject ternains within the VP. 

The structure in (16) is similar in spirit to the one propcsed for Romanian in chapter 2 and 

repeated here as ( 1 7). 



Since, in Romanian, the subject noun phrase also stays within the VP (the vP under our 

assurnptions, following Minimalism), it too should elide together with other VP-intemal material. 

Consider the examples in (18) in which this assurnption is borne out, as expected. 

(18) a. S-am sunat noi a& a n d  trecut 

not-AUX- I PL called we home year-the last 

dar vom suna (*noi) - and acesta. 

but M. 1 PL. cal1 (*we) - year-the this 

'We didn't cail home last year but we wiil this year.' 

b. N-au dat profesorii note ici dar 

not-AtX.3 PL given teachers-the marks yesterday, but 

vor da (*profesorii) - azi. 

FLT.3PL. give. (*teachers-the) - today 

'The teachets didn't give out marks today, but they will tomorrow.' 

Both examples in (18) are ungammatical if the subject noun phrase is not elided. Following 

FtlcCloskey (1997), we therefore conclude that subjects in both (18a) and (I8b) are VP-internal. 

Specifically, if the subject in Romanian must obligatorily elide under the equivalent .of 

VP-ellipsis, it means that it cannot be VP-adjoined but has to be VP-internai. 

3.2.4 Summing up 

We have shown that, in Romanian, there is at least the following evidence agaïnst 

inverted subjects (in the sense of VP-right-adjoined): 

(i) When followed by a clausal direct object, extraction is possible out of argumentai 

clauses. This indicates that both the subject and the ernbedded clause occupy their initiai 

Merge positions and implicitly, are not right-djoined; 



(ii) Subjects cannot follow c l d  direct objects which occupy the canonical complement 

position. This empirical fact cannot be fekitously captured under a subject ri&- 

adjunction anaiysis; 

(iii) Subjects obligatorily elide with VP-ellipsis. Given that VP-eIlipsis elides material 

contained within VP and not VP-adjuncts, Romanian subjects are contained within VP 

and not adjoined to VP. 

Pending evidence to the contrary, we suggest that subject noun phrases cannot be VP 

right-adjoined in Romanian. The empincal facts are strengthened by the theory put fonh in K a y e  

( 1 994). Kayne's ( 1 994) line of research embraces an asyrnmetnc theory of U n i v d  Grarnmar 

(LG), which argues that linear order is derived fiom hierarehical structure. The author introduces 

the 'Linear Correspondence Axiom' ( K A )  which maps asyrnmetric c-command into linear 

precedence. This assumption, together with the assumption that üG imposes a Specifier-Head- 

Complement word order, leads to a ban against rightward movement, al1 word order variations 

being the result of different combinations of l e h a r d  movements. Asswning this is the correct 

view, we conclude that Romanian VOS constructions involve object raising. 

3.3 Evidence for Object Raising 

The daim that VOS constructions in Romanian involve object raising across the subject 

lefl in-situ is supporteci by a number o f  syntactic properties. In this section we discuss effects 

such as the reversal of binding interactions, the availabiliry of quantifier raising Condition C 

violations, and quantifier float phenomena, al1 of  which provide solid syntactic support for a 

l e h a r d  movement analysis of the object NP in VOS word order sequences. 

3.3.1 The view from Binding 

Binding phenomena provide crucial syntactic evidence for the assumption that Romanian 

VOS consbuctions are derived by object raising past the subject NP. In the basic VSO word order 





( 2  1 ) Object raising: 

In (?O), which assumes subject right-adjunction, the c-command relations between the 

subject and the object NP remain identid to the ones in (19). Specifically, under the subject 

right-adjunction, the object is c-commanded by the subject in both VSO and VOS structures. In 

(2 1 ), which assumes object raising, the c-command relations are reversed in cornparison to the 

initial situation in ( 1 9). In other words, under the object raising analysis, we witness a reversal of 

the c-command relationship, since the object is no longer c-cornmandeci by the subject in VOS 

structures, but c-comrnands it as shown in (21). The essence of the problem is simple: if there is 

symtactic evidence proving that c-ammand relations stay the sarne, VOS can only be derived by 

subject right-adjunction; if, on the 0 t h  hand, there is syntactic evidence showing that 

c-comrnand relations between subject and object change, VOS can onIy be vïewed as der-ived by 

object raising. 

Let us first çonsider evidence fiom the binding of r ec ip rds ,  Cross-linguistically, 

reciprocals are anaphoric elements and, therefore, m u t  be bound (Le., coindexed with a 

c-comrnanding antecedent). Consider the Romanian data in (22). 



(23) a V S  IODO: 

Asearii au promis [indrilgostitii], 

last night ALTX.3PL promised povers-the], 

[mu1 alhiiaIi luna de pe cer. 

[each other. DAT]; moon-the fkom inshy 

'Last ni@ the sweethearts promised each other the moon in the sky.' 

b. V IO S DO: 

* -3 au - promis Eunul altuiaji 

last ni@ ALX.3PL promised [each other.DATIi 

l inde~s t i t i i ]~  iuna de pe cer. 

[lovas-beli moon-the fkom in shy 

'Last night the sweethearts promised each other the moon in the sky.' 

C. v IO DO S: 

*Aseara au promis [und a l t~ ia )~  

last night AUX.3PL promised [each other.DAT], 

luna de pe cer [îndr@o~ti6i]~. 

moon-the fiom inshy [lovers-theJi 

'Last night the sweethearts prornised each other the moon in the sky.' 

In (22a). the indirect object reciprocai nnzrl altuia 'each other' is licensed in the 

V S 10 DO sequence. It is. however, excluded in both the V 1 0  S DG construction in (32b) and 

the V IO DO S construction in (22c). The u n g r m a t i d i t y  of (22b,c) suggests that the indirect 

object anaphor u n d  aiîuia 'to each other' is not c-commanded by the subject NP with which it is 

coindexed. This, in tuni, suggests, that in both (22b) and (22c) the indirect object occupies a 

position above the subject NP, as show in (21). Note that we assume binding relations to be 

detemined by LF (cf. chapters 1-2). However, we also assume that Spell-Out representations 

offer an equaily correct binding representation for NPs that do not reconstmct at LF (e-g., those 

that undergo A-movement). 



Other significant examples involve sentences with quantifier binding. While NPs can 

simply be coreferential with a pronoun, without binding (23a), a quantified XP needs to 

c-command the pronoun with which it is coindexed in the sentence. This explains the 

ungrammaticality of (23b) in contrast to the grammatciality of ( 2 3 ~ ) .  

(23) â M i h i ;  was excited and he; was happy. 

b. * [Every boy]; was excited and h e  was happy. 

C. [Every b~y l i  thought hq was happy. 

We will, therefore, next consider the binding relations between a quantified subject and an object 

noun phrase in both VSO and VOS constructions in Romanian. We exemplie  with direct objects 

in (24) and indirect objects in (25). 

(24) a. V S (quantified NP) 

1-a chemat [fiecare 

CL.3PL.ACC-AUX.3SG cailed [each mother] ; 

la masi. 

at table 

'Each mo thq  called h a i  children to dinner.' 

b. V DO 

* 1-a chemat [pe copiii 

CL.3 PLACC-ALX.3SG called [PE children-the 

la ma&. 

at table 

'Each mother, called her, children to dinner.' 

( 2 5 )  a. V S (quantified NP) 

(Le)-a dat [ fiecare m=àIi 

CL. 3PL.DAT-AUX.3SG given [each motherJi 

'Each mother, gave hmi children something.' 

copiii eh] 

children-the heri] 

S (quantified NP) 

[fiecare marna]; 

[each motherIi 

[copiilor eii] ceva 

[children. D AT ber;] something 



b. V IO S (quantified NP) 

* (Leka dat [copiilor ei,] [fiecare rnamiili ceva 

C t .3 PL. D AT-AUX3 SG given [children. D AT ha,] [each mother], sornething 

'Each motheri gave hwi children something.' 

In (24a) and (25a). the word order is VSO and the sentences are gmunaticai. l 5  In this case!. b o t .  

the direct object (24a) and the indirect objeçt (25a) are felicitously bound by the quantified 

subject NP of the respective sentence. Following the representation assurned in (19). this is 

espected, since in VSO stmctures the subjecî W c-commands al1 VP-intemal arguments. The 

VOS structures in (24b) and (25b), on the other hanci, are ungrammatcial. This follows 

immediately if we assume that the subject NP no longer c-commands the respective objects. 

Therefore, we adopt the analysis represented in (2 1 ), in which the objects have r a i d  above and 

to the left of the quantified subject. Note again, that subject right-adjunction would leave 

unaffected the c-cornand relations between the subject and the object and we would expect to 

see unaltered binding relations. 

15 S V 0  word order is also possible. and in this case, the sentences are grammatical- 
Consider the S V 0  versions of (24) and (35) rendered below as (ia) and (ib). respeçtively. 

(i.a) S (quantified NP) V DO 
iecare IF- mamiil; ii-a chemat t; [pe copiii 

jeach motherJi CL.3PL.ACC-AüX.3SG called t, [PE children-the 
eiiJ la ma& 
heïi] at table 
'Each motheri calleci hmi children to dinner.' 

(i-b) S (quantifieci NP) V 10 
iecare CF' marna] (le;)-a dat t, [copiilor ei,] 

[each mother], CL.3PL.D-4T-AUX.3SG given li [children. DAT hm,] 
ceva. 
sornething 
'Each mother, gave heïi children something.' 

The crucial fact here is that the quantified noun phrase is in a position of c-command with respect 
to the objects it binds. 



An object raising analysis fùrther makes the correct prediction for the examples in (26) 

and (27). in which the quantified NP is the direct object and indirect object, respectively, rather 

than the subject. 

DO (quantified NP) S 

chemat [pe fiecare copil], [marna lui ,] 

CL.3SG.ACC.hf-AUX.3SG called [PE each 

la masà. 

at table 

'* Hisi mother called each chi14 to the table.' 

(notice that in English the sentence is ungammatical) 

b. V S 

* L,-a chemat [marna 

CL.3SG.ACC-M-ALiX3SG d l e d  [mother-the 

la maa.  

at table 

'* His, mother called each childi to the table.' 

(27) a. V IO (quantified NP) 

li-a dat [fiecihi copil], 

CL.3SG.DAT-.4UX.3SG given [each.DAT child], 

'*His, mother gave each child something.' 

(notice that in English the sentence is ungrammatical) 

child], [mother-the hi%) 

DO (quanti fied NP) 

lui,] [pe 

hisi] [PE 

S 

[marna luii] 

[mother hi%] 

b. V S 10 (quantifieci NP) 

* 1;-a dat [marna lui,] [fiecanii copil], 

CL.3SG. DAT-AUX.3SG given [mother his;] [each-DAT childIi 

'*Hi% mother gave each child something.' 

fiecare copil], 

each child]; 

ceva, 

something 

The VOS constnictions in (26a) and (27a) are well-fonned, which implies that the 

quantified noun phrase objects are in a c-commanding position with respect to the subject NP 

with which they are coindexed. As argued, it is only under an object raishg analysis that the 



object is in a position to c-çommand the subject noun phrase? as desired- In the basic VSO 

sequence, the quantifieci objects do not c-cornmand the subject and the possessive is left unbound. 

The expected ungrammatid results are illustrateci in (26b) and (2%). 

Further examples yield the sarne results. In (28), the anaphor propriir 'self7own' is used 

instead of the possessives illustratecl in (26) and (27). 

(28) a. ( km oferit [mamelor], flori [proprii; copii]. 

(CL.3PL.DAT)-AOX.3PL O ffered [ m ~ t h m . D A T ] ~  flowers [owq children] ' 

'* Their own children offered flowers to the mothers.' 

(notice thaî in English the sentence is ungrammatical) 

b. * (Le;)-au oferit flori [proprii, copii] [mamelor],. 

(CL.3PL.DAT)-AUX3PL offered flowers [owni children ] [mother~.DAT]~' 

'* Their own children offered flowers to the mothers.' 

In the V 10 DO S construction in (28a) both the indirect and the direct objects are 

situated to the lefi of the subject anaphor, although the position of the direct object is not relevant 

to the binding facts here- Since the utterance is gammatical, it follows thaï the indirect object 

felicitously c-commands the subject in Spec,vP. In (28b), the indirect object surfaces to the nght 

of the subject noun phrase, and is no longer in a position to c-command the anaphor. 

Consequently, the utterance is ungammaticai in the V DO S IO construction. 

The structural representation for (28a), in which both direct and indirect objects appear 

before the subject will have to combine the ones proposai in (Sa) and (Sb) into a  single one, as in 

(29) below. Henceforth, we refer to these sequences as VO*S, since object raising is permitted to 

i terate. 



10 NP, ?P 
/----. 

Before concluding this section, we should Iike to point out a crucial fact which follows 

from the examples under consideration. It is imperative that we view object raising in VOS 

constructions as an instance of A(rgumental)-movement, in order to be able to account for Iack of 

weak crossover effeçts in (26a) and (27a). Weak crossover effects (WCO) anse whenever a 

variable is the antecedent of a pronoun to its left (cf. Chornshy's 1976, 'Lehess Condition'). 16 

Generail y speaking, rnovernen t to A-bar (non-argumentai) posi bons tnggers such weak crossover 

1 fi Where a 'variable' is roughly defined as a trace assigned a range fiom an antecedent. For 
claification, consider the definition provided in Culicover (1999) for variables in wh-questions. 
According to this author, whquestions con tain three parts represented in conceptual structure as: 
( i )  OPERATOR, which is the set of entities that the question is about and is expressed by a 
quantifier or a similar element; 
( i i )  SCOPE. which detemines the restriction on this set; 
(iii) VARlABLE. which determines the semantic role and corresponds to an argument. 
For example, WIO, smv bfary t, ? corresponds to the question ' for which x, M q  saw x'. or 'WH 
some x. Mary saw x'. 



effects. In Enghsh, for example: the trace of a moved wh-element is a variable and cannot be 

coindexed with a pronoun. This is illustrated in (30). " 

(30) * Whoi does his; mother really love 4 ? 

Since movement of the quantifieci objects across a coindexed pronominal subject in (26a) and 

(27a) render grammatical results. it follows haî raising proceeds to argumental positions, and not 

to A'-bar. scopal positions (which should entail weak crossover effeçts similar to the one in (30)). 

We conclude that the reversal of binding phenomena fkom VSO to VOS structures 

provides important (and sufficient) evidence for adopting an object raising analysis. The altered 

binding relations, as well as the the absence of weak crossover effects with quantitied NPs, point 

to the fact that the objects raise to an L-related (argumental) position in Romanian VOS 

constructions. This position is higher than the Spec,vP position in which the subject NP mages in 

the Romanian structure. 

17 Severai treatments of this phenomena have appeared in the literature (Mahajan, 1990. 
Reinhart 1983, Safir 1985, arnong others)? J I  of which suggest different mechanisms by which 
sentences like (30) are mled out. Without going into details, we will suggest that the following 
filter, taken fiom Mahajan (1990) accounts for W C 0  effects in sentences like (30). 

( i )  Weak Crossover Filter (Mahajan 1 99O:Z) 
To be constnied as a bund variable, a pronoun must be c-commanded by a binder and its 
variable (if there is one) at s-structure. 

According to Mahajan ( I W O ) ,  LF movement never ovemdes W C 0  effects, sugesting that the 
W C 0  filter must apply at s-structure and not at LF. 



3.3.2 Condition C e m  

Further evidence for an object taising analysis is provided by the presence of Condition C 

effects in VOS word order sequences. Recdl that Condition C of Binding Theory (Chomsky 

1981) postulates that R-expressions (e-g., narnes) are referentially fiee (i-e., should lack a 

c-commanding antecedent in any category). Consider the examples in (3 l ) ,  in which the subject 

N P con tains the R-expression Vicror. 

(31) a- VSO: 

[,-au c u m p h t  [pàrin!i i lui VictorJ lui, O cas& 

CL.3SG.DAT-AUX3 PL bought [parents-the his Victori] him; a house 

'Victori's parents bought himi a house.' 

b. VOS: 

* Ii-au c ~ m p h t  lui; Ip5-h-i lui Vktori]o& 

CL.3SG.DAT-At'X.3PL hou@ him, [parents-the his Victor,] a house 

'Victor;'~ parents bought himi a house.' 

We notice that the derived VOS word order is ungrammatid (see 3 1 b). Since VOS constnictions 

are otherwise perfectly acceptable in Romanian, it follows that the illicit sentence in (3 1 b) must 

be due to a Condition C violation. The Condition C effect can only be present if the R-expression 

Ificror in (3 1 b) is cammanded by i ts antecedent (the indirect O bject NP). S ince, this c-cornmand 

relationship is only possible as a result of l e h a r d  object rnovement, we conclude that in (3 1 b), 

the object has r a i d  to a position above the subject lefi in-situ- 



3.3.3 Quantifier Float phenomena 

Binding phenomena and Condition C effects c a ~  only be tested with definite abjects. On 

the other hand, we showed in (2) that VOS constnictions are not sensitive to semantic object type. 

The question then is whether al1 VOS stmchires are consistent with an object raising analysis. 

This section shows that quantifier float phenomena provide support for a uniforrn object raising 

anaiysis of  Romanian VOS constnictions. irrespective of whether the object NP is marked or  

unmarked for definitenes. Consider the exarnples in (32). in which bare objects appear to the Iefi 

of the floated quantifiers. 

(32) a. EIeMi au luat notg mare;_ (,9 [SPEC toti fs ]  t\- f i ] .  

students-the AUX3 PL taken hi& mark, [,.P [SPE~ al1 tfi 3 tv tt ] 

'The students have dl received a good grade.' 

In both (32a) and (32b), the subject noun phrase has rnoved to a sentence-initial position, while 

the floated quantifier has remained stranded in its base-generated position. In both cases. the 

quantifier appears in a position that is lower than the one occupied by the object NP. On the 

assumption that a floated quantifier associated with a subject is in a local relation wvith the trace of  

that subject (see Shlonsky 1991, Sporhche 1988), the exarnples in (32) show that the object hos 

undergone dislocation to a position above the subject's base-generated position (1-e., SpecTïP). 1 X 

Since floated quantifiers are licensed in (32), we assume uniform object raising in Romanian 

VOS constructions. 

18 Even under theones that assume floated quantifiers to be adverbids adjoined to the lefi 
edge of predicates (for exampic, Bobaljik 1999, rathcr than part of the subjcct trace, thc 
examples in (32) would still prove our point: the N P  objects have undergone raisine to the lefi 
edge of the predicate (i.e.- v N P ) .  



The difference between the examples in (32), with a stranded quantifier, and those in (2b) 

and (3h). in which the subject stays in-situ, resides in the fact that in (2). emphasis is placed on 

the subject and quantifier as a unit, whereas in (32), it is the stranded quantifier that is 

rhematicdIy focused. In other words, whatever material rernains within the rP will be 

emphasized as presentational, new information focus. 

3.3.4 In sum 

In this section we have provided syntactic twïdence towards an object raising anaiysis in 

Romanian VOS constructions. The reversal of  binding interactions between VSO and VOS word 

order sequences, together with the presence of Condition C effects and quantifier floai 

phenomena point towarô object raising. The object NP(s) in VO*S sentences occupy a position 

that c-commands the subject position, being therefore sbvcturally higher. Moreover. we have 

argued that the availability to raise quantified objects in VOS sequences. with no resulting weak 

crossover effects. points toward an A-movement instance of raising. 

3.4 Object raising: cross-linguistic evidence 

In section 3.3. we argued for an anaiysis o f  Romanian VOS constructions which involves 

raising of the object WP(s) above the subject. 1: was also shown that the h.pe o f  movement 

involved is A-movement. in this -on, we compare the Romanian data to two well-known 

types of object raising. On the one hand we discuss clause-medial object raising in Gmanic ,  

which is constrained by a specificity requirement, and on the other? object raising as 

N-incorporation- We conclude that Romanian VOS constmctions cannot be analysed as an 

instance of either iype- 



3.4.1 Clauseniedial object nising in Gemanic: the specificity effect 

Clause-medial object taising is not rare across Iarigxages. Hindi and dl of the Gemanic 

languages (exçept English) iiccnse it in some fonn or other. In Faroese and Maùiland 

Scandinavian weak pronominal objects may move leftward out of tbe VP (e-g., Bobdjik and 

Jonas 1996: Holmberg 1986, V i h e r  1992). In the other Germanic languages, lexical NPs have 

the option of overtly raising out of the VP. provided they are definite or. if indefinite (weak). can 

acquire a strong interpretation. '" We illustrate Gemanic clause-medial object raising with the 

esample in (3%) for Icelandic, and the example in (33b), for Dutch. Notice that in (33a). only the 

definite object can undergo object raising out of the VP. 

(33) a. lcelandic (Collins and Thr&nssonl 1993: 136) 

I gær maludu stïakarniïj * h k  / husid, [w alti5 t,. t, rautt j. 

yesterday painted boys-the house / house-the ai 1 r ed 

' Yesterday al1 the boys painted the house red.' 

b. Dutch (Zwart, 199730) 

Jan heefi Marie; [vp gisteren [* t, gehmst). 

John has 1 yesterday kissed 

'John kissed Mary yesterday- ' 

In (33a-b), the object arguments have crossed some element denoting the left edge of the 

VP (Le., floated quantifier, adverbial), but within IP. Usine a number of syntactic tests, ûéprez 

( 1  99 1 ) argues that the type of movement that the objects have undergone in the examples in (33) 

is A-movement to Spec,AgOP. This type of NP movement is generally referred to as -abject 

19 De Hoop (1 9965 1 )  illusbates the following stmng readings of indefinite (weak) NPs: 
(i)  specific (or referentiai): *A fiend of mine is a paleontologist.': 
( i i )  partitive: 'Two fish are black.'; 
(iii) generic: 'Fishes me vertebrae.' 
(iv) generic collecbve: 'Three fossils are more expensive than two.'. 
The author further argues that in Dutch raising an object ùito the position before an adverb (i-e.. 
clause-medially) triggers ail possible strong readùigs. 



shifi'. In addition, for Gennan, Dutch, and Fnsian [P-internai A-bar movement has also been 

argued for (Bobaljik and Jonas 1996, Webelhuth 1992, among others). In this case, the KPs 

'scramble' to an IP-interna1 A-bar position. To illusûrate, we use the G m a n  example in (34). 

fiom Vikner ( l992:29 1 ). 

(34) Gennan (Vikner. 1 99229 1 ) 

Er wird [die Buchq  [ohne Zweifel 

he will the books without doubt 

' Without a doubt, he will not r d  ail the books.' 

[nicht t i [lesen]]]]]. 

al1 not read 

Vikner (1992) argues tbat the object NP alle die Rzrcher ' d l  the books' undergoes A-movernent 

(ie. object shift) out o f  the VP delimited by the negative adverb nich1 'not'. From this deriveci 

A-position, the object scrambIes to an A-bar IF-related position, stranding its quantifier in its first 

landing-site. 

.AS a result o f  the specificity constraint associateci with object raising to an argumenta1 

position in Germanie, object shifr has often been analysed as an instance o f  sernantically driven 

rnovemen t (e.g, Diesing 1 992, de Hoop t 996, Runner 1 994). These analyses view object shi fi as a 

resuh of interpretation conditions applying in the syntau-semantics mapping which induce 

movernent of NPs with an intrinsic or acquired definite/specific/strong interpretation out o f  the 

nuclear scope (Le.. the \ .NP) .  

Diesing ( 1992) follows Heim ( 1982) and assumes that quantificational structures at LF 

are tripartite. She proposes that the interface between the y t a c t i c  representation and the 

semantic representation takes the form of a mapping procedure that splits the syntactic tree into 

hvo parts: the two parts of  the sentence are then mappd into the two major parts of  the logicai 

representation: the restrictive clause and the nuclear sco~e, as in (35). 

- 

20 Recall that this requirernent holds o f  preverbal NPs in Romanian- 



(35) The Mapping Hypothesis (Diesing 1992) 

(i) Material fiom the VP is mapped into the nuclear scope. 

(ii) Material tiom the IP is mapped into the restrictive clause. 

Rumer (1994) offers a proposal which is closely related to Diesing's. The author argues 

that object Ageement phrases (AgrOPs. rephrased as ïP in the Minimalist ttieory) correspond to 

presupposed or specific information- namely material that is linked to the discourse (à la Pesetsky 

1 987). Object NPs raise to Agreement whenever they are discourse hnked- 

De Hoop (1996:134) argues that NP interpretation is associated with Case type. 

According to her, structurai Case is divided as in (36); 

(36)  ( i )  WEAK Case = the default structural Case, assigned at D-structure in a specific 

syntactic configuration and dependent upon verbadjacency : 

(ii) STRONG Case = the stnictural Case assigied at S-structure and acquired as a result 

of movernent (Le., DP raising). 

Under this analysis, XPs assigned weak Case will have a WEAK semantic interpretation and wiII 

reside within the VP throughout the derivation. NPs with a strong Case will raise (out o f  the VP 

to AGRO) and will bear a STRONG reading (1-e. referential. partitive, gmenc. and generic 

collective). In this system. Case is tiewed as a 'type-shifter', since, by definition, NPs that raise 

out of their base-generated position will be interpreted as semantical ly strong. Mahajan ( 1 99 1 ) 

also suggests there is a link between object specificity and structural Case. Due to the fact that 

.\GR is pronominal (and thus specific), the author argues that "only specific NPs can (and must) 

be structurally Case marked by AGR. Non-specific NPs must receive structural case in some 

other mariner." ( 199 1 : 265). 



In section 3.3, we argueci uiat ob-iect raising in Romanian involves A-movement, due to 

lack of weak crossover effects- reversai of binding interactions and the possibility of dislocating 

quantified object NPs. However. clause-medial object raising in Romanian is not restricted in the 

manner illustrated for Germanic. since there is no specificity requirement involved (see 

discussion in section 3.1). " Since objects of al1 semantic types can yieid the VOS word order in 

Romanian, we will refiain fiom labelling this îype of object raising as 'object shifi' (the terrn 

currentiy used for Germanic clause-mediai object A-movement). While it is tme that object 

raising in Romanian VOS constructions entails de-focushg of the object (in the sense discussed 

in section 3.1)- a strong, topical interpretation is neither rquired nor acquired by these objects. 

M a t  is crucial is that the raised object is outside the rhematic domain of the Romanian sentence 

(i.e., out of its VP-internal position). By escaping the rhernatic domain, the objects in VOS 

constructions will be understood as part of the presuppositiodthe theme toeether with the verb, 

and never as topics of the sentence. We suggest the following pragmatic domains, centred around 

the verbal complex in Io, to be operative in the Romanian clause: 

(37) (topic XP*) - IF (VO-to-va-to-I0) - (?P*)- VP (Merge domain) 

In (XP)VSO. for example, the subject and object NP. being situated within the blergehase- 

lenerateci domain, are both contained within the rheme. In VOS. the object raises outside of the 

initial hlerge' domain, thus escaping the rherne and e n t e ~ g  the theme into what we have 

(temporarity) marked as ?P. Hence, the presupposed object reading in VOS sequences, 

irrespective of semantic type. When interpretable as a topic, objects may undergo movement into 

the preverbal field, yielding OVS. 

2 1 Moreover, we do not assume that object raising (NP-movement in general) is in any way 
related to Case in Romanian (see chapter 2). 
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We defer a more in depth analysis of  Romanian OV(S) structures and p r e v d a i  object 

raisine until chapter 5. However. given that the distinction between object raising in VOS 

constructions as opposed to OVS constructions is non-trivial and bears interestingiy on the  

G m a n i c  data, we offer a data iIlustration of the schema in (37). Let us consider the examples in 

(38)-(39), in which the interpretation o f  the indefinite object in the embedded clause is 

inmnsically dependent on its position within that clause. Object licensing in specific pragmatic 

domains in the embedded clause is seen t o  be discoursedependent, being strictly correlateci to the 

information made available in the main clause. In (38). the main clause infom us o f  a lack of 

dresses. while in (39). the main clause introduces the presupposition of two dresses- Let us 

consider the examples in twn- 

(38) a VSO in the ernbedded clause: 

blioara nu avea deloc rochite: 

Mioara not had at dl dresses.D IM, 

[asa cà i-a CU SU^ marna o rochita]. 

[so that CL.3SG.DAT -AUX.3SG sewn mother-the a dress.DIw 

' Mioara didn 't have any dresses, so mum sewed her a dress. ' 

b- VOS in the ernbedded cl=: 

Mioara nu  avea deloc rochite, 

Mioaranot had atalI dresses.DiM, 

[asa cà i -a cusut O rochi!% mama tt]. 

[so that CL.3SG. DAT.-AUX.3SG sewn a dress.DCMi mother-the t,] 

'Mioara didn't have any dresses, so mum sewed her a dress.' 

c. OVS in the embedded clause: 

* Mioara nu avea deloc rochite? 

Mioara not had atall  dresses.DM, 

[aga c3 O rochita i-a cu~ut-0, îïXîîlîa t i ] -  

[so that a dress.DMi CL.3SG. DAT.-AUX.3SG sewn-CL.3SG.ACC.F mother-the ti] 

'Mioara didn't have any dresses, so mum sewed her a cires.' 



In (38)- followîng the statement in the main clause, the indefinite object O rochig 'a 

dress' can only be understood as 'a new dress'. Consequently. it is k i t  in the rhematic domain, 

together with the subject (see 38a) and illicit in preverbal position (see 38c). since it cannot be 

interpreted as a topic. Given that the main clause does not presuppose a previous existence of 

dresses, a strong topicai interpretation is unavailable for the embedded indefinite object in (38). 

This much is straightforward, Notice, however. that (38b) is also well-forrned. In this case, the 

indefinite object is understood as part of the presupposed act of swing dresses. This reading is 

acceptable since the event is potentially presupposed as a result of Mouru's need for dresses. 

entailed by the statement in the main clause: 'Mioara didn't have any dresses.' (in Larnbrecht's 

1994 ternis, the event is 'inferentially' accessible fiom previous discourse). Consequentiy. the 

indefinite object o rochi.@ 'a dress' can raise into the presupposition, deriving VOS word ord- 

with the effect of focusing the subject. In other words, we are still talking about a new dress, but 

we are focusing on the agent of predication, rather than on the new dress. 

Consider now the examples in (39). 

(39) a. VSO in the embedded clause: 

kiioara avea douii rochite, (asa cà 

Mioara had two dresses.DlM, [so that 

i-a cusut marna O rochità (noua) 1. 
CL. 3 SG-DAT -AUX.3SG sewn mother-the a dress. DIM (new)] 

'Mioara had two dresses, so m m  sewed her a (new) dress.' 

b. VOS in the embedded clause: 

Mioara avea doua rochite, [@a cg 

Mioarahad two dresses.DiM, [sothat 

i -a cusut O rochita; (noua) marna ti]. 

CL. 3 SG.DAT.-AUX.3 SG sewn a dress.DIM, (new) rnother-the til 

'iMioara had two dresses, so mum sewed her a (new) dress.' 



c. OVS in the embedded clause: 

Mioara avea doua rochi!e, [aga cà O rochitg 

Mioarahad two dresses.DiM., [sothat a dress.D[Mi 

(* nouà) i-a cusut-oi marna ri]. 

(new) C L . 3 S G . D A T . - A U X  sewn-CL.3SG.ACC.F mother-the t;] 

'Mioara had two dresses, so murn must have sewn one of üiem.' '' 
'# M i o m  had two dresses, so mum sewed her a (new) dress.' 

In (39), the main clause establishes the set of 'two dresses' as presupposed material for 

the ernbedded clause; this is independent of Romanian. Therefore, o rochifi 'a dress' in the 

emhedded clause7 can in principle be interpreted either as a new dress (weak indefinite reading). 

or as one o f  the two dresses presupposed by the main clause (partitive reading). Under a partitive 

reading the indefinite picks up a salient referent, and dl three illustrated word order sequences 

are well-formed- In the OVS sequence in ( 3 9 ~ ) -  the embedded object O rochi@ 'a dress' is 

understood as specific information (Le., it refers to a previously established referent. narnefy, the 

set of two dresses) and acquires an unambiguously parhtive reading. The VSO and VOS 

constructions are arnbiguous beîween a partitive and a w d  indefinite reading anibiyuity which 

can be resolved by introducing the adjective noua 'new': o rochi@ noua 'new dress' cannot pick 

up a salient referent and can oniy be interpreted as a weak indefinite. Sotice that the adjective 

n m ü  'new' is  ruled out in the OVS word order sequence in (39~):  but permitteci in bath S V 0  (39a) 

and VOS (39b). This is expected in view of the fact that object raising in OSV is semantically 

constrained by s p e i  ficity (and implicitly a topic uiterpretation). whereas ob-iect raisirtg in VOS is 

not subject to âny semantic restrictions in Romanian, 

To conclude this section then, the examples in (38)-(39) illustrate two tyxs of object 

raising in Romanian, sensitive to different ùiterpretation requirernents. followinp the pragmatic 

- -, , < We chose a r n d  crandariori iii Eiigiish tu rn& i t  abvious ttiar GVS is oniy possibie 
hm: provideci dime is an inference on the part of the speaker (i-e., the partitive reading). rather 
than just a presentation of f'acts, as is the case t'or the other examples. 



domains outlined in (37). On the one hana there is object raising in the VOS consirudon under 

discussion. ln this case, the raised object is not under any specificity constraints. but simply 

interpreted as de-focuseci and as part o f  the presupposition together with the verb. On the other 

hand, there is object raising that yields OVS structures in Romanian. In this case, the rnoved 

object ne& to be interpretable as specific, in a mariner similar to clause-medial object raising in 

Germanie. Therefore. clause-medial object raising in Romanian (Le., VOS constructions) m o t  

be viewed as synonymous to apparently similar A-rnovernent in Gerrnanic. We next tum our 

attention to clausemedial object raising in languages that lack the specificity requirement. 

3.4.2 Object raising as Noun Incorporation 

Massarn (1998) examines VOS constructions in Niuean as stmctures detived by noun 

incorporation. Niuean allows either VSO or  VOS, but never SVO. The author argues that lack of  

S V 0  follows from the fact that the EPP in this language is realized either by verb raising to the 

inflectional domain (in VSO structures), o r  by predicate fionting. narnely movement of [V NP] to 

IP-initial position (in VOS structures). In VOS word order sequences, the object XP is andysed 

as having incorporated into the verb with which it fionts. In Massarn's analysis, noun 

incorporation is not understood as a phenornenon whereby the object noun forms a single 

morphological unit with its verb, but as "encompassing any instantiaîion o f  the tendency for an 

argument to develop a closeness with its verb under certain circumstances, such as when it lacks 

specificity, ofien resulting in reduced transitivity." (Massarn 19982). The author further shows 

that such incorporabon is only possible for Nieaun noms  that are NPs and not DPs. 23 

This broader sense of noun incorporation seems tempting for VOS constructions in 

Romanian. Two temarks are, however, necessary. As previously discussd in VOS word order 

sequences in Romanian there is no semantic restriction on the object NPs. Since a noun 

23 A somewhat similar analysis is put forth by van Geenhoven (1 998) who discusses 
scmantic aspects of noun incorporation in West Greenlandic. 



incorporation analysis would only aEcount for non-specific NPs, we would have to postdate two 

distinct analyses for VOS in Romanian: one to accommodate w& Liadefinites, the other to 

accommodate specific n o m  phrases. Clearly, this seerns an undesuable result. Moreover. noun 

incorporation as postulated by hlassarn (1998) involves NPs, while excluding DPs (Determiner 

Phrases), Romanian weak indefinites consist both of bare plurals and NPs marked by an 

indefinite determinert and while the former could be argued to be NPs, the latter are clearly DPs, 

which should. therefore, be mavailable to a noun-incorporation analysis (unless we talk about 

some sort of semantic incorporation). 

Perhaps the best argument against a noun-incorporation analysis of Romanian VOS 

construction, even with bare nouns, cornes from syntactic evidence. Adverbials and PPs cm 

equally precede or follow a raised object in Romanian VOS constructions. Consider the examples 

in (40). 

(40) a. Joacà mereu sahi copiii t , t , 
piay.3.PR al ways chess children-the t, 4 

'The children always play chess.' 

b. Joacâ sahi mereu copiii t ,- t i 

play.3 .PR chess aiways children-the t,. t i 

'The children always play chess.' 

c. Si-au luat CU imprumutj masin& prietenii mei t, tj. 

REFL-AUX.3PL taken on credit car friends-the my t,. ti tj 

'My fiimds have bought themselves a car on credit.' 

d. Si-au luat magin& CU impnimutj prietenii mei t , . t i  t,. 

REFL-Am3 PL taken car on credit fnends-the my t,. ti tj 

'My fiends have bought themselves a car on credit.' 

In (40a) and (40c), the word order sequence i s  V Adv O S and V PP O S, respeçtively. In (40b) 

and (40d), on the other han4 the word order sequence is V O Adv S and V O PP S. respectively. 



Since al1 sentences are grammatical, we conclude that weak object raisina in VOS cannot be 

analysed as ~ r ,  instance cf nnun-incnrprariin in Romanian. '' 

3.4.3 Summing up 

In this section we introduced two instances of cross-linguistic clause-media1 object 

raising: A-rnoved object raising of the Gerrnanic type, accompanied by a specificity effect and 

generally analysed as Case-rehd. and noun-incorporation obiect raising of the Niuean type- 

accompanied by a non-specifiçity, non-DP requirementuirement ' 5  We ar@ that object rais& in 

Romanian VOS constructions cannot be analyçed as an instance of either, primarily in view of the 

lack of semantic restriction on the raised object. A third analysis is, therefore, expected. In the 

next section, we propose an acçount of the Romanian data capable of accommodating its 

language specific idios_vncrasies. 

3.5 Object aising in Romanian: trîggers and landing site 

Let u s  summarize our findings so far. Object raising in Romanian VOS constnicîions 

occurs pnor to Spell-Out to an L-related/argumental position (since binding is affecteci and there 

are no weak crossover effects). The object raises above the position in which the subject is 

merged. While this type of object movement is similar in spirit to object shift in Gennanic. king 

clause-media1 and to an argumental position it is different from the former in that it does not 

impose any specificity constraints on the raised NP. VOS constructions seem to be triggered in 

24 Notice that the availabiltiy of clause-medial PP faising casts doubt on a Case driven 
explanation for ttiis movement. 

1 5  The two types of object raising in fact cover a wider range of languages. The 
specificitylCase-related type is also found at least in Hindi (cf. Mahajan 1990). Turkish (e.g.. Enç 
199 l) ,  and Persian (e.g., Ghomeshi 1997a). Notice that al1 of these fanguages (with the notable 
exception of Icelandic mentioned in section 3-4.1) are verb-final languages. Tt couid, therefo- be 
possible that they reaiize their heme/rtieme sentence-partitioning in a manner distinct fiom VSO 
languages. The noun-incorporation type is also attested in West Greenlandic (cf. van Geenhoven 
1998) and languages cited in Massam (1998). 



Romanian by a requirement to de-foçus the object, in favour of the subject, stranded quantifier. or 

O ther i .NP-intemal material lefi in-situ. Let us cal1 this object raising 'evacuation for focus-, 

dong the lines of Vallduvi (1995). We now need to address the landing-site of the raised 

object(s) in Romanian VO*S constmctions. 

We suggest there is no evidence in Romanian which indicates that movement of the 

raised objects in VO*S constructions is to a hct ional  projection outside the highest predicate 

(the i.P domain) and argue that the raised objects scramble and adjoin to vP. 

One of the tests standardly used in Gennanic for determining the landing site of shified or 

scrambled material i s  the reiative position of the moved NPs to dVP-adjacent adverbials. Since 

these adverbials denote the lefi edge of the \.NP, it is assumed that NPs appearïng to the lefi of 

these adverbials are in a fünctional projection above the highest predicate. for example in ApOP 

(cf. Collins and l ïuihsson 1993. de Hoop 1996. blahajan 199 1, Runner 1994, among others). or 

AspP (CE C;raLzef 1994, among others). Let us, therefore, illustrate the interaction between 

negative and other adverbs assumed to denote the left edge of the d V P  with the position of the 

r a i d  object NPs in Romanian VOS constructions. Consider the examples in (4 1)444) below. 

16 Since similar XP raising has been observed in other Romance ian_pages (e-g. Catalan- cf. 
VallduM, and Spanish, cf. Zubizarreta 1998) and some other languages (e.g Greek, cf- Tsimpli 
1995. and Czech, cf. Kotalik 1996), its availability shouid corne as no surprise in a language such 
as Romanian. which shares signïficant syntatic properties with both groups- Zubizarreta (1998). 
for example, argues for ' p-movement', which stands for ' prodicall y motivated rnovement ' , to 
account for new information focus in Spanish. In contrast to Gmanic  languages, in Romance, 
al1 phonologically specified material is metrically visible, so a different mechanisrn will be 
needed to ensure that the focalized constituent is in a position to receive prominence. For 
example, in VOS structures the objeçts are 'pmovemed' across the subject to ensure the required 
prominence on the subject. This type of rnovement is dealt with by the PF component of 
gramrnar. In our account, however, movement is assumeci to occur pnor to PF' since it affeçts 
binding relations. 



N-a semnat [vp canaacte [,P niciodata 

not-ALX.3SG signed [T contracts [,p never 

director [Vp tV f~ 111- 
director [VP tv f~ 111. 
'The manager has never siped conttacts.' 

N-a semnat [,.p niciodatii [,tp contracte 

not-AUX.3SG signeci [* never [ip contracts 

director [vp t~ f~ ]] 1. 
director [vP tv t) ]II. 
'The manager has never signed contracts. ' 

Nu le da [.!p bombane 

not CL.3PL.DAT gives [.?p sweets 

IrP veçina [\T tv fO 113- 
[,p neighbour-the [VP tv fO 111- 
'The neighbour never gïves them sweets.' 

Nu le da [,F deloc 

not CL.3PL.DAT gives [,.P at ail 

[,p vecina [vp tv fO 131- 
[,.p neighbour-the [VP tv fO Ill- 
'The neighbour never gives them sweets. ' 

Si-au luat L!p masina 

REFL. -ALrX.3 PL bought [?P cal 

[,p amicii mei [VP tv tO 111- 
[,p fnends-the my [vp tv b ]]]- 

'My fiends have certainiy bought a car.' 

Si-au luat [+ precis 

REFL.-AUX3 PL bought [,p for sure 

[,p amicii mei [ v P ~ v ~ O  111- 
[, fnends-the my [VP tv to 111 - 
'My fiiends have çertainly bugtit a car.' 

[* domnul 

[,p mister-the 

[,p domnui 

[vp mister-the 

[,p precis 

f ,p for sure 



(4) a Le-a ci tit [T O poezie [,p ad- 
CL.3PL DAT read [:lp a poem [,p ofien 

[,p insusi profesonil lot [w tv tO 111. 
[,p EMPHATIC teacher-the their [w t~ to ]]]- 

'Their professor himself has ofkn read them a poem. ' 

b. Le-a citit [+ adesea [qp O poezie 

CL.3PL.DAT read [,poften [:.P a Poem 

[,.p însu~i  profesonil ]or [VP tv b 111- 
[,+ EMPHAïïC teacher-the their [w tv to ]]]. 

'Their professor himself has ofien read thern a poem.' 

The examples in (41)-(44) show that negative and dVP-adverbials can both precede and follow 

the raised object. " While both pain of  exarnples are gammatical, the (b) venions with direct 

object raising below the rNP-adverbial are more natural. The (a) versions, with object raising 

across the adverbials. are perceived as awkward unless we interpret the adverbial as 

presentationai focus, together with the subject. It follows that medial NP-raising in Romanian has 

a flexible landing-site, which is dependent upon the nature (and amount) of material to be 

rhematically focused. Consequently, evacuation proceeds above the focused subject NP, but only 

a s  high as is necessary. The empincal facts preclude an analysis in which object raising in 

Rornanian VOS constructions is related to a specific functional projection distinct fiorn the vP. 

We, therefore, conclude that clause-medial object raising in Rornanian is an instance o f  

scrambling above the subject NP but to a vP-related position. Given that raising proçeeds above 

27 The sarne empirical facts conceming the intervention of  adverbial material hold when 
both the direct and the indirect objeçts raise. Consider the example in (i). in which the adverbial is 
seen to be capable of preceding or following both of  the raised object NPs. 



the r.P. we propose that object raising in Romanian VOS constructions is an instance of 

i.P-adjunction. This is illustrateci in (45), with the optionally present adverbials preceding or 

following the object. 

1' 
/--'-. 
Io FP 
1 A 
VO - r0 + Io (Adv) vP 

A 
DO NP; \.P 

A 
(Adv) r? /-'. 

SuNP v' 
A 
v0 VP 
i i 

tv - ,. v- 
/", 
vO t , 
1 

We suggest that rP-scrarnbling in Romanian has A-movernent properties in view of the 

fact that i.P is L-related. 2g Furthmore, we conclude that NPs A-scrambfed out o f  the rhematic 

domain do not represent an instance of feature-driven movement in Romanian. Recall that we 

assume feature-driven movement to involve speçial licensing conditions, such as feature-sharing 

and strict Iocality relationships (Le.. Spa-Head or head-adjunction configurations). Optiond 

adverbial interference and, more speci ficall y, subject interference, alongside the availability to 

28 Chomsky (1995) also argues that vP-related positions allow for scrarnbling with 
A-position properties, such as binding and weak crossover obviation. These are precisely the 
cffects found in Romanian VOS evacuation for focus consûuctions. 
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scramble multiple objects (and other XPs briefly mentioned here). mle out any type of formal 

feahire checliing. '9 

3.6 Colophon: 'leapfrogging' versus 'stacking' 

There is one last issue we should like to address before conduding this chapter. ln his 

dissertation, Bobdjik ( 1 995) surnmarizes several proposals concerning the derived position o f  

raised objects in Gemanic and Ceitic A-moved object structures. He g~oups these proposals into 

two categories, depending on whether the moved objat is seen to occupy a position to the lefi or 

the right of the base position of the subject. The author M e r  labels the first category as the 

' leapfiogging' hypothesis ( foilowing assumptions by ChomsZIy 1 99 1 et seq, Collins and 

Thrainsson 1993, among others), and the second category as the 'stacking' hypothesis (following 

work by Koizumi 1995. Travis 1992). The two hypotheses are represented here in (46a). and 

(46 b), respectively. 

(46) a. The Leapfiogging Hypothesis (Bobaljik 1995: 18,l i 2) 

/'-'. 
derived Su /"-'. 

derived Obj 
Su /-'--. 

Obj 

b. The Stacking Hypothesis (Bobaljik 1995: 18,112) 

/-.-. 
derived Su /"--'. 

Su /----. 
derived Obj 

Obj 

29 Kayne (1W8) aslo suggests feature-dnven movement should involve an adjacency 
requirement. For more on feature-driven movement in Romanian. see chapters 4 and 5. 



Bobaljik (1995) argues against the Ieapffogging hypothesis by dismantling dl of the arguments in 

favour of this architecture. However. the stacking hypothesis which Bobaljik ulîimately adopts is 

not itself devoid of problems. Without going into details, it suffices to say that neither of the two 

analyses can fully account for the range of cross-linguistic mpirical data. Bobafjik adopts the 

stackinç hypothesis somewhat on the grounds of Occam's razor. 

The purpose of this section is not to contradict Bobaljik's analysis but to highlight the 

fact that A-rnoved objects in Romanian VOS constructions c m  only be analysed as an instance of 

the leapfrogging bypothesis, contrrny to the author's wnciusion that evidence for a leapfiogging 

architecture is cross-linguisticdly lacking. We have seen that in Romanian VOS word order 

sequences, the reversal of binding interactions and condition C effects point to a relationship in 

which the posi tion of the derived object(s) c-commands the su bject position. Consequently, we 

conclude t h .  while there rnay be some etidence for the structure in (46b) for Germanie, 

Romanian A-moved object structures can ody be aoalysed under the configuration in (46a)- 

3.7 Conclusions 

In this chapter we argued for an object raising analysis in Romanian VOS constructions. 

The object NP raises across the in-situ subject, irrespective of its semantic type. The reversal of 

binding interactions between the subject and the object NP, lack of weak crossover effects. 

condition C effects, as well as stranded quantifies support such an andysis, while simultaneously 

showing that clausemedial object movement fonns an A-chain. tf lefi unaccented, the raïseci 

object S P  is interpreted as part of the presupposition, being in effect. de-focused. At the same 

tirne, whatever matenal is lefi in-situ in the predicate acquires maximal focus/rhematic 

proniinence as a resul t of object raising. Hence, we adopted the label 'evacuation for focus' to 

characterize Romaniarn VO*S constructions. 

We concluded by proposing that such pragmatic movement is not feature-driven, since it 

does not involve special licensing conditions. This conclusion is in line wiîh recent research 



(Chomsky 1995, Reinhart 1997) which argues thaî pragmaîic movement is not fearure-driven. 

Object raising in Romanian is an instance of  A-scrambling and adjunction to rP (i.e., outside the 

initial Merge position within the rhematic domain). Given that evacuation for focus affects 

binding we need to view it as taking place in the syntactic component and cannot assume it to be 

merely a stylistic re-arrangement occwing at PF (contra Chomsky 1995). 

The implications of  an object raising analysis in Romanian VOS constructions is of 

in teresting theoretid import in view of cross-linguistic particulars of object movement- We 

argued that object raising in Romanian VOS constnictions cannot be analysed as an instance of 

A-moved object shift of  the Gemianic type, or as an instance of noun-incorporation object raising 

of the Niuean type. There is both syntactic and semantic evidence to support such a claim. 

Clause-mediai Romanian NPs are not semantically restricted and they can either precede or 

follow rNP-adjoined adverbials. ,Moreover, the pragmatic (de)-focusing effect engendered by 

clause-medial object movement is absent fiom the above languages (though arguabl present in 

some other languages). 

Noteworthy aiso, is the fact that the particulars of Romanian VOS constructions provide 

sipifkant support for a 'leapfiogging' analysis of object raising. This analysis posits object 

raising to a position above thaî of  the subject NP and it has recently been argued to be inférior to 

the 'stacking' hypothesis, in which the object raises to a position below that of  the subject m i l e  

a 'stacking' analysis might work for Gennanic and Celtic, it is clearly unsustainable for the 

Romanian data 

Informally, VOS constructions in Romanian are the result of  the fact that this langage 

cm tailor its sentences to encode information SbUCtUre (i-e., pragmatic domains), thus allowing 

for interpretation with minimal processing effort. NP objects that are identifiable (in the sense of 

Lambrecht 1994), be ihey textually, situationally, or inferentially accessible, may raise out of  the 

lower VP, thus escaping a rhemaîic interpretation. Since the objects can be 

situationally or inferentially, they need not be marked as definitdspecific. As a consequence of 



object raising fiom VSO to VOS, the material lefl within the v N P  (usuaîly, the subject NP) 

acquires maximal rhernatic prominence. 



Chapter 4: 

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, 
And sony 1 could not travel both 
And be one traveler. long 1 stood 
And 1 looked d o w  one as  far as 1 couId 
To where it bent in the underçrowth; 

Then took the other. as just as fair. 
And having perhaps the better claim 
Because it was grassy and wanted wear. 
Though as  for that, the passing there 
Had worn them really about the sarne. 

Robert Frost, 7 k  R d  N a  Tnktirr 

4.0 Introduction 

This chapter discusses wh-rnovement in Rornanian in view of the theoreticai 

assumptions iniroduced in chapter 2. We argue that the [-wh] feature is a property of Io in 

Romanian, and that Spec,IP is the scopd position for Romanian wh-phrases. We first introduce 

the issue and offer a brief account of previous andyses for Romanian (sections 4.1 - 4.2). Nest, 

we review some of the theoretical assurnptions of chapter 2 and discuss their implications for wh- 

raising. In section 4.3 we discuss some defining properties of Romanian wh-phrases and in 

section 4.4, we provide a cornparison betwem Rornanian and languages in which the [twh] 

feature is uncontroversially associated with Co. In sections 4.5 - 4.6, we focus on language 

particular wh-movemen t idiosyncrasies and concl ude that Romanian wh-phrases are hosted by 

the [P. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to the discussion of the IP/CP dichotomy (as 

defined in section 4.7). Several wh-structures and their properties are discussed, al1 of which 

further support our analysis. Section 4.8 debates the locus of the interrogative feature in the 

Romanian Io, and section 4.9 is a conclusion. 



4.1 The Issue 

Several languages, primarily Slavic languages, have the property of requiring al1 of their 

wh-phrases to raise overtly to a clause-initial position. Romanian, albeit a Romance language. is 

also multiple [+whj-checking, presumably as a result of  the geographical relationship it holds 

\?th the Siavic languages. Specifically, in order to check their [-wh] feature- Rornanian wh- 

phrases have to raise fiom their base-generated position, wh-in-situ king unauailable. This is 

illustrated in (1). 

Cine, cui, cti, a dat ti tj ti; ? I ( 1 )  a- 

who whom what A M . 3 S G  given t; tj & 

b. *Cine; cuij a dat t, t, ce? (unless an echo-question) 

W ~ O  whom AUX.3SG @ V ~ I I  t;tj what 

'Who has given what to whom?' 

Languages in which multiple whquestions involve movement of al1 wh-phrases to their scopal 

position have been divided (by Rudin 1988, and later Richards 1997) into two classes. The first 

class includes languages in which only one wh-phrase targets Spec,C P, the rest being absorbed by 

Spec.IP (such as, for example. Serbo-Croatian, Czech, and Polish). These languages. together 

with al1 other l a n g q e s  in which wh-phrases are hosted by IP at Spetl-Out or at LF, have k e n  

labelled 'IP-absorption languages' (Richards 1997). This class of languages is illustrated with the 

Serbo-Croatian examples in (2), taken from Rudin (19881462) . 

(2) a. Ko mu je B t a  dao? (Serbo-Croatian, Rudin 1988:462) 

who him has what given 

b. *Ka jita mu je dao? 

who what him has given 

'Who gave him what?' 



c. Ko je Sto kome dao? 

who has what to whom given 

'Who gave what to whon?' 

The Serbo-Croatian examples in (2) show that only one wh-phrase can raise above the clitic 

cluster. the remaining wh-phrase(s) targetting a position below that of the clitics. The fact that the 

higher wh-phrase targets Spec.Cf, while the lower wh-phrases are absorbed by Spec-IP is 

independently supporteci by evidence that in thcse languagcs the ciitic clustcr is formcd in CP 

(Tomik 1996). 

The second class of multiple [+wh]-checking Ianguages include Ianguages such as 

BuIgarian and Rommian, in which al1 wh-phrases target the sarne scopal position. This is 

assumeci to be Spec,CPT in accordance wvith Chomsky's long-standing assumption, that d l  

questions are CPs. Consequently, these languages have been labelted 'CP-absorption languages' 

(Richards 1997). In (3) and (4) WC providc examplcs fiom Bulgarïan (takcn fiom Rudin 

19S8:46 1 ) and Romanian. 

(3) a- Koj k a k v o t i  e kazal? (BuIgarian, Rudin 1988:46 1 ) 

who what you has told 

6. *Koj ti c knkvo kazal? 

who you has  what told 

'Who told you what?' 

Cine ce ti-a spus? 

who what CL.2SG.DAT-AUX.3SG sajd 

*Cine !i-a ce spus? 

who CL.2SG.DAT-AUX.3SG what said 

'Who told you what?' 

I R a i d  wh-phrases are bolded throughout this chapter far ease of exposition. 



Notice that in Buiman and Romanian, the ctitic cluster cannot intervene among the raise- wh- 

phrases, but always appears to the right of the moved interrogative elernents. This indicates that 

the wh-phrases have moved to a single scopal position (i-e., check their feature against a single 

functional head). In these languages, however, the clitic cluster is formed in IP (as is argued in 

~ o m i d  ( 1 996), for Bulgarian, and Dobrovie-Sonn ( 1 994a), for Romanian, arnong others '). and 

cannot be taken to indicate the Ianding site of  wh-rnovement. Romanian wh-phrases raise to a 

clitic-left position which can equally be CP-related or 1P-related- 

The problern we are faced with is that a unique host for wh-phrases does not a priori 

exclude IP as the wh-target in a language such as Romanian. For example, Hungarian also has 

multiple wh-movement to a unique host, as c m  be seen in (51, but the wh-target in this language 

is dways assumeci to be Spec,lP (cf. Brody 1995, Kiss 1994, Richards 1997)- 

( 5 )  a- Nern hidhik hogy Mari mit tett az asztalra. 

not hew-IPL that Mary what-ACC put the tablmnto 

'We didn't h o w  what Mary had put on the  table.' 

(i-funpïan, Richards IW7:5O) 

b. Mari kinek mit adott el? 

M q  who-DAT what- ACC soid PREVERB 

'What did MW sel1 to whom?' 

(Hungariaq Kiss 1994:38) 

In Hungarian, wh-phrases raise to a position which is to the right of  topicalized material (in our 

examples. the subject Mari) and o f  the çomplernentizer kogy 'that' (see Sa)- In mdtiple 

interrogation. al1 wh-phrases move to this IP-related position (see 5b). 

1 

S e  also discussion on Romanian clitics in chapter 2. 



4.2 Fonner accounts and a new proposal 

There have been several accounts of wh-raising in Romanian, amonç which we mention 

Comorovski ( 1 W6), Dobrovie-Sorin ( 1 9Wb, 1 994a), and Motapanyane ( 1 995, 1 W8a, in press), 

al1 o f  which assume a [-wh] feature in Co. but differ in t m s  of how they account for the 

licensing of this ferne, as well as for verb movement straiegïes. ' Some of these authors adopt a 

more traditional view, and argue that the verb raises to Io and M e r  to Ca to license the [-wh] 

feaîure (for example, Comorovski, Motapanyane). others argue Wnst verb raishg to Co in 

Romanian, maintainhg V0 to Io (Dobrovie-Sorin 1994a, Stefanescu 1997). In terms of wh- 

raising. most authors assume movement directly to Spec,CP. Motapanyane (1998a in press), 

however: argues that the wh-phrase first raises to SpecJP to check its focus feature, then moves 

to Spec.CP to check its [+wh] feature. NevdeIess ,  a [+wh] feature in Co in Romanian seems 

dificult to maintain (without further stipulations) on the &rounds of wh-phrase interaction with 

topics, focus and other language idiosyncrasies (to be discusseû below). 

Let us recall some of the theoretical assumptions introduced in chapter 2. We assurned 

that Romanian is a V-type EPP language, with a strong [VI feature on Io (in effect, the seiectionaI 

EPP feature) which attracts [VO - it7 in ail types of structures. Therefore. the lexical verb always 

to the lnflectional domain, as shown in (6). 

( 6 )  a. Citeqte un copil O carte. 

read.3SG.PR a child a book 

'A child is reading a book.' 

'i See, however, Cornilescu (2000) who proposes that the [iwh] feature in Romanian is 
checked in the highest inflectional projection, which in her analysis is Spec,M(ood)P. 



b. I P 
\ 

I 
n 
1 vP 
I-VI A 
A SuNP v' 

n 
1. -- _ 

VP 
2_ n 

V ObjNP 

cizege un copil O carte 

We further argued that Romanian NPs check Case in Merge positions, where they are 

fully licensed (presumably under an Agree mechanism, as in Chomsky 1998). Case-checking in 

Merge is a direct consequence of lexical verb raking to v0 and 1" in Romanian. Verb movement 

triggers the overt presence o f  phi-features in Io and case-features in P, which agree with the 

Nominative Case-feature of the subject and the Accusative Case-feature of the object, 

respectively. Case checking is always a pre-Speli-Out mechanism and it never triggers dislocation 

of the noun phrase. This approach excludes a Case-related EPP feature (Le,, a 'surface subject') 

within the Romanian Inflectional domain, making Spec,IP in principle available to discourse- 

related material (see also discussion ùi Alboiu 2000). 

We suggest that postulating a [-wh] feanue in Co in Romanian is a stipulative and 

unnecessary theoretical assumption for a language in which SpecJP is not merged as  an 

EPPKase-related position. Throughout this chapter. we argue that Romanian wh-phrases are 

4 hosted by IP, which we show to be a discourse-related projection in this languge- We propose 

4 This idea is expanded in chapter 5, where we argue that IP in Romanian is a general 
polarïty onented categoty, which hosts a variety of operator/quantificational elements. Similar 
proposais have been made for various sentence-initial projections (for example. FP in Uriagereka 
1995a). 



that Io in Romanian is a syncretic head capable of hosting the syntaçtic [+wh] feature. s 

Moreover. whenever the [-wh] f e - r e  is present in the derivation, it will athact raising and 

merging of wh-phrases into the specifier of IP. 

The specifier-head agreement relationship required in interrogatives can be theoretically 

implemented in s e v d  ways- Prior to the Minimalist Program Rizzi's ( 1  99 1 ) WH-Criterion in 

(7) was one of the best hown: 

(7) WH-CRITERION (Riza 1991) 

A. A WH Operator must be in a Spec-Head configuration with XC [ - WH] : 
B. An X0 [+ WHJ must be in a Spec-Head configuration with a WH Operator. 

Riui's  WH-Critenon in (7) does not essentially differ fiom later 1Minimaiist assurnptions. 

Chomshy (1995) suggests thai movement/dislocation in language is a direct result of s t r i a  

locaiity conditions imposed on feature-checking relations, responsible for licensing dependencies 

in language. tn other words, feature checking c m  only occur tocaily in Speç-Head or head- 

adjoined configurations. When overt movement is not attested, covert movement will apply. 

Chomsky (1998) relaxes the above assumpbon, suggesbng that some uninterpretable features 

(i.e., structural Case and agreement features) do not require a Spec-Head or head-adjunction 

relationship for checking to occur (see also our discussion in chapter 2). UninterpretabIe features 

c m  crase via Agee, an operation which requires feature matching and a redefined notion of 

Iocality as 'closest c-command'. MP98 does, however, retain the strict Spec-Head locality 

requirement for feaîure checking whenever features are of a 'selectional' nature (see also Kayne 

1998). For example, a feature such as the EPP is defined as a seledonal feature which cannot 

5 A syncretic inflectional head which hosts the syntactic [-wh] feature has also been 
proposed for Spanish (Fontana 1993, Gooàall 1991, Zubimeta 1998, among others), and is 
somewhat implicitly assumeci in Richards (1997) for IP-absorption wh-lmguages, such as 
Hungarian. More recentiy, Boeckx and Stjepanovic (1999) argue for a discourse-related IP in 
BuIgarian which also hosts w h - p h s .  



erase solely as a result of Agree, but in addition requires -second Merge'. We assume this is 

realized as NP-movement into the specifier of SpecJP. in D-~ fpe  EPP languages (e-g.  English), 

and as Vo-to-Io. in V-type EPP languages (e.g.. Romanian). 

Recall that we assume that uninterpretable formai features (FFs) are essentidly of two 

kinds: (i) selectional (or strong) and (ii) non-selectional (or weak), an option pararnemzed across 

languages and FF type- Following Chomsky (1998). non-selectional features wiII be defined as 

features which checkkase in-si ta wi thout dislocation, as a resul t of the operation Agee. whic h 

only requires feature matching (Le., identity) and closest c-comrnand. Selectional features wiIl 

then be defined as features which can only be checked in a stnkt locality relationship. such as 

Spec-Head or head-adjunction. By definition, selectional features require Agreement (i-e., feature 

matching) and movernent (i-e., 'second Merge'). Note that the operation Agree is required in al1 

instances of feature-checking irrespective of whether features are selectional or non-seldonal. 

Let us inspect the nature of the [+wh] feature in Romanian under the disjunctive analysis 

of uninterpretable features adopted in this dissertation. As with questions cross-tinguistically. we 

assume Romanian intmo@ves to contain an uninterpretable [+wh] feature on a functional head 

X3 which needs to be dclaed (via checkinp) for the derivation to converge. " Since wh-in-situ is 

unavailabIe in Romanian, it foIlows that the [+wh] feature on both XO and the wh-phrases present 

in the derivation is 'selectional'. Therefore. the [+wh] feature on X" will require 'second Merge' 

as Spec.XP, and the [twh] feature on Romanian wh-phrases will require multiple feature- 

7 checking against X0 with the outcorne of a multiple specifier structure. Let us fust review some 

relevant p r o e e s  of Romanian questions before we proceed with ow anaiysis and detail its 

implementation. 

6 We  refrain, for the time king, from commenting on the nature of XO (Le., wheuier it is 
Ca or Io). 

7 We depart fiom MP98 in asswning selectiondstrong fieanires to require checking in a 
strict local relationship (i-e., Spec-Head or head-adjunction), irrespective of whether the features 
are a property of lexical items (LIS) or of hctional heads (see also chapter 1- -on 1.2). 



4.3 Wh-phnses in Romanian: summary of properties 

in this section we discuss several salient properties of Romanian interrogatives. In section 4.3.1 

we look at the verb-acijacency requirement and some obviations. In d o n  4.3 -2 we reintroduce 

multiple [+wh]-checking and provide an account for lack of wh-in-situ and ordering constraints 

on wh-phrases in this language. In section 4.3-3 we discuss wh-phrase interaction with topicalized 

elements and in section 4.3.4 we offer some brief conclusions. 

4.3.1 The Verbsdjawncy requirement 

Both adjunct and argument wh-phrases in Romanian show obligatory adjacency vr-ith the verbal 

complex (Le., verbal head and clitic cluster). Consider the examples in (8); 

(8) a- Pe cine (* la tine) ai 

PE who (at you) ACBC2SG 

'Whom did you invite to your place?' 

b. (Mine) Cinc (*miinel nu 

(tomorrow) who (*tomonow) not 

(mîine)? 

(tomorrow) 

'Who isn't leaving tomortow anyrnore?' 

c. Cui (*deja) ai 

whom.DAT. (*aiready) AUX.2SG 

' Whom did you already d l ? '  

chemat (la tine)? 

called (at you) 

mai pl& 

more leave.3 SG-PR 

telefonat 

phoned 

d. (La Toronto) Cînd (*la Toronto) pl- 

(at Toronto) when (*at Toronto) leave. 1 PL. PR 

'When do we l a v e  for Toronto?' 

e. (Ion) Cu ce (* Ion) te-a 

(Ion) with what (* Ion)CL.2SG. ACC-AUX3SG 

'What did Ion upset you with?' 

(deja)? 

(al ready )? 

(la Toronto)? 

(at Toronto) 

supibat (Ion)? 

upset (Ion) 



f. (Pe Mihai) Cum (* pe Mihai) I-ai 

(PE Mihai) how (*PE ~Mihai) CL.XG.ACC.-M-ALiX.2SG 

h o m t  (pe Mihai) s5 vinâ? 

convinced (PE blihai) SUBJ. corne 

'How did you convince Mihai to corne?' 

The esarnples in (8) show that wh-movement proceeds to a position that is adjacent to the verbal 

complex with no constituent allowed to intervene between the wh-phrase and the verbal 

cornpiex. 

4.3.1 -1 Two notes on the adjacency requirement 

There are at least two problems with the verb-adjacency requirement between wh-phrases 

and the verbal complex in Romanian- However, neittier of  them are a major concern to our 

present analysis. The first issue has to d o  with a subset of adverbials that are required to intervene 

between the t a i d  wh-phrase and the verb. ' While adverbs cannot gcnerally intervene between 

the raised wh-phrase and the verbal complex (see examples in (8) and (14)). tfiere are some 

exceptions. Consider the examples in (9) - ( 1  O). 

(9) a. (De)-Abia-1 q teapt i  bmicii pe Victor. 

hardly-CL.3SG.ACC.M wait-3PL.PR grandparents-the PE Victor 

'His gandparents can hardly wait for Victor.' 

b. Pe cinc (de)-abia a S t e a ~ a  bunicii? 

PE whom hardly wait.3PL. PR grandparents-the 

' Whom can the gandparents hardly wait for?' 

(10) a. Tocmai a venit Victor. 

just ALTX.CL.3SG corne Victor 

'Victor just arrived.' 

- 

8 Some of these instances are also discussed in Cornilesa (1997). where they are taken as 
arguments qainst V0 to Ca in Romanian. 



b. Cine tamai a venit? 

who just A ü X C L .  3SG corne 

'Who just amved?' 

In (9) and (IO), (Je)-abia 'hardiy' and cocmai 'just', respectively, appear between the raised wh- 

phrase and the verbal complex in a manner that, at least apparentlu, poses problems for the verb- 

adjacency mie. A similar situation is enwuntered in Spanish in which the otherwise obligatory 

wh-phrase verb-adjacency d e  is violated by some adverbs. Consider the examples in (1  1 ), taken 

fiom Zubizarreta ( 1998). 

( I I )  [TPAqui ia  [?Piamis [T ofenderias tu con tus acciones)]]? 

whom never would-offmd you with your actions 

'Whom would you never offend with your actions?' 

(Spanish, Zubizarreta 1998: 185) 

In order to account for the Spanish example in (1  1), in which the wh-phrase in Spec,lP (Spec,TP 

in ber anaiysis) needs to be adjacent to the verb for licensing conditions, Zubizarreta (1998) 

proposes a structure in which more than one specifier of Io is aliowed, but at most one of them 

may enter into a feature-checking relation with Io. More specifically, the author argues that some 

temporal adverbs are IP modifiers which appear in SpecJP for reasons that are independent of 

feature checking. 9 

R e d 1  fiom our discussion in chapter 2 that Romanian has a number of adverbial clitics 

that can only appear adjacent to the v h .  These are the adverbial intemifiers (or combinations 

thereof), such as nlai 'more', prea 'too*, 'very', rof 'still*, cani 'little', 'a bit'. 9 'also'; an 

exampfe with mai 'more' is given in ( 12). 

9 Zubizarreta's (1998) account is somewhat reminiscent of ChomsLy's (1995) analysis of 
adverbs as elements that induce XP-recursion. 



(12) a (Mai) vine (* mai) si  Mihai (* mai). 

more cornes more and klihai more 

'Mihai is also coming,' 

b. Cine (mai) vine (* mai)? 

who more cornes more 

'Who is also cuming?' 

SyntacticalIy speaking (de)-abia 'hardly' and focmai 'just' behave in the same clitic-like marner 

as the adverbial intensi fiers discused in chapter 2. Both (Je)-ubia 'hardly' and tocnlar 'juçt' are 

constrained to occur in the preverbal clihc field, k i n g  unable to occupy any other position in the 

clause when modifying the predicate. Consider (1 3). 

(13) a (*Abia) Pe Mihai (abia) il Weaptii (* abia) 

hardly PE Mihai hardly CL.3SG.ACC-LM wait hardl y 

bunicii (*de-abia). 

gandparents-the hardl y 

' His grandparents can hardly wait for Mihai.' 

b. (*Abia) Pe cine (abia) il asteaptà (*abia) 

hardly PE whom hardly CL.3SG.ACC.M wait hardly 

bunicii (* de-abia)? 

grandparents-the hardly 

'Who c m  his grandparents hardly wait for?' 

c. Tocmai a veni t (* tocmai) 

just ACJX.CL.3SG come just 

'Victor just arrivai. ' 

d. (*Tocmai) Cine tocmai a 

just who just AUX.CL.3SG 

'Who just anived?' 

Victor (*tocmai). 

Victor just 

veni t (* tomai)? 

come just 



in contrast to (de)-abia 'hardly' and tocniai Ojust'. as well as al1 the other adverbial 

intensifiers. manner and temporal adverbials cannot intenme berneen the w h - p b  and the 

verb (see 14). niese adverbials are nevertheless k i t  in a number of dots within the Romanian 

clause. 

(14) a Pe Mihai (CU n e r a m e )  il aStea~a 

PE ,Miliai with impatience CL.3SG.ACC.M wait 

(CU nerabdare) bunicii (CU nerabdare). 

with impatience grandparents-the wiîh ùnparience 

'His grandparents can hardly wait for Mihai / are impatient for Mihai's arrivai.' 

b. Pe cine (*CU neriibdare) asteapta bunicii (CU neriibdare)? 

PE whom with impatience wait grandparents-the with impatience 

' Who are the grandparents impatiently wai ting for?' 

c. Pe Victor (mîine) il aS;tea~G (miine) 

PE Victor tomorrow CL.3SG.ACC,M wait tomorrow 

bunicii (mîine). 

grandparents-the tomorrow 

'His p-andparents are waiting for Mihai tornorrow. ' 

d. Pe cine (*rniine) asteaptà (miine) bunicii? 

PE whom tomorrow w ait tomorrow gandparents-the 

'Who are his grandparents waiting for tomorrow?' 

However, there are even some çounter-examples from adverbs that cannot be argued to 

be in any way clitic-like, which suggests we are faced with a more general question relating to the 

nature of adverbs, rather than a genuine verb-adjacency Molahon. Advehs such as prohabil 

'probably7 and interrogative adverb oare can occupy several dots in the Romanian clause. 

Consider the word order possibilities in a wh-environment illustrated in (1 5). 'O 

1 O For a more exhaustive analysis of interrogative aare, see Motapanyane (in press). 



(15) a Cine (probabil) va PI- 

who probably AUX. FUT.3SG l ave  

'Who will probably leave?' 

b. (oare) cine (oare) va pleca 

indeed who indeed AUX.FUT.3SG leave 

'Who will leave?' 

(probabil)? 

probabl y 

(oare)? 

indeed 

I'robabii 'probably' and interrogative oare are devoid of  any clitic flavour, yet they can precede 

the verbal cluster in interrogative contexts. We assume this property can only be explained under 

an anal ysi s that maintains certain adverbs are transparent; speci fically, they can modi f y  verbal 

heads without intedering with the head's checking requirernents (cf, Zubizarreta 1998). The 

alternative account, in which adverb-like elements are assurned to introduce new projections in 

the derivation (cf. Cinque 1997). cannot be maintained for these adverbs wîthout firrther 

stipulations. I I  

Zubizarreta's (1998) account felicitously captures the Romanian data and we adopt it for 

Romanian (de)-abia 'hardly' and rocmai -justT, as well as al1 other adverbials that cm interfère 

with [+wh]-checking in the manner outlined above. We l a v e  open the question as to why some 

adverbs are transparen~ and thus do not interfere with feature-checking while others are not. 

1 I In English, for example, 'probably' can interfere between the subject noun phrase and 
the auxiliary (see (i)). 

(i) a. Victor probably has already read this book. 
b. Victor has probably already read this book- 

The fact that al1 uninterpretable fmires  have to be çhecked before the creation of a higher 
category is permitted, together wiih the assumption thaî subjects in this language occupy Spec,IP 
and the auxiliary is in Io in (i), somewhat forces us to discard Cinque's analysis in these contexts. 
This does not necessarily exclude an analysis along the lines of Cinque for other types of 
adverbials. 



4.3.1.2 De ce M y ' :  a cmss4inguistk headache 

A second problem for the verb-adjacency nile is the quirky behaviour of de ce 'why' and 

i ts sernantically related wh-phrases. Consider the examples in (1 6). 

(16) a. De ce pe [na n-O place nimeni? 

o f  what PE Ina not-CL.3SG-ACC.F likes noone 

'Why does no one like [na?' 

b. Ca ce chestic & isi v i t e  Sa vina in vizitii? 

as what thing h a  RER. d o w s  StiTBJ corne in visi t 

'How is it thaî Ina can visit us?' 

c. Cum de - Ina îsi perrnite asta? 

how of Ina RER, allows this 

'How is it that h a  can do îhis?' 

/Je CL' 'why- and some semantically related wh-phrases illustrated in (16)? allow for an 

intervening topic NP between the moved wh-element and the verbal complex. We do not claim to 

resolve this issue now but limit ourselves to an observation- 'Why' seerns to be unreliable as a 

diagnostic for the landing site of general wh-movement cross-linguistically. Kiss (1998) argues 

that nziert 'why' in Hungarian does not occupy the canonical position of raised wh-phrases. The 

sarne seems to be true of Spanish (cf. Sufier 1994, Zubizarreta 1998): a language which generally 

observes the verb-adjacency requirernent with wh-phrases. This is illustrated in ( 1 7). 

( 17) Me pregunto porqué a Mark le regalaron eso. 

(1) wonder why to Maria D AT .C L(they) gave that 

'1 wonder why they gave that to Maria?' 

(Spanish, Zubizarreta 1998: 105) 

The example in (1 7) shows that 'why' allows for material to dismpt the usual verb-adjacency 

requirement. 



Since there are other wh-adjuncts which may violaie the verb-adjuncbon requirement in 

Spanish, Zubizarreta ( 1998) proposes that adjuncts do not check features. behaving differentiy 

fiom their L-retated counterparts. One solution wouid be to argue th. in view of its decreased 

non-L-relatedness, 'why' does not Ieave behind a trace, possibly being base-generated in a 

position adjoined to CP, In fact, Rizzi ( 1990) suaests that 'why' is a cfausal adjunct- Notice, 

however. that in Romanian, other wh-adjuncts must appear in a verb-adjacent position and cannot 

toIerate the presence of intervening topicalized material. Recdl the examples in (8) and consider 

further examples in (18) which make the preceding argument difficuit to maintain. 

(18) a De cîte o n  (*pe Mioara) ai nipt-û 

of how many times PE Mioara AUX2SG. asked-CL.3SG.ACC.F 

(pe Mioara) Sa sune? 

PE Mioara SUBJ cal1 

'HOW many times did you ask Mioara to d l ?  

b. Cînd (*la Copenhaga) te-ai inhlnit 

when at Copenhagen CL.2SG-AUX.2SG met 

cu Anghel (la Copenhaga)? 

with Anghel at Copenhagen 

'When did you meet Anghel in Copenhagen?' 

We do not attempt to resolve what çeems to be a more generai idiosyncrasy of 'why' and 

conciude that the quirky behaviour of de ce 'why' (and related wh-phrases) in Romanian, 

alongside the seemingly transparency o f  certain adverbs, do not pose major problems to the 

general wh-phrase verb-adjacency requirement in this Ianguage. 



4.3.2 Multiple checking and (Anti)Superiority 

In section 4.1 we showed that Romanian is a multiple [+wh]-checking language. in which wh- 

phrases cluster together. Moreover, r a i d  wh-phrases in multiple questions ail target the same 

XP (since there is no ditic intervention), irrespective of where they are base-generated. Consider 

the examples in ( I ), repeated here as ( 1 9). 

(19) a. Cine; cui, cq, a 

who whom what ALTX.3SG 

b. *Che i  cuij a dat 

who whom AUX.3SG given 

'Who has &en what to whom?' 

dat t, tj tk ? 

given t , t j tk 

ti t, ce? (unless an echo question) 

6 tj what 

The fact that wh-phrases cluster togeuier, points to a unique host and t e  feature-checking against 

a single head. 

Since in Romanian wh-phrases are required to check their [+wh] feature in a strict 

locality relationship, al1 of the wh-phrases in a multiple question must move up to the closest 

interrogative host whether they are base-generated in the matrix or  in the embedded clauses. This 

can mean extracting more than one wh-phrase out of an embedded clause- as in (20a). or 

extracting wh-phrases fiom different clauses, as in (20b). 



(20) a Cinc; ccj ziceai [CP iSi închipuie t, tJ? " 

who what say.îSG.PAST [cp that REFL imagines3 SG-PR t, tj]? 

'Who did you say imagines whaî?' 

b. Cine; cej ziceai [=p Ca isi 
who what say.2SG.PAST [Cp thaî REFL 

t i [CP ai sPus GII? 

t i CCP thaf AUX.2SG SÛd $11 

'Who did you s=iy imagines that you've said what?' 

închipuie 

imagines.3SG.PR 

Moreover, multiple fronted wh-phrases cannot raise randoml y in Romanian- They must 

obey a r@d Subject - Object word order. Consider the examples in (2 1); 

- - - 

It Romanian lacks 'thatY-trace effects (see aiso Comilescu 1995, Motapanyane 1995). In 
English. a well-known subjedobject asyrnmetry is the fact that objects Gan, but subjects cannot 
extract out o f  embedded clauses in the presence of an overt cornplemenhzer (see ia-b). in 
Romanian, on the other han& there is no such subject/object asymmetry, both subjects and 
objects being equaily extractable (see 1 cd) .  

( 1 )  a. [cp Whati do you think [Cp ti' that [p John said t; at the press conference]]]? 

b. * [CP W h ~ i  do you think [Cp t,' that [p ti said this at the press conference]]]? 

c. [CP Cei crezi CCP f i '  ~5 [IP a spus Ion 
[CP whaf think2SG CCP 4' ha AUX-3SG said [,p John 
tl la conferinta de  presii]]]]? 
ti at con ference-the o f  press 
' What do you think that John said at the press conference?' 

d. [CP Cinci crezi [CP fi' c-3 [IP a T U S  

[CP Who think2SG [CP fi' that [p AUX.3SG said 
[,p ti asta la con fer inta de presà] J] J? 
[,.p t, this at conference-the of press 
'Who do  you think said this at the press conference?' 

The ban against the sequence complementizer - trace in English follows under Rizzi's (1990) 
stipulation that traces need to be head-govemed, as well as antecedent-govemed. While, the 
object trace will aiways be head-govemed by the lexical verb, the trace in subject position in 
English (Le., Spec, IP) is not properly head-govemed by the complementizer 'that'. Rizzi (1 990) 
notices that nul1 subject languages allow subject extraction across a complementizer equivalent to 
'that'. According to Rizzi (1990), this follows since in these languages the subject trace is in 
Spec,VP and is properly head-çovemed by Inflection. 



(21) a Cint; C& a dat &luiMiliai t k ?  

who what AUX-XG given ti to Mihai k 

b. *Ce cinq a dat ti lui Mihai tk? 

what who AUX.3SG given to Mihai t r; 

' Who has givea what to Mihai?' 

The object wh-phrase in (21) cannot precede the subject wh-phrase. This word order constraint 

can be accounted via Superiority (see also Comorovski 1996. Motapanyane 1 W8a in press). 

'Superiority ' is a concept originally introduced to account for the sequencing of  moved elernents. 

Pesetshy (1987:104), following earlier work by Chomsky, defines the following Superïonty 

Condition, 'In a multiple interrogative, where a wh-phrase is in Comp and another is in situ, the 

S-structure trace of the phrase in Comp must c-cornmand the S-structure position of the wh in 

situ.' '' Informally then. Supmiority will be defined as a conmaint that forbids movement of a 

phrase over another phrase that is superior to it (where X is superior to Y if every mauünal 

projection dominating X dominates Y but not conversely). According to Superiority then, the 

subject wh-phrase in (2 1) should raise before the object wh-phrase. Under the assumption that the 

order at the Ianding-site reflects the order of movement, we would expect to see the object 

precede the subject. What we observe is a Superion'ty effect that apparently affects the tanding 

14 site, since this is where the wh-subject must precede any other wh-constituent, This can be 

forrnalized as the (Anti)-Superionty effect in (22). 

(22) (Ami)-Supenority: 

Overt movernent into multiple specifiers is well-formed only if the c-command quence 

of the moved wh-operators parallels the c-command sequence of their traces. 

13 Watanabe (1996) rephrases this as follows, 'a multiple question is well-forrned in EneJish 
only if at S-structure there is a wh-phrase that does not c-çommand the variable of the wh-phrase 
movcd into the target Spec of CP.' 

" 
B O ~ ~ O V ~ C !  (1998) argues that in the Balkan lanyages, multiple-fionted wh-phrases must 

conforrn to an order that is the opposite to that predicted by Superiority. 



Nevertheless, we suggest Superionty is still observai in Romanian. Specificdly. we do 

not take linear order to reflect order of movement. Movement of the wh-object before the wh- 

subject would dso violate economy conditions, formalized as the Minimal Link Condition of 

Chomshy ( 1995) ( s e  chapter 1, section 1.2). Given that the subject is the closest candidate (Goal) 

of the Probe (i.e.- the functionai head XO endowed with the [+wh] feature which ne& to delete), 

it should move first. 15 

Notice, however, that in ditransitive clauses, the (Anti)-Superiority effect is somew hat 

relaved insofar as the ordering o f  objects witfi respect to each other is concemed. Compare for 

example. (23) and (24) with (25) and (26), respectively. 16 

1 5  Recall that in multiple questions, there are several potential Goais, since al1 wh-phrases 
are lexical items with uninterpetable [+wh] features which require checking in a strict local 
relationship. The Minirnai Link Condition (Chomsky 1995) requires the highest Goal to move 
first; see (i). 

( i l  The Mininrai Link Condition (Chomshy 1 995) 
u cm raise to target K only if there is no Iegibmate operation Move-p targeting K, 
where p is closer to K; 
(where 'closer' is defined in ternis of c-command and quidistance). 

16 We are assuming pe cine 'PE who' is  stnicturally higher than ce -what'. Notice that 
Romanian has certain verbs which subcategorize for two Accusative objects. However, only one 
of the Accusative objects is passivizable (in the sense that it can become Nominati\.e) consider 
(il. 

(0 a. L-a întrebat Mihai pe Victor 
CL.3 SG.ACC.iM-AbX.3SG asked .Mihai.NOM PE VictorACC 
asta 
this. ACC 
'Mihai asked Victor this.' 

A fost intrebat Victor asta. 
AUX.3SG been asked Victor-NOM this.ACC 
'Victor was asked this.' 

*A fost întrebatii pe Victor asta. 
AUX.3SG been asked PE Victor.ACC this.NOM 
'This was asked of Victor.' 



(23) a Pe cine ce a intrebaî Victor? 

PE who what AüX.3SG asked Victor 

* Cc pecine a întrebat Victor? 

what PE who AbX.3SG asked Victor 

'Whom did Victor ask what?' 

Cui ce a dat Mihai? 

wh-D AT. what AUX.3SG Fven Mihai 

* Ce cui a dat Mihai? 

what wh-DAT. AUX.3SG &en Mihai 

'Whom did Mihai give what to?' 

Cine pc cine ce a întrebat? 

who PE who what AbX.3SG asked 

Cinc ce pe cine a întrebat? 

who what PE who ALJX.3SG asked 

* Ce cinc pe cine a întrebat? 

what who PE who ALX.3SG asked 

'Who asked whom what?' 

Cine cui ce a dat ? 

who wh-DAT. what AUX.3SG &en 

Cine ce cui a dat? 

who what wh-DAT. AUX.3SG aven  

- - -- - 

The dichotorny in (1) follows if we consider p b'ictor to be stmcturally marked for Accusative. 
and asru 'this' to have inherent/lexical Accusative, therefore non-passivizable. We assume that 
the object inherently marked for Accusative case is closer to the verb than the object which is 
stnicturally marked; it then follows that 'PE who' objects are higher in the syntactic tree than 
'what' objects. 



c. Cc cinc cui a dat ? 

what who w~-DAT. .4LX.3 SG given 

'Who has given what to whom?' 

The word order sequencing in the double object constructions in (23) and (24) is ezrpected 

according to the (An@-Superiority effect outlined in (32). However, in (25 )  and (26), in which 

the subjects are also questiond we notice that the two object wh-phrases c m  appear in any 

order, as long as ihey follow the subjat wh-phrase. '' In the next two sub-sections we first ofTm 

an account for the lack of ordering restrictions in (25) and (26) and then discuss the manner of 

movement. 

4.3.2.1 'Attracf versus Wove' 

Chomsky ( 1 995) proposes an asymmebic theory of feature checking- Formal feahires 

(FFs) are present on both functional heads and le'cical items, but only FFs on functional heads can 

be strong Moreover, FFs of lexical items are not required to be checked, so feature checking 

takes place only when FFs of lexical items (Le., the candidate/Goal) are attracted into the 

checking domain of an agreeing firnctionai head (Le., the target/Probe)- This is the operation 

'Attract' (redefined as 'Agee' in Chomsky 1998). A numba of authors. however, have argued 

ag"nst this aqmmetry and have proposai that feature-checking movement can also be triggered 

by the requirements of the lexical item b a i n &  uninterpretable FFs (e.g. BoÇkovi6 1998, Lasnik 

1 995, 1999, Ochi 1 998). Specifically, FFs of the lexical item cm thernselves require checking and 

implicitly trigger rnovement into the checking domain of  an ageeing functional head. This is the 

operation 'Move'. In fact, Chomslq (1998) acknowledges the potential need for 'Move'. We 

assume feature-driven movernent is an instance of both 'Attract' and '~Move', being operative 

until al1 selectionaVstrong FFs have been checked, Wpec t ive  of whether the selectional FF 

belongs to the fiinctional head (i.e., the Probdtarget) or to the lexical item (Le., the 



~oal/&didate). We discuss below Bo&ovïk's (1998) proposai and adapt it for Romanian 

mu1 ti ple wh-inovement- 

In the previous section (examples (25)-(26)), we saw that ordering is Ioosened once the 

subject wh-phrase has raised (more specifically, once the highest wh-phrase has raised). Bo~kovil  

(1998) argues that, cross-Iinguistically, la& of ordering resmctions is due to the location o f  the 

strong fomal feature. This author suggests that movernent can be driva either by a strong feature 

of the target, or by a strong feature of the moved lexical item. Bo~kovib fbther shows that 

ordering restrictions o f  the moved elements (his 'Superiority effects') arise in constructions when 

the strong feature driving the movement belong to the rawet, but not when they belong to the 

eIements undergoing movement. 

The essence of BoSkovik's proposal is that when the Probe has a strong feafure to check, 

it wi11 enter into a matching relationship with the closest Goal with which it can establish 

Agreement. Adapting Boslcovik's proposai to Romanian, the analysis for examples such as (25) 

and (26) will be as follows. The closest Goal is the subject wh-phrase, which moves to satis* the 

requirernents of the b c t i o n a l  head XO hosting the selectionai [twh] feature in Romanian. Once 

the uninterpretable feature of the target has been checked movernent required by other items with 

strong/selectional formai feaîures dso has to proceed- Let us suppose that the difference behveen 

wh-movement in multiple checking langqes, such as Romanian, and languages such as Engiish 

is parametrized depending on feature type. In English, the uninterpretable [-wh] feature of each 

wh-phrase can be checked in-situ, via Agree, with no dislocation to Spec,CP. This implies that 

the universally uninterpretable [+wh] feature on English wh-phrases (cf. MP98) is, according to 

our anaiysii non-selectionai (or weak). In Romanian both the [+wh] feature on the functional 

head XO. and the uninterpretable feature on the wh-phrases present in the derivation is of  a 

1: A similar remark has been made for Bdgarian in BoSkovik (1 998). 



18 selectional (or strong) nature. It follows that feaîure checking/deletion can only m u r  in a strict 

19 local, specifier-heaci, relationship. The operation Agree establishes a matching relation between 

the [twhJ feature on XO and a lexical item with a matching feature which it c-commands. The 

%linirnal Link Condition will identiS, the closest wh-phrase as the candidate for dislocation into 

Spec.XP. A checking relation is now established between the wh-phrase, in specifier position 

and the head of the functional projection which contains the uninterpretable [+wh] feature. As a 

result, both the uninterpretable [+wh] features of the wh-phrase and of XO are checked- The 

remaining wh-phrases must also have access to the fimctional head with [iwh] features. Muitiple- 

wh-raising +,Il then autornatically occur in Romanian, but since this type of movment lacks a 

selector (once the first wh-phrase has raised and the uninterpretable features on XO have been 

deleted), shortest move will only affêct the first raishg wh-phrase. 'O Ordering becornes 

irrelevant since the Minimal Link Condition is defined for an q-mmetric theory of feature 

checking. Therefore, it is equally economical to move the direct object or the indirect object first. 

There is need for one clarification. In blP98. it is argued that the wh-phrase is active until 

its [+whJ feature is checked and deleted (Chomsky 1998:45). This should be understood solely in 

terms of the respective wh-phrase's ability to furttier underso movement (i.e., be Amacted by a 

higher target). However, the [+wh] feature of the functiond head will not autornatically delete 

following checking and Merge of Spec.XP. This is a necessary assumpbon in view of the fact that 

the head remains active for feature-checking of any remaining wh-phrases. Chomsky (1995) 

suggests this is possible as a parametnzed property. The author discusses multiple Case checking 

l X This is not a mere stipulation but a fonnalizing of the empirical facts of multiple 
interrogative constnictions. 

1 9 The fact that English always requires overt movement of one wh-phrase can be assurneci 
to follow fiom the fact that the uninterpretable [twh] feature on Co is a selectionai feature in this 
language (on a par with the EPP). This is somewhat implicitly assumed in MP98. 

20 For example, by constraining these wh-phrases to move to the closest available host. 
Shortest move is then in part responsible for wh-island effects (see also section 4.8). 



in Japanese for which he proposes (following a nurnber of other authors) a structure as in (27), in 

which the feature F of a head H is not automatically deleted when checked until al1 its specifiers 

have been checked (at which point F has to delete to ensure convergence). 

Furthermore, in MP98, Chomsky argues that deleted features are erased, but only &er 

they are sent to the phonological component. Specifically, they remain active pnor to PF, for 

potentially necessary checking requirernents. 

English and Romanian, however, represent only two of the four logical possibilities 

which could occur in multiple wh-constmctions. In English, the [+wh] formal feature on the 

functional head is selectional, while the [-wh] formal feature on the lexical items (LIS) is non- 

selectional, and in Romanian, the [+wh) formal feanire on both the functional head and the Lls 

are selectional. There could, in principle, be languages in which the [-wh] forma1 feature on the 

functional head is non-selectional, and the [+wh) formal feature on the LIS is selectional. In this 

case. we would expect to see multiple wh-raising (since the selectional feature on the LIS would 

require checking in a relevant specifier-head configuration), but no orderinrg constraint (the 

feature on the functionai head k i n g  non-selectional, will be satisifed by Agree, wilI not itself 

Attract an4 therefore, economy will not be invoIved). In fact, this theoretical possibility is 

manifested in Serbo-Croatian- In (28a), for example the wh-subject precedes the wh-object, while 

in (28b). the word order beîween the fionted wh-elements is reversed. 



(28) a Ko je koga vidjeo? 

who AUX whom seen 

b. Koga je ko vidjeo? 

whom AUX who seen 

'Who saw whom?' 

Serbo-Croatian (BoSkovik 19955-6) 

The last theoretical possibility involves the situation where the [twhj formal feahire is 

non-selectional on both the functional head and the LIS. In this case. checking of forma1 features 

is accomplished solely via Agree, with no movernent involved, Chinese is presurnably one such 

language, since it lacks visible movement in wh-constructions. Interedngly, al1 four logical 

possibilities (represented in the table in 29) are found in human Ianguages 

(29) Cross-linguistic properties of the uninterpretable [twh] formai feature: 

[ phrase (e.g.. En Jish) 1 
i ordered rnovernent o f  al1 wh- s e l d o n a l  1 selectional 

Lexical item 
FF type 

non-selectional 

Ernpirical properties 

movement of  a singie wh- 

4.3.2.2 Formalizing muîüple wh-movement 

Functional head 
FF type 

selectional 

phrase (e-g., Romanian) 
unordered movemen t of al1 
wh-phrases (e-g., S e r b  
Croatian) 

In this section we show that a subject-first approach in multiple whanstnictions is the 

only one tenable for Romanian (and. presurnably, al1 languages wiih selectionallstrong [-wh] FF 

non-selectional 

on LIS), from both an empirical as well as a theorerical perspective. 

seledonal 

In view of  the empirical constraint previously iilustrated, narnely that wh-subjects 

1 
1 

precede wh-objects in Romanian multiple interrogatives, the syntactic tree oa only be 



represented as in (30): in which the basic c-çommand relations between subject and object are 

preserved. 

There are bvo logical possibilities of deriving the syntactic tree in (30). The first possibility is to 

assume that wh-object movement precedes wh-subject movement This possi bi lity raises several 

theoretical pro blems. The Minimal L ink Condition (which is, in effect, an economy requirement) 

is violated, since the wh-object is Attracted when the subject wh-phrase is a closer candidate to 

check the [iwh] FF of the functional head XO. Moreover, under the assumption that [+wh] FF 

on the lexical items is of a selecrional nature (othenvise there would not be multiple movement), 

wh-phrase ticensing is also violated since the required strictly Id specifier-head relationship is 

inaccessible to dl but the wh-phrase that moves first. The second possibility is to assume that wh- 

subject movement precsdes wh-object movement In this case, both the ernpiricai and the 

theoretical facts are observai. The Minimal Link Condition is respected since the closer candidate 

(i-e., the subject wh-phrase) is the one Attracted. Feature-checking in a strict IocaIity relation is 

realized for al1 wh-phrases since the desired specifier-head relationship, with the felicitous 



outcome of proper wh-phrase licensing, is available to al1 wh-pluases. W e  therefore conclude diai 

the subject-fist approach is the correct alternative. " 
in constructions such as (25)-(26), once the subject wh-phrase has moved in Romanian, 

the remaining wh-phrases 'mck in' below the specifier created by the moved subject in any order, 

as illustrated in (3 1). Given the seledonal nature of  the [+whJ FF on Rornanian wh-phrases, each 

wh-phrase has to have direct access to the [+-wh] FF on Xo in order for fearure-checking to appiy. 

Such access is only provided by a tucking-in rnechanism which ensures the sûictiy local 

specifier-head relationship required for checking of selectional featurcs. 22 

t l  Observe that under the proposal we are pushing for, namely that wh-rnovernent in 
Rornanian targets the LP tather than the CP, an object-first andysis would engender undesired 
Subjacency violations. Subjacency conditions require that movement cannot cross more than one 
bounding node, where bounding nodes are IP and NP (cf. Chomsky 1986). In (i), the subject wh- 
phrase would illicitiy raise across two such bounding nodes. 

X subject-first analysis poses no such problems since no IPs are crossed. 

il - Notice that a mssing paths andysis with 'tucking in' (to borrow a terrn fiom Richards 
1 997) is the one adopted by other authors for diverse languages with multiple wh-movement 
(e-g., BoSkovik 1 998, Nichols 1999, Richards 1 997). 



Let us surn up. We have argued that wh-inovement in Romanian is the result of both 

Attract and -Move, operations due to the nature of the [-wh] formai feature present in the 

derivation- More specifically, in Romanian the [+wh] FF appears as: 

(il an uninterpretable [+wh] FF on X0 (the h c t i o n d  head hosting the interrogative 

formai feature). This formal feature is selectionai in nature an4 as such, requires c h e c ~ n g  in a 

sb-ictIy locaI (i-e., specifier-head) relationship. The [-wh] FF on Xa will Attract the closest 

candidate, thereby creating Spec.XP (by second Mage)- 

(ii) a selectionai [twh] FF on each wh-phrase present in the derivation. The selectionai 

[+wh] FF on the LIS will also require checking in a specifier-head relationship, against the 

Ageeing X0 functional head. The specific nature o f  the [-wh] FF on Romanian Lls will induce 

Move, which is an unordered operation. Wh-phrases are licensed in Romanian only as a result of 

second Merge into the domain hosting the interrogative forma1 feature (namely, once rnovernent 

into Spec.XP has been observed). 

The operation Attract observes the Minimal Link Condition, but Move applies in an 

unordered fashion. In multiple wh-constnictions in Romanian, once the closest candidate (defined 

in terms o f  c-command) has mer@ as Spec,XP, the remainine wh-phrases may move in any 

order. provided a 'tucking in' rnechanism is o b m e d  until checking is complete. 



4.3.3 Interaction with Top- 

The Iast property to be discussed in this section is the interadou between wh-phrases and 

topics in Romanian, This is an important issue since it will shed light on the position targetted by 

wh-raïsing. Inwfar as topicalization is concemed, there is no asymmeûy between main and 

embedded clauses. Consider (32): in which the topicalized phrases are underlined. 

(32) a -- Victor mîine are un recital de trombon. 

Victor tomorrow has.3SG.PR a recital of  trombone 

'Victor has a trombone recital tomorrow. ' 

b. $tiu c5 -- Victor rnîine are 

know. 1 SG.PR that Victor tomorrow has.3SG.PR 

un recital de trombon. 

a recital of trombone 

'1 know that Victor has a trombone recital tornotrow.' 

In (32). Viefor and miine 'tomorrow' are topicalizeà in both (a) and @). " In the mbaldeci clause 

(3%). the topicalized elements follow the complernentizer ce 'that' in Co. It follows that 

topicalized elements occupy a position below Co, which we assurne for our present discussion to 

be a position adjoined to IP (but above any specifiers of IP). " 
Let us consider next topics in relation to wh-phrases. The sentences in (33) clearly 

indicate that in Rornanian wh-phrases can be preceded by one or more topics. 

Pt cinq a v a t  Mihai t, t, la film? 

PE who AUX3SG seen Mihai t,. t, at rnovie 

3 Recall that the default word order for Romanian is VSO and haî material in the 
prcvmbal field is more resûicted (see chapters 2, 3, and 5) .  

24 For the pwposes of this chapter it is irrelevant whether topics are analysed as adjoined to 
IP, or whether we assume they project a Topic Phrase in the Romanian preverbal field. For more 
on Romanian topics, see chapter 5. 



b. Mihai; pe cintj a vazut t; t, tj la film? 

Mihai PE who AbK3SG seen t; t, t, at movie 

C. Mihai; la filmk pe cimg a vanit t, t,. tj tk? 

Mihai ar movie PE who AL33SG seen ti tv tj tk 

' Whom did Mihai see at the movies?' 

Romanian topics precede wh-phrases even in multiple whtontexts (see 34 and 35a). Since topics 

are situated in a position below Co, we conclude that wh-phrases cannot taqget the CP domain. In 

the rernainder of this chapter, we *il1 argue that wh-phrases are hosted by the Romanian IP, as 

illustrated in the syntactïc representation in (35b). 

(34) Ieri la film cine pc cine a vazut? 

Y est erday at movie who PE who A W S G  seen 

'Who saw whom yesterday at the movies?' 

(35) a. La concert cine ce ti-a spus? 

at concert who what CL.2SG.DAT-ACTX3SG said 

'Who told you what at the concert?' 

b. 1 P 
/", 
lu concert IP 

A 
cine, 1' 
n 

ce, I' 
A 



4.4 Rmanhn and CV2 Iangurges: a cornparidan 

The position o f  the finite verb in a given language varies dong several dimensions that 

conçem: the morphologid marking of the verb, the type of clause containing the verb, and the 

properties of the fimctional heads in the respective language. One o f  the most striking examples 

of the sensitivity of verb placement to these distinctions is the vert>-second consbaint (V2), 

particular to Germanic languages- This is  a main clause constraint which requires that the 

inflected verb or a u x i l i q  move to a position immediately following exactiy one phrasal 

constituent with no requirement on the nature of the first constituent. =AU Germanic lanyages. 

with the exception of modem English, show this verb-second constraint. Some illusbations 

follow in (36)-(38). 

(36) a Diesen Roman las ich schon letztes Jahr. (Geman) 

this novel read 1 aiready last year 

b. [ch las schon letztes Jahr diesen Roman- 

I read already iast year this novel 

c. * Diesen Romanich las schon letztes Jahr. 

this novel 1 read already last yea. 

'I already read this novel 1 s t  year.' 

1 gzir hade Johan sett Eva. 

Y H ~ ~ & Y  had John seen Eva 

Johan hade sett Eva i gir. 

Johan had seen Eva yesterday 

* I gir Johan hade sett Eva. 

yes terday John had seen Eva 

'John had seen Eva yesterday. ' 

(Swedish) 

25 Reinholtz (P.C.) notes that maîrix polar questions and other apparently verb-initial 
constructions contain a phonologically nuil operator in SpeqCP. 



(38) a bessum hruig haft Olafur lofab Mark (lcelandic; 

this ring had Olaf promised b1a1y Thrauisson 1986) 

b. * t>essum hring OIafùr haft lofad Marh. 

this ring Olaf had promised lLIary 

'Olaf had promised Mary this ring.' 

It is generally assumed thai the verb-second constra.int represents finite verb rnovment to Co (cf. 

den Besten 1977, Holmbmg and Platzack 199  1, van Kemenade 1987, Koster 1975, Rizà 1990b. 

Roberts 1992, Vikner 1992, arnong others). Consequently, we use CV2 as a label for these 

lanpages. 

 modem English has been claimed to have 'residual-verb-second' (Rizzi 1990b), since 

audiaries and modals move fiom Io to Co only in specific contexts, namely, in root 

interrogatives, and other operator environrnents (Le., topicalized negative elements and 'only' 

phrases). In these con texts (see 3 91, English undergoes sub-ject-awiliaty-inversion (S AI), since in 

this language the subject is always in SpecJP. 

(39) a. What (*Mary) has b l q  read? 

b. Never (*Mary) has Mary seen such a horrible accident. 

c. Only once in a Iifetime (*such a thing) could such a thing happen. 

In this section then, we offer a cornparison of mot and embedded interrogatives W e e n  'wh- 

CV2' languages (Le., al1 of Germanie) and Romanian, with the purpose of highlighting major 

differences which firrther point to the impossibility of analysing CP as the host for wh-movement 

in Romanian. 



4.4.1 Main clause interrogatives 

ln wh-CV2 languages (Le.. G d c ) ,  the [+wh] feature is assumed to be a properîy of 

the Co head (cf Chomsicyan tradition). In main clause interrogatives, finite verb raisine to Co 

(VO > Ca)$ resulting in S N ,  dong with wh-movernent into the specifier o f  CP, are both present. 

Consider beIow reievant illustrations fiom Icelandic and Engiish. 

(40) a. Hvem h e h  [p Maria t,. . . . kysst.. . .] J? (Icelandic, Th%nsson 1986) 

b. rCP Whom has Iip M a ~ y  t, tVp . . . kissed ...Il ? 

c. [c, Hvern [p Maria hefk fVp . . . kysst . . .]]? 

d. *[Cp Whom [p Mary has fVp ... kissed .,.Il? 

e. * [ ~ p  Maria; hvern hefùr [p ti t,. [,.p . . . kysst.. . -JI? 
f. *[cp M q ;  whom has IIp ti t, [Vp . . . kissed .-.Il? 

The examples in (40a,b) show wh-movement into the specifier of  CP. dongside verb movement 

into CD. The ungmnmatical (40c.d) point to obligatory V" > C" movement which results in a 

SA1 structure. The verb-seçond constraint, operative in Germanic root interrogative contexts, 

prohibits any topicalized material from preceding the wh-phrase in Spec,CP. Thmefore, (40f7e), 

in which the subject NP has undergone topicdizaîion to the lefi o f  the wh-phrase7 are ill-formed. 

In Romanian, there are no S M  effects present in main clause question- which suggests 

that the verb has not undergone movement fiom Io to Co (cc also Comilescu 1997, Dobrovie- 

Sorin 1 994% [sac P.C., Ste&escu 1 997). Compare the examples in (4 1 a) and (4 1 b). 

(41) a. (Victor) cint2 (Victor) latrombon. [-whj 

(Victor) sing.3SG.PR (Victor) at trombone 

'Victor plays the trombone. ' 

b. (Victor) cintii (Victor) la trombon? [+ wh] 

(Victor) sing.3SG-PR (Victor) at trombone 

'Dues Victor play the trombone?' 

- 

26 Note that no gioss is pmvided for the Icelandic examples in Thrainsson (1986)- but the 
English exampIes represent true equivalents. 



The interrogative clause in (41b) maintains the same word order flexibility as its non- 

interrogative counterpart in (4 la). Furthermore, there is no additional movement, the only 

difference being one of intonation. R d 1  that, insofar as Rornanian is concmed, subject NPs (or 

any 0 t h  matenhi) are freely topicalizable to the lefi of the moved wh-phrase(s) in root 

interrogativ- as in (42). 

(42) kIihaii la film P cinq a v w t  ti t, tj ? 

Mihai at motie PE W ~ O  A b X S G  e n  ti t, tj 

'Whom did Mihai see at the movies?' 

In the previous section we showed that topicalized material is situated below Coi presurnably 

being IP-adjoined in Romanian. Consequentiy, the examples in (41)-(42) clearly indicaie lack of 

V0 > Co. Moreov- the incapacity of verb-raising above the clitic duster, as in (43b) below. 

represent further evidence against V0 > Co. 

(43) a. L-ai v a u t  pe Ion? 

CL. 3 SG. ACC-AUXZSG seen PE Ion 

b. * Viizutu-1-ai t , pe Ion? 

seen-CL.3SG.ACC-AIBC2SG t, PE Ion 

'Have you seen Ion?' 

To conclude, there is no VO > Co and no vert>-second efféct in Rornanian main clause questions. 

4.4.2 Embedded interrogatives 

In wii-CV2 languages, em bedded interrogatives di ffer sl ightly fiom their main clause 

counterparts. Although the wh-phrase continues to target the specifier of CP, the finite verb no 



longer raises to Co (i-e., there is no V2 effeçt in embedded clauses). We borrow Thrzknsson's 

( 1986) examples to illustrate lack of V3 > Co for Icelmdic and Engtish. 

(44) a Ég veit eWu ICp hvcrn [IF Maria hefix [,+ . . . kysst.-11- 
I h o w  not [,-p whom [[P M a s l  has [,+ kissed J J 

'1 don't know whom ,Mary kissed-' 

(Icelandic. lkiinsson 1986) 

b. 1 don't know [=p whom rIp Mary [,p kissed] J -  

The exampies in (44) show wh-movement into Spec,CP, but lack of VO > Co movernent in 

ernbedded interrogatives. In addition, the Icelandic example in (45) shows that the wh-phrase 

c m o t  be preceded by a topicalized subjecr. " 

(45) * É g  veit ekki (Maria[hvemhefur [*...kysst..]]. 

1 know not [Mary [whomhas [,I,-._kissed..]] 

'I don't know whom Mary kissed.' 

(Icelandic, Thrainsson 1 986) 

In Romanian embedded interrogatives, the word order facts are almost at a counterpoint 

to those of wh-CV2 languages. Consider the examples in (46). 

(46) a. Nu stiu [pc cine a sanitat Mihaî]. 

not know. 1 SG.PR. [PE who A L X 3 S G  kissed itl ihai] 

2 7 Exceptions due to 'bridge verb7 effects are of no consequene here (for further discussion 
see Alboiu 1994, Platzack 1986, Reinholtz 1989, Taraldsen 1985, Thrauisson 1986, arnong 
others). 

2% Note that Icelandic is a language which normally ailows for topicalized elements in its 
embedded clauses (see i). 

6 )  Jon segir ad Mariu hefùr Helgi aidn kysst- 
John says that Mary has Helgi never kissed 
'John says that Helgi has never kissed Miuy' 
(Icelandic, Thrainsson 1 986) 



b. Nu $bu [Mihai pc cine a sanitat]. 

not know. 1 SG-PR. [Mihai PE who AüX.3SG kissed] 

c. *Nu qtiu [pe chc Mihai a sanitat]. 

not know. 1 SG. PR. [PE who Mihai AUX.3SG kissed] 

'1 don't know whom Mihai kissed.' 

(46a) tells us little with respect to either the landing site of the rnoved wh-phrase or the 

positioning of the verb. (46b), on the other han& indicates EP as the target for wh-rnovement, in 

view of the fact that it is grammatical to topicalize the subject noun phrase (a structure impossible 

to obtain in embedded interrogatives in wh-CV2 langmges). Last but not Ieast, (46c) shows that 

the structure Spical of the interrogatives illustrated in (44), is illicit in Romanian. In (46c), the 

verb-adjacency requirement, which holds between fionted wh-phrases and the verbal complex in 

Romanian, has been violated, Moreovq the examples in (46) point to the fact that there is no 

asytnmetry between root and embedded interrogatives in Romanian (see preceding section). 

Linder the anaiysis we are currently assuming narnely that wh-phrases are hosted by the IP in 

Romanian, it should corne as no surprise chat some contexts allow topicalization in embedded 

interrogatives. In (47), we offer some more illustrahs of embedded interrogatives with various 

other topics. 

Ma-ntreb [P pare cine-l 

REFL-ask. 1 SG. PR [PE Peter who-CL.3SG. ACC 

crede] . 

bel ieves] 

'i wonder who believes Peter any more. ' 

mai 

more 

Nu stiu [la Londra cum O fi vrernea] . 

not know. 1 SG-PR rat London how AUX-FUT be weather-the] 

'1 donTt know what the weather is like in London. ' 



In (46) and (47), we assume that the main clause v d ,  piu 'hiow', selects a [+ wh] IP. 29 

To conclude this &on then, a cornparison between root and embedded interrogatives in 

CV2 languages and Rommian, points to the following facts with regard to Romanian: 

( i )  there is no S N  effect in either root or selected interrogatives; 

( i i )  there is no Va > Co in either root or selected interrogatives; consequently. we assume the 

verb continues to reside in Io. to which it moves for independent reasons ( s e  discussion in 

chapter 2); 

(iii) word order and interaction with topics point toward a [+wh] featwe in Io, rather than in 

Co. for Romanian. 

We conclude that Rornanian wh-phrases are hosted by the IP dornain. 

4.5 Two apparent problems 

In the following hivo sections. we address two structures which mi& at first sight, be 

taken as counter-arguments to our present analysis. We wiIl show that they represent apparent 

problems having to do either with the irrelevancy of the test (in the case of sluicing discussed in 

section 3.5. l), or the misinterpretation of the data (in the case of successive-cycIic movement 

discussed in section 4.5.2). 

2 1  
This verb can also select embedded CPs, as illustrated in (i). 

( i )  Nu stiarn CCP [IP Mihai a 
not know. 1 SG.PST. that yesterday Mihai ALrX.3SG 
sànrtat-o Pe Mioara] . 
kissed- CL.3SG.ACC. F. PE Mioaraj 

' I didn't know that Mihai had kissed Mioara yesterday.' 

This should not be seen as a problem, since verbs have been assumed to be capable of selecting 
various types of clause stnicture by a number of authors (more recently, Wunnbrand 1998 and 
references therein). 



4.5.1 The (ir)reievancy of sluicing 

In her analysis on Spanish wh-rnovement, Suiier (1994) proposes thaf while Spanish 

does not show evidence for V > Co, wh-phrases are nevertheles hosted by CP in this language. 

In order to argue for wh-movement to Spec,CP in Spanish, the author discusses IP ellipsis 

(SI uicing), first exarnined by Ross ( 1  967). We illustrate with Suiier's examples in (48). 

(48) a Este verano lei varias novelas, pero no recuerdo cuhtas. 

'This swnmer 1 read several novels, but I do not remember how many' 

b. Se fiie de vaçaciones, pero no dijo adonde. 

'She  left on vacation, but she didn't say where. ' 

(Spanish, SUner 1 994:349) 

Under the assumption that the verb rernains in Io, the author proposes that the interpretation of the 

phrases cudntus 'how many' (4th) and adbnde 'where' (48b) is licensed by the [+q feature in 

Cz (which is provided by the selecting higher predicate). Ellipsis of the IP constituent cm 

proceed unhindered, leaving oniy the wh-phrase as the remnant o f  the embedded clause. 

Let us consider the Romanian data, Once we translate Suiler's Spanish examples, we 

observe in (49) that sluicing is equally gammatical in Romanian. 

(49) a. ln vara asta am citit mai 

in summer-the this A m .  i SG. read more 

dar nu-mi arnintesc cite [-1. 
but not-REFL. rernember how many [-] 

multe romane, 

many novels, 

'This surnmer 1 read severai novels, but 1 do not remember how many' 

b. A plecaî In vacantà, 

ALK3SG. left in holiday' 

dar n-a spus undc [-1. 
but not- AUX.3SG. said where [-] 

'Sihe Iefi on vacation, but s/he didn't say where.' 



Under the assumption thaî sluiçing/eliipsis affects codhients, the examples in (49) appear to 

create problerns for our analysis. Once we assume wh-phrases to be hosted by IP in Romanian, it 

follows that sluiçing affects the level 1' in examples like the ones in (49). Needless to say, this is 

an undesirable result. However, sluicing of the type in (49) is also available in CV2 languages, in 

which the vert, cannot be argued to raide in Io (as Suiïer does for Spanish), but occupies Co. 

Consider the English examples in (50), in which ellipsis can only be assumeci to affect the C' 

level, because the vert, in Co has also disappeared. 

(50)  a [CP Who is coming] and rCP why -JI? 
b. [CP Wbat would you like to eat] and [Cp how many hdpings -1 J? 

c. [ ~ p  What book did you buy] and lCp wherefrom [=- -]]? 

If sluicing of the type in (50) is allowed, sluicing in Romanian of the type in (49)- for which we 

assume a structure as in (5 l), should be equally acceptable. 

In other words, if sluicing c m  apply to C' (as in (50), there is no reason to assume it cannot apply 

to 1' (as in (5 1)). The point we are trying to maire here is that this type of test cannot be taken as a 

counter-argument to our analysis, since it has little to say about the type of constituent targetted. 

As for the question refeming to why and how sluicing applies to X' wnstituents, this is beyond 

the scope of out- present discussion. 

4.5.2 Successive-cyclic movement and apparent SAJ 

In this section we discuss instances of apparent subject-auxiliary inversion (SAI) that 

anse in Romanian long-distance wh-rnovement contexts. We will show that the empirical facts 



point toward lack of topicaiization in these contexts, rather than to the presence of VO > Co, with 

resul ting SAI effects. 

In Romanian, indicative and conditionai embedded claues are introduced by the finite- 

clause complernentizer ca' 'that', situated in Co. Cd 'that' is nondeletable (see 52a) and non- 

interrogative (i-e., it cannot select a [+wh] IP, see S2b). 

( 5 2 )  a. stiu [CP *(Cà) de lingvistid se ocupii putini]. 

know. 1 SG-PR [ *( that) o f  linguistics REFL oçcupy.3 PL fml 
'1 know that few people do linguistics.' 

b. Nu ~ t i u  [(* câ) pc cine a sanitat Mihai]. 

not know. 1 SG-PR [(*that) PE who ALX.3SG kissed Mihai] 

' t don't know whom Mihai kissed.' 

R e d  that in our discussion on the nature of  the [+whj FF in Romanian, we concluded 

that it is present as a selectiond feature on both the LI and the b c t i o n a i  head (see sections 

4.3.2.1, 4.3.2.2). Consequently. ail [+wh] feature checking requires a strict locality relationship in 

Romanian, Whenever a lexical item with the [+wh] formal feature is present in a selected CG 

'that' clause, the respective LI wilI have to raise out of the embedded clause and merge into a 

higher position, against a compatible funaional head (Le., an XO with [+wh] FF). This follow- 

since the embedded Io, being selected by a non-interrogative Co, cannot be rnarked for the [+wh] 

FF. As such, it cannot Attract (or accommodate Move) of the wh-phrase. This is illustratexi in 

(53) and (541, where the wh-phfase raises out of two embedded clauses. 

(53) [p Cimi crezi [CP a [[P nu va veni [,p t, la 

[IP whoi think.~SG.PR[that[ notAUX.FUT.3SG corne [,p f; at 

spectacol]] J? 

show1 Il 
'Who do you believe will not corne to the show?' 



(54) [IP CG mede Ion [ C P ~  sp- Victor 

EIP what think3SG. PR Ion [cp that said.PAST.3SG Victor 

ICp Ca publicase ziarul t; Il? 
[Cp that published.PAST.3SG newspaper.the ti ]] 

' M a t  does Ion think Victor said the journal had published?' 

In (53) and (54) wh-movement proceeds fiom embedded clauses into the matrïx clause. Since 

Iocality conditions are not violated. such instances of apparently long movement are standardly 

assumed to represent a succession of short movements tiom clause to clause (e-g., Ross 1967, et 

seq.). This is referred to as successive cyclic movement. 

Examples of the type in (54) have been analysed as instances of SN in Romanian, in 

view of the fact thaî the subject cannot precede the verb in the embedded clauses invoIved in 

successive-cyclic movernent (Cornorovski 1996, Motapanyane 1995). In (59 ,  the direct object 

wh-phrase ce 'what' raises out of the embedded cü 'that' clause. The subject NPs o f  the 

embedded CPs cannot raise into the preverbal field (Le., to the left of the verb). 

( 5 5 )  [IP Ce; mede Ion (*Victor) WU- (Victor) 

[IP what think.3SG. PR lon jCp fhat (*Victor) said. PAST.3 SG (Victor) 

(Sfevista) publicase (revista) ti JJ? 

[cp that (*jomal.the) published.PAST.3SG (journaMe) t, ]] 

'What does [on think Victor said the journal had published?' 

We suggest this is an incorrect approach, due mainly to the misleading ernphasis on subjects. It 

sliould be noted that in successive-cyclic movement contexts, no XP can front in embedded 

clauses (not just subject NPs). In effect, nothing can topicalize or inhabit the preverbal field in 

these contexts. Consider the examples in (56) and (57),  which illustrate this ban- 



(56) [IP cti mede (Ion) [ c P C ~  (*Victor) s?"== (Victor) 

[TP what think3SG.PR (Ion) [cP that (*Victor) said.PAST.3 SG (Victor) 

fCp Ça (*sap%îna trecuta) publicase tevista ti  na 
(Cp that (*week-the last) published.PAST.3SG journal-the t, (week-the 

trecuta)]]? 

lasQI1 

' What does Ion think Victor said ttie journal had publisha! last week?' 

(57; Irr Pe cine; crezi ECPcà (*la film) 1-a vàzut 

CIP PE who think.2SG.PR rCp that (*at movie) CL.3SG.ACC-AüX3SG seen 

Mihai ti (la film)]? 

Mihai (aî movie)] 

' W h m  do you think Mihai saw at the movies?' 

We propose that fionting to the preverbai field in the embedded clauses of successiveqclic 

rnovement wntexts is rulecl out due to Subjacency effêcts. 30 

Let us cornider how checking of the [+wh] f o d  féatures OÇCUTS in examples such as 

(53)-(57). In each case, the root clause contains a functional head (XO) with a seleaional [+-wh] 

FF which requires checking in a specifier-head relationship for the derivaiion to converge. We 

proposed this feature is a property of Io in Romanian. Furthemore, one of  the embedded cd 'that' 

clauses contains a lexical item with a seldonal [+wh] FF which it cannot check in the 

embedded clause (since there is no matching functional head). The [+wh] Io of the main clause 

(Le.. the Probe) looks for a matching Goal to Attract. The only matching Goal present in the 

derivation is situated in the selected embedded clause. However, whatever is within the CP is 

opaque to syntactic processes outside of its immediaîe domain. This consîra.int has k e n  

fomalized in a number of ways dong the years. and more recently (Chomsky 1998). it is 

30 Recall that Subjacency conditions tequire that movement cannot cross more than one 
bounding node, where bounding nodes are IP and NP (Chomsky 1977). 



formulated as 'the phase-impenetrability condition' (essentially a new version of cyclicity); this is 

outIined in (58). 

(58 )  In phase a with head H, the domain of H is not accessible to operations outside a but 

only H and its edge (Chomsky 1998:22) 

In other words in order for the wh-phrase of the embeùded clause to be accessible to 

operations outside of Cf  (Le., within the higher clause), it first has to move to the edge of the 

hiphest phase (i-e., the CP), using the specifier of  CP  as an escape hatch. Consequently, the wh- 

phrase has to raise through al1 intennediary Spec,CP positions before it is mer@ as  the specifier 

of the main clause [O, where the uninterpretable [+wh] features are checked and deleted against 

the compatible Probe [+wh] 1". 

The fact that topics intemene with wh-raising in embedded cü 'that' clauses with 

successive-cyclic movcmmt is the result of a Subjacency effect, having nothing to do with SM 

(which we argued in &on 4.4 to be absent in Romanian). Fronting to topic creates an additiond 

IP witb the effect of requiring the wh-phrase to cross NO bounding nodes (Le., two IPs). This 

would create a Subjacency vioiation and would yield an ungrammatid output. For illustration, 

consider (59a) and its representation in (59b). 

( 5 9 )  a. Pt ciat; crezi [CPC Ca (* [IP la film [IP a 

PE who think.2SG.PR ECp fi that (* [!p at movie) Crp ALX.SSG 

vanit Mihai ti (la film )? 

seen Mihai (at movie) 

'Whom do you think Mihai saw at the movies?' 



1 O r P  
I n 
a và-mr Mihai v' 

n 
\'O VP 
i A 
t ~ . , .  t,. t, lafi/nr 

Notice that, for the purposes of our present analysis (centred around the IP versus CP 

debate), it is irrelevant whether we assume successive cyclicity. in a context with ernbedded 

topicalization; we wodd still expect Subjacency effectr irrespective o f  whether the wh-phrase 

undegoes long movement or step by aep movement However, we main cyclic rnovement 

(fomalized as in (58)) in view of its g e n d  acceptace and relevance elsewhere (see section 

4.7.3). The wh-phrase does not undago any feature checking in (any of) the embedded 

Spec,CP(s). which it uses as an escape hatch on its way to the main clause (more speci fically, to 

the functional head hosting the [+wh] FF). We conclude that there are no SA1 effects in 

Romanian successive-cyclic movement conte* and consequedy, no Va > Co to suppon a 

[+wh] feature in Co. 



4.6 Ramanian wh-phmses rnove W IP 

Let us summarize our findùigs so far. in Romanian interrogatives, the wh-phrases are 

adjacent to the v& cornplex (i.e., [P). A cornparison with CV2 languages suggested Iack of 

evidence for VO > Co in Romanian wh-contexts. Furthermore, Romanian does not show instances 

of subject-awiliary inversion (SAD in wh-contexts, nor is there any requirernent for constituent 

movement (other ttian the wh-phrases) in interrogatives. Lack of verb movernent into Co and 

compdsory vert>-adjacency point to the presence of  the [twh] feature on the Romanian Io head. 

Topicalized constituents, which for out present purpose we assumed to be iP-adjoined, precede 

the fionted wh-phrases. This suggests that wh-phrases are not hosted by the CP domain in 

Romanian, 

We also showed that wh-in-situ is unavaliable in Romanian. Given these anpirical facts, 

we conduded that: (i) the unuiterpretable [iwh] formal feature present on the hc t iona l  head is a 

selectional feature- By definition, it triggers wh-movement. acting as a ProWtarget for the raised 

wh-phrases. Wh-movement wili create a specifier of XP, where XO is the head which hosts the 

[+wh] feature. (ii) the [twh) feahire present on each wh-phrase is equally seleaional in nature, 

thereby requiring checking in a strict locdity (ie., specifier-head) relationship. The result is a 

'mu1 hple-speci fier' structure. Furthermore. economy conditions (formalized as the MLC) 

together with specific licensing conditions suggest wh-movement involves crossing paths with 

tucking in. This analysis captures the empirical word ordering facts of the newly merged multiple 

speci fiers. 

We conclude that there is sufficient evidence to maintain an anaiysis in which 

interrogative stmctures in Romanian involve i0 as the fùnctional head hostinp the uninterpretable 

formal featurc [twh] . " Io then is a syncrek category in Romanian capable of hostïng at lean 

- 

3 1 For the time k i n g  we refiain fiom expanding the IP domain, since this does not serve 
our immediate purpose. We return to this issue in section 4.8 of this chapter. 



the selectional feature [i-wh] , dongside with its intrinsic verbal features. '' It follows thaî, in 

Romanian wh-phrases are al1 hosted by iP, the dosest king  attracted and merged as Spec,IP, the 

rest being 'tucked in' below. We propose that the preseme of the seledonal [+whJ FF on the 

Romani an Inflectional system is a direct consequence of the fact that this language lacks a D-type 

EPP feature (which would otherwise require overt raising of the subject NP into SpecJP; see 

discussion in chapter 2). GÏven that SpecJP in Romanian is not a Case related specifier. it is in 

principle available to operator material. We suggest this is a property Romanian has füily 

exploited. To illustrate, we offer the Romanian exampie in (60a), for which we Propose the 

structurai representation in (6Ob). 

(60)  a. Cine ce ti-a spus? 

who what CL.2SG.DAT-AüX.3SG said 

'Who told you what?' 

ce, 1' 
/", 

In the following sections, we return to the issue introduced at the commencement of this 

chapter. narnely the dichotomy between IP-absorption versus CP-absorption languages. The 

32 For a similar proposai on Spanish see Zubizarreta (1998). 



purpose of our discussion is to show that Romanian interrogatives &are important properties with 

IP-absorption languages, which is expected under our present analysis. 

4-7 The IPICP dichotomy and muîtiple wh-movement 

In section 4.1. we introduced the issue of landing-sites for multiple [+wh] -checking 

languages. We citai Rudin (1 988) and Richard's ( 1 997) bipartite division of ' IP-absorption' and 

'CP-absorption' langqes. In Rodin's analysis, which Richards fully adopts and expands, IP- 

absorption languages include Polish, Czech, Serbo-Croatian, and Hungarian, in which wh- 

rnovement is to a specifier of IP, with one wh-phrase possibly in Spec,CP (depending on the 

language type). CP-absorption languages such as Romanian, and Bdprian, always involve wh- 

movernent to a specifier of CP. 

A cluster of properties are ansidered to be distinguishùig diagnostics for the two groups. 

These properties are included in the table in (6 1 ). 

1 properries 1 CP-ABSORPTION Ls 1 IP-ABSORPTION Ls 1 

1 superiority i + l - 

f wh-islands 

weak crossover 

wh-movement = QR 

Unfortunately, neither Rudin, nor Richards apply these tests in any consistent manner to 

Romanian. 60th Iimit themsefves to a minor discussion on wh-islands, itself based on 

Comorovski (1986), which ieaves out important empirical facts. With the exception of 

- 

+ I - 
- + 



Superiority, we test al1 of the properties included in (6 1)  on Romanian data " It will be s h o w  

that Romanian shares important properties with IP-absorption languages. a desirable result under 

the present analysis. 

4.7.1 Wh-islands and interacting wh-dependencies 

R e d  that wh-phrases çannot rernain in-siiu in Romanian- In this languge, al1 of the wh- 

phrases in a multiple question must move up to the ciosest interrogative host, even if this means 

exâracting more than one wh-phrase out of an embedded clause, or extrading wh-phrases fiom 

different clauses. as in (20), repeated as (62). 

(62) Cinq cç ziwai [, Ca iqii 

who what say.ZSG.PAST I c p  that REFL 

[CP ai spus tJ]? 

[CP that ALIX.2SG said tj]] 

'Who did you say imagines that you've said what?' 

inchipuie ti 

imagines.3SG-PR t , 

In view of the fact that examples such as (62) are well-formed in a language that othenvise obeys 

Subjacency, Rudin (1988) concludes that in Romanian more than one wh-phrase is able to pass 

through the ernbedded clause Spec,CP position. For this author then it follows that Romanian is a 

language with the [+wh] feature in Co. The author M e r  predicts that languages that allow 

multiple wh-elements in Comp, "will not obey any form of wh-island constraint" (Rudin 

1988:4S6). -U 

33 We leave out Superiority since it is irrelevant as a diagnostic. Given that Superiority is a 
condition on wh-phrase movement order, it is a constraint that forbids movement of a phrase over 
another phrase that is superior to  ik it tells us iittle (if anything) about the nature of the targetteci 
h ead. 

34 Where 'wh-island constraints' refer to the impossibiliîy of  extracting wh-phrases fiom an 
em bedded wh-question. in English, for exampie, ernbedded whquestions generally btock 
extraction of most wh-phrases. See examples in (i) fiom Culicover 1997: 196. 



We agee with Rudin that Romanian allows multiple Spec,CPs which serve as 

intermediary landing-sites in wh-movement. As argueci in section 4.5 -2, ernbedded wh-phrases 

use the specifier of CP as an escape hatch in their movement to the maîrix [P. However, we do 

not agee  with the fact that 'silent' multiple specifiers constitute evidence for the [twh] feature in 

Co in this language (Le., Romanian as a CP-absorption language). Romanian wh-phrases do not 

target the CP domain for feature-checking but do  so for the purposes of occupying the lefànost 

edge of the clause ('phase' in MW8 tenninology), in order to becorne accessible to opedons in 

the matrix clause (where they ultimately move to check their [+wh] fanire). Support for our 

assurnption cornes fiom the fact that multiple SpeqCPs are licensed even in the 'acknowledged' 

IP-absorption languages, as long as they are used as intennediary landing-sites. Consider the 

Serbo-Croatian example (63), in which both wh-phrases have moved fiom within the ernbedded 

clauses to check their uninterpretable features in the main clause- 

(63) Ko si koga mdio  rcp da t je istukao t] 

who AUX whom ciaimed that AUX beaten] 

'Who did you daim k a t  whom?' 

(Serbo-Croatian, Richards 1997:4 1 ) 

In view of Chomsky's (1998) 'phase-impenetrability condition' defined in (58) and 

repeated here as (6J), movement of  the wh-phrases fiom the embedded clause in (63) mua have 

proceeded via specifiers of  CP. 

(64) ln phase a with head H, the domain of H is not accessible to operations outside a, but 

only H and its edge (Chomsky l998:22) 

(0 a *wh@ did CLp YOU wonder [Cp to whomj [lp John gave t; tj]] 
b. *to whomj did [p you wonder [CP what, [p John gave ti tjl JJ 



Let us next consider wh-island consbaiors with respect to the IP/CP dichotomy. Recall 

that under Rudin's (1988) prediction, whether a language obeys wh-islands or not is auciai in 

detennining the locus of the [+wh] feature. 

It has been claimed that Bulgarian (a CP-absorption language) does not obey wh-isIand 

consiraints (Rudin 1988), its wh-phrases k i n g  able to target -fiers of distinct CPs. Consider 

some exarnples in (65). 

koji se opitvat da mzberat 

who SELF try to find-out 

(translation not provided by author) 

(Bulgarian, Richards 1997:43) 

?? koj se cudis dali e 

'Who do you wonder whether came?' 

(gloss not provided by author) 

(Bulgarian. Rudin 1988:458) " 

-oj e ~ b i l  c? 
whom AUX killed 

IP-absorption languages, on the other hand, are assurned to obey wh-islands (cf Rudin 1988, 

Richards 1997). It follows that in these languages wh-phrases fiom a single clause canot fiont to 

specifiers of distinct CPs. This is iliustraîed with a Serbo-Croatian example in (66). 

(66) * Sta si me pitao ko moze da uradi? 

what AUX. 2SG asked who can to do 

'What have you asked me who can do?' 

(Serbo-Croatian, Richards 1997:40) 

3 5 Note that we are uncertain as to the relevance of the exarnples in (65) for the following 
reasons. It not clear to us why in (65a) the subject trace is not in the main clause, in which case 
this example would not be an instance of a wh-island violation. Lack of the translation does not 
help much either. As for (65b), in the first place, it seems to be highly marked (or so we interpret 
the double question mark) and secondly, the status of the çomplementizer 'dali' is unclear. Since 
we have not been able to find other relevant examples, we have included the seemingly less than 
perfect ones in (65). 



Following work done by R i n i  (1982) on Italian, Comorovski (1986, 1996) argues haî 

D(iscourse)-linked wh-phrases can escape out of ernbedded interrogatives in Romanian. Consider 

the emples  in (67), taken fiom Comorovski ( 1 986: 1 72-3). 

(67) a. Pentni care cla&ii vrei [Sa di [cinq t, nu 

for which paragraph want2SG [SUBJ findout [whoj t, not 

a decis inci [CR va vota proj tk ti ]II' 
ALX3SG decidedyet [what will vote pro tL: t; )II 
'For which paragaph d o  you want to leam who has not decided yet what he will 

vote?' 

b. Maria, CU Stiu [ c ç  crezi [a 
Mary with whom, hmow. 1 SG [what, think.2SG [ that 

am discutat tj ti ] -- - - - - -  

AUX.2SG discussed ti ti ] ..-.... 

'Mary, with whom 1 know whaî you think that 1 discussed ....' 

We assume that (67b) is grammatical, in view of the fact that the relative CU care 'with whom' 

cannot co-occur in the same clause as the interrogative wh-word ce 'what'- A sentence cannot 

simultaneously be an embedded interrogative, which is a non-predicative utterance. and a 

resiri ctive relative clause, which is a predicative utterance- In Romanian, relative operators 

behave differently fiom interrogative operators and should be kept apart (see also chapter 5, 

section 5 -4.1 ). 37 

Ml Where ' D(iscourse)-Lin keà' wh-phrases re fer to wh-phrases for which the range of  
felicitous answers is Iimited by a set that bot. speaker and hearer have in mind (cf Pesetsky 
1987). D-linked phrases are contrastai to 'non-D-iinked' phrases, for which the speaker and 
hearer do not have any particular set in muid. 

37 Mormver, for the required feature-sharing to apply, the relative wh-phrase cu care 'with 
whom' in (68b) has to be in the inmediate vicinity o f  the NP hfaria 'Mary' it modifies; this is 
represented in (i). 



(67a), on the other hand, involves a genuine interrogative operator. Notice, however. thai 

in Romanian the D-linked wh-phrase in (67a) penrrrr cure clau5 'for which paragraph' can also 

be interpreted as an argument of the verb within the ernbedded affirmative subjunctive clause 

(Le., parsed with a afla 'to find out'); consider (68). 

(68)  [Pcntni a r c  c l r u 3  din contiPctli vrei pro [Sa afli 

for which paragaph within contract want.2SG pro [SUBJ find out 

pro acest amauiunt ti ]? 

pro thisderail ti 1 
'?? For which paragraph of the antract do you want to find out this detail?' 

It is then unclear whether an example such as (67a) is indeed an obviation of the wh-island effect, 

but the case remains that D-linked wh-phrases may raise out of embedded interrogatives in 

Romanian. Consider sorne more illustrations in (69). 

(69) a. Pt crin copii; nu Ni [ c h  

PE which children; not know2SG [ whoj 

ii-a invitaî tj t;]? 

CL.3PL.ACC.M-AUX.3SG invited tj t,] 

'* Which children don't you h o w  who invited?' 

( i )  NP; 
/", 
NP, CPi 
i A 
Maria CU cure; C' 

n 
coi IP 
[+Wh1 
[ipredicative] 



b, C u  carc candida$ nu *i [cinq a 

with which candidate; not know.2SG [ who, AUX.3SG 

votat tj tJ? 

voted tj ti] 

'* For which candidate doa't you know who voted? 

Citing examples with D-luiked wh-phrases borrowed fiom Comorovksi (1986), Rudin 

( 1988) concludes that Romanian is a language fiee of  wh-islands. Richards ( 1  997) assumes Rudin 

(1988) to be correct and makes the same predictions for Romanian. Recail, however, that 

Comorovski (1986, 1996) refers to wh-island violations in Romanian on& in relarionship ro 

Dlinked wh-phrases. Non-D-linked wh-phrases. however, observe wh-islands, on a par wi th their 

counterparts in IP-absorption languages. Consider the illustrations in (70a-e), which show wh- 

island effects to be operaiive in Romanian, too. 

(70) a ?? Cinq m-ai întrebat [ccj poate face ti tj ]? 

whoi CL. 1 SGACC-AUX.2SG asked [whatj can do ti tj ] 

' * Who did you ask what can do? 

b. * Cine, m-ai intrebat [ cui, i-a 

whoi CL. 1 SG. ACC-AUX-2SG asked [to whom CL.3 SG.DAT-AUX.3 SG 

dat ri t, cartea ]? 

given ti tj book-the ] 

'* Who did you ask gave the book to whom?' 

c. * Cine ÎncearCa Ion, [a d e  pros 

who ûy.3SG.PR Ion, [SLIBJ find out pros 

[PC cinq a ucis t; tj]] ? 

[PE whom AUX.3SG killed tj]] 

'* Who is Ion tryïng to find out killed whom ?' 



d- Pt cinq m-ai 'Jitrebat 

PE whom CL. 1 SG.ACC-AüX.2SG asked 

[cine i u m t e  ti tjJj? 

[who loves.3SG.PR t, tj]] 

'* Whom did you ask me who loves ?' 

e. Cej m-ai întrebat 

what CL. 1 SG. ACC-AüX-ZSG asked 

[ c h i  manince ti tj ]]? 

[ W ~ O  SWJ eat ti tj II 
'* What did you ask me wbo shouid eat?' 

The examples in (70a-e), in which wh-phrases move across an embedded interrogative are al1 

ruled out in Romanian. ln al1 of these exarnples, the wh-phrases can felicitously check their [+wh] 

forma1 features in the embedded interrogative, thereby beçoming inactive for fùrther attraction 

(cf. MP98). Consequentiy, the matrix clause interrogative feature cannot attract further movement 

of these wh-phrases and the derivation crashes, yielding ungrammatical results. Chomsky (1998) 

argues that wh-islands act as a 'defective intervention constraint', since the effects of matching a 

higher probe should be blocked. Spocifically? feature-checking should proceed qa ins t  the fim 

Ageeing functional head (Le., Probe), f i e r  which the wh-phrase should become inactive to 

further am-action for the purposes of  checking a higher [+ wh] FF. This effect is illustrateci in the 

Romanian examples in (70)' which can be rescuec! only if the the non-D-linked wh-phrases are 

checked against the first Agreeing fùnctionai head (i-e., the fÜst XO rnarked [+ wh]). Consider 

some illustrations in (71), in which both wh-phrases are base-generated withïn the embedded 

question and the matrix clause is a yesho question, as well as  M e r  examples in (72), in which 

38 A 'defective intervention constraint' is defined (CE Chomsky 1998) in the structure in (i), 
where > is c-cornmand, fl and s match the probe a, but B is inactive so thai the effects of 
matching are blocked. 
(1) a > P > T (Chomsky 1998:39) 
See also economy considerations as formaiized in Chomsky (1986), in which it is argueci that wh- 
isiand effeçts are due to failure to observe the shorter movement. 



the matrïx clause wh-phrase is base-generated as an adjunct in that clause (73a). or an embedded 

non-interrogative clause (72b). 

(71) a Incearcà Ion, [s5 d e  pros 

try.3 SG.PR Ion, [SUBJ find out pro, 

[cinç pc cinq a ucis t, t,] ]? 

[ W ~ O  PE whom ALTX.3 SG killed ti ti]J. 

'1s Ion trying to find out who killed who?' 

b. M-ai întrebat 

CL. I SG-ACC-AUX.2SG asked 

[ch% pe cintj iubqte t; tj]]? 

[who PE whom Ioves.3 SG-PR ti iJ] 

'Did you ask me who loves who.' 

c. M-ai întrebat 

CL. 1 SGACC-AüX.2SG asked 

[cine cq Sa miinince ti tj Il7 
[ W ~ O  what SU31 eat ti tj I 1 
- Did you ask me who should eat what?' 

(72) a. Despre c i n ~  m-ai intrebat ti [cej poate face 

about whoi CL. 1 SG. ACC-ACTX.2SG asked ti [what. can do 

' About whom did you ask what he can do? 

b. Dcsprecint, încearCa Ion, [sa afle Pros 

about who tqi.3SG.PR ion, [SL'BJ findout pro, 

[pe cinq a ucis pro, tj]] ? 

[PE whomj AUX.3SG killed pro, t j ] ]  

'About whom is  Ion bying to find out whom he killed?' 

In both (71) and (72) the wh-phrases check their [+ wh) FF against the first fbnctional head 

bearing the [+ wh] FF. 



An interestin& example is provided by the Romanian sentence in (73) which is somewhat 

simiiar to the Bulgarian exampie in (65a). 

(73) Cinq vrea t; [P sai afle pf 0, 

who want.3SG.PR t; [lp SUBJ fmd out pro, 

[IP p cinq a sàinitat proi td] ? 

[lP PE whom XüX.3SG kissed pro, t, ]] 

'Who, wants to find out whom s/hq kissed?' 39 

Given that, according to standard theta-theory (cf. Chomsky 1982), each theta-role must be 

assigned to an argument and, consequently, chains cannot have more than one argument, we 

cannot assume that cine 'who' in (73) is base-generated in the lowest embedded clause and 

subsequently raises to the rnairix clause, but need to assume that it is base-generated as the 

subject of the matrix clause and coindexed with the ernbedded null-subjects. As such, the 

39 There is ongoing debate as to the s t a t u  of the embedded subject in these subjunctive 
clauses in Romanian. Seemingiy control structures, it is unclear whether the silent subject should 
bc rcpresented as a 'pro' o r  a 'PRO' (Dobrovic-Sorin 1994a, Farkas 1985. Kempchinski 1986, 
Motapanyanc 1995, Terzi 1992, arnong others). We choose to represent subjects of  subjunctives 
as  'pro' in view o f  the fact that the slots they occupy are compatible with overt NPs (see i). Either 
way. this is a technid detail with no import on our present discussion. 

(il a- Mioara vrea [IP afle ton 
Mioara want.3SG.PR CU, SUBJ find out Ion 
[IP pe cinq a sanitat Mihai t,]]. 
[lP PE whom AUX.3SG kissed Mihai tj JI 
'Mioara wanted Ion to fuid out whom Mibai had kissed?' 

b - Mioarq vrea [IP d e  PrOi 
Mioara; want.3SG.PR [Ip SUBJ find out pro, 
IIP pc cinq a s h t a t  Mihai tj]]. 
[lP PE whom Aü?C3SG kissed Mihai t, ]] 
'Mioara wanted to find out whom Mihai had kissed-' 

c. LMioara; vrea [IP afie Pro; 
Mioarq want.3SG.PR EIp SUBJ find out proi 
[[P PC cinq a W t a t  pro; tj]]- 
[pPEwhorn AUX3SG i;issed pro; tj]] 
'Mioara wanted to find out whorn she had kissed.' 



example in (73) does not represent an instance of a wh-island violation since neither of  the two 

wh-phrases are extracted out of a whquestion- Let us next consider the example in (74), a 

construction similar to (73) with the significant diffetence that the wh-subject is base-generated in 

the ernbedded interrogative. 

(74) Vrea pro5 *i [IP Sa afle pros -; 

want.3SG.PR pro, -, IIp SLTBJ find out  pro, -, 

cine pe cinq a ucis ti tjH - 
[IP who PE whom AUX.3SG kilied t, tj II 
' She  med to find out who killed who-' 

Notice that in (74), the wh-subject cannot be coindexed with the upper nul1 subjects. since it 

cannot raise out of its ernbedded clause. 

tnsofar as non-D-linked wh-phrases are çoncmed. we conclude that the examples 

discussed in (70) - (74) constitute sufficient evidence that Romanian is a language in which the 

wh-isiand wnstraint is operative and in which disjoint checking of wh-phrases is disallowed (i-e., 

it is not the case that wh-phrases base-generated within the sarne clause rnay check their [- wh] 

FF against distinct h c t i o n a l  heads marked for the interrogative formal feature). 

Let us now r e m  to D-linked wh-phrases in Romanian. We suggest these raise out of a 

wh-island to a higher clause as an instance of topicalization sçrambling and not to check [+ wh] 

40 features. This proposai is supported by the interpretation of sentences such as (69) repeated 

here as (73 ,  which contrast in interpretation with (76), in which both wh-phrases r a i de  within 

the wh-island. Consider (75) and (76) below. 

40 Non-wh-topics are also felicitous in these contexts; see (i). 
(1) La Londra, nu Stiu [cumi O fi vremea t; tj 1. 

at Londonj not know. 1 SG-PR FOW; AUXFUT be weather-the f tj] 
'1 don't know whaî the weather is like in London-' 



(75) a- Pe crin copii, nu *i [ 

PE which children; not know.2SG [ whoj 

i,-a invitat tj ri]? 

CL.3PL.ACC.M-AbXX3SG invited tj ri] 
'* Which children don't you know who invited?' 

[- distri butive] 

b. C u  cam candidat nu *i f cinq a 

with which candidate; not know.2SG [ whoj ALX.3SG 

votat t, ri]? 
voted tj t,] 

'* For which candidate don't you know who voted?' 

[- distributive] 

(76) a Nu gtii [pe can copii; cinq 

not know.2SG [PE which chilcireai whoj 

ii-a invitat t, ti ]? 

CL.3PL.i\CC.iM-AUX.3SG invited tj til 

'Don't you know who invited which children? 

[+ distributive] 

b. Nu stii [CU can candidat; cinq a 

not know.3SG [with which candidate, whoj AUX.3SG 

vota  t, tJ? 

voted t, ti] 

'Don't you know who voted for which candidate?' 

[+ distributive] 

In (75). with raising of the D-Iinked wh-phrases out of the ernbedded interrogative, the only 

available reading is the one in which these wh-phrases are interprteted as the topics of the 

following discourse. In contrast, in (76), in which the wh-phrases reside within the embedded 



question, the only available reading is a distributive. 'pair-list' one (in the sense o f  Beghelli 1997). 

4 I 

In view o f  the interpretational differences in (75) and (76), we claim that obviation o f  wh- 

island effects with D-linked wh-phrases in Romanian is independent of [+ wh] feature-checking 

and conclude that Romanian shows wh-island effects, at least with non-D-linked wh-phrases. 

Recail that this is a property associated with IP-absorption languages. 

4.7.2 Local scrambling: A- or A-bar movement 

Another characteristic of  IP-absorption Ianguages is that they eshibit local scrambling 

with properties o f  A-movement (Richards 1997). .4ccording to Richards, the Hungarian example 

in (77a) is ungammatical due to a weak crossover violation. When object quantifier scrambling 

applies. as in (77b). the weak crossover violations in (77a) are fixed. indicating A-movement. "' 

(77) a. *Nem szeret az prot anyja mindenkit,. 

not loves the mother-his everybody.ACC 

b. Nem szeret mindenidi az pro, myja t, - 

Not loves every body. ACC the mother-his 

'His mother does not love everybody' 

(Hungarîan. Richards l997:3O; author does not provide traces) 

-1 I Notice that in (76b) the (Anti)-Superiority effect is apparently not obsenled, since cil cure 
camhdur 'for which candidate', an object  appcars to the lefi o f  the wh-subject. This is due to the 
fact that the two wh-phrases are of semantically distinct natures: the wh-object is D-finked. while 
the wh-subject is non-D-linked. Given that in the preverbal field, D-linked phrases always appear 
to the left o f  non-D-linked material ( s e  chapter 5 ,  section 53-32), we suggest that ( A d ) -  
Superiority is masked in these cases by further raising o f  the D-linked wh-phrase to a scope 
position above the non-D-linked phrase, from where the former c m  be felicitously interpreted as 
distributive or topical. 

42 R e d 1  that weak crossovçr effects arisc whenever a variable is the antecedent of a 
pronoun to its lefi7 being characteristic o f  A-bar movement (sec discussion in chapter 3. section 
3.3-1)- Since Richards (1997235) provides a definition for weak crossover with specific 
rct'erence to wh-phrases, we reproduce it in (i); 
(il Weak Crossover: 

All pronoms bound by a wh-word must also be bound by a trace o f  that wh-word in an 
A-position. 



In (77a). the quantifier object undergoes A-bar moment at LF leaving behind a variable, which is 

iilicitIy coindexed with a pronoun to its lefi: hence. the ungrammaticality. In (77b). the object 

quantifier has scrambled locally. Ln this case, there is no weak crossover violation, which means 

that the trace lefi behind this local move is not a variable (since it allows coindexation by a 

pronominal on its lefi). 

Richards fiirttier shows that Sert>o-Croatian and .lapanese (both IP-absorption languages) 

pattern identiçally. On the other band, a CP-absorption language such as Bulgarian, lacks the 

above switch in grammaiicality. Consider (78). 

(78) a *Majka mu obica vseki covek. 

Mother his love every person 

b. Vseki covek obica majka mu. 

Every person his mother love 

'His, mother loves everyonei.' 

(Bulgarian, Richards 19973 1 ) 

Richards concludes that in these languages scrambling is either absent, or that it is A-bar 

movement. 

In chapter 3, we discussed VOS constructions in Romanian, which we argued to involve 

local object A-scrambling. The Romanian data in (79) i s  similar to the Hungarian one in (78). 

(79) a * Nu4 iubme marna [lui], [pe fiecare c ~ p i l ] ~ .  

not-CL.3SG.ACC.M loves.3SG.PR mother-the bis],  [PE each chiid], 

b. Nu-1 iumte [pe fiecare copil]; marna [ l ~ i j i  ti. 

not-CL.3SG.ACC.M loves.3SG.PR [PE each ~ h i l d ] ~  mother-the [bis]; t, 

'His rnother does not love every child.' 



In (79b), weak crossover effects are absent, which indicates that the quantifid object has 

undergone A-movement. I f .  foilowing Richards (1997), we are to equate availability of local -4- 

scrarnbling with the [P-absorption nature of the tanpage, Romanian examples of the type in (79)? 

further point to Romanian as an IP-absorption language. 

4.7.3 Wh-movement and weak cmssover 

Another characteristic of iP-absorption languages, is chat local wh-movement has certain 

properties of A-movement as opposed to A-bar movement (cf. Richards 1997). En Hungarian, for 

example, wh-movement fails to induce weak crossover effects: consider (80). 

(80) a Ki, szereti az anyjat; ? 

who loves the mother-his. ACC 

'Who loves his mother?' 

b. Ki ti szeret az anyjq ? 

Who. ACC loves the mother-his 

'Who does his mother love?' 

(Hungarian, Richards 199755; author does not provide traces) 

In esample (SOb), the moved wh-phrase can be interpreted as CO-refefential with the possessive. 

This means that the trace lefl behind after wh-movement in not a variable and wh-movement 

i tsel f is reminiscent of A-rnovement. 

In CP-absorption languages wh-movement is arguai to always induce weak crossover. 

Xamely, equivdents of @Ob) are unpanmatical. Consider (8 1 ) from Bulgarian: 

(8 1 ) *Kogoi obica majh  su; ? 

who loves mother his 

'Whom does his mother love?' 

(Bulgarian, Richards 199754) 



Using this test, in Romanian. wh-rnovement of non-û-linked wh-phrases is A-bar 

movement. The example in (83) shows that co-referentidity o f  the moved wh-phrase with the 

pronominal induces a weak crossover e f k t  and triggers the same ungammatical results as in 

Bulgarian and C P-absorption languages, more generally . 

(82) * Pe cimei i u b w e  marna luii t i?  

PE whoi loves.3SG.PR mother-the his, t, 

' Whom does his mother love?' 

However, it has been recognized in the literature that, wh-movement of D-linked wh-phrases does 

not induce weak crossover effects in Romanian (cf. Dobrovie-Sorin 1990b, 1994a, Motapanyane 

1998a). It follows that, at least with D-linked wh-phrases, wh-movement in Romanian trigers 

similar results to those obtained in [P-absorption languages. See (83) for an illustration- 43 

(83) Pe carc bairit; nu-li iubqte marna luii t, ? 

PE which boyi not-CL.3SG.ACCi loves.3SG.PR motha-the hisi ti 

' Which of the boys does his mother not love?' 

U'hen long-distance wh-movernent is involved, weak crossover effects are dso found in 

IP-absorption languages, which suggests that long distance wh-movement always involves A-bar 

scram bling. Consider the HungaRan example in (84). 

43 Notice, however, that with D-linked wh-phrases a coindexed clitic i s  necessarily present 
(see i ) .  

(il Pe a r e  bOiaG nu-*(l,) i u b q e  marna luii ti ? 
PE which boyi net-CL.3SG.ACCi loves.3SG.PR rnother-the his, t, 
' Which o f  the boys does his mother not love?' 

We suggest that the clitic acts as a binder of the wh-trace and follow Safk ( 1  999) who daims that 
when a wpy is a copy of a pronoun, it should behave like a pronom (see also chapter 5,  section 
5.3.3.1). Given that the wh-trace is bound by a pronoun, it will no longer be a variable and there 
wiil be no W C 0  effects. Lack of a weak crossover effect in examples such as (83) is due 
pnmarily to the fact that Romanian can resort to clitic insertion rather than to the type of  
movement undergone by the wh-phrase. 



(84) * Kiti gondoi az anyja, hogy Mari =et? 

Who.ACC thinks the mother-his that Mary loves 

'Who does his mother think that Mary loves?' 

(Hungarian, Richards 1 997) 

In Romanian, too, weak crossover effects &se in longdistance wh-movement contexts, 

irrespective of whether the wh-phrase i s  non-D-linked (see 85a) or D-linked (see 85b). This 

suggests two rhings: (i) that longdistance wh-movement invotves A-bar movemenf and (ii) that 

the presence o f  the chic in the ernbedded clause in (85b) cmot Save the derivation. 

(85) a- * [Pt crede marna luii 

PE whoi ttiinks.3 SG mother-the hisi 

[CP Cà iumte Ioana 1; J? 

[that loves.3SG Ioana t; ] 

'*Whoi does his; mother think Ioma loves?' 

b. * [Pt care baiatIi crede mama 1 uii 

PE which boyi thinSrs.3SG mother-the his, 

[ci. Ca-1, iubqte Ioana ti ]? 

[that-cl-3SG.ACC.M. loves.3SG Ioana c ]  
'*Which of  the boys; does his, motfier think Ioana loves?' 

The implications o f  (ii) are important since they constitute ewdence for successive-cycl ic 

movement in this language. If weak crossover effects are absent with D-linked wh-phrases in 

local wh-movement, in view of clitic insertion, but present in longdistance wh-movement 

contexts, it follows that in (85b) there is an additional variable illegitimately coindexed with a 

pronominal ro its left (since the trace in (8%) is bound by the clitic). We assume this additional 

variable is the second trace (i-e., a silent copy of the moved wh-phrase) lefi behind in Spec,CP, as 

a result of cycIic movement. This is represetited in (86). 



(86) [Pt a r c  babtli crede marna fui m i  j 

PE which boy; thinks.3SG mother-the his a, j 

S I i  i u w e  Ioana ]? 

[ t that-cl. 3 SG. ACC . M. loves. 3 SC Ioana 6 ] 

'*Which of the boysi does his; mother think Ioana loves?' 

, 
The bolded trace in (86) is coindexed witb a pronoun to its leR triggering an ungrammatical 

resul t. 

We conclude that, in Romanian, wh-movement is aiways A-bar movement. In local wh- 

movement contexts, however; weak crossover effects are absent with D-linked wh-phrases, as a 

result of clitic insertion, but present with non-D-linked wh-phrases. In effect, local wh-movernent 

in Romanian shares properties wi th both I P- and C P-absorption languages. 

4.7.4 Wh-movement and quantifier raising 

We discuss one further piece of data before sumrning-up this -on. Richards ( 1  997) 

argues that wh-movernent in IP-absorption lansrages is syntactically rerniniscent of Quantifier 

Raising (QR), in that it involves multiple adjunction in order to establish scope relations. The 

author also maintains, following Kiss (1987, 1994), that wh-words in Hunearia. occupy the  

sarne position as certain quantificational elements (i-e.. an [P-related position). This is différent 

from a tanguage such as Engiish, for example, in which wh-phrases target Spec,CP and QR 

adjoins quantitiers to [P- 

ln Romanian, too, bare quantifiers share important properties with wh-phrases. Sirnilar to 

wh-phrases. bare quantifiers can raise overtiy triggering merge of multiple specifiers, as in (87): 

in which case they show identical properties to those discussed for multiple wh-movernent 

stnictures (i-e.. they are subject to a strict verb-adjacency requirement and observe the (Anb)- 

Superiority effect). Consider the contrast in grammaticality in (87a) and (Wb), which shows that 

multiple quantifer-raising in Romanian observes the sarne economy conditions as multiple wh- 



movement: specifically, the subject quamifier needs to precede the obj- quantifier in ternis of  

word ordering in the preverbal field. 

(87) a. [IP Nimeni; CU nimiq nu te va 

fIP nobody, with nothingj not CL.2SG.ACC FüT.3SG 

deranja [,,P ti tv $JI- 
bother [,.P t, t, tjJ]. 

nu te va 

not CL.2SG.ACC FLiT.3SG 

b. * IIP CU nimicj nimenii 

[IP with nothingj nobodyi 

d-ja [,P t;t, $11- 
bother EVp ti tv tj]]. 

'Nobody will be bottierkg you with anything.' 

Furthetmore. quantifier movement is in cornplementary distribution with wh-movement (see 

contrast in 88a - Wb), which suggests both types of movement involve operator raising 

presumably targetang the same host, namely IP. 51 

(88) a- Pe cinc; nu cunoaste nimeni tY? 

PE who, not know.3SG.PR. nobody t, t, 

b. * Pt cinq nimenij nu cunoe t e  tj t,. t, ? 

PE whoi nobodyj not know.3SG.PR. tj t, ti 

' Whom does nobody know?' 

44 Note that, cross-linpisticaily, generic pro-foms cannoi be topics, since they are 
'semantically weightless' (cf. Erteschik-Shir 1997: 1 90). Consequently, they are ruled out in topic 
position (see (i)), and the position they target when raising to take -scope has t o  be I o w a  than the 
topic position. 

(9 a. *Cit despre cinevq, eli este bâiat bun. 
as for someone;, hei is boy good 
' * As for someone, he is a good boy.' 
Cît despre [Victor si Mihai], eii sunt copii exceptiondi. 
as for [Victor and Mi hiaJi, th= are children exceptional 
'As for Victor and Mihai, they are p a t  kids.' 



There is other evidence that preverbal quantifier raising is scope relate. in Romanian. 

Kiss ( I  998252) argues that, in order for a univerd quantifier to be k i t  in the preverbal scope 

position, it has to be interpreted as 'identifjing without exclusion'. This follows since only 

non-unique quantifiers (Le., quantifiers that are non-exclusive) can bind a variable witfiin IP, 

Observe thaî bare quantifiers can only fiont in Romanian wben they can be interpreted as non- 

unique (similar to the Hungarian case). Consider, for example, the bare quantifiers in (89) - (90). 

(89) non-miaue reading: - 

a. Sâ stea cineva 

SUBJ stay.3SG someone 

b, Cineva; sà stea 

srneone SUBJ stay.3SG 

'Sorneone should stay at the door.' 

(90) uniaue readinq: 

a Te-a càutat cineva la telefon. 

CL.2SG.ACC-AüX.3SG searched someone at phone 

b. *Cinêvai te-a Cautat ti la telefon. 

someone CL.2SG.ACC-AUX.3SG searched t i at phone 

'Someone asked for you on the phone.' 

In (89), the bare quantifier is Iicensed in preverbal position (Le., SpecJP) in view of the fact that 

it is interpreted as non-unique, namely as 'identifjring wiîhout exclusion', and it can felicitously 

bind a variable wittiin IP. It follows that movement for scope attainrnent is licit. In (90). the bare 

quantifier has a unique reading (acquired contextually) which precludes it from binding a variable 



within the IP and consequently, it cannot raise (recall that these quantifiers cannot be topics). The 

dichotomoy in (89) vernis (90) shows that preverbal quantifier raising is cleviy scope related. " 
We conclude that tP is a scope position in Romanian and that it serves as the landing-site 

for both wh-movement and bare quantifies, which are in compfementary distribution. The fact 

that, both QR and wh-movement target the same position points toward another property 

Romanian shares with IP-absorption Ianguages. 

4.7.5 Summing up 

In this section, we have discussed a cluster of properties which either Rudin ( 1988) or 

Richards ( 1 997) regard as diagnostics for distinguishing IP-absorption fiorn C P-absorption 

languages. We summarize our findings in table (9 1 ). 

(91 

1 wh-movernent = Q R  
I # 

I - i + I f 1 

I 

4 5  Consider in (i) an additional example with 'sornething'. The sarne resdt obtaina; 
specificdly, only the quantifier identifjmg without exclusion can raise to the preverbal field- 

properr ies 

(il 1.  non-unia ue reading: 

a. Vei face ceva pina la unn& 
FUT.2SG do something to at end 

b. Ceva vei face pina la uma. 
something FüT.2SG do to at end 
'In the end you will find something to do.' 

CP-ABSORPTION Ls 

2. uniaue reading: 

ROMANIAN 1 IP-ABSORl'TION Ls 
f 

a. Se scurge ceva din plasai. 
RE=. drip.3SG something fiom bag 

b. * Ceva se scurge din plas .  
something REFL. d.rip.3SG fiom bag 
'There's something dripping fiom your bag.' 



The table in (91) places Romanian closer to the IP-absorption Ianguages than to the 

CP-absorption languages. We therefore conctude there is also typological cross-linguistic 

evidence, aside fiom the tanguage-internai evidence, to support the claim that IP serves as the 

host for wh-movement in Romanian. We claim that Spec,CP in this language is never a checking 

domain for Romanian intenogaiive çonsbtuents, and that it can only host traces/copis of wh- 

phrases in successive-cyclic movement contexts. 

4.8 Colophon: Romanian interrogative Xe 

At this point, we need to detail our analysis. So fa6 we have used Io as an umbrella term, 

to refer to ail of the fùnctionai verbal heads within the iP domain, Recall fiom our discussion in 

chapter 2 that, for Romanian, IP may include the following maximal phrases: MoodP > NegP > 

CliticP* > AgSP > TP > AspectP. Thus we need to identi@ which of these projections hosts the 

uninterpretable [+wh] feaîure in Romanian interrogatives. 

There are two ways of tackiing this problem. One is to suggest that the uninterpretable 

[-wh] feature is always associated with the same head, namely hl0, which is the highest possible 

functiond verbal head. This entails that ail interrogatives are MPs in Romanian, The other is to 

argue that the interrogative formal feature attaches to the highest functionai verbal head already 

present in the derivation, whether Mo7 Nego, A@, or TO. We suggest the latter approach is the 

correct one and argue thaî the syntactic [+wh] feature merges on the highest Infl (verbal) head 

present in the derivation. 

For the sake o f  argument, let us assume that the forma1 feature [+wh] can only be 

associated with Mo (Cornilescu 1997, Isac P.C.). It follows that al1 interrogative clauses are MPs. 

with bo t .  Mo and Spec,MP+ projected, (60a), repeated here as (92a), would then be represented 

as in (92b). 



(92) a. Cine ce ti-a vus? 
who what CL.2SG.DAT-ALiX.3SG said 

'Who told you what?' 

b. k1 P 
n 

cine, M' 
A 
ce, hl - 

/\ 
Mo CliticP 
I \ 
E+whl A 

Clitico AgSP 
I \ 
0 A 

AgrSo TP 
I 

I \ 
-CI n 

TO rP 
r-v) A 
1 

I ti t ~ - ~ t j  
SPU-F 

The first question that cornes to mind is why is the kI" head empty. narnely why does it not 

trigger VO > Mo movement, on a par with wh-CV2 languages. Suppose tfiat for PF reasons, in 

Romanian, the forma1 feature [+-wh] on Xc is not affixal in nature and does not require an overt 

host, its only requirement k i n g  that wh-phrase(s) move and merge as Spec,MP. This is not 

implausible, since there are various language situations in which XP is licensed (Le.. retrievable 

at the interface levels, PF and LF) if either its speçifia or its head is lexically filled. " 

However, if both the head and the specifier are phonetidIy null. we assume the 

respective XP is not retrievable, and the utterance cannot be well-fomed. This follows since the 

respective XP will not contain the n e c e s s q  phonetically interpretable features at PF, so the 

derivation will crash (since it does not converge at PF). That this is indeed the case can be 

46 In English. for example there is no VO > Io (apart fiom contexts in which audiar ies  are 
present), yet IP is present since Spec,IP is always filled by the subject NP. 



illustrated with Romanian imperatives. Romanian imperaîives always involve Long Head 

Movement (unies the !UO head is not aiready lexicaily filledl see discussion in chapter 2, section 

3-22), as in (93b). The empty operator in Spec,MP needs to be licensed by an overt element (for 

retrieval at PF), so verb raising applies. 

(93) a. Minca-1-ar marna! 

eat-CL.3SG.ACC.M-ALX.COND.3SG motha-the 

'(He's so sweet) his mum could eat him!' 

Let us next consider Romanian yedno interrogatives. Recall fiom our discussion in section 4.4. I 

that interrogatives in Romanian do not tngger verb movement. We illustrate this here with a 

y edno interrogative (see 94ab) and its non-interrogative counterpart (see 94 b). 



(94) a Nu-li vede Mihai pe Victor; ? 

not-CL.3SG.ACC.M see.3SG.PR Mihai PE Victor 

'Can't Mihai see Victor?' 

b. SU-li vede blihai pe Victori. 

[+ wh] 

not-CL.3SG.ACC.M see.3SG. PR Mihai PE Victor 

'Mihai can't see Victor.' 

Under the asswnption rhat al1 interrogatives are MPs (since the interrogative formal feature is 

exclusively a property of MC). the syntaaic representation of (94a) is as in (95). 

Notice h o w e v o  that MP is not reaievable at PF, since it is not licensed by any overt elements. 

The empty operator in Spec,MP which checks the uninterpretable [+wh] feahire in Mo is only 

interpretable at LF, so the derivation should crash. Yet, it does not, since it is perfectly 



grammatical. It follows that the syntactic representaiion in (95) cannot be correct- Therefore, we 

cannat maintain an analysis in which the interrogative feature is always a property of the hl" 

head and al1 interrogative clauses are MPs. 

In order for (94a) to converge both at PF and LF, we need to assume that the 

uninterpretable forma1 feature [+wh] mages oato a phonetically present head- In view of the fact 

that [twh] FF in Romanian is selectional in nature: thus requiring merge of a specifier for 

checking and deletion to apply, we assume it has to mage on the highest hcbona l  verbal head. 

which for (94a) is Neg0. " The correct syntacbc representahon for (94a) is then as in (96). 

In (97) and (98) we offer illustrations in which the [+ wh] FF merses onto the A@/TO head and 

the Mo head, respectively. 

4 7 Notice thaî the [+ wh] formal f e u e  can only mage on the highest Infl head present in 
the derivabon and never on lowa/intermediary Infl heads. According to Chomsky ( 1995), strong 
uninterpretable formal features need to be deleted pnor to the creation of a higher category. Given 
that [+ wh] is selectional in nature, it will trigger insertion of a matching speçifier pnor to the 
creation of a higher category. Unless we assume [+ wh] incorporates onto the highest infl head, 
we shodd see wh-phrases allowed within the verbal cornplex in Romanian, contrary to fact, 



read.3SG child-the book-the 

'1s the child reading the book? 

(98)  a. Cuii Sa-ii dau carîea? 

to whom SCIBl-CL.3 SG-DAT give book-the 

'Whorn should I give the book to?' 

b. MP 
A 
mi, M' 

/\ 
Mo CIiticP 
! \ 
SUBJ A 
[+ wh] CliticO TP 
sa \ 

i, A 
T" 
i \ 
[+ \q \'P 
dau f i  

VP 

IONP VP 

'/ i A 



We wnclude th* in Romanian, the [+wh] formal feature is rnerged on the highest 

functional verbal head. The result is a qwcrefic lnflection capable of hosting various formal 

features; we r e m  to this issue in chapter 5. This is possible in view of  the fact that in Romanian 

there is no EPP or Case-related Spec,IP. Rather, SpecJP is an operatodscope position. 

4.9 Conclusians 

ln this chapter we have argued chat the unintepretable [iwh] fonnal feature is a property 

of Io in Romanian, rather than of  Co. Language intemal evidence, such as the interaction with 

topic. as well as the absence of a D-type EPP selectional forma1 feaîure on Io in Romanian (i.e., 

'surface subject'), suggests Spec,IP is a scopal position available to operators such as wh-phrases. 

A cornparison with wh-CV2 languages M e r  suaesteci lack of  VO > Co and the absence of 

subject-auiliary inversion ( S N )  structures. We concluded that, in Romanian wh-phrases are 

hosted by [P. 

In order to account for multiple wh-çonstructions in Romanian, we aàopted a 

'symmetric' theory of checking which acknowledges the checking requirernents of borh FFs 

belongins to functional heads and FFs belonging to lexical items. We showed that the nature of  

the [twh] FF is parametnzed across languages and concluded thaq in Romanian, the [+wh] FF 

is of a selectional nature on both the fwictional head and the wh-phrases. We firrther proposeci 

that, From both a theoretical and an ernpirical perspective, a subject-first approach is the only 

viable one for Romanian multiple wh-constructions. Following economy conditions ( formalized 

as the MLC), the wh-pfmse closest to the Probe (Le., the one hi&& in terms of c-command) 

rnerges as the Spec,IP. The rernaininp wh-phrases tuck in under the newly merged specifier- 

thereby satisfjmg the wh-phrase licensing conditions. The result is a multiple-specifier structure 

which engenders a single IP, as in (99). 



1" vP 
['VI A 
[+wh] ti tv-,. (ti *) 
I 
lexical verb 

We further discussed several diagnostics for distinguishing IP-absorption fiom CP- 

absorption languages- We argued that Romanian shows wh-island effécts. allows for local A- 

movement scrambling, and hosts its wh-phrases in slots also targetted by fronted bare quanti fiers. 

Moreover, Iocal D-linked wh-movement was shown to escape weak crossover violations. We 

pointed out that Romanian does not share sipificant properties with CP-absorption languages 

since the above cluster of properties characterizes IP-absorption languages. Therefore. we 

concluded there was also cross-luiguistic evidence to support the daim that iP serves as the host 

for wh-movement in Romanian. This impIies that Spec,CP in this language is never a checking 

dornain for Romanian interrogative constituents. and can oniy host tracesl'copies of wh-phrases in 

successive-cyclic movement contexts. We M e r  proposed that due to requirements of PF 

convergence, the unin terpretable in terrogaîive formal feature merges ont0 the highest fùnctional 

verbal (Infl) head present in the derivation, rather than king  an exclusive property of Mo. In 

effect, the presence of the [+wh] formai feature engenders a syncretic Inflection in Romanian. a 

property we will show in the next chapter to be shared with other selectional features in this 

language. 



And NUH is the letter I use to spell Nutches 
Who live in small caves. known as  Nitches, for hutches. 
These Nutches have troubles, the b i s e s t  o f  which is 
the fact there are many more Nutches than Nitches. 
Each Nutch in a Nitch knows that some other Nutch 
Would like to move into his Nitch very much. 
S o  each Nutch in a Nitch has to watch that s d l  Nitch 
Or Nutches who haven't got Nitches w i l l  snitch. 

Dr. Seuss, On Bq01  J G b r a  

Chapter 5: Contastive Focus and Preverbal Raising 

5.0 Introduction 

This chapter addresses s e v d  issues related to preverbal noun phrase rnovement with 

special ernphasis on rnovement for contrastive focus in Romanian. It examines the manner in 

which contrastive focus and 0 t h  sentence-initial operators are licensed in Romanian and 

discusses the interaction among preverbal constituents. 

Contrastive focus restricts a contextual l y presupposed closed set to an exhaustive subset 

for which the predicate actuaily holds. For exarnple, in ( l ) ,  'VICTOR' is contrasted to and 

identifiai fiom al1 other m e m k  of a contextualiy presupposed set o f  which the predicate phrase 

could in principle hold. 

( I ) It is VICTOR who plays the trombone. I 

1 In this chapter, we use upper case letters to mark conîrastiveIy focuseci elements. This 
serves to indicate that, in Romanian, wntrastively focused constiiuents are also prosodically 
stressed. 



The sentence in (1), both negates and asserts; it negates that the piedieaie phrase holds of any 

rnernber of the pressuposed set other than 'VICTOR', and asserts that it holds only of 'VICTOR'. 

Roughly, the quivalent of ( 1 )  would be: 'It is not the case thai x plays the trombone, but that 

Victor plays the trombone7, where botb x and 'Victor' beiong to a presupposed (or inferable) set. 

An implication is contradicted and an alternative is offered- To quote Zubizarreta (1998:102). 

with conaastive focus. "1. - .] both the hearer7s presupposition is negated [. . . ] and a variable and 

its associateci value are introducedW In propositional logic, where statements have tnith values. 

the role of negation is to reverse the truth value of the sentence with which it combines. Given 

that contrastive focus contains an inherent negation, it has the effect of ctianging the truth value 

of the presupposition implied in the sentence. Consequently, contrastive focus affects the tnith 

conditions o f  the sentence in which it is present ( s e  also Kiss 1998): (1 )  is tme if and only if the 

predicate phrase holds exclusively of 'VICTOR'. 

Cross-linguistically, contrastive focus (or any operator focus that affects the tmth 

conditions of the sentence) seems to require special licensing conditions. One such licensing 

condition is syntactic movement h t o  an operator position. Therefore. conttastive focus is 

assumed to be a quantificational operator which licenses operator-variable chains in a rnanner 

sirnilar to wh-phrases and quantifiers (e-g. Brody 1995, Chomsky 1971, Kiss 1995b 1998. 

Rochernont 1 986, Rizzi 1 997, Zubizarreta 1 998). We propose that in Romanian contrastive focus 

is licensed by movement into an IP-related operator position. This position is syntactically and 

scmanticalIy distinct fiom new information, presentaîional fwus  which in Romanian we showed 

to be embedded within the VP (see chapter 3). 

We argue thai contrastive focus operators obey the sarne syntactic constraints as wh- 

phrases. polarity items and non-D-linked quantifies However, we show there is evidence for 

challenging the exclusive quantificationai nature of çontrastive focus and suggest that, in 

Romanian, contrastive focus involves either a quantificational operator or a non-quantificational, 

anap honc operator. 



Our account differs tiom previous anaîyses for Romanian in that it argues for the 

following: 

( i )  the r e d h t i o n  o f  the [+ focus] f e .  as a synfacfic non-selecrional feature (FF) on Io 

and a phonological selecrional fearure (P-feature) on the contrasrive element 

(ii) conbastive focus as a syntactic feature (i-e., [+ focus] FF), rather than a syntactic h d  

(iii) exclusive lP-related operator checking 

(iv) a syncretic Infitaion, capable of  hosting non-verbal selectional FFs 

(v) contrastive focus as either a quantificational or an anaphoric operator 

(vi) 'optionality' o f  focus rnovement as a resdt of focus representation in phonosyntax. 

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 offers some theoretical background and 

di scusses previous analyses. Section 5 -2 introduces contrastive focus in Romanian, illusbates 

previous assumptions with regards to the Romanian preverbal field. and surns up the problems for 

discussion. In sections 5 -3 - 5 -4, we discuss empirical and syntactic properties of the elements 

involved in the Romanian lefi-periphery, and in section 5.5 we o f f i  an anaiysis. Section 5.6 is a 

conclusion. 

5.1 Defining the tenn and previous analyses 

Starting with the early 70s. generative grammar has viewed focus as a syrttactic notion. 

Chomsky (1 97 t )  argues that certain aspects of semantic interpretation are detennined by d a ç e  

structure, focus and presupposition king thus estabtished. In his account the focused constituent 

contains and is marked by the 'intonation center', and the presupposition is obtained by replacing 

the focus with a variable. According to Chomsky ( 1  971), the semantic representahon of (2a) and 

(2b). show 'John' is the focus of the sentence, and 'someone writes poeby' is the presupposition. 

tn (k), the presupposition remains the same and the focus changes to 'Bill'. 



(2) a is it JOHN who writes petry? 

b. it isn't JOHN who Wtes poeûy. 

c. no, it is B L L  who writes poetry. 

(Chomsky 197 1 : 199) 

Chomsky (1976) fùrther suggests that the focusfpresupposition partitionhg of a sentence can be 

represented at LF by applying the rule of Quantifier Raisins (QR) to the focused constituent. For 

exampie, Chomsky explains the English contrasts in (3a-b), to follow Eiom LF raising of the 

focused element- 

( 3 )  a. * His; mother loves JOHNi. 

b. Hi$ mother loves John;. 

The ungrarnmaticality in (3a) can only be accounted for provided the focused 'JOHN' is an 

operator that has to raise at LF leaving bshind a variable (Le., a trace that is illicit when 

c-cornmandeci by a pr&g pronoun). ' 
Jackendoff (1972:230) agrees that "inhiitively, it rnakes sense to speak of a discourse as 

'natural' if successive sentences share presuppositions". The author defmes the focus of a 

sentence as "the infomation in the sentence tfiat is assumed by the speaker not to be shared by 

hirn and the hearer". and the presupposition as "the information in the sentence that is assumed by 

the speaker to be shared by him and the speakM (1972: 16). Like Chomsky, Jackendoff agees 

that the division into presupposition and focus is part of the semantic representation of the 

sentence, reflected in its syntactic structure by a syntactic rnarker F which is associateci with a 

node in the surîace structure to indicate focus. 

2 Accordhg to Chomsky's Leftness Condition (see also discussion in previous chapters), a 
variable camot be the antecedent for a pronom to its left. Consequently, quanti fiers cannot cross 
over a coreferentiai pronoun because this violates the Leftness Condition and induces what is 
referred to in the literaîure as a 'weak crossover' effect. 



In the same vein, Rochemont (1986) views the focus consiruction as a bipartite structure 

compnsing a focus and an open proposition- The author argues that this type of focus forms an A- 

bar chain. R o c h o n t  (1986) assumes the focused constituent moves to a clause-extemal non- 

argument position and is constnred with a gap in the open proposition. The rnoved focused 

constituent acts as an operator buiding a variable in the open proposition. 

This is the type of focus we are concemeci with in this chapter: namely_ focus that 

uniquely delimits (i-e., contrasts or identifies) a member of a pfesupposed or inferable set, tn 

Romanian, the semantic effect is one of con- the syntactic effect yet open to exploration. 

In what follows, we offer a btief presentation of some of the more recent analyses on 

operator focus. For ease of exposition, we limit our discussion to those authors who distinguish 

between new infonnaîion/presen tahond focus and contrastive/operator focus- 

5.1.1 Kiss (1995b, 1998) 

Kiss ( 1 995b) argues that an operator expressing identification (or contrast) is u n i v d l y  

associated with a structural position. This position is associated with a fiinctional projection of its 

own, FocP, usually found above IP (and within CP) but next to the inflected verb in languages 

that instantiate it, FocP is assurned to project cross-linguisticaiiy whenevw there is an element 

with the feature [+focus] in the sentence. Elements bearing the feature 

[+ focus] are referred to as 'conîrastive foçus', or -identificational focus', depending on the 

semantic contribution of this type of focus, which varies cross-linguistically. Elements bearïng 

the feature [+ focus] affect the tnith-functional conditions of the sentence and are associated in 

one way or another to FocP against which they will have to check ttiis f e u e  at some point in the 

derivation. Languages have been shown to differ as to whether their [+ focus] element is forced to 

move into the FocP in the visible syntax or later (aî Logical Fom). Kiss argues that in Hungarian, 

the [+ focus] element obligatorily raises to FocP in the visible syntax, while in Greek arnong 

others, it does so optionally. According to Ki. following Chomsky (1 976), raising applies in dl 



languages, even in those that do not raise the [+ focus] element in the overt syntax. In view o f  the 

focus operator behaving on a par with quantifiers, Kïss (1995) assumes that FocP is a cross- 

linguistic ' q m h f i d o n a l '  projection. ' 
Kiss (1998). citing Rochernont (1986) among othetq argues dong the lines o f  her 

previous work, where two di fferent types o f  focus are distinguished. One type of focus expresses 

a quantification-like operaiion, the other merely conveys nonpresupposed information. 4 

Quantificationai (operator) focus is Iabelled 'identificational' and is defined as representing the 

set of contextually or situationaily given elements for which the predicate phrase can potentially 

hold. Identificational focus is identified as the exhaustive subset for which the predicate phrase 

actually holds. Semanhcally, identificatiod focus represents the value of the variable bound by 

an abstract operator expressing exhaustive identification. Syntacticall y, identi ficationai focus 

itself acts as an operator, moving into a sape  position in the specifier of  a fûnctional projection 

and binding a variable. Information (presentationd) focus, on the other han& is not associated 

with movernent. hfonnahon focus, k i n g  synonymous to  non-presupposed material, is present in 

every sentence, and is devoid of any forma1 feature. However, not every sentence contains an 

iden ti ficational focus. An identificational focus is oniy present in derivations assigned a [+ focus] 

feature. ln Hungarian, these two types o f  focus are never optionai interpretational variants but are 

associated with distinct structurai positions. Consider the examples in (4) taken fkom Kiss (1 998). 

(4) a. Tegnap este MARINAK mutattam be Petert. 

last night Mary. D AT introduced. 1 PERF Peter- ACC 

'It was TO MARY that 1 introduced Peter Iast night.' 

5 This view dates back to Chomsky's (1976) classical analysis and is shared by other 
authors (Riai 1997, arnong others). We will show, however, that for Romanian this daim is too 
strong. 

J Focus conveying nonpresupposed i n f o d o n  is the equivaleut of presentational focus 
introduced in chapter 3. 



b. Tegnap este be rnutattam Petert Marïnak- 

'Last night 1 introduced Peter to Mary.' 

(Hungarian - Kiss 1998:247) 

In (.la), 'TO MARY' represents identificational focus, being the e-xhaustive subset of 

which the predicate phrase 'ktroduced Peter last night' actuaily holds. In (4b), on the other han4 

'to M q '  is simply perceiveci as the new information element of the sentence. 

Kiss (1998) discusses several significant difierences thai disbiguish between 

identificational and information focus. Most importantly, identificational focus takes scope, with 

the complernent of F king the part of sentence over which it scopes. Therefo. the element 

bearing identificational focus is moved to a specifier of a funçtiond projection, fiom where it can 

act as an opmator, Consequentiy, identificational focus has to be coextensive with an XP 

(otherwise, it would not be available for operator movement). Information fociis. on the other 

hanci does not take scope; it sirnply extends over any sentence part which consists of non- 

presupposed material. As suck it does not invoIve movement., being les restncted (both 

syntacticail y and semantically). 

The author fiutha argues that focus i s  strictiy corretated to wh-phrases (cc also Chomsky 

1976, Zubizarreta 1998, among others). Howev. a wh-phrase in Hungarian can be answered 

both by information (presentational) foçus and identification (operator) focus, depending on 

whether the answer is or is not intended to be exhaustive. 

To surn up, Kiss argues that operator focus is universally assxiated with a stnichrrai 

position, The feature [- focus] heads a functiond projection of its own, FocP to which 

contrastively (or identificationaily) focused elements need to raise at some point in the derivation 

( i .  e.. ovettly or covertly). 



5.9.2 Riru (1 99-7) 

Rini f 1995/97) starts fiom the assumption that the structurai representation of a clause 

consists of three kinds o f  structural layers: 

(i) the lexicai layer, h d e d  by the verb, is the layer in which theta assignment talces place; 

(i i)  the inflectional layer, headed by hctional heads corresponding to conmete or abstract 

morphological speçifications on the verb, is the layer responsible for the licensing of argumental 

features such as case and agreement; 

(iii) the çomplementizer layer, typically headed by a fixe h a i o n a l  niorpherne, is the layer 

responsible for hosbng topics and various operator-like elements such as interrogative and 

relative pronouns, focused elenients, and so on. 

The complementizer system is viewed as the interface bmeen  a propositional content 

(expresseci by the IP) and a superordinate structure (a higher clause, or the articulation of 

discourse). Consequently, Riai argues for a C systern that expresses information related both to 

discourse (i-e., 'the outside') and the IP (Le.. 'the inside'). 

H e  discusses the structure of the lefi pet-iphery of a clause, arguing that the Cc head 

shouid be 'exploded' into ForceP > (TopicP*) > (FocusP) > (TopicP*) > FiniteP, as in (S), 

partially illustrated with Italian. 



(5) ForceP 
n 

OP-rel Force7 
n 

Force0 TopicP* 
che 'îhat7 \ 

Topi c ' 
n 
TopicO FocusP 

A 
OP. [twh] Focus' 

A 
TopicP* 
\ 
Tepic' 
,", 
TopicO FiniteP 

\ 
Finite' 
n 
Finite0 I P 
di 'to' a 

The crucial argument for expanding the CP is rhat a theos. involving a unique C head cannot deal 

with the distributional cunstrainîs of different Cü'nds of operators hosted by the C-system (for 

example, the fact that relative operators must precede interrogative ones in Italian). The 

specification of Force in (5) constitutes the information loohng at the higher structure (Le., 

outside). Complementizers express the fact that a sentence is a question, a declarative, an 

exclamative, a relative, a comparative, an adverbial of a certain kind, and can be seleteci as such 

by a higher selector. The specification of Finitenes, on the other han4 reflects the core IP-related 

characteristics expressecl by the compiementixer system. 5 

5 Note that tanguages vary in the extent to which IP information is replicated in the 
complementixer systern: for example, some languages replicate mood distinctions. The languages 
of the Balkans have -al subjunctive complernentizers, among which the Romanian 
subjunctive c o m p l e m e n ~  CU which replicaîes the iP particle SC, itself replicating syndieticai 
matking on the verb stem avaiiable in the third person singular. Consider the examples in (i), 
which illustrate mood information in a subjunctive embedded clause (ia) and an indicative one 
(ib). 



R i a i  fkther argues that the CP system should not be treaîed as an extended projection of  

the IP. The C systern is fùndamentally distinct fiom the 1 system in that it is not V-related. 

Furthemiore, the 'inflectional' properties of the C system are not encodai in the form of verbal 

morphology, but expressed on fiee hct ional  morphemes. While Top0 and Foc0 can be 

phonetically nul1 ( e g ,  in Italian), there are languages that pronounce thern (the author 

exemplifies with the focus particle we in Gungbe '1). The topic-focus field is 'sandwiched' in 

between force and finiteness whenever acbvaîed, king  related to both the C and 1 systems. As 

can be seen in (9, topic can iterate, while foçus cannot. Rizzi argues that recursion of FocP is 

6 )  a. Vreau [{*Ca /a 1 de luni Mihai 
want. 1 SG [{'that-IM) 1 that- SUBJ ) fiom Monday Mihai 
sii nu mai vin5 acaSa CU autobuzul 
SCPBJ not more corne- SUBJ.3SG home with bus-the 

WQlafI- 
school ] 
'As of  Monday, I want Mihai to stop taking the schoolbus home.' 

b. stiu [Ica /*ca ) de l u i  blihai 
know. 1 SG [ { that-iND / * that- SLiSJ j fiorn hlonday Mi hai 
nu mai vine acasii CU autobuzul   col ad- 
not more corne- ïND.3SG home with bus-the school ] 
'As of Monday, 1 know Mihai will stop taking the schoolbus home-' 

Moreovert the presence of  the indicative çomplementizer cü is obhgatory in ail embedded 
indicatives, while the presence of the subjunctive complementizer ca is contextually dependent 
(being usually licensed by the presence of topicalized material). The invariable subjunctive 
particle sü, on the other han4 is always compulsory; consider the examples in (ii) which lack 
topicalized material in the embedded clause. 

(ii) a Vreau E(* * (sa) nu mai 
want. 1 SG [(*that-SUBJ) * (SUBJ) not more 
vin5 Mihai acasii CU autobuni1 sç0W 
corne- SmJ.3SG Mihai home with bus-the school ] 
'1 want Mihai to stop taking the schoolbus home.' 

b. stiu [* (çà) nu mai vine Mihai 
know. 1 SG [* (that-W) not more corne- W . 3 S G  Mihai 
açaSa CU autobuzui qcolar] . 
home with bus-the school ] 
'1 know (that) Mihai has stopped taking the schoolbus home.' 

6 Note also the [wh]/focus particle ni in Yoruba (cf. Déchaine 1998)' and the topic particle 
wa in Japanese (cf Van Valin 1997). 



banned by the interpretive clash that would &se. The lower focus would have to simultaneously 

serve a dual fiction: as presupposition for Focusl, and as FocusS. 

In order to çatis@ the Topiflocus Criteria, an element endowed with topic or focus 

features must end up in a Spec-Head configuration with the Top o. Foc head, respectively. In 

essence, focus and topic are seen as sbucture-dependent fiinctions assignexi in some specific 

structurai relation (i .e., an appropriate speci fier-head relation)- This anaiysis draws on Rizzi's 

earl ier assumptions ( 1 99 1 ) regarding affective operators (i .e., [whl- and n@ ve operators). 

Consider the WH-Criterion (Rizzi 1 99 1 ) introduced in chapter 4 and repeated below as (6). 

(6) WH-CRITERION (Rizxi 1 99 1 ) 

A. A WH Operator mua be in a Spec-Head configuration with X0 [ t- WH] ; 

B. An Xo [+ WH) must be in a Spec-Head configuration with a WH Operator. 

R i z z i 7 s  TopidFocus Criteria are a means of fomalizïng licensing conditions for Topic. 

Focus (as well as other aflective operators). The entire format is similar to Chornshy's feature 

checking mechanism. 

Rizzi aiso addresses some of the distingukhing propertÏes between topic and focus and 

we offer a s u r n m q  of the most salient differences. In Romance, the topic-comment articulation 

is typicaily expressed by the constniction that Cinque (1990) has called Clitic Lef? Dislocation 

(CLLD), involving a resumptive clitic coreferential to the topic, as in (7). 

(7) 11 tuo libro, Io ho letto. 

'Your book 1 have read it.' 

([talian, RiZp 19955) 

The focus-presupposition articulation can be expresseci in Iblian by preposing the focal element 

and assigning it special focal stress, as in (8). Rizzi argues that in ltdian this structural option is 



restricted to contrastive focus (Le., (8) presupposes that you believe that I have read something 

different fiom your book, and corrects this belief). 

IL TU0 LIBRO ho letto (, non il suo) 

'Your book I read (, not his) 

([taJian, Rizzi 19955) 

Both topic and fwus are argued to involve A'- constructions, but wheteas topics involve 

resumptive clitics, foçalized constituents disallow hem, as illustrated in (9). 

(9) * IL TU0 LIBRO Io ho comprato (, non il suo) 

'Your book 1 bought it (, not his) 

(Italian, Rizzi lW5:8) 

This. coupled with the fact that a topic does not give nse to weak crossover, which is çonsistently 

detectable with focus, points to the major conclusion that focus is 'quantificational' while topic is 

not. Rizzi's (1995/97) analysis for contrastive focus then is very much in Iüie with Kiss' (1995b, 

1998). 

5.1 -3 Zu bizarreta (1 998) 

In a vein reminiscent of  Kiss (1995b, 1998). Zubizarreta ( 1998) equates focus in a 

statement with that part of statement that substitutes for the wh-phrase in the context question 

(see also Kiss 1 998). The author further distinguishes betuç-een new information (presen tational) 

focus and contrastive focus. The conclusions with regards to the syntax and semantics of these 

two types of focus are strikingly similar to those presented in section 5.1 - 1. and wiII not be 

discussed in any detail here. lnstead, we brïefly outline Zubizarreta's analysis for contrastive 

focus, since it bears interestingly on the Romanian da t a  

In this theory, contrastive focus is argued to have two effects. It negates the value 

assigned to a variable in the context statement (as indicated by the implicit or expficit negative tag 



associateci with contrasiive focus), and at the same time. it introduces an alternative value for 

such a variable. Consider for illustration the contrastive utterance and its context statement (in 

square brackets) in (10): 

( 10) John is wearïng a RED shirt today (not a blue shin). 

[Joh,n is wearing a blue shirt today.] 

(Zubizaneta 199817) 

Zubizarreta (1998) further discusses prophes of the preverbd field in Spanish and 

Italian and concludes that the two Ianguages have different structural reaiizations for focus. For 

Spanish, the author argues for a "generalized TP analysis", proposing that "within a view of 

syntactic structure in which heads consisi of features that need to be checked againsr other heads, 

languages with a general~zed TP rnay be said to allow a certain amount of feature syncretism." 

(Zubizarreta 1998: 100). Consequently, Tense is viewed as a syncretic category (in the sense of 

Giorgi and Pianesi 1996), in which the feature T(ense) may combine with discourse-based 

functional features such as topic, focus, or emphasis, yieiding the syntactic categories Thopic, 

T/fmiis Thnphasis. Such an analysis is argued to be desirable in Mew of Chomsky's ( 1  995) 

minimalist approach to syntactic structure, since feature syncretism will ensure a minimal 

structure in a given derivation. In Spanish, different types of wnstituents rnay oçcupy Spec,TP: 

topics, ernphatics, foçused phrases (including wh-phrases) and subjects. T is thus seen to play a 

crucial role in checking nominative Case, as well as discourse-based features that belong to the 

oufer layer of the clausal structure. However, a phrase may not check more than one type of 

feature in a dven specifier-head configuration. In other words, a phrase may not simultanmiisly 

check an inûinsically gammatical feaîure such as Case and a discourse-based feature such as 

'topic', 'ernphasis', or 'focus'. Moreover, while there can be several topics in Spanisb, at most 

one fwictional 'focus' feature is allowed per sentence for focus-checking purposes. For Italian, on 

the other han4 a different anaiysis is adopted. It is argued, following Belleâîi and Shlonsky 



(1 995), that Spec,TP is occupied exclusiveiy by the subject and that fionted focused phrases, 

emphatics and topics are leA-dislocated (that is, they occupy a position above TP). Several 

differences between Spanish and ltalian support such a dichotomy. For exarnple, in contrast to 

Spanish, 1 talian disallows VSO word order and post-verbal su bjects are right-dislocatd where 

rightdislùcation is derived fiom lefidislocation via lefhard adjunction ( foUowing Kayne 1 994). 

These facts suggest that in Italian, nominative Case must always be checked overtly in Sptx,TP. 

ii-oreover. in [taliant but not in Spanish, the preverbd focused or emphatic constituent need not 

be adjacent to the verb. Zubizarreta ( 1998) cites the examples in ( 1 1 ). 

(1 1 ) a QUESTO Gianni ti dira (non quelio che pensavi). 

this Gianni to-you will-say (not what &ou) thought) 

(Italian, Rizzi 1995:48) 

b. Quaicosa, di sicuro, io fafi. 

something surely 1 will do 

(Italian, Cinque 1990: 15) 

These facts are taken to suggest that [talian has a Focus or Emphasis projection located between 

CP and TP (cf Rizzi 1995/97). In effect, the fùnctionai feature T in Italian cannot constitute a 

syncretic category with the fùnctional feature 'topic', 'focus' or 'emphasis' (as is argued for 

Spanish). 

To sum up, Zubizarreta views focus as a syntactk feature incorporated onto T in 

generalized TP languages, such as Spanish, while allowing for the projection of a Focus Phrase in 

languages for which there is enough ernpirical evidence to support a distinct Focus head (Le., 

Italian). 



5.1.4 ErteschikShir (1997) 

Erteschik-Shir (1997) uses the tenn focus structure (f-structure) to characterize structural 

descriptions (SDs) annotated for topic and focus constituents. F-structure feeds both PF. since this 

level provides cxplicit phonetic intonation, as well as semantics (Le., it is and visible to 

both). F-smcture theory is a pragrnatic theory which is conçerned with felicity conditions on the 

relation between sentences and context. Thus, the fhction ' topic' can only be assigied to 

constituents which are aiready in the hearer's attention. Focus is show to be of two types. New 

infomation/preslentaîional foçus ('ptain7 focus in die authot's t;emunotogy), which is detined as 

"the (intension of a) constituent c of S which the speaker intends to direct the attention of hislher 

hearer(s) to, by uttehg S." (Erteschik-Shir 1997: 1 I ). This type of focus is a discourse property 

which is assigned to a constituent in a context of conversation- Contrastive focus (operator focus) 

is argued to be contextually constrained to oc- only if a contrast set is available- In (12), for 

example, if 'PETER' is to be interpreted cuntrastiveiy, {Susan' Peter) must be members of a 

contextuaily defined set. 

( 12) Speaker A: You saw Susan at the party. 

Speaker B: No, I didn't see SUSAN, I saw PETER. 

(Erteschik-Shir 1997: 12 1 ) 

Contrastive foci are by definition metalinguistic, since a previous utterance (possibly implied) is 

being objected to. ~Moreover, contrastive focus is asswned to be unique, since one cannot object 

to more than one implied utterance at a t h e .  Erteschik-Shü (1997:121) €ûrther suggests the 

f-stnicture in ( 13 b) for the sentence in (1 3a) with a contrastive interpretation. 

(13) a. A MAN is intelligent. 

b. [ [is intelligent] FOC 



Under a contrastive interpretation, (13a) means "a man, not a woman, is intelligentn In (13b). 

'Lis intelligent]Foc' refers to plain (i-e-, non-operator). while 'a man F ~ '  refers to contrastive (1.e.. 

operator) focus and is part of a contextually defined set. The second line of the Gstnicture 

indicates the other member of the contrast set - 'the woman' - (which is not overt), without which 

the sentence is unïnterpretable. In other words, if XP is to be interpreted contrastively, XP must 

be a member of a contextually defined set, which set acts like a topic and is restrictive. 

Metalingusic foci then, evoke contrastive sets thaî provide the topic for the subordhate 

(metalinguistic) f-structure. 

To sum up. Erteschik-Shir (1997) essentially views operator focus as a unique 

metalinguistic focus. The conîrasted element is a rnember of a topic set and i s  consequently, at 

least impliable to the hearer (Le., it does not consist of new information, it only 

pinpointdidentifies a unique element of the old/metalinguistic information). 

5.1.5 Some conclusions 

The conclusions h t  can be drawn fiom the analyses presented above point to a 

distinction between two types of focus at least with respect to fùnction and positioning within the 

sentence. On the one hanci there is  the new information, presentaîional type of focm usually 

deeply embedded within the IP, whch coincides with the rhematic/asserted domain of the 

sentence (see chapter 3). Presentational focus is q u i r e d  as a result of specific sentence 

partitioning, yielding desired information structures in various languages. This type of focus is 

praqmatically conditioned. Therefore, the lexical items which represent new information in a 

sentence are not marked for the featue [+ focus] and do not require special licensing conditions. 

On the other han4 there is the operator foçus, which requises special licensing conditions and 

seems to be a properiy of several levels of pmmar. Cross-linguistically. it is marked in a nurnber 

of ways: ( i )  by intonation (i.e.. phonology), (ii) by aflixation (i-e.. morpholo~),  or (iii) by 

structural position (i.e., syntactic). Some authors accept the possibility of CO-existence among the 



types of scope-rnarking mentioned above (Kiss 1 995b, 1 998, R i z i  1 995/97), others see i t solely 

as a vroperty of phonoloey (Erteschik-Shir 1997). Déchaine (1998)- argues that in-situ focus 

(intonational, afixai) and fixas-movement do not both realize a syntactic [+ focus] feature in one 

and the same 1anpag.e. Déchaine ( 1998) proposes that Focus involves the marking of prominence 

via the application of  Move, where Move applies either to syntactic or phonological forma1 

features. but never to bot??. 

Operator focus afTects the iruth-îùnctional conditions o f  the sentence and scopes over a 

proposition. In the cases and languages presented so far. it ticenses operator-variable chahs. 

Consequentiy. it is taken to be quantificational in nature. Furthmore, contrastive focus is 

irniyrre, since one cannot object to more than one irnpiied utterance at a time (cf. Erteschik-Shir 

1997, Kiss 1995, Zubizarreta 1998, among ohers). The uniqueness of contrastive focus is 

semantic in nature. 

In tenns of  material that belongs to the lefi periphery of the sentence. contrastive focus is 

to be distinguished fiom topics, both syntactically and semantically. While topidi ty represents 

an 'aboutness' relation, refeming to constituents the sentence is mie of, contrastive focus 

represents an aboutness relation which is unique- W l e  both topics and contrastive focus seem to 

raise and sape over the IP they are base-senerateci in, topics do not seem to require special 

licensing conditions. A lexical item (LD can be interpreted as a topic solely as  a result of a 

c-command relationship, usually resolved via scrambling. Contrastively focused Lls, on the other 

hand, require more tfian just c-comrnand, k i n g  subject to specific licensing conditions. We will 

see that contrastively focused Lls, in contrast to topics, also cluster together with other 

quanti f i d o n a l  operators (Le. wh-phrases and bare quanti fiers) for a number of syntactic tests- 

The question is whether a syntactic feature [+ focus] is present cross-linguistically on al1 

contrastively focused lexical items, irrespective of markïng type. Ln other words, is it the case that 

when a lexical item is interpreted as contrastive and its prominence is rnarked phonologically or 

rnorphologically, the respective LI also bears a syntactic [+ focus] feature? 



A relaîeâ question refers to the specifics of the [+ focus] syntactic fe;aure and the extent 

to which gammatical fünctions are configurationally disthguished. Generaily speakin~, the 

literature follows two major directions, essentially centered around the issue of whether focus 

should be viewed as a syntactic head projecting its own phrase (cf. Kayne 1998, Kiss I995b, 

1998, Rizzi 1997, Russell and Reinholot 1996, among others), or a syntactic featufe incorporating 

onto a hctional head (cf. Brody 1995, Horvath 1996, Motapanyane 1995? 2000. Zubizarreta 

1998- among others). We wiIl attempt to answer these questions, at least for Romanian, in the 

course of this chapter. 7 

5.2 Inaoductory temarks on contrastive focus in Romanian 

In Romanian, conîrastive focus denotes a closed set (or member) of contextually or 

situationally given elements for which the predicate phrase a d l y  holds. ln (14), h e  

contrastively focused constituent pe MIHAI delimits the predicate phrase 'I have called' to 

uniquely hold only of 'Mihai'. 

(14) Pe MIHAïi I i - i m  Stngat ti (.nu pe Ion). ' 
PE blihai; CL.3SG.ACC.Mi-AUX. 1 SG called t, (not PE Ion) 

'It is Mihai 1 cailed, (not Ion).' 

Syntactically, the contrastively focused elment acts as an operator, moving into a scope 

position in the preverbal field. In (1 4), sape-taking is signalled prosodical~y, by emphasis (higher 

pitch), as well as syntaçtically, by movement. Descriptively speaking, movement of the 

1 Throughout this chapter when we refer to 'focus' we have in mind contrastive focus (Le., 
operator foçus) unless otherwise specified. 

X We translate Romanian contrastive focus with English clefis, in view of the semantic 
equivalence of the two. This is also consistent with other authors working on focus in Romanian 
(cf. Comilescu 1 997, Gobbel 1 996, Motapanyane 1994a, b, in press); see also discussion in Rooth 
( 1  996). Note a h  that Romanian lacks cl& çonsîructions; for an analysis, see Motapanyane (in 
press). 



contrastively focused element into the p r e v d  position is not obiigatory. Consider the examples 

in ( 1  5), illustrative of argument tocus (Lambrecht IYYJ), in which the contrastively focused 

element either raises (see 15a), or stays ln-situ (see 15b)- Prosodical marlang (prowd~c stress) 1s 

obligatory in both cases. 

Q: Has daci come home? 

a. MAMA; a vemt t; 

mother-the; ALX.3SG corne t 

'11 1s moher hai has come home. ' 

aca& (si nu tata). 

home (and not father-the) 

b. A venit MAMA a- (si nu tata). 

AUX-JSCI corne momer-the home [and not fder-mej 
-- 
-it  is mother tiiat has corne nome.' 

ln ( 1  5a) and (1  5b), the presuppositron provided by the (irnplicrt or expliat) context thai 'dad has 

come home', 1s corrected n a  the use of contrasbve focus. 'I'he consbtuent that is contrashveiy 

Locused is the argument nmmu 'mother'. Lhe tniîh-funchonai conditions of the sentence are 

cixuiged by negating the fact haî 'father' holds of the predicare phase, whiie at the same time 

asserting the validity of 'wming home' to hold only of 'rnother'. Y 

9 Crinstitrients thnt ;ve: Uitqreted contrastively çan al- be lexically marked For example. 
in (i) there ic no prnwdiç ctwcc nn mnmo 'mothet' but a particle denoting uniqrieness d s ;  ta he 
used. As (ic) indicates, however, a contrastive reading cannot be obtained in the absence of both 
prosodic and lexical marking irrespective of the syntactic positioning of the argument manru 
'mother'. 

(i ) Q: Has dad corne home? 
a. [DoarNumai mamali a 

[onlyljust mother-the); AUX3SG 
($ nu tata). 
(and not father-the) 
' 1 t is only/just mother that has come home. ' 

venit t, 
come t, 

ac& 
home 

A venit [doar/numai marna] acad (si nu tata). 
AUX.3SG come [only/just mother-the] home (and not father-the) 
' It is only/just rnother th* has come home. ' 



Lam brech t ( 1 994) distinguishes between argument-, predicate-, and sentence- focus. 

Contrastive focus in Romanian is equivaient to Lambrecht's (1994) argument focus kind, while 

the other two types are instances of presentational focus, as shown in (16). 

predicate-focus (~resentational focus) : 

Q: What happened to mother? 

Marna, a venit t, 

mother-the, AUX3 SG wme ti 

' f f  It is mother that has come home.' 

' Mother Cr- has come home]. ' 

sentence- focus (presentational focus) : 

acasii (# ~i nu tata)- 

home (and not father-the) 

Q: Whaî happened? 

A venj t marna a& ( f :  si nu tata). 

AUX.3SG corne mother-the home (and not father-the) 

' 3  It's mother that has come home.' 

'rra, Mother has come home]. 

( 1  6a) and ( 16b) are both instances o f  presentational focus in Romanian. In (1 Ga), it is the 

predicate that constitutes new information, The %ment nranto 'moiher', having praiously k e n  

introduced in the discourse, acts as a topic, therefore licensing SV, and cannot be interpreted as 

either presentationai o r  contrastive focus. in (16b), the whole sentence represents new 

information and al1 the sentence constituents are part of the presentationhovelty. In this case. the 

argument niama 'mother' cyinot raise to the preverbal position, but has to stay in situ and the 

word order is VS. Presentational focus c m  also be realized as Lambrecht's argument-focus 

argument. For clarification, consider (17) in which the argument niamu 'mother' represents new 

c. # (Mama) a venit (marna) acae (si nu tata). 
mother-the AUX.3SG corne mother-the home (and not father-the) 
' It is (only/just) mother that has come home.' 



informario* acting as a presentational focus. In this case, the word order is VXPS, where XP has 

scrambled across the subject lefi in situ (see discussion in chapter 3). 

( 1 7) aument-focus (~resentational focus) : 

Q: Who has corne home? 

a A venit acaG marna 

ALX.3SG corne home rnother-the 

b. # Marna a venit acaa  

mother-the AUX.3SG corne home 

'Mother came home / Mother did' 

A cornparison between ( ]Wb) and (17) highlights the fact that presentationahew infonnation 

focus in Romanian does aot have the syntax, semantics or phonolo~caYmorphologid properties 

of conîrastive focus. Eiernents that represent new information stay in-situ in their base-generated 

position (within the VP) and do not rnake statements about the truth or correctness of the 

presupposition. Furthmore, new information focus is not prosodically stressed. 

These focus distinctions are somewhat obscur4 in English, where (for the most part) a 

preverbal subject constraint conceals information structure. Contrastive focus. however. does 

have a syntactic impact (i-e., the cleft constmction) even in a laquage norrnally referred to as 

havïng ngid word order, such as Engiish. ' O  A sentence such as, I f  ts your book ihar I hare reod 

(nor his), presupposes that you believe haî 1 have reaà something different from your book and 

corrects this belief. It couid not be felicitously uttered as conveying non-contrastive new 

intonnation, narneiy. as an answer to the question *what did you rad?'. 

10 Ptccording to Vdlduvi ( I W O ) ,  English in-situ focus does not force a presupposition, 
while cleh do. 



5.2.1 Previous a n a m  conceming the Romanian preverbol field 

As mentioned in chapter 2. the Romanian preverbai field allows for a number of word 

order sequençes provided the fionted noun phrase c m  acquire the required interpretatiori, namely, 

topicality or contrastive focus. We briefly mention some of the analyses available to interpret 

these empirical facts before proceeding with our own discussion on contrastive focus. 

Following Cinque ( 1 990). Dobrovie-Sorin ( 1 990b, 1994a) discusses lefi-dislocation 

structures in Romanian, Her main concern is to show that these structures do. in façt involve 

movement (as against Cinque IWO) .  She argues that a distinction shouid be kept between clitic 

left dislocation stnictures (CLLD), (as in 18a), and the English type of lefl dislocation (ELD), (as 

in 18b). 

(18) a Pe Ioni 1;-am iniilnit (* pe eI;) and trecut, 

PE Ion CL.~SG.ACC.IM-ALrX.3SG met PE him year last 

'1 met John last year' 

b. (Cit despre) Ion;, (pe el;) nu li-am vanit 

as for Ion PE him not CL.3SG.ACC.M -hbX.3SG seen 

de and trecut. 

of year last 

'(As for) John, I haven't seen him since last yeu' 

(DobroMe-Sonn 1 990b) 

Dobrovie-Sorin argues there is obligatory 'connectivity' in CLLD (Le., the dislocated element 

behaves as if it occupied the argumentai position with which it is coindexed). In these structures 

the sentence-intenial element can only be a clitic, and we observe that an emphatic pronom is 

ruled out (see 18a). This follows under the assumption that 'pe ion' is base-generated within the 

clause and undergoes movernent into the lefi periphq.  Given that with ELDs an ernphatic 

pronom, which is asswned to be coindexed with the sentence-internai position, is gammatical 

(see 18b), the lefi-dislocated constituent is not analyzed as base-genemted in the sentence-interna1 



position. Moreover, Dobrovie-Sorin notices another distinguishing syntiicbc property between 

CLLD and ELD constructions in Romanian: the left dislocated element of CLLD, can be of any 

maximal category and t h e  is no theoretid lirnit to the number of disloçated elements in this 

construction. ELDs, on the other hanci, essentially allow for leftdislocated NPs only and only one 

at a tirne. Dobrovie-Sonn's conclusion is that, while ELDs do not rely on movement, CLLD 

structures do so- 

In her discussion on the Romanian pre-verbal segment, Motapanyane ( lW&i,b, 1995) 

argues for a clear hierarchy for topic and focus. The author suegens that constinients preceding 

the interrogaîive morpheme oarc, base-generated within CP (foliowing Rudin 1992), occupy a 

topic position whereas those following oare hold a focus clause-intemal position. In the 

exampies in ( 19), the constituent in topic, preceding m e ,  bears linle stress and carries old 

information, while the constituent in foc- following oare, conveys new information, bears the 

main sentence stress and renders a wntrastive r&g. ' '- '' 

( 1  9) a. Scrisorile, oare ieti le-a pnmit Ion? 

the letters Q ~ a e f d a v  them has received John 

(sau azi j 

(or todq9 

'As for the letters, was it yesterday that John received them, (or today)?' 

" Arguments for topic as the l h o a  elernerrt coma k m  a h e ~  anas of'stndy, a, w d l  a, 
cross-linpistic evidence; for example, Biiring (1998) argues that the only restriction on topic 
placement in German is that topic has to precede focus (see also Rizzi 1 99W97 for Italian). Farkas 
and Kazazis ( 1  980) notice that, in Romanian, clitics in the pre-verbal field are ordered according 
to Topicality: the most t op id  clitic always preçeding the less topical clitic. 

I I  Note, however, that oare can appear in other positions within the clause. The occurrence 
of oare in (i) suggests it might be an insufficient diagnostic for pragmatic clause partitioning. 

(i) (Oare) scnsorile, (oare) ieri (oare) le-a primit 
(Q) the letters (Q) Y&=* (Q) them has received 
(oare) Ion (oare)? 

(QI John (QI 
' Was it yesterday that John rtxeïved the letters?' 



b. Ieri w scrison a prirnit Ion? (sau colet) 

yesterday Q letters has received John (or parcel) 

'Yesterday, was it letters that John received, (or a parcel)?' 

(Motapanyane 1 994b: 729) 

The distinction between the fbctions of pre-verbai positions is then esiablished in Motapanyane 

as follows: topicalized elements appear in Spec,CP, a slot which also hosts wh-elements. The 

subject position is the argumental Spec,IP (in a non-split IP) and the focus position is adjoined to 

1'. irnmediately beIow (see (20)). 

Motapanyane M e r  assumes that dislocation to topic does not involve movernent (cf. Cinque 

1990 and in contrast to Dobrovie-Sorin 1990b. 1994a) since topics do not licence parasitic gaps 

and do not display subjacency violations. Insofar as focus is concerned, specific NPs Üt focus 

behave like topics and are, therefore, taken to be base-generated there and not to quali@ as 

structural operators; on the ottier hand, indefinite NPs and bare quantifiers in fwus are shown to 

create Operator-variable chahs. 

Motapanyane (2000) reinterpets the analyses of earlier studies in a Minùnalist light- The 

author points out that [+ focus] has an unexpected syntactic impact for a semantic, non-categorial 

feahire and argues that [+ fmus] features combine with the semantically related formal features: 

[+ wh] and [tense]. This hypothesis lads to a parametric approach with two possible settings for 



focus: (i) [focuslwh] (as, for example, in English); (ii) [focus/tenseJ (as in Romanian). 

Motapanyane M e r  claims that the p r m c e  of a [+ focus) f m e  does not trigger the 

projection of a hctional head in Romanian, Since clauses are Tense projections (following 

Chomsky 1995), focus \vil1 target a position within TP. namely Spec, TP. Following a recent 

version of Checking ttieoxy that allows for projections with multiple Specifiers (Chornsiq 1995), 

the author argues that fionting to focus in Romanian undergoes the derivation in (2 1 ). 

blotapanyane's (1998) analysis for Romanian i s  sunilar in spirit to the one proposed by 

Zubizarreta ( 1 998) for Spanish. However, Motapanyane disîinguishes wh-rnovement fiom 

focus-movement in Romanian. Wh-elernents check their focus feature against T, but raise fùrther 

to Spec,CP where they check their [+ wh] features. Focused elements move only as Far as 

Comilescu ( 1 997), following Rizzi ( 1 995/97), argues for the existence of a Topic- Focus 

articulation in the Romanian declarative sentence- The author assumes that a constituent endowed 

with topic or focus fearures must end up in a Spec-Head configuration with Topic or Focus. The 

respective constituent moves to the pre-verbal 'initial' field sa that checking of features can 

occur. in this analysis, operator focus is taken to be quantificationai in contrast to topic. 13 

Gobbel (1996), as cited in Kiss (1998), claims that the Romanian operator focus is 

ed-iaustive], [+ conirastive] and argues that it is preposed into Spec-Pol(ariiy). Gobbel fùrther 

claims that the use of an operator focus is possible only if the domain o f  contrast is a closed set of 



individuals known to the participants of the discourse. As the following examples demonstrate, 

the phrase nurnai pe Ion 'only Ion' is fomuiated as a contrastive focus in Spec-PoIP when 

identiw ng a subset of the set pe ion si pe Iwna 'Ion and loana', as in (22 b). 

(22) a. Am a u z i t  cà i-ai invitat pe ton si pe loana 

A U X  1 SG heard that CL-AUX-2SG invited PE Ion and FE Ioana 

' 1 heard you invited Ion and loana.' 

b. Lpdp NUMAI PE ION 1-am Cvp invitat]] 

only PE Ion CL-ALX. 1 SG invited 

'It is only Ion 1 invited.' 

However. numai pe /on 'only Ion' can only be used as an information focus in-situ when 

identimng a subset of the set nidg musaf;ri 'many guests'- This follows since nrulp nrusafri 

'many guests' does not denote a closed set whose members are known to the participants of  the 

discourse. Consider the examples in (23), where numai pe ion 'oniy Ion' cannot be interpreted as 

contrastive focus (23b), but only as information focus (23c). 

(23) a Am auzit cii ai 

AL%. 1 SG heard that AUX.2SG 

'1 heard that you invited many guests.' 

invitat multi musafiri. 

invited many guests 

b. if WMAi PE ION 1-am rVP invitat]] 

oniy PE Ion CL-AUX. 1 SG invited 

'It is only Ion 1 invited.' 

L-am [vp invitat numai pe Ion]. 

CL-AUX. 1 SG invi ted only PE Ion 

'1 only invited Ion.' 

(adapted h m  G6bbel 1996, cited in Kiss 1 W8:268) 

13 In Comilescu (20001, however, the author argues that no FocP is needed in Romanian. 
The feature [+ f l ,  being interpetive, will be checked as a fke rider in the A-bar-/A-projections in 



5.2.2 Summing up Pandora's box 

Several concluding remarks can be made with respect to the analyses illustrated above. 

The main issues targetteci are whether topics involve movement or base-generation, whether 

[+ focus] as a syntactic feature is licensed in its own fùnctional projection or parasiticaily, and 

whether focus is distinct fiom other quantification-like elernents or not- Essentially. al1 analyses 

implicitly or explicitly asswne a distinction between presentationai and contrastive focus, as well 

as between topic and contrasiive focus. 

At this point in our discussion, we are clear on the following insofar as contrastïve focus 

in Romanian is concerned: 

(i) Contrastive focus is unique, is prosodicalty marked, undergoes operator movement to the 

lefi periphev (appears preverbally), and affects the tmth-fiuictional conditions of a sentence. 

Contrastive focus requires specific licensing conditions. We, therefore, assume that contrastive 

focus is associated with a [+ focus] forma1 feature; 

( i i) Presen tational focus does not involve movemen t from i ts base-generated position and 

does not require special licensing conditions. Consequently, we assume it is a discourse propeity, 

not associated with a [i- ficus] formal feature. 

(i) and (ii) are summed up in the table in (24). 

wliich the NP fmds itself at LF for other semantic or syntactic reasons, 

v 

Opera&or 
(movement) FF maricd fùnctionai values of S 

[+ focus] Uniquemess Prosodicaily Affects tmth- 



On the other hana we have intrduceû a number of issues which we need to fhther 

address in the hope of clarifjhg: 

(i) Whaî is the relationship between focus and other sentence initial operators in Romanian? 

- the relationship between focus and topic; 

- the relationship betweem focus and quantifiers; 

- the relationship between focus and wh-phrases. 

(ii) M a t  is the nature of  the licensing condition for the [+- focus] feature in Romanian? 

- does the [A fwus] formal feature incorporate on an already present non-substantive head (i-e., a 

functionai head), or is there evidence for a distinct Focus head? 

- is the [ifocus] feanire present as a y t a c t i c  feature on the lexical item, or only on the 

non-substantive head? 

- is the [+ focus] feature selectiond or non-seledonal? 

(iii) How do we acçount for optionaiity of pteyerbal versus postverbal occurrence in a theory 

in which movement for the purposes of feature-checking is exclusiveIy overt? 

A fim step in answering the above queries involves a description of the empincai 

properties of contrastively focused elements in Romanian. 

5.3 Pmperties of contrastive focus and other sentence-initial elements in 

Romanian 

As discussed in the previous chapters, Romanian is a language with basic VSO and v e h  

movement into Inflection. Therefore, material surfacing in the preverbal field is related to the IP- 

C P domain. In chapter 4, we argueci thaî wh-phrases target SpecJP in Romanian, which is a scope 

position. and that topicalized material appears below Co. Aside From topicalized materiai and wh- 

phrases, elernents that target the lefi-periphery (preverbal field) in Romanian include quanti fiers 

and contrastively focused phrases. These are al1 operators that raise to an A-bar position to scope 



o v a  the sentence. In this section, we discuss the interaction between these elements, with 

ernphasis on focus movement. 

5.3.1 The verbaijacency requinment 

As with wh-phrases. focused elernents can only move into a position irnrnediatety to the 

lefi of the verbal cornplex, which comprises the r a i d  verb plus m y  clitic material. This 1s a 

characteristic common to both main and ernbedded clauses irrespective of the clause type. The 

verb-adjacency requirernent - a temi we use as a descriptive generalization - manifesteci by foçus 

(25) a MASINA, vrea Victor ti, nu caSa 

mi want.3SG Victor t, not house 

'ït's a car uiat Victor wants, not a house.' 

b. Am spus cii VICTOR, n-a 

AUX. 1 SG said that Victor; not-AUX.3 SG 

(nu Ion). 

not Ion 

' 1  said it was Victor that hadn't come home, not Ion.' 

venit ti a c a  

corne ti home 

The examples in (26), where the presence of material intewening between the fronted focused 

element and the verbal complex disnipts the required adjacency. resuît in ungrammaticality in 

both the main and embedded clauses. 

(26) a * MASIN& Victor, vrea tJti, nu Casa. 

car, Victorj want.3SG tj t, not house 

'It's a car thai Victor wants, not a house.' 



b. *Am s p ~ s  Cà VICTORi acasij, n-a venit 

AUX. 1 SG said that Victoq homej not-ALrX.3 SG corne 

t; tj (, nu [on). 

t; tj (, not [on) 

'1 said it was Victor that hadn't corne home (, not Ion).' 

The same adjacency is observed wi th fionted bare quanti fiers (indefinite negatives or 

affirmatives); consider the examples in (271, in which material intervening between the fionted 

quantifier and the verbal complex is mIed out. 

(27) a. Negative indefinites: 

Nirnic, (* Petre) nu ~e t i (Petre). 

nothhg (* Petre) not know.3SG t i (Petre) 

' Petre doesn't know anything,' 

b. Affmative indefinites: 

Cineva, (* la usa) Sa stea t; depazii (la u@)- 

somebodyi (at door) SUBJ. stay t; of guard (at door) 

'Somebody should guard the door.' 

Recall that topicalized material is under no such adjacency restriction in Romanian. 

Topicalized phrases may precede wh-phrases, fionted bare quantifiers and focused çonstituents in 

any order and any (processable) amomt. For exarnple, in (28a), the topicalized direct object pe 

Vicior 'Victor' precedes the fionted wh-phrase, while in (28b), it pcecedes the bare quantifier 

ninteni 'nobody'. In (28c), two topics precede the focused NP c.~R? 'books'. immediately 

adjacent to the verbal complex. 

(28) a Pe Victor, cinq- l asteapta t, ti la aeroport? 

PE Victori whoj-CL.3SG.ACC.M wait.3SG tj ti at airport 

'Who's gohg to wait for Victor at die airport?' 



b. Pe Victor; nimenii nu 1-a v k t  5 ti a f i  

PE Victori nobodyjnot CL.3SG.ACC.M-AL'X.3SG seen tj t, outside 

'Nobody has seen Victor outside.' 

c. ~ i h a i ~  Ioaneik CAR., i-a citit t, tk t,' 

Mihaij IoanaDATk booksi CL.3 SG-DAT-AUX.3SG read tj ti; t, 

nu ziare. 

not newspapers 

'Ifs books that Mihai read to Ioana, not newspapers.' 

To sum up, fronted focused constituents require adjacency with the verbal cornplex. a property 

shared by other indefinites (such as bare quantifiers and wh-phrases). Topics, on the other hand, 

do not manifest this requirement. It could be argued that definiteness is the factor responsible for 

the adjacency effect, Note, however, that contmstively focused definite NPs show the same 

adjacency requirement as indefinite focus. This is illustrated in (29); '' 

(29) a. Ie r i  (lui Mihai) MAMA, i-a citit 

y esterday (hlihai-DAT) mother-the, CL.3 SG. DAT-AUX.3SG read 

ti (lui Mihai), nu tata 

t i (Mihaï-DAT) not dad-the 

b. * teri MAMAi lui Mihai, i-a citit 

yesterday mother-thei Mihai.DATj CL.3SG.DA-ï-ACIX.3SG read 

ti tj, nu tata 

t, tj , not dad-the 

'It is mom that r a d  to Mihai yesteriiay, not dad.' 

(29b) is un-rrammatical, since the argument hi Mshai 'to h4ihai' interferes between the fionted 

focused constituent and the verb. We retum to this issue in section 5.3.3. 

1-4 Recall that, in Romanian, definite marking on ferninine noms in the singdar is achieved 
by vowel alternation fiom 4, a stresseci schwa which marks the bare form. to -a, an open 
rounded back vowel, which marks the definite enclitic. 



5.3.2 Complementary distrtbution 

An imrnediate consequence of the adjacency requirement presented above, is that 

contrastively focused elements cannot co-occur in the preverbal field alongside wh-phrases and 

bare quantifiers, since al1 compete for verbadjacency. Let us consider the examples in (30). 

(30) a * Pe cinej nimeni, n-a \.nit sii vad5 t, 

PE who, nobodyinot-AUX.3SG wanted SUBJ. see t; 

'Whorn did nobody want to see?' 

b. * Cine\* pe cinq woia Sa loveascà 

somebody, PE whoj want.3SG.PAST SUBJ. hit 

'Who did sornebody want to hit?' 

C. * U n d ~  MIHAIi pleacii t i f k  , (nu Ion)? 

w h e r ~  Mihait 1eakre.3SG ri ti; (not Ion) 

'* Where is it that it is rilihai that is leaving for (rather than Ion)?' 

d. * VICTORi CU nimicj nu m-a deranjat t; t,. 

Victorj with nothing, not CL. 1 SG.ACC.-AUX.3SG bothered t, t, 

'It was Victor that didn't bother me with anything.' 

In (3Oa). the wh-phrase pe cine 'whom' camot  CO-occur with the negative bare quantifier riinlem 

'nobody' in the preverbal field. In (30b), the affirmative indefinite cineva 'çorneone' cannot 

precede the wh-element. That bare quantifiers can neither preceûe nor follow 

wh-phrases in the initial field in Romanian is a direct consequence of  the verb-adjacency 

requirement operative on both types o f  constituents- (30cd) illustrate the interaction of  wh- 

elements and bare quantifiers with a preverbal contrastive focus. Since al1 of  these operators 

compete for a vd-adjacent position, they cannot co-owur in the left periphery of  the sentence. 

Notice, however, that al1 o f  the sentences in (30) become fully grammatical if only one of 

the operators surfaces prevehally. In other words, the semantics of the sentences in (30) can be 

saved with the correct structural arrangement. This is illustrated throughout (3 1). 



(31) a Pe cinq vroia s5 loveasCà cineva tj ? 

PE whoj wanted SUBJ. hit somebody ti 

'Who did somebody want to  hit?' 

b. Under; pleacà MIHAI t,. (nu Ion)? 

wherq, leave.3SG Mihai tk (not Ion) 

'Where is it that blihai is l ab ing  for (rather than Ion)?' 

c. Cu nirnicj nu m-a deranjat VICTOR t,. 

with nothingj not CL. 1 SG.ACC.-ALX.3SG bothered Victor tj 

'It was Victor that didn't bther me with anything.' 

d. VICTORi nu m-a deranjat ti CU nimic. 

Vidori not CL. 1 SG.ACC.-AUX.3 SG bothered with nothing 

'Ir was Victor that didn7t bother me with anything.' 

R e d  that we mentioned in our introductory remarks on contrastiveIy focused elements 

in Romanian, that the focused phrase need not occupy the preverbal field; however, irrespective 

of whether it surfaces immediately adjacent to the verb or in situ, the wntrastively foçused 

constituent is always phonologically marked- This flexibility is also shared by bare quantifiers, 

wh-phrases being the only operators that require compulsory (visible) rnovement. I S  

We foilow Kayne (1998) and suggest that the adjacency requisement manifested by bare 

quantifiers, wh-phrases, and focused constituents is indicative of a specifier-head relationship 

between these r a i d  operators and the functional head they target. In chapter 4. we argued that in 

Romanian the [+ wh] feaiure incorporates onto Io, making SpecJP the host for raised wh-phrases. 

In kiew of their complementarity of distribution in the preverbal field, we suggest that dl 

operators requiring special licensing conditions, such as a specifier-head relationship with Io (Le.. 

15 Romanian does not allow wh-in-situ (see discussion in chapter 4). 



the verbal cornplex) undergo movement to Spec,lP. l6 Questions arise concerning the nature of 

this movement (A or A-bar), and its optionality in some cases. 

For wh-phrases we argued that the presence o f  a selectional [+ wh] feature on both the 

fùnctional head Io and the wh-phrases engenders feature-checking in a specifier-head relationship 

and consequently second merge (movernent) in SpecJP. The dichotomy selectional versus non- 

selectional features (or, strong versus weak for that matter) works nicely up to the point of 

'optionality7. How is it thaî a cornputaiional system hctioning according to econorny principles 

cari allow for optionality and, implicitly, obviation o f  economy? In Chomsky (1995), strong 

features are checked prior to Spell-Out, while weak features are checked at LF; this follows fiom 

the principle of Procrastinate which roughly States that feahire-checking can be postponed unti l 

LF whenever possible (LF checking being more economical). Optionality of movement, present 

in a nurnber of languages other than Romanian (for example. Italian, Rizzi 1995197. Greek, 

Tsimpli 1995) has to be captured as an underspecification o f  the stronglweak dichotomy, king 

viewed as the result of LF raising (for Romanian, see Gobbel 1996, blotapanyane 1998a, 2000). 

This account, however, violates principles of economy, which require that focus movement 

should always procrastinate in languages with this option. In any case, LF raising for feature- 

checking is untenabIe under our w e n t  analysis which assumes al1 feature-dnven movement to 

be overt (see discussion in chapters 1, 2, and 4). '' R d 1  that we assume formal f e .  are 

either selectional. in which case they require checking in a strict locaiity relationship (such as, 

specifier-head for XPs). and nigger movement, or non-selectional, in which case they only 

require feature-matching but no movement. Whether a feature is selectional or non-selectional 

16 Notice that for the purposes of  ouf present discussion, we do not distinguish any internai 
IP projections. [n chapter 2 we argued that specifiers are illicit within the Romanian IP, so 
material lower than the Spec,IP can be treated as a nonsubstantive (i-e., firnctional) head, even 
though it might contain distinct hc t ional  projections. We refer the reader to our discussion in 
cliapter 2. 

i 7 Note that we still maintain Quantifier Raising as LF movement. However, we rule out LF 
movement for morpho-syntactic feature-checking, 



has to do wi t h Ianguage parîicular l icensing requirements, largely dexïving fiom rnorphosptactic 

idiosyncrasies (such as lack of a D-type EPP feature in Romanian), rather than eçonorny 

principles. How is optionality to be captured in this case? Before providing an answer (see section 

5.5.2), let us explore some 0 t h  properties of preverbal operators in Romanian. 

5.3.3 0-linking and sentence initial operators in Romanian 

So far, we have shown thai prwerbal focused constituents, wh-phrases, and bare 

quantifiers ail require verb-adjacency and, conquently, are in complementary distribution 

(descn'ptively spealiing). We have also s h o w  that any of the above operators can be preceded by 

topicalized material- Let us fiirttier consider the interaction between verb-adjacent operators and 

topics. as well as other D(iscourse)-Iinked matend (i-e., material for which a particdar set is 

presupposed by both speaker or hearer, see Pesetsky 1987). 

5.3.3.1 What's in a topic? 

As previously mentioned, there is no verb-adjacency tequirernent with topics in 

Romanian, and no consiraint (other than processing requirements) on the nurnber of topics that 

can appear in the lefi-periphery of the sentence, as illustratai in (32). '' 

(32) a. Mioarei, Angbel, inelul, la nuntii 1 

Mi0ara.D AT Anghel nng-the at wedding CL.3SG.DAT 

1-a dat. 

CL.3 SG-ACC-M-ACIX.3SG given 

'Anghel gave Mioara the ring at the wedding.' 

18 Recall that focus is semantically çonstrained by a uniqueness condition (cf. Erteschik- 
Shir 1997, Rizzi 1995/97, Zubizarreta 1998, among others) Given that one cannot negate more 
than one implied sentence at a time, this constraint is assurneci to be universal, and therefore, also 
operative in Romanian, as well as English (where one cannot get more than one clefi at a time). 



b. lnelul, Anghel, Mioarei, la nunt5 1 

ring-the Anghel MioaraDAT at wedding C L 3  SG- DAT 

1-a dat. 

CL.3SG.ACC.iM-AUX.3SG given 

'Anghel gave Mioara the ring at the wedding-' 

AII of the preverbai XPs are topicaiized in (32). The word order sequence in (32a) is indirect 

object - subject - direct object - locative, but a reordering among the topicaiized elernents is also 

possible, as can be seen in (32b). Notice then that topic iteration does not observe any of  the word 

order çonstraints discussed in chapter 4 for multiple wh-movement sequençes. In other words, 

topicalized XPs cm occur in any order in the preverbai field. l9 

Given hat topicalized XPs are not consbainexi by ordering alongside the fact that they 

differ in pragmatic interpretation from their non-topicalized counterparts, we suggest that topics 

do not involve feature dr iva  movement. There fore, we do not entertain the possi bility of  a Topic 

Phrase (dong the lines of Rizzi 1995/97, Cornilescu 2000) since we assume featureless-dnven 

movement does not mgender the creation of  additional fiuictional projections. Lack of a Topic 

Phrase sugests one of two possible analyses: (i) either topicalized elements are base-generated as 

adjuncts in the Romanian left-periphery (cf. ~Motapanyane 1994a 1999, or (ii) topicalized 

elements involve movement from an IP-intmal base-generated position to an IP-extenial 

position (CE Dobrovie-Sorin 1990b, 1994a). We favour analysis (ii) and argue that, in Romanian, 

topicalization involves scrarn bling to an IP-adjoined position. 

Culicover (19%) proposes th* in English, topicalization involves A-bar movement for 

hvo reasons. First, it permits reconstruction, which is a test for A-bar movement. The topicalized 

NPs in (33a-b) contain an anaphor, which needs to be bond by LF. 'O Since the sentences are 

I O There are interpretation differences depending on topic word order, but the basic rneaning 
does not change, Essentially, the leftmost topic is understood as having maximum relevance, 
presumably because it has highest scope. 

20 R d 1  ttiaî anaphors are bound in their local domains (see ctiapter 1, section 1.2). 



grammatical, it follows thaî the anaphor 'herself is felicitously band by 'Mary'. hence the 

topicalized NPs are interpreted in theü base-grnerateci position at LF (Le., they reconsûuct). " 

(33) a Pictures of herself. Mary would never buy t. 

b. Herself, ' M q  would never endanger t. 

(Culicover 1996:452) 

The second reason Culicover ( 1  996) assumes that topicalization involves A-bar movement stems 

fiom the fact that it is not clause-bound (see 34). Given that EngIish requires overt arguments, 

'this book' in (34a) and 'herself in (34b) have to be interpreted as arguments of the embedded 

verb in the absence of any other such candidates. Therefore, they cannot be assumed to have been 

base-generated adjoined to the matrix [P. 

(34) a This book, I think you should read. 

b. HerseIf, M a y  says she would never endanger. 

(Culicover t 996:452) 

Applying similar tests to Romanian topicalized elemenw we derive identical results. in (35a-b), 

pe sine 'himself is an anaphor that needs to be bound in its governing category. The 

gammaticality of these sentences indicate thaf at LFI the topicalized anaphor is interpreted in its 

base-generated position where it is felicitously bound by Victor. In other words, the lefi- 

dislocated constituent in (35a) has a cupy (or trace) which is properly bound. Moreover, the 

topicalized anaphor in (35b) is not clause-bond, so we cannot assume it was base-generated in 

its surface position. 

2 1 See section 5.5.1. for a reinterpretation of 'reconstruction' under the w p y  theos. of 
movement, following Chomsky (1 995, 1998). 



(35) a Pe sine;, Victor nu s;-ar pune 'in p&col ti- 

PE sel6 Victor not REFL-AUX.COND.3SG place in danger t, 

Himseif, Victor wodd not endanger. 

b . Pe sine;, Victor spune CS nu s;-ar Pune 

PE selc Victor says.3SG haî not REFL-AUX.COND.3SG place 

în pericol t,. 

in danger t, 

Himself, Victor says h e  wouid not endanger. 

We consider the examples in (35) to suffice as arguments for a movement analysis insofar as 

Romanian topics are çoncemed. Topicalization in Romanian does not involve a base-generated 

left dislocation analysis (as assumed by Cinque 1 990 for Romance in general). As first noticed by 

Dobrobie-Sorin (1 994a), there are two types of  left-peripheric structures in Romanian, one which 

is base-generated (ELD) and one which is derived by movement (CLLD) (see discussion in 

section 5.2.1). In contrast to the structures in (35). which are derived by movement. base- 

generated lefi-peripheric constituents, comprising of cit despre NP 'as for NP' phrases, mgender 

ungrammatical results when they contain an anaphor. Consider the example in (36). 

(36) *fi t  despre sine;, Victor nu s;-ar pune în pericol. 

as of selc Victor not REFt-AUX.CONü.3SG place in danger 

'* As for himself, Victor wouid not endanger. 

The 111-formedness of (36) follows from the assumption that the constituent containing the 

anaphor is base-generated adjoined to the matrix IP. Consequently, the anaphor contained in cil 

despre sine 'as for himself is lefi unbound (since there is no trace or copy within IP) and the 

sentence is ungrammatical. 

An argument against topic movement is provided by Motapanyane ( l994a 1995). The 

author shows there is systematic wntrast between wh-movement and dislocation to topic, to 



which we fùlly adhere (at least, insofar as non-D-linked wh-phrases are concerned). Topics do not 

license parasitic gaps- while wh-phrases do; consider the examples in (37) taken fiom 

Motapanyane ( 1994x29). 

(37) a. [Ce Scrisoni ai trimis [t3 Sa 

what letters AUX.2SG sent without SUBJ 

' What Ietters did you send without checking?' 

b. *SCnsorile; leai trimis t, 

letters-the CL.3PL.ACC.-AUX.2SG sent 

verifici q ?]] 

check 

'* You sent the letters without checking.' 

verifici ?]] 

check 

[farii sâ 

without SUBJ 

Based on distinctions such as (37), Motapanyane concludes that topics do not involve rnovernent, 

but are base-generated. We propose that the fact that topicalized elements cannot co-occur with 

parasitic gaps does not tell us whether topics are moved or base-generated in the lefbperiphery of 

the clause. It only teIls us thaî the parasitic gap is not licensed- Given that parasitic gaps are 

Iicensed by a variable, this suggests that there is no variable to license them in structures 

involving topics. There are two possible explanations: (i) topics do not involve movement. so 

there is no trace left behind (perspective adopted by ,Motapanyane 1994% following Cinque 

1 990), or (ü) topics clo involve rnovement, but the trace lefi behind does nor acf as a vuriable. We 

propose it is (ii) that holds for Romanian, and not (i). 

Romanian has ottier examples o f  traces lefi behind by A-bar movement which fail to act 

as variables: D-linked focused and wh-phrases also fail to license parasitic gaps. Consider the 

examples in (38a) and (38b), which involve a D-linked wh-phrase and focused constituent, 

respecti vely. 



(38) a * Pe care scrisori; l e a i  trimis t; 

which letters, CL.3PL.ACC.-AUX.2SG sent t, 

verifici e; ?] 

check q 

'Which letters did you send without checking?' 

b. *SCRISORiLE, leai trimis t, 

letters-the CL.3PL.ACC.-AUX.2SG. sent ti 

verifici e, ?] 

check e; 

'It's the letters that you sent without checking.' 

[ fàà sà 

without SUBI 

l f à r  sa 
without SCiBJ 

Given that the same scope effects obtain as with their non-D-linked counterparts, we mle out a 

'non-movement' anaiysis for the preverbal wh-phrase and focus operators in (38). Since both 

(38a) and (38b) are i l l-fomed we assume this is due to the fact that the parasitic gap fails to be 

licensed. Our claim is bat movement is involved, but the trace (or copy) left behind does not 

count as a variable. Notice that in (37b), as well as (38a-b), a clitic/resumptive pronoun ( in bold) 

is obligatorily present. " In cbapter 4, we proposed these clitics act as binders of the traces lefi 

behind by the fionted elements. We follow Safir (1999) who suggests that when a copy is a copy 

o f  a pronoun. it should behave like a pronoun. I f  the trace (or copy) of  fionted topics D-linked 

wh-phrases, and focused consîituents is not bound by the moved NP, but by the clitics, it will be a 

copy of a pronoun (rather than of an operator). So the traçe/copy lefi behind by operators which 

fom chains with resumptive pronouns (Le., d l  o f  the D-linked ones) i.s no1 a variable, but a 

prmioun. '' In section 5.4.4 we return to this issue and propose a distinction behveen operaior 

rnovement which leaves behind a variable and operator rnovement whose trace is a pronoun. 

- - - -  

22 In Romanian, indirect and direct object NP topics require the presence of a coindexed 
resumptive pronoun (i-e., a syntactic clitic). 

23 Altematively, we could adopt Miilla's ( 1995) arialysis. This author argues that "a trace is 
a variable if and only if its local chah antecedent occupies an A-bar position" Müller ( 1  9952 10). 



To s u m  up, we have suggested that topicalization involves A-bar movement in Romanian 

and that the t r a d m p y  left behind acts as a pronoun rather than a variable. Moreover, since 

ordering is absent arnong topiçs, we proposed sçrambling and adjwiction to XP, rather than 

targetting of a Topic Phrase. Since topics are always below Co (see chapter J), scramblincg will be 

to IP (in a manner similar to English). Furthemore, since topics d o  not require special licensing 

conditions (i.e., verb-adjacency), we do  not take topic movement to be feature-driven. In efTect 

rnovement to topic represents one o f  Chomsky's (1995) stylistic operations not captured by the 

theory of features. 

5.3.3.2 Topichood and sentence-initial operators 

In this section we distinguish between D-linked and non-D-linked quantifiers and further 

discuss the interaction among preverbal operators. We show thai D-linked quantifiers behave 

simiIarly to topics in terms o f  positioning in the preverbal field while D-linked wh-phrases and 

focused elements obey the same word ordering constraints as their non-D-linked coun terparts. 

As iilustrated in section 5.3.2, topicaiized elements can CO-occur in the lefi periphery ~ 4 t h  

wh-phrases, contrastive focus, and quantifiers in Romanian, the only requirement being thai 

topics occupy a position above the latter operators. Consider the examples in (39): 

(39) a. (* Cui) Anghel (* cui) inelul (* cui) 

who.DAT Anghel who. DAT ring-the who.DAT 

la nuntii cui 1 1-a dat? 

at wedding who.DAT CL.3SG.DAT CL.3SG.ACC.M-AUX.3SG given 

' Whom did Anghel give the ring at the wedding?' 

Under these assurnptions, only traces bound directly by their copies in A-bar positions count as 
variables, while traces bound by a coindexed clitic would not be variables. 



b. (* SOnEi) Anghel (* SOnEC) inelul SOnEI 

wife. DAT Anghel wi fe. DAT ring-the wi fe. DGT 

f I-a dat. 

CL.3SG.DAT CL.5SG.ACC.M- AUX.3SG given 

'It is to his wife that Mircea gave the ring.' 

c. (* Nirnànui) Anghel (* nimhui) la nuntà nimànui 

nobody.DAT Anghel nobody.DAT at wedding nobody-DAT 

n-a dat inelul. 

not-AUX.3SG gven ring-the 

'Anghel didn't give anybody the ring at the wedding.' 

In al1 of the examples in (39)? topics are licit provided they precede the verb-adjacent wh-phrase, 

focused constituent, or bare quantifier. 

Let us next discuss the behaviour of D-linked quantifiers. While it is beyond our purpose 

to investigate Romanian quantifiers in any detail, some relevant rernarks are necessasr. So far, we 

have seen that bare quantifiers target the sentence-initial operator position djacent to the verbal 

cornplex, on a par with wh-phrases and contrastively focused elements. In chapter 4 (section 

4.7.4): we showed that the verb-adjacent operator position is only open to quantifiers which 

identiw without exclusion, narnely which are non-unique. However, it is well hmow-n that the 

large variety of quantifiers extant across languages have different properties, which affect scope 

and interpretation. A significant such property is D(iscourse)-linking. As previously rnentioned 

Pesetsky (1987) introduces the t m s  'D-linked' versus 'non-D-iinked' in relaîionship to wh- 

phrases. Wh-phrases for which a particular set is presupposed by both speaker (S) and hearer (H) 

are D-linked (e-g..  which-phrases), while wh-phrases for which n o  set is shared are non-D-linked 

(e.g., what-phrases). Essentially, with D-linked constituents the choice of felici tous answers is 

narrowed down to a presupposed set. 

D-linking should not be equated with topichood or definitenes. In Romanian, the 

syntactic effects of D-Iinked phrases are similar to definite phrases (e-g., D-linked phrases require 



clitic doubling in the relevant contexts), but are not identical. I f  D-linking presupposes a set that 

is hown or inferable to S and H. then al1 contrastively focused elements are D-linked. However. 

not al1 focused çonstituents require clitic doubling in Romanian, Conversely, some quantifiers 

require clitic doubling, but are never D-linked (e.g- distributive oricine 'anyone'. see example 

40). '' We will, therefore. maintain a distinction between the temis D-linked and t o p i d i w  as 

well as limit our use of  definitmess to W s  marked as such. 

In Romanian, focused conJatuents and wh-phrases always require verb-adjacency, in 

effect, a special licensing condition, imespective of their semantic interpretation. With quanti fiers, 

on the other hand, the verb-adjacent position is semantically restricted to non-unique, therefore 

non-D-linked interpretations (Le., to quantifiers that identiQ without exclusion). In Romanian, 

bare quantifiers are al1 non-D-linked, even under a distributive reading. For example, the 

universal quantifier oricine 'anyone', inherently underspecified for distributivitv. requires verb- 

adjacency in the preverbal field, even if interpreted distributively; this is illustraid in (40). 

(40) Pe or ic in~ -1; (* marna lui;) iubqte marna luii. 

PE anywho CL.3SG.ACC.M (* mother-the his) loves rnother-the his 

'* His, motha loves anyone;.' 

(note that this sentence is ungammaticai in English) 

The direct object pe oricine 'anyone' in (40) is interpreted distributively (hence the 

resurnptive clitic), as follows: 'for any . it is tnie that x's mother loves x'. x, however, is infinite 

and does not belong to any set. A D-linked reading is therefore excluded and so is unique 

2 -1 Whcrc a constituent marked for distributivity requins that the property dcnoted by the 
predicate holds of each individual. Clitic doubling seems to be related to distributivity, which is 
dependent on individuality. 



identification. Therefore, oricine 'anyone' identifies without exclusion on a par with other bare 

quantifiers. being licit in the verb-adjacent operator position. " 
Universal quantifiers that are inherently D-linked (in the sense of Pesetsky 1987) behave 

in a manner similar to topics in t m s  of  word order and operator CO-occurrence. Consider the 

examples in (4 1) which illustrate the topic-like behaviour of the universal D-Iinked quantifier 

fiecare 'each'. 

( 4 )  a. (Fe fiecare elev), CU &a olirnpiadelor, (pe fiecare 

PE each student with occasion-the contests-the. DAT (PE each 

elev) I-a felicitat profesonil. 

student) CL.3SG.ACC.,M-AU'X.3SG. congratulated tacher-the 

'The teacher congatulateci each student on the contests. ' 

b. (* Pe cine) Fiecare çopil pe cine-si alege? 

PE who each child PE who-REFL choose 

'Whom does each child choose?' 

c. (* ceva) Pentru fiecare elev ceva 

something for each student somethinç 

de comentat. 

of cornmentine 

'You will find something to point out for each shident.' 

vei 

FL7.ZSG 

mi 
find 

d. (* Pe MAMA) Fiecare copil pe MAMA O iubqte. 

PE mother-the each child PE mama-the CL.3SG.ACC. F. ioves.3SG 

' II  is his mother that each child loves.' 

25 Some existentid quantifiers, such as cineva 'someone' may contextually aquire a 
unique interpretation, in which case they are exciuded fiom the preverbal position (see chapter 4, 
section 4.7.4). 



( P e n t .  fiecare elev), fiecare profesor ( pentru fiecare etev) 

for each student each tacher for each student 

a Pus 0 vohii  b a  

AUX.3SG put a saying good 

'Each teacher put in a good word for each student.' 

The exarnples in (41) point toward a topic treatment of D-linked quantifiers in Romanian. In 

(4 1 a), the quantifier CO-occurs with another topicalized eIernent, having the option to precede or 

folIow it. In (4 1 b-d), the quantifier can CO-occur with a wh-phrase. a bare quantifier, and a 

contrastively focused element, respectively, provide. it preceûes al1 of the latter elements. in 

(4ie), ntro D-linked quantifiers ço-occur and no ordering is imposed. In sum with D-linked 

quanti fiers, iteration, as well as CO-occurrence with topicalized elements and operators is possible, 

and no verb-adjacency is required. We therefore conclude that D-linked quantifiers in Romanian 

are topics, and occupy a position thaî is distinct fiom thaî oçcupied by fionted bare quantifiers, as 

well as  wh-phrases and contrastively focused elements. In fact, these conclusions are not 

unexpected. fiecure 'each' constituents are inherentiy D-linked distributive quanti fiers. 

Semanhcallp speaking they uniquely identi@ each rnernber of a known set to have the property 

denoted by the predicate. Therefore, they are specific and cannot be associated with a syntactic 

slot (i.e.. SpecJP) which hosts non-unique elements. We suggest it is the combination of 

distributivity (individudity) and D-Iinking that qualifies these quantifiers for topichood. From a 

syntactic point of Mew, D-linked indefinites have been argued to saturate their quantificational 

features within the XP they occur in. in other words, they do not project their quantificational 

features to the respective XP and do not bind variables outside of ::P. *" 
Notice that noun phrases containing a u n i v d  quantifier which disallows a D-linked 

reading but is nevertheless inherently distributive, such as, 

2G For a broder discussion see Erteschik-Shir (1997), 
wh-phrases in Romanian see Dobrovie-Sorin ( 1 990 b, 1 994a). 

fiece 'every' in Romanian pattern 

Pesetsky ( 1987)- and, for D-linked 



together with bare quantifiers and cannot be interpreted as topics. This follows under the 

assumption that topics are sernantically restricted by a presupposition constrallit, which for 

quanti fiers is manifested as an ' inferable set' wnstraint (Le., D-luiking). Consider a cornparison 

benveenfiecare 'each' andfiece ' e v e ~ '  in (42i) and (42ii) beiow. 

(ii) 

a 

inherently distributive universal quanti fiers with wh-elernents: 

Fiecare copiI pe cine si-aiege? 

each child PE whom REFL-chooses 

'Whom does each child choose?' 

Fiece copil pe cine si-alege? 

every child PE whom REFL-chooses 

'? Whom does e v q  child choose?' 

inherently distributive universal quantifiers with contrastive focus: 

Fiecare pàrinte; [pe copilul sAui] il iubegte. 

each parent PE child-the his CL.3SG.ACC.M loves 

'Each parent loves his own child,' 

* Fiece parinte; [pe copilul SAL',] il iubeste. 

every parent PE child-the his CL.3SG.ACC.M loves 

'Eva-y parent loves his own child.' 

A D-linked quantifier such as fiecare 'each' is licit in constructions involving both wh- 

phrases, as in (42ia), as weil as contrastiveiy focused elements, as in (42iia). As argued above. 

this quantifier cm function as a topic and, therefore, does not interfëre with operators such as 

[wh] or focus. (42ib) and (42iib), on the other han4 are ungrammatical. The universal quantifier 

fiece 'every' behaves on a par with bare quantifiers. acting like an operator that interferes with 

any other operator in the Romanian preverbal field- In contrast to fiecure 'eaçh', fiece 'every' 

conshtuents dismbute over a potentially infinite set, therefore requinng variable binding outside 

their own XP. Consequently, this quantifier cannot fùnction as a topic and cornpetes with focus, 



yielding ungammatical resdts upon co-occurrence. It is non-unique and requires the sarne 

licensing conditions as bare quantifias. " 
Given th& a distinction needs to be made between D-linked quantifiers (topics) and bare 

quantifiers (operators) in Romanian, the question mises as to whether a similar distinction is 

found for wh-phrases and conirasiively focused constituents- 

In Pesetsky (1987)? it is argued that D-linked wh-phrases are not quantifiers in English 

(while non-D-luiked ones are). Consequently, D-linked wh-phrases are not assumed to move at 

LF and no Superiority effects arïse. Consider the English examples in (43). 

(43) a. Who read what? 

b. *What did who read? 

c. Which boy read which of the books? 

d. Which of the books did which boy read? 

With indefinite wh-phrases, the raising of the subject wh-phrase is preferred over the raising of 

the object wh-phrase. as can be seen in (43a-b). With D-linked wh-phrases, on the other hand, no 

such ordering is imposed., (4%-d) k i n g  equaily grammatid. 

In Romanian, however, D-Iinked wh-phrases obey the sarne word ordering constraints as 

their non-D-linked counterparts. The examples in (44) show that (An@-Superiority effects (as 

described in chapter 4) are also present with D-linked wh-elements in Romanian. 

(44) a Care baiati pe care dintre m i j  le-a luat t; tj ? 

which boyi PE which of books CL.3SG.ACC.M-ALIX.3SG taken t, t, 

'Which boy toolc which of the books?' 

27 Beghelli and Stowell (1997) propose an analysis in which quantifiers are bound by 
different operators, such as  distributive, generic, negation, existentid, depending on 
specification. ln this analysis. Quantifier Raisin? is seen as feature-dnven rnovement (contra 
Chomsky 1995, 1998) up to the required scope position (see dso Kennedy 1997). Quantifiers that 
are [+ distributive], [+ universal], such as the 'each' type, mua be bound by a definite operator 
and must raise and check features in the Specifier of DistributivePhrase. Though extrernely 
appealing, such an analysis is beyond the scope of our present discussion. 



b. * Pe çare dintre wj care bàiat; le-a luatt;tj? 

PE which of books, which boy, CL.3SG.ACC.M-ALIX.3SG taken t, t, 

'Which of the books did which boy take?' 

Furthemore, the examples in (45) show D-linked wh-phrases to behave on a par with their 

inde finite counterparts, in that they require verb-adjacmcy and c a n o t  CO-occur with contrastively 

focused elements or bare quantifiers, as in (45a), or indefinite wh-phrases (46b). Movement of 

wh-phrases uniformly targets the same preverbal position in Romani- which position was 

aqued in chapter 4 to be Spec, IP, an operator position in Romanian. 

(45) a * Pe care baiat f VICTOR / cineva / 

PE which boy Victor someone 

1-a v h t ?  

CL.3SG..4CC.-M-ACiX.3SG seen 

'Which boy did {VICTOR / somebody / nobody) see?' 

b. * Pe care dintre cwi cine a 

PE which of books who AUX.3SG 

Wnich o f  the books did who read?' 

nimeni nu ) 

nobody not 

insofar as çontrastively focused elements are çoncerned, both the verb-adjacency 

requirement and lack o f  coiïccurrence with wh-phrases and bare quantifiers are obsemed 

irrespective of the semantic (Le., indefinite versus definite) nature of the contrastively focused 

NP. Consider the exampies in (46). 

(46) a. (len)  CAR^ (* ieri / * cineva / * cine) 

(yesterday) books (yesterday/ somebody/ w ho 

a cumpatat (cineva/ i e d  * cine), 

AUX3SG bought (somebody/ yesterday/ who) 

nu dosare. 

not binders 

'It was books thaî somebody bought (yesterday), not binders.' 



b. (leri) CARTCLE (* ieri / cineva / * cine) 

~esterday books-the yesterdayl somebodyl who 

le-a cm- (cineva/ ied cine), 

CL. 3PL.ACC-AUX.3SG bou@t (somebody/ yesterdayl who) 

nu dosarele. 

not binders-the 

'It was the books that sornebody bo@t (yesterâay), not the binders.' 

The indefinite focused element in (46a) and the definite focused element in (46b) behave 

identically in terms of  obligatory verb-adijacency and interaction with topical material or other 

sentence-initial operators. 

5.3.4 In sum 

To conclude, focused constituents and wh-phrases target the same verb-djacent dot, 

irrespective of their semantic type. Quantifiers, on the other hand are either context sensitive (as 

discussed in chapter 4), or sensitive to their inherent speçifications (Le-, dependent on the type of 

scope relations they can entertain). For example, we have s h o w  D-linked quantifiers to behave 

like topics, k i n g  capable of preceding fionted f o c d  constituents or wh-phrases. Non-D-linked 

quantifiers, on the other hand, behave like other operators which require verb-adjacency. Their 

interpretation is non-unique and they need to bind variables within the IP over which they scope. 

The table in (47) sums up the p r o p d e s  o f  the sentenceinitiai elements under discussion. 

Contrastivel y focused phrases pattern alongside non-O-t inked quanti fers ( e . ~ . ,  bare quanti fiers) 

and wh-phrases, and in a manner distinct fiom topics and D-linked quantifiers. 



~ - .  ' 
Non-D-linked quantifias 

I I 1 

+ + f - 
I - - I 7 
I I I 

D-linked quantifiers 1 - 1 - 1 -t- 1 

5.4 Evidence for A..bot movement 

The verb-adjacency and interaction promes summed up in table (47) point toward a 

uni form treatment of sentence-initial operators in Romanian. uihii tivel y speaking then, these 

operators are e.upeçted to show parallel properties under a movement analysis. In this section, we 

discuss shared A-bar properties between focus- and wh-movement, as well as furcher parallels 

between contrastive foçus and bare quanti fiers. 

5.4.1 Contrastive focus-movement and wh-movement 

It has been argueci (cf Cinque 1990. Rizzi 1990) that there are two ways in which a gap 

can be relateci to its antecedent. Non-NPs are 'identified7 thro@ antecedent govemment, which 

is a local relation, while NPs are 'idmtified7 by binding a non-local relation. Non-NPs (Le., 

adjuncts) canot be identified by binding, since binding requires that the antecedent and the 

bound constituent have the same index. Cinque (1990) has argued that since only NPs can have 

teferenbal indices, only NPs can be identified via binding. The difference in manner of gap 

identification has obvious çonsequences on the length of movement. While Iong rnovements of 

NPs can in principle produce well-formed chahs, only local movements are allowed for non-NPs. 

To theonze this, Cinque (1990) argues the two types of 'identification' are subject to different 

types of baniers, which produce two types of islands (Le., strong and weak isfands). Strong 

islands affect both NPs and non-NPs, while weak islands exclusively affect non-NPs. 



There is  evidence in Romanian thai focus movement is subject to the same weak and 

strong island constraints as movernent of  wh-phrases. Let us first consider strong island 

constraints, which include extraction out of a clause dominated by a noun phrase (CNPC) and 

extraction out of an adjunct clau- a consequence o f  conditions on extraction domains (CED). 

[n (48) through (5 l), NP and non-NP preverbal focused elements are s h o w  to be subject 

to both ChTC and CED. in a manner parallel to moved hT and non-NP wh-phrases. Let us first 

consider extraction out of  a clause dominated by a noun phrase (see 4849). 

A. STRONG ISLANDS: 

( i )  CNPC (extraction out of  a clause dominated by a noun phrase): 

(48) NPs: 

a. Am intilnit un elev [care a SCns 

AUX. 1 SG met a student [which AUX.3SG wri tten 

O scrisoare foarte îngrijit], 

a letter very carefirl ly] 

'1 met a student who worded a letter wi th great a r e .  ' 

b. * Ce ai intiinit un elev [ a r e  a s m i s  

what ACIX.2SG met a student [which AUX.3SG Wtitten 

t foarte ingijit]? 

t very carehlly] 

'* What did you meet a student who had worded very carefully?' 

c. Am întilnit un elev [care a scris 

AUX. 1 SG met a student [which ALTX.3SG witten 

O SCRISOARE foarte îngriljitj. 

a letter very carefully] 

'*I met a student that a LETTER had written very carefùlly (as opposed to 

something else)' 



[- 

[which 

d. * O SCRISOARE am întilnit un elev 

a letter AUX. 1 SG met a student 

a scris t foarte ingrijit]? 

ALX.3SG w~itten t very carefiillyj 

'1 met a student that a LETTER had written very weftlly (as opposed to 

something else)' 

(49) non-NPs: 

a. Am citit O scrisoare [are era scris5 foarte ingrijit]. 

AUX. 1 SG read a letter [which was witten v q  carefilly] 

'1 read a letter that was written very carefùlly.' 

b. *Cit de ingrijit ai citit O scrisoare 

how of carefùily A W X G  read a leiter 

[are era sais5 t]? 

[which was written t] 

'* How carefiilly did you read a letter tbat was wïtten?' 

28 In this sentence Romanian îngrijir 'carefùlly' refers exclusively to the manner of wciting 
and cannot be understood to refer to the manner of reading. 



c. Am citit O scrisoare [care (CU GRUA) era 

AUX. 1 SG read a letter [which (with care) was 

(CU GWA) said CU GRUÀ]. " 
(with care) Wntten (with me)]  

'1 read a letter thaî had been written WTH C a  (, not sloppily). 

d. *CL: GRIJA am citit O srrisoare [care era s c r i ~  t] 

with care A m .  1 SG read a letter [which was wrïtten t] 

'1 read a letter that had been written WlTH CARE (, not sloppily). 

Given that the wh-phrases have been extractai out of a relative clause, which represents a strong 

island for movement, the exampies in (48b) and (49b) are ungrammaticai. We assume (43d) and 

(49d) to be ungrammatical for the same reason. SpecificaIIy, rnoved focus behaves in a parallel 

manner to moved wh-phrases in terms of strong islands. Notice, however, that focused material 

which does not move out of the strong island (cf. 48c and 49c) does not display any island effects. 

This follows once we assume strong islands to be inoperative at LF, that is. to be relevant only for 

overt A-bar movement operations. 

$3 Notice that cure 'which', while a wh-word, does not interfere with focus movement in the 
embedded clause. C'are 'which', however, is not an interrogative but a relative operator. 
Consequently, it need not behave on a par with interrogative wh-phrases and, indeed in 
Romanian, it does not (see d s o  Rizzj 1995/97 for a similar discussion of the Itaiian data). 
Relative operators in Romanian may dlow for intervening topics (this k i n g  a h c t i o n  of the 
specificity or lack thereof of the head noun they modi&) and do not require verb-adjacency. This 
is illustrated in (i) below, in which the topics '.Mihai7 and the negaiive indefinite 'niciodat5'lnever 
interfere between the reiative operator and the verbal cornplex.. 

(il Fata [pe care Mihai niciodatii n-O va 
girl-the [PE which Mihai never not-CL.3SG.ACC.F FUT.3 SG 
h a  de nevasta] s-a decis sà plece in SUA. 
take of wife] SE-AUX.3SG decided SUBJ l a v e  in USA 
'The girl that Mihai will never many decided to leave for the USA.' 

We assume relative wh-word to be related to the CP domain since they can precede topics and are 
in complementary distribution with the complementizer cü 'that'. Consequently, they target a 
position that is distinct fiorn that targetted by focus and wh-phrases, a welcome conclusion 
accordjng to Massam (P.C.), since relative clauses are nominalizations and wh-interrogatives 
scope over propositions and have nothing to do with reIativization. 



The same observations hold for wh-phrase and f ~ ~ ~ ~ - e x t r a c t i o n  out of adjunct clauses a 

result on Conditions of Extraction Domains (CED), illustrated in (50-5 1 )  below. 

A. STRONG ISLANDS: 

( i i )  CED (extraction out o f  an adjunct clause): 

(50) non-NPs: 

a. Am citit [dupà ce am s a ï s  tema 

AUX. 1 SG read [afier A m .  ISG witten homework-the 

foarte ingriji tl. 

very careh1 l y ] 

'1 read afier having done my homework v q  caretiilly-' 

b. * Cît de ingijit ai citit [dupa ce ai 

how ofcarefùlly ACIX-2SG read [ f ier  AUX233 

scris tema t]? 

wriîten himework-the t] 

'* How carefûlly did you read after hating done your homework?' 

c. Am citit [dupa ce am scris tema 

AUX. 1 SG read [after A m .  1 SG written homework-the 

CU GRUA]. 
with care] 

'1 read afier it was WITH CARE that 1 did my homework.' 

d. *CU GRIJÀ am citit [dupa ce am scris 

with a r e  AUX. 1 SG r d  [after AUX. 1 SG wri tten 

terna t 1 
homework-the t] 

' * It was WITH CARE that 1 read d e r  having done my homework.' 



am scris tema 

AUX. 1 SG written homework-the 

(5 1 )  NPs: 

a. Am citit [dupà ce 

AUX. 1 SG read [after 

foarte îngrijit] . 

very carefully] 

'1 read d e r  having done my homework very carefiiîly.' 

b. *Ce  am citit [dupàce am s a i s  t 

what AUX. SG read jafter A~X. 1 SG w~ïtten t 

foarte ingrijit]? 

very carefùily] 

'*What did 1 read after having done veqi carefùlly?' 

c. Am ci tit [dupa ce am scris 

AUX. 1 SG read [ d e r  AUX. 1 SG written 

TEMA foarte îngrijit]? 

homework-the very carefiilly]. 

' 1 read afier I did rny HOMEWORK very carefùily (, not something else).' 

d. * TEiMA am citit [dupa ce am 

homework-the A m .  I SG read [after AUX. 1 SG 

SCIis-O t foarte i n ~ ~ i t ]  

written-CL.3SG.ACC-F t very carefully] 

'1 read d e r  1 did my HOMEWORK very carefully (, not something else).' 

Let us now tum our attention to weak islands. Weak islands involve embedded 

wh-clauses, factive islands, extraposition, and inner islands (to be discussed in the next section) 

3 O .4ccording to Cinque ( I W O ) ,  weak islands are inoperative for NP% a point we illustrate for 

Romanian with the example in (52), where the contrastively focused NP is seen to raise out of the 

ern bedded factive clause. 

30 According to Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1 970), transitive verbs can be divided into factive 
( e g ,  fdis)iik. resent, regrc?~, etc.) and non-factive (e-g., SV, teil, etc.), dependhg on how they 
affect the îruth value of their embedded CP argument. Factive verbs retain the tmth value of their 



( 5  2) SCRISO AREA regret [Cà am SCns-0 t 

letter-the regret. i SG [that AUX. I SG wrïtten-CL.3SG.ACC.F t 

foarte neîngrïjit, (nu plicul)]. 

very sloppily, (no t envelope-the)] 

'It is the LETTER that 1 regret having mtten very sloppily (not the envelope).' 

Given that weak islands are only operative wiih non-NPs (adjunas). we do not diruss NPs any 

funher. With non-NP wh-phrases and contrastive focus (which are subject exclusively to local 

novernmts). however, we expect to see wealc island effects. In (53)-(54), we illustrate with 

exarnples fiom factive islands and ern bedded in tenogatives. 

(53) a. Regret [Cà am scris scrisoarea 

regret. 1 SG [that AUX. 1SG h t ten  letter-the 

FOARTE NE~NG W I ~ .  

very sloppily] 

' 1  regret having unitien the letter VERY SLOPPlLY (, not very carefülly).' 

b. * FOARTE NE~NGRJJ~T regret [cà am scns 

very sloppily regret. I SG [th AUX.fSG written 

scrisoarea t 1 
le tter- the t 1 
'1 regret having wrÎtten the letter VERY SLOPPILY (, not very carefùlly).' 

c. * Cit de neingrijit regreti [Ca ai SCns 

how of sloppiiy regret-2SG [that AUX.2SG wn tten 

scri soarea t]? 

l etter-the t 3 
'* How sloppily do you regret that you wrote the letter?' 

argument CP, while non-factive verbs can cancel the truîh value of  the embedded proposition (see 
also Progovaç 1988, among othm). 



(53a) illustfates a factive island which is seen to allow in-situ contrastive fwus. (53 b) and 

(53c) are instances of factive islands out of which an adjunct - a focused and a wh-phrase. 

respectively - is extractai. Both (Sb) and (53c) are equally ungrammatical, which points to the 

parallel behaviour of both wh-phrases and focused çonstituents in terms of movement. Similar 

resul ts obtain with other weak bamers, such as embedded interrogatives ilfustrated in (54). 

FOARTE REPEDE 

VerY quickly 

(54) a. Te intrebai [ce citesc 

REFL asked.2SG [what read. 1 SG 

(,nu foarte atent)]. 

not very carefully 

'You were asking yourself what 1 was reading VERY QLPICKLY. 

(and not vw carefiilly).' 

b. FOARTE E P E D E  te intrebai [ce citesc t] 

V- quickly REFL asked.2SG [what rad .  1 SG t] 
'You were asking yourself what 1 was reading VERY QUICKLY. 

(and not veay carefiilly).' 

* Curn te in trebai [ce ci tesc t]? 

How REFL asked.2SG [what read. 1 SG t 1 
'* How were you asking yourself what l'm reading?' 

In (54a), the focused adverbial i s  in situ and the sentence is grammatical. In (54b), the 

focused adverbial moves into a preverbal position, across a weak barrier and unparnrnaticality 

resu1t.s. The same ungrammaîicality is obtained with the extracted wh-adjunct in (54c). 

To surn up, we cm conclude that evidence h m  both strong and weak barriers points 

towards adopting an A-bar movement analysis of preverbal wh-phrases and contrastively focused 

eiernents- Furthemore, in situ focus does not display any island effects, while moved focused 

constituents display both weak and strong island effeçts. This is desirable. in view of the clear 

connection between tfie semantics of focus and haî of questions. 



5.4.2 Affective operators 

Klima (1964) first noticed that interrogatives, existentid quantifiers, negative woràs, 

conditionais. and degree words in English share a cornmon gamrnaticwsyntaçtic feature. which 

he  re ferred to as 'affective'. Syntactically speaking, these 'affective constituents/operators' (e.g.? 

nohody, 6 100) can only occur in negaiive, interrogative, conditional, and degree structures, but 

never in decfarabves (see 55).  Given that they must fall within the s a p e  of an affective 

constituent, the expressions restricted as such are also referred to as 'polarity experssions'. 

Consider (Sa-e): in which we iflustrate this structurai requinment for the existential quantifier 

.any'. 

( 5 5 )  a Nobody will say anything. 

b. 1 doubt whether anyone will say anything. 

c. If anyone should ask for me, say I've gone to lunch. 

d. He was too lazy to do anything. 

e. * He has found anything interesting. 

(Radford 1 997: 1 1 1 ) 

According to Rizzi (1990), affective operators produce imer isfand e îk ts .  According to 

Ross (1983): inner islands are weak islands created by phrases in .&bar positions which block 

extraction of other phrases to A-bar positions within the sarne clause. Since imer isIands are a 

subpart of weak islands, they will only affect non-NP movement (Le., movement of adjuncts). 

Consider the English examples in (56). 

( 5 6 )  a. How strongly does Jamie hate everyone / no one? 

b. How sirongly does everyone / * no one dislike Jamie? 

c. With how much difficulty did Jarnie read everyîhing / * nothing? 

d. With how much di fficulty did everyone / no one read that book? 



nie examples in (56) al1 show thaî negaîive indefinites, such as the bare weak quantifiers 'no one' 

and 'nothingr, induce ùuier island effects with moved wh-adjuncts. Rizzi argues that inner island 

effects follow fiom the fact that, at LF, affective operators raise to A-bar positions creating chains 

that interfere with the operator-variable chains fonned by the moved wh-adjunct. On the other 

han& strong (i-e., D-linked) quantifiers, such as 'everyone' and 'eveq&ing', are not seen to induce 

these effects. This seerns punling since under the d e  of Quantifier Raising (cf. May 1995). 

whereby that ail quantifiers raise and take scope at LF, one wouidn't expect the dichotorny in 

(56). A possible solution would be to explain the puale dong the lines of Kiss' (1992) 

Speci ficity Filter, which we reproduce in (27). 

(57) SPECIFlClTY FiLTER (Kiss 1992. in Szabolcsi and Zwarts 1997229): 

If  Op; is an operator which has s a p e  over Opj and binds a variable in the sape of Opj, 

then Opi must be specific. 

D-linked quantifiers are specific operators and under (57) are be allowed to bind the variable o f  

weak (Le.. non-D-linked) operators over which they scope. Consequently, they will not interfere 

with raishg of any semantically weaker operator, such as the wh-adjuncts of (56). Weak 

quantifiers, such as the negative polarity items in (56): are not D-linlied and wi11 yield 

ungrarnrnaîical results whenever they bind the variable of another operator (dongside their ow) -  

Another possible explanation resumes our discussion of Romanian topics (section 5.3.3.1 ), in 

which we argueci thai the gap left behhd in topic movement is pronominal in nature. Therefore, it 

could be assumed that topical material (whether quantificationaf or not) leaves behind a 

3 1 pronominal gap, rather than a variable. Under such an analysis, no chain interference is 

predicted between the chain fonned by weak operators and that formed by strong operators, since 

the chains are of a distinct nature. 

-- - - 

3 1 This view is also consistent with the assumption that D-linked quantifiers (topics) need 
not bind variables outside their XP (see discussion in section 5.3.3.2). 



Whatever theoretical approach we adopt in explaining the dichotorny between the (non)- 

emergence of islands effects depending on quantifier-type, what is crucial to our discussion is thaî 

non-D-linked/bare quantifiers induce inner islands while D-linked quantifiers d o  not. The 

question is whether focused elements. which otherwise behave on a par with bare quanti fiers in 

Romanian, dso induce inner island effects, as described in (56). Consider the examples in (58). 

(58) a. Cît de usor a citit Victor cartea? 

how o f  e q  AUX.3SG read Victor book-the 

'How easily did Victor r a d  the book?' 

b. Cit d e u w r a  citit fiecare elev cactea? 

how o f  easy AUX.3SG r a d  each student book-the 

'HOW easily did each -dent read the book?' 

c. * Cît de usor n-a citit nimeni cartea? 

how of easy not-AUX.3SG read nobody book-the 

'* How easily didn't anyone read the bookt 

d. *Cît  deuwra citit cineva 

how of easy AUX.3SG r a d  sorneone 

? How easily did sumeone read the book?' 

e. * Cit de usor a citit MIHAI (, nu 

how of easy AUX.3 SG read Mihai (,not 

'? How easily did MIHAI (,not Ion) r a d  the book?' 

cartea? 

book-the 

[on) cartea? 

[on) book-the 

We notice that both (58a-b) are grammatical, while (58c-e) are not. In (58a), the topic ficfor does 

not interfere -?th movement of the adverbial wh-phrase and neither does the strong ( t op id )  

quantifierflecare elev kach student' in (58b). On the other han& the negative indefinite in (58c), 

the affirmative indefinite in (58d), and the contrastively focused element in (5%) dl induce inner 



island effects. This then suggests that focused phrases in Romanian undergo LF movement to an 

A-bar/operator position, on a par with other bare quantifiers, leaving behind a variable and 

behaving similarly to aff've coustituents in the laaguage. 

That the semantics of the quantifier is crucial is M e r  supported by the ambiguity versus 

non-ambiguity of  the following examples. 

(59)  a. Dece a picat toatà lumea? 

ofwhy ALJX.3SG failed al1 people-the 

'Why did everyone fail?' 

i. They al1 failed because they hadn't studied. 

ii. Jane failed because she hadn't studied and John failed because he didn't attend 

the exam. ' 

b. Dece n-a piwt nimeni? 

of why not-AUX3 SG failed nobody 

' Why did nobody fail?' 

i. Nobody failed because the exam was easy.' 

ii. * Jane didn't fail because she had studied, and John didn't fail because he was 

lucky. ' 

(59a) ailows for two types of  answers: an answer as in (i), in which roarü luntea 'everybody' is 

interpreted as collective, and an answer as in (?), in which the quantifier is ùiterpreted as topical 

(Le., D-linked and distributive), licensing a 'pair-lia' reading, to borrow a term fiom Beghelli 

(1997). Consequently, (59a) is ambiguous. (59b), on the other hand, is unambiguous, since the 

bare quantifier nimeni 'nobody' can ody allow for a collective, lower construal reading. In other 

words, riinteni 'nobody' is inherently non-unique, non-distributive and non-D-linked. In effect, 

the semantics of the quantifier is crucial both to the interpretation of the sentence: and to the 

position the quantifier can ocçupy within the clause. 

In sum, in this section we have shown that in Romanian contrastjvely focused eiements 

induce similar island e k t s  to those triggered by bare quantifiers (i-e., non-topid). Bare 



quantifiers behave differently form k i r  mon& cornterparts and pattern togeîher with the focus 

operator with regards to weak island effects. 

So far, we have seen that focus-movernent obeys island constraints in a parailel rnanner 

to bare quanti fiers and wh-phrases. Moreover this seerns to be a universal conmaint, at least to a 

certain degee. Rooth (1996:284) suggests that "uiere is a connection between the sernantics of 

focus and the semantics of questions. [...]", and thak consequently we should not be satisfied 

"with a theory that treats focus as sui generis." Focus is seen as an operator belonging to a larger 

"farnily of operators which uses restricted variables to name fmilies of propositions. open 

propositions, and/or their existentid closures." Our discussion so far fully supports the Mew 

proposed in Rooth (1996). As yet, there is no evidence for postdating a distinct Focus head 

which projects a Focus Phrase in the Romanian syn-c tree. The [+ foc114 formai feahire is 

presumabIy licensed in a manner similar to the [t wh] formal feature, which incorporates ont0 the 

highest verbal nonsubstantive head. 

5.4.3 Weak crossover 

The last shared A-bar property we are going to discuss concerning contrastive focus in 

Romanian is weak crossover. Recall fiom our discussions in chapters 3 and 4 that weak crossover 

effects aise whenever a pronoun is coindexed with a variable to its right. Chomsky (1976) first 

observed that, like wh-movement, focus iri66ers weak crossover effects, whether it has moved or 

is in situ. Consider the examples in (60) which illustrate weak crossover effects for bdi the in- 

situ focus in (60a) and the focus in the clefted construction in (60b). 3' 

32 Kayne (1994) assumes English cleh involve overt movement to the Specifier of 'that', 
as in (i). 



(60) a * His; mother loves JOHN;. 

b. * [it is Johni] thai hi% mother loves. 

c. Hisi mothm loves John;. 

The dl-fomedness of  (60a-b) contrasts with the grammatical utterance in (60c), in which 'John' 

is not contrastively focused. The contrasts in (60a) and (6Oc) have k e n  explained, starting with 

Chomsky (1976), as a result of LF raising of the focused elment,  thereby creating an operator- 

variable chain, as in (6 1 ), in which the possessive pronoun is coindexed with a variable to its 

ri&. 

(6 1 ) LF: JOHN;, hisi modier loves t,. 

Contrastively focused elements in Romanian also induce weak crossover effe- whether 

rnoved or in situ (for exceptions see discussion in the next section). Consider the examples in 

(62).  

(62) a * Cuii a dat mama luii bomboane t;? 

whom,DATi .411X.3SG given mother-the his, sweets t , 
'* To whomi did his; mother give sweets?' 

b. * Marna luii a dat bomboane COPI tLLLiIi. 

mother-the his; AUX.3SG given sweets child-the. DATi 

'* It is to the child, that his; mother gave sweets.' 

c. * Marna luii COPILULUI; a dat bomboane 6. 

mother-the hisi child-the. DATi AUX.3 SG &en sweets t i 

'* It is to the chiid; that his, mother gave sweets. ' 

d. Mama luii a dat bombane  çopiluluii. 

mother-the his, AUX.3SG given sweets child-the.DAT, 

'Hisi mother gave the child; sweets. ' 

( i  > lCP It is a b i k ~  [= (that) [p Victor wants ti ]] 



(62a) i s  ungrammatical since the irace lefi behind by the raised wh-phrase is a variable which is 

coindexed with a pronoun to its leR thus trïggering WCO. The same result obtains in both (62b- 

c). which indicates that the focused phrases COPIL UL C/I ' to-the-child'. undergoes A- bar 

movernent, Ieaving behind a variable. (62d), however. is grammatical, since the indirect object is 

left unfocused and, consequently, does not raise at LF, does not create an operator-variable chain 

and does not induce a weak crossover violation. 

5.4.4 le focus quantificational in Romanian? 

In the preceding section, we saw that focuseci phrases in Romanian ûigger weak 

crossover whether they have undergone overt movernent or whether they are in situ. This 

property is aiso shared by indefinite wh-phrases in Romanian, Howev- recall fiom our 

discussion in chapter 4 that D-linked wh-phrases fail to trigger weak crossover effects. For an 

illustration see (63). 

(63) Pecare bHimc nu-1; i u w e  mama lui, t, ? 

PE which boy, not-CL.3SG.ACCi loves.3 SG. PRES mother-the his; t, 

'Which of the boys does his mother not love?' 

Lasnik and Stowell (1991) argue that weak crossover (WCO) is a distinctive 

characteristic of A-bar relations involving genuine quanti fication. For example. in English. 

wh-raising involves quantification. Consider the English pair in (64)- 

(64) a. What, did y o u  say t;? 

b. * Whoi does hisi mother really love ri? 

(64a) is perfectly grammatical in view of the fact that the variable left behind by the raised 

wh-phrase is properly bound and is not coindexed to  any pronoun. (64b), on the other han4  is 



ungrammatical since the trace of the wh-phrase, naxnely a variable, is coindexed with a pronoun 

to its lefi, triggering a W C 0  effm. nie gmatical i ty  of (63) thus implies D-linlied wh-phrases 

in Romanian do aot involve genuine quantification. 33 

The question we address here is whether contrastively focused elernents in Romanian 

always fonn quantificational chains, thus behaving in a manner similar to operator focus cross- 

linguisticaily (cf. Chomsky 1967. Kiss 1995' 1998, Rizzi 199997. arnong others), or whether the 

type of chah formed in movement is sensitive to the inherent mantic properties of the focused 

constitueq in a manner similar to Romanian wh-phrases. In view of pervasive sunilarities 

between wh-phrases and focus in Romani- we predict that focused elements will behave in a 

manner consistent wi th Romanian wh-phrases, ref ldng Ianguage-pidcular idiosyncrasies, 

rather than teaming with operator fwus in other languages. We will show this prediction to be 

borne out, a fùrther indication tliat focus in Romanian is semantically and syntactically similar to 

wh-p hrases. 

As stated in the introductory sections, operator focus has been argued to involve 

quantification. In Spanish and Itdian. for example, resumpbve pronoms are disailowed with 

preverbal focus (Le., contrastive focus that has raised for scope-taking), since they would induce a 

weak crossover efféct. Consider the examples in (65). Y 

3 3 For a detailed anaiysis, see Dobrovie-Sorin (1990b, 1994a). The author argues that 
discourse-linked wh-elements of the cure 'which' type are 'resbicted quanbfiers', in the sense 
that the dornain of quantification is limited to the NP to which the wh-eIernent belongs. 
Therefore, wh-phrases in Romanian diffa with respect to their inherent properties in that, when 
moving to a scope position, some of them form operator-variable chains, while others form chains 
with clitic pronoms. 

34 Recall that these two languages requüe resumptive pronouns with topicaiized materia1 
(see section 5.4.2). We repeat example (7) in (i) below, in which the clitic is bolded. 

( i )  II tuo libro, Io ho letto. 
' Your book, 1 have read it. ' 
(Italian, Rizzi 1995/97:5) 



(65)  a IL TU0 LIBRO (* Io) ho letto (, non il suo) 

' Your book 1 read (. not his) 

fltdian, Rizzi 1995/97:8) 

b. Las ESPWACAS (* la) detesta Pedro (y no las papas). 

'Pedro hates spinach, not potatoes.' 

(Spanish: Zubizarreta 1998: 190) 

R e d  that in Romanian both d e h i t e  and indefinite preverôai conttastively focused elernents 

undergo A-bar movement. To M e r  illustrate this. consider the examples in (66). 

(66) a. * Arhitmii ORASELE, [ nir stiau [cum Sa 

architects-the cities-th~ [ not knew.3PL [ how SL!J 

le; proiecteze t; ] (nu casele). 

CL.3PL.ACC design CI (not house-the) 

'It was the cities that the architects had trouble designing (not the houses).' 

b. * Victor c A u ~ ~ [  nu stia   CU^ ~ a - s i  cumpere ti 1- 
Victor books, [ not knew.3SG fiow SUBI-REFL buy ti] 

'It was books Victor had trouble buying.' 

The examples in (66) are both ungrammatical. irrespective of whether the fionted focused 

element is definite, as in (66a), or indefinite? as in (66b). The ill-fomedness foilows as a result of 

a Subjacency violation, which i s  a mn.straÏnt applying on movement to an A-har position. 3 5 

In Romanian, contrastively focused definite object NPs require coindexation with a 

resurnptive pronom (Le., a syntactic clitic) whenever overt rnovement occurs. This contrasts with 

the situztien in Spaaish and ltalian, but is not unheard of cr~srlinguistidly. '6 Censider (67a-b). 

1 C - - Subjacency effects arïse whenever an A-bar moved constituent crosses more than w o  
bounding nodes (Le., IP or NP], since the dependency between the initiai position and the ianding 
site is broken. 

36 Déchaine (1 998) argues that argument-focus (Le-, contrastive focus) in Yoruba leaves a 
gap or a resumptive pronoun. 



 ARP, (*le+a cumparat Victor t, (,nu dosare). 

books, CL.3PL.ACC..-AUX.3SG bought Victor ti (,not binders) 

'Ir is books that Victor bought (not binders).' 

C ~ L E ;  *( 1eiI-a ~ ~ m p a r a t  Victor t, 

books-the CL.3PL.ACC.-AUX.3SG bou@t Victor t, 

(,nu dosarele). 

(,not binders-the) 

' 1 t is the books that Victor bought (radier than the binders).' 

In (67a), a resumptive pronoun is ungrammatical, since the focused element is not definite. (67b). 

on the other han4 would be ungrammatical without the çoindexed resumptive pronoun- In effect, 

contrastiveIy focused elements on a definite reading do not observe weak crossover. 

Consequently, according to Lasnik and Stoweli (1991), definite focus does not seem to involve 

genuine quantification in Romanian. 37 

Another fiequently used test for determinhg whether A-bar movement is of  a 

quantificationai nature, is the parasitic gap test. In 

contrastively focused elements in Romanian. 

(68) a. DRAGOSTE; am avut 

love AUX. 1 SG had 

'It's LOVE that 1 had without giving.' 

* DRAGOSTEA, am 

love-the A M .  1 SG 

fa& Sa c h  ei. 

without SUBJ. give q 

(68). we use the parasitic gap test on 

far5 Sa dau e;. 

without SUBJ. give ei 

'* It's the LOVE that 1 had without giving.' 

avut-oi t; 

had- CL.3SG.ACC.F t, 

37 These properbes of fionting to focus in Romanian have been independentiy argued for in 
Motapanyane ( l998a, in press). 



The parasi tic gap in the embedded clauses in (68a-b) is çoindexed with the focus operator through 

interpretive mles, and not via movement. However. the parasitic gap is only licensed in (68a), 

with an indefinite focus. In this case then, focus-movement leaves behind a variable which is 

indispensable in licensing the parasitic gap. (68b), with definite focus movernent, is 

ungrammaticai, which points to the fact that the trace lefi behind in defiaite focus-movement 

cannot license parasitic gaps. The results with definite focus are similar to the ones found in topic 

movement (section 5.3 -3 - 1). Following Safir ( 1999), we suggested that the tracekopy leA behind 

by operators which form chains with resumptive pronouns are not variables. but pronouns. The 

same analysis applies to contrastive focus. 

To distinguish berneen the two types of chains involved in focus-movement, and with 

Romanian scope-taking elements more general l y, we introduce a proposal made by Rizzi 

( 1 995/97). Following Lasnik and Saito (1 99 1 ), Rizzi ( 1995/97) assumes WC0 to be a distinctive 

characteristic of A-bar relations involving genuine quantification. in order to disbnguish between 

focus and topic movernent in Italian, the author splits A-bar dependencies into those involving a 

quantifier which binds a variable and those that involve nonquanti ficational A-bar binding. The 

latter case is argued to involve binding of a nul1 constant by an anaphoric operator. This 

distinction is rooted in the English dichotomy exernplified in (69). 

(69) a. ?? This is the boyi [whichi his; mother really loves ti]. 

b. Johni, who; his; mother redly loves t,, is in big trouble- 

In the restrictive relative clause in (69a), weak crossover is observed, pointing to the fact that the 

trace left behind by the wh-phrase is a variable. In the appositive relative clause in (69b). there is 

no weak crossover e€fect and, consequently, the trace cannot be andysed as a variable, Rather, 

the trace is assumed to be a nuIl constant licensed by an anaphoric operator (cf. RizP 1995/97). 

The  anaphoric operator is an element Uiherentîy charaçterized as an operator but different fiorn 



quantificational operators in that it does not assign a range to its bindee, but seeks for an 

antecedent to which it connects its bindee. in (69b), the antecedent is 'John'. Turning to Italian, 

R i z .  ( 1995197) shows t h  focus is quantificationai, while topic is not. 

Under this analysis, fionted indefinite focused phrases and wh-elements in Romanian 

create (quanti ficational) operator-variable chains, while 6onted de finite focused and wh-phrases 

create (anap horic) operator-nul1 constant chains. in which the resurnptive pronoun/clitic acts as 

the anaphoric operator. 

The same remarks obtain for fionted bare quantifiers in Romanian, An inherently non- 

dismbutive bare quantifier, such as ninreni 'nobody', will never allow for a resurnptive pronoun 

and, consequently, will form a quantificational chain, as illustrateci in (70a). A bare operator, such 

as  oricine 'anyone', which in Romanian dlows for a distributive reading and, consequently 

requires the insertion of a resumptive pronoun, will fonn an anaphoric chain; see (70b). 

(70) a. * Pe nimen.; nu (*-id iubegte marna luii. 

PE nobody not CL.3SG-ACCM loves mother-the his 

'* Hi% mother loves nobody,-' 

b. Pe oricine; -1, iubqte marna lui,. 

PE anywho CL.3SG.ACC..M loves mother-the his 

'* His mother loves anyone;.' 

(note that this sentence is un-atic.1 in English) 

To s u m  up, evidence fiom both parasitic gaps and weak cossover in Romanian point 

toward an analysis of definite focused eiernents as nonquantificational operators, on a par with 

definite wh-phrases. This is a desirable conclusion in view of the semantic and syntactic 

similarities between the two types of operators. 



5.4.5 Sumrning up 

in the sections throughout 5.3 - 5-4, we f d  on the interaction among the elernents 

present in the Romanian preverbal field. We saw that bare quantifiers, wh-phrases and focused 

phrases behave alike in tenns of A-bar movement propextïes. W e  showed that CO-occurrence 

among these operators is illicit in the preverbal field, a constraint directly following fiom the 

verb-adjamcy requirement which is a specific licensing condition on these operators. These 

requirernents were seen to be distinct fiom those involved in topicalization or D-tinked quantifier 

movement, which do not require verb-adjacency or special ordering- We therefore conclude that 

verb-adjacent consti tuen ts target Spec, IP, whi le topics (including D-linked quanti fiers) scrarnble 

and adjoin to IP. 

We fllrther discussed the types of chains involvsd in operator movement and concluded 

that a distinction needs to be made between quantificational chains, which prohibit cIitic 

doublùig, and anaphoric chahs, which require clitic doubling. Specifically, A-bar movernent into 

the Ieft-periphery wiIl involve quantificational chains when the moved element lacks a coindexed 

ditic (Le., with non-D-linked or nondistributive constituents), and anaphoric chains when the 

moved element requires a coindexed clitic (ie., is D-linked or distributive). Under this andysis. 

topics (including D-linked quantifiers) forrn anaphoric chains in Romanian, gïven that they 

require clitic doubling. Our findings are summed up in table (7 1 ). 



7 i indefinite wh-phrase 1 

(cg. c m  'which') 
indefinite Focus 

definite Focus 
(e-g- DRAGOSTEA 
'the love') 
non-D-linked 
(indefinite) 
non-distributive 
quanti fier 
( e g ,  BQ: 
nimerl; 'nobody', 
cirreva 'someone' 
non-D-linM 
(indefinite) 
distributive 

(e. g . cliagostea 

distributive quantifier 
(ex.. fieme 'each') 

v- l Complement- 
adjaçency 1 d i m z t i o n  

[ with other 
1 operators 
1 

+ I + 

A-bar 1 Preserice 
mvt. 1 ofciitic 
as 1 doubling 

scrambling 1 
to CP l 

The properties summed up in table (71) point toward a uniform analysis of verb-adjacent 

operators in tenns of iicensing conditions. We suggest thai the major distinction involved in 

preverbal operators in Romanian can be related to the presence versus absence of feature-dn'ven 

movemen t. Topic movement is not feature-driven, while verb-adjacent operator movement is. 



5.5 Analysis 

In section 5.3.2. we suggested (following Kayne 1998) thai the adjacency requirement 

manifested by base quantifiers, wh-phrases, and focused constituents is indicative of a specifier- 

head relationship between these r a i d  operators and the firnctional head sharïng their f o n d  

feature. Givcn that the verb only raises to 1" in Romanian, we argued in chapter 4 that the [- wh] 

feature incorporates onto Io. making SpecJP the host for r a i d  ~h-~hrases .~ '  We also proposed 

that Spec.lP serves as an operator position for raised bare quantifiers and concluded that SpecJP 

is a polarity orientcd categoty in Romanian which hosts bodi quantificational and anaphonc 

chains. 

The verb-adjacency requirement, together with the overt complementarity of distribution 

wi th wh-phrases and bare quanti fiers, suggests that contrastively focused phrases occupy Spec, IP 

in the preverbal field. In the presence of contrastive elements, we propose that the formal feature 

[- focus] incorporates onto Io (see also Motapanyane 1998a), while a [- focus) feature is also 

present on the constituent denoting contrast. Givem that there is evidence for movement fiom 

weak crossover effects, irrespective of whether the focused constituent is preverbal or in-situ (see 

section 5.4.3), we further suggest that the [+ focus] feature is a selectional/strong fcatwe, 

requiring checking in a strict locality configuration (Le., a Spec-Head configuration), We defer 

until the next section the question as to whether the selectional [+ focus] feature is present on the 

focuscd constituent, on Io, or on both. For the time being, it suffices to say that the lexical item 

bearing the [+ focus] feature will undergo second merge in Spec,IP. In a similar vein to the 

andysis proposed for wh-movement in chapter 4, we suggest the [+ focusj formal fatum 

incorporates on the highest verbal fwictional head present in the derivation (Le., TG, Neg0, Mo). 3 0  

1 n R d 1  that Spec,lP in Romanian is not obliged to host Nominative subjects (see chapter 
2).  

.VI Such a 'parasitic' affiliation of the [+ focus] featwe on diverse non-substantive 
catcgories, including Negation and Tense is also proposed by Horvath ( 1  995) for Hungarian. 



We illustrate this analysis in examples (72) - (74). Consider (72). which represents a derivation 

with two topicalized constituents and a focused phrase, 

'It's to loana that btihai read the books.' 

In (73). we assume the [+ focus] feature incorporates onto Neg0: 

dissertation-the; not-AUX. 1 SG rad-CL.3 SG.ACC.F [,. p ti t,.- . tv 1 

not article-the 

'It's the dissertation that I haven't read (,not the article)-' 



(74) is an illustration of a subjunctive embedded clause with focus: the [- focus1 feature 

incorporates onto Mo: 

(74) a V~ZU.I ~ C P  (a) VICTOR, sa PI- 
want. I SG [CP (that-SUBJ) VICTOR, SUBJ leave 

[, p ti t,- . tv la ~oronto]]." 

1,. p t, tv- r. at Toronto]]. 

lt's Victor that 1 want to  l a v e  for Toronto.' 

b. ( CP 
\ 
C' 
,". 
Co MP 
! n- 
CU VICTOR; M' 

[+ focus] fi\ 
MO TP 
[+ focus] ,",_ 
t TO \. P 
scr' [+V-1 

I A 
pkece ti t,.. . tv /a ï'oronro 

- -- 

40 While the vowel in the indicative complementizer is a stressed schwa, the vowel in the 
subjunctive complementizer is an open rounded back vowel. Moreover, note that co is 
c o m p u l s o ~  in subjuntives whenever topics or quantifiers precede sü, but is optional in the 
presence of con trastivel y focused constituents. 



With respect to quantifier movement, we follow Chomsky (1995, 1998) who assumes 

quantifier raising (QR) is  not feature driven. " Chomsky (1998:2 1) argues that QR operations do 

not interact with the çomputaîional system, king  probably among the pnnciples of interpretation 

of LF, hence "post-cyclic". Nevertheless, we want to maintain a uniform analysis for al1 verb- 

adjacent operators and propose that îhis ernpirical requirernent is indicative o f  a special licensing 

condition. Technically speaking this licensing condition reflects a formal feature driving 

movement. Cornilescu (1997) has suggested preverbal bare quantifiers are f o c d  and in 

Spec,FocP. Consequently, we çould argue they are marked [+ focus] and undergo feafure-driven 

movement to Spec,lP, whenever verb-adjacent. This approach, however, is not devoid of 

problems. We have argueci that contrrrstive focus is constrained by a uniqueness condition, yet 

bare quanti fiers can undergo multiple-movement to SpecJP, as in (75). 

(75) [Ip Nimenii niciodaîii CU nimic, nu te va 

[Ip nobodyi never with nothing not CL.2SG.ACC AUX.FUT.3SG 

deranja [,p t; t, tj]]- 

bother [,.p ti t, t,]]. 

'Nobody will ever be bothering you with anything. ' 

We suggest that multiple quantifier movement, as in (79, is possible due to the fact that the 

formal feature behind quantifier verb-adjacent movement is a subtype of the [t- focus] FF. namely 

[+ emphasis] FF. We follow Zubizarreta ( 1998: 1 20) who argues thaî preverbal bare indefinites in 

Spanish are emphatic elements. The author disîinguishes between emphasis and focus as follows: 

pure emphatics negate or reassert part of  the hearer's presupposition, "but do no1 introduce a 

variable wi th an  associa~ed value." (Zubizarreta 1 998: 1 20). Contrastively foçused çonstituents. 

on the other han& introduce a variable. as weI1 as its associated value. Such an analysis for 

JI For a different view, see Beghelli and Stowell(1997) and Szabolcsi (1997). 



verb-adjacent quantifiers is consistent with die 'non-uniqueness' condition asmciated with 

quantifiers in this position. Since bare quantifiers identie without exclusion ùiey cannot 

introduce an associated value. Given the lack of an associateci d u e ,  the uniqueriess consbaint 

required for focus need not hold for emphatics. Since we take [+ emphasis] to be a subtype of 

[+ focus], we do not offer a separate anaiysis- 42 

We conclude that Romanian allows for a certain arnount of feature qmcretism (dong the 

lines of  Giorgi and Pianesi 1996, Horvath 1995, Zubizarreta 1 998): in that syntactic f- such 

as [-wh], and f- focus] combine with lnflectiond features such as T(ense). M(ood), and 

Neg(ation), mgendering second m a g e  (Le., dislocation) of a constituent with matching features 

in the specifier of the respective functional head- Given that under ow analysis, the [+ focus] 

formai feature incorporates on an aiready present non-substantive head, we do not postdate a 

distinct Focus Phrase in Romanian. 43 

42 Negative indefinites (Le., ninteni 'nobody') are only licensed by a [+ NegJ / 1" in 
Romanian. Consider (i ). 

<il * N - a  pIecat nimeni. 
*(WG.)-AUX.3SG lefl nobody 
Nobody lefk 

Given the facts in (i), we assume negative indetinites to be involved in feature checking, 
independendy of  the [+ emphasis] FF. We suggest negative indefinites enter the derivation with a 
[+ Neg] FF which is erased once checking occurs against a compatible fùnctional head (i-e,, [+ 
Neg] / Io). However, we assume that the [+ Neg] FF is a non-selectional feature, checked as a 
resuit of feature-matching only (Le., the operation Agree). Checking o f  the [+ Neg] FF does not 
involve constituent movement. Under this analysis al1 preverbal negatives undergo movement as 
a result o f  the [+ emphasis] FF; this is consistent with the empirical facts which show an ernphatic 
interpretation of preverbal indefmites. 

43 This approach is consistent with grnerai Minimalist requirements, which argue against 
structure proliferation, as well as Rizzi's (1993197) 'Avoid Structure Pnnciple' which predicts that 
the option of expressing features on a single head wins over the option of selecting two heads. 



5.5.1 The copy theo y of movement 

Under the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995, 1998, inter dia), movement operations 

are not assumed to involve traces. Rather. a copy theory of movement is intrcduced, primarily 

because it cm better account for the need to maintain trace visibility in interpretation and 

computation. In the MP98, a 'chain' is defined as " a sequace of  identical as; more accurately, a 

sequence of occurrences of a single a.'' (Chomsky l998:W). For example, subject movement to 

Spec,IP in English involves the creation of a non-trivial chain which contains two instances o f  the 

subject: the lower copy in Spec,vP (the subject's initial merge position), and the upper copy in 

Spec,lP (the subject's second merge position). For the sentence in (76a), the non-trivial chah  

formed by subject-movement is represented in (76b). 

a John is reading a book. 

b. IP 
n 

John A 
l A. 

\.P 
n 

John 

An account is, however, needed to explain which o f  the two copies contained in the chain 

is to be pronounced. Richards (1999) argues that whether we pronounce the head or the tail of  a 

chah  (i-e.. the upper or the lower a) is a direct consequence of feature strenm. In other words. if 

a formal feature is strong, PF is given instructions to choose the higher o f  the two copies, if a 

formal feature is weak, PF will pronounce the lower copy. Note, however, that feature-strength is 

the exclusive property o f  fimctional heads, 

By extrapolation, we assume that a lexicaf item (LI) will be relevant in its head or its tail 

position at LF, depending on interpretive requirements (see aiso Culicover 1999, Fox 1999). For 



example. if reconstruction effecl are observed, it will be the tail (the lower copy) that is 

interpreted and if there are no reconstruction effécts, it will be the head (the upper copy) that is 

interpreted. D-linked quantifiers as subjects, such as fiecare 'each' in Romanian do not show 

reconstruction effêcts and are always interpreted as having wide scope (cf. Corniiescu 2000). 

Consider the interpretation of the quantified subject in (77)' where we use Y to indicate scope. 

(77) a. Va scrïe fiecare student O lucrare. 

FUT.3SG write each student a paper 

(VSO: 

S > O . * O > S )  

b. Fiecare studertt va strie O lucrare. (SVO: 

each student FUT.3SG write apaper S>O;*O>S)  

c. Va sccie olucrare fiecare student. (VOS: 

FUT. 3 SG write a paper =ch student S > O ; * O > S )  

'Each student will write a paper.' 

d. LF: f i  
fiecarc N P f i  

A 
A 

fiecare N P 

Irrespective of whether the quantifier c-commands the object fiom an in-situ (77a) or 

higher position (77b), or is c-commanded by the object (77c),fiecare srudenl 'each student' can 

only be interpreted as scoping over the object o lucrare 'a papef. Specitically. it can only allow 

for a distributive reading (in which the number of students is paired to that of papers), and never 

for a collective reading. Consequently, at LF, the subject quantifier wîll always raiw for scope. 

Assuming a copy theory of movement, for the purposes of LF, it will be the head (the upper copy 

that is relevant). LF reievancy ofjiecare 'each' in (77a-c) is illustrated in (77d); the upper copy 

(in bold) is the one interpreted at LFI irrespective of which copy is pronounced at PF. 



Focused constituents, on a par with other indefinites, 'reçonstmct' at LF- This is 

illustrated by the difference in grammaricality ktween (78a) and (78b). 

(78) a [ ~ e  copilui SAUJ il i u b w e  oriceparint~ c; 

PE child-the hi% CL.3SG.ACC.,M loves any parent; t i 

'It is his own child that any parent loves.' 

b. *[Copilui sÀu;] il i u m t e  t, pe orice p h t e ; .  

child-the his; CL3  SG. ACCM loves t; PE any parent 

'* It is his own children that loves any parent. ' 

The difference between (78a) and (78b) is that in (78a), the trace of  the focused phrase is 

c-cornrnanded by its appropriate binder, whereas in (78b): S ~ U  'his' is lefi unbound, since the 

trace is not c-commanded by the quantifier NP. Given the gramrnaticality o f  (78a): the focused 

constituent is assumed to 'reconsmict' to its base position at LF. As already menhoned, in a 

31 Consider also the examples in (i), which M e r  support reconstruction of the focused 
constituent at CF. 

( i )  a Inculpatd multa weme n-a vorbit. (Neg > V; 
defendant-the much tune not-AUX.3SG spoken * Neg > V - Av)  
'For a long time, the defendant did not speak,' 

b. Incul paîul n-a vorbit multi vreme. (Neg > V: 
defendant-the not-AUX.3SG spoken much time N e g > V + A v )  
'For a long while, the defendant did not speak.' 
'The defendant did not speak at length.' 

c. inculpatul ~IULTA VREME n-a vorbit. (Ne& > V - Av: 
defendant-the much time not-AUX.3SG spoken * Neg > V) 
T h e  defendant did not speak at length,' 

In (ia), the only interpretation available is the one in which negation scopes only over the verb; 
this follows as a result o f  overt quantifier raising to a scope position. (ib)? in which the quantifier 
is in situ, is ambiguous b e e n  a reading in which negaiion scopes over the verb (the result of  
QR at LF) and a reading in which negaiion s a p e s  over the verb and adverbial. (ic), in which the 
adverbial is contrastively focused, the only available interpretation is the one in which negation 
scopes over both the verb and the adverbial, even though the adverbial has undergone overt 
movement to a position above negation. This signifies that, at LF, the focused constituent is 
interpreted in its base position (i.e., it 'reconstnJcts'). 



copy theory of movement, we capture reconstruction by saying that it is the lower copy (the tail) 

that is relevant for the purposes of LF interpretation (again, ir-respective of the copy pronounced 

at PF). This is illustrated in (79), in which the relevant copy is in bold, 

(79) LF: f i  
focus,-, 

I 

We have shown thai for the purposes of LF interptetation, the focused constituent is 

interpreted in its base position, irrespective of where it surfaces. If at LF, it is the lower copy that 

is relevant, we daim that at Spell-Out, it is always the upper copy that counts. In other words 

[- focus] feature checking involves the upper copy, again, irrespective of whether focus is 

pronounced preverbally or in its base. 

For clarification, let us tum our attention to the optionality of focus rnovement in 

Romanian. R e d 1  that contrastively focused constituents in Romanian can surface preverbally or 

in their base position. Two crucial facts are, however, noteworthy: focused constituents are 

always prosodically marked anci focused constituents always induce WCO. This is il1 ustrated in 

(80) and (8 1 ), respeçtively. 

(80) a. MAMA a venit t acasS ($1 nu tata). 

mother-the A U X 3  SG corne t home (and not father-the) 

'It is mottier thai has come home (and not father).' 

b. A venit MAMA acasii (si nu tata). 

AUX.3SG corne mother-the home (and not fathergthe) 

'It is mother that has wme home (and not father).' 



(81) a * Mama luii COPKULUIi a dat bomboane t;. 

mother-the his, child-the.DAT, AbX.3 SG &en sweets t i 

'* It is to  the child, that his, mother gave sweets.' 

b. * Mama luii a dat bomboane COPILCJLL'I,. 

mother-the his; AUX. 3SG gjven sweets child-the.DATi 

-* It is to the childi that hisi mother gave sweets.' 

Both examples in (8 1) are ungrammatical. This follows under the assumption that both (8 1 a) and 

(81 b) constitute instances o f  W C 0  violations. Specifically, both cases involve a chah with two 

copies, the lower o f  which is a variable. Given that the variable is coindexed with a pronoun to its 

l e k  ungrammatidity arises, irrespective of  whether focus is preverbal (81a) or in its base 

position (8 1 b). 

Examples such as (81a) and (81 b) imply that focus movement is always involved in 

feature-checking. This is a desirable outcome. As discussed in section 5.3.2, optionality related to 

feature-checking sbould not, in principle, be possible in a theory driva by economy conditions. 

According to Chomsky (1 995, 1998. et seq.), either featwes are strong and checking occurs prior 

to Spell-Out. or features are weak and checking has to wait until LF- Even if it were not for 

economy considerations, given our analysis, in which al1 feature-driven movement is overt the 

optionality in (80) cannot be captured as an LF outcome. How are we then to capture the fact that 

both (80a) and @Ob) are equally gammatical with contrastive focus on MAMA 'the mother'? We 

propose that, in fact, there is no optionality involved in t m s  of  feature-checking, and that overt 

focus movernent to SpecJP is always the nom.  The 'apparent optionality' with focus movement 

illustrared in (80a-b) cm be felicitously accounted for using the copy theory of  movement in 

conjunction with the particulars of  the realization of  the [+ focus] feature in Romanian. 



5.5.2 Stmamlining optbnality 

In order for feahire-checking to apply, both the lexical items and the functional categories 

involved in the checking relaîionship must share the sarne feature. As with al1 formal features, 

whenever a [+ wh] FF is present in the derivation, checking will felicitously occur provided this 

feature is present on both the fiinctional head (in our case, Io) and on (at lem)  a \ex id  item (LI), 

narnely a wh-phrase. We have argued that, in Romanian, the [+ whJ FF is selectional. Therefore 

when the [+ wh] FF is present in the derivation, movernent occurs (with second mage in the 

specifier of  the fimctional head bearing the respective feature), and, mnsequently, a non-hivid 

chah containing a head and a tail is formed. ''' Ln this case, the operation Move (cf. Chomsky 

1 998) applies to the wh-phrase(s) and checking of the [+ wh] FF occurs. Given that the [+wh] FF 

is selectional on both the fundonai head (i.e., Io) and the LI, whenever wh-phrases are present in 

the derivation they can only be realized immediately adjacent to the verbal cornpIex. In other 

words, it is always the upper copies that are pronounced (wh-in-situ being unavailable in 

Romanian). This is consistent with Richards' account, which predicts that selectional features on 

fwictional heads will instnict PF to pronounce the upper copy. 

When the [+ focus] FF is present in the derivation (incorporated on Io, as with the [+ wh] 

feature), it too will need an LI with which to establish a checking relationship (otherwise the 

derivation will crash and the utterance will be ungramrn&cal). The respective LI must share the 

[t focus] feature (i.e., must match) in order for checking to occur. However, we have argued that 

movernent to Speç,IP is  also involveû, irrespective of whether the foçused constituent is 

pronounced preverbally or in its base position. Consequently, we assume that a non-trivial chah 

obtains with [+ focus] feature-checking, on a par with [+wh]-checking. Nevertheless, in contrast 

to wh-movement. when the [+ focus] FF is present in the derivation. we have seen 

choice in pronouncing the upper or  the lower copy in Romanian. 

45 In sentences containing multi ple-wh-phrases several such chaïns are formed. 



Recall that according to Richards (1999), whenever a t'wictional feature is mon& pre- 

Spell-Out movement is involved, a non-trivial chah is formed and PF is instnrcted to pronounce 

the upper copy (Le., the head of the chain). Given that with wh-movement in Romanian it is 

always the upper copies that need to be pronounced, while with focus-rnovement there is a 

choice, we suaest that while the [+whj feature on Io is selectionai, the (- focus/ fearure on Io is 

non-selecrional. Since the [+ focusj feature on i0 is non-selectional, PF wiIl not be instnicted as to 

which of the two copies to pronounce. 

in contrast to wh-phrases, which are inserted with a selectionai [+ wh] feature direaly 

fiom the lexicon, focused phrases are not inserted mariceci [+ focus] fiom the lexicon. We assume 

the [+ foçusl feature on lexical items is acquired after lexical insertion, via phonology (hence the 

prosodic stress requirement which identifies an LI as contrastively focused). in other words, we 

propose haî, while trie [+ focus] feature on Io is a forma1 feature (FF), the [+ focus] feature on the 

lexical item is a phonological feaîure (P-feaîure). 46 The account proposeci here news contrasive 

focus in Romanian as a representational property of phonosyntax, that is, the intersection between 

syntav and phonology (see also Büring 1997, Déchaine 1998 and references therein). The 

[+ focus] FF on Io is checked against a lexical item bearing a [+ focus] P-feature in phonoqmtq 

as in (82). 

Spell-Out 

phonosyn 

46 The tenn 'P-feahire' is taken fkom Déchaine (1 998). Notice that the [+ focus] feaîure on 
Io has to be a grammatical feanue (i-e., a FF). I f  both features were f-features, here would be no 
impact at LF, since PF does not feed LF. 



Given that a non-trivial chah  is always fonned with contrastive focus, we assume the 

/- focus/ feature on the lexical item to be selecrional in nature. As opposed to constructions 

which involve a non-selectional FF (weak in Richards' tenns), in which even though PF does not 

receive any instructions, there is a single suitable candidate to be pronounced (since there are no 

copies), with the [+ focus] FF there are two copies available to PF, but no instruction as to which 

of the two copies to pronounce. Given that the [+ focus] FF on 1' is non-selectional, and does not 

itsel f triaer Attraction, the syn-c component will send no instructions to PF as to  which of  the 

two copies to be pronounced. Since economy considerations do not apply at PF. for the purposes 

of PF it will not matter which copy is uttered. 

Notice, however, that in derivations with both [+ wh] and [+ focus] features, i t  will 

always be the lower copy of the contrastive element that is pronounced- Consider (83). 

(83) Cei (*COPILULUI) a S ~ U S  el COPILULUI ti 

whati (*child-the.DAT) AUX. 3 SG said he child-the.DAT ti 

(, nu vecinei)? 

(no& fiend. D AT) 

'What is it that it is to the child that he said (, not to the neighbour)? 

Despite the Unpossibility of simultaneous pronunciation in the preverbal field there is evidence 

that even in the presence of  wh-phrases, fwus raising still applies. Consider the examples in (84)- 

CG a SPUS marna luij copiluluij t i 

whati AUX.3SG said mother hisj child-the.DAT, t; 

(, nu vecinei)? 

(nof fiiend-DAT) 

'What did his, mother say to the chi14 (, not the neighbour)? 



b. *Ce; a SpuS marna hij COPILULUIj t; 

whati AüX.3SG said mother his, chiId-the.DAT, ti 

(, nu vecinei)? 

(not, fiiend.DAT) 

'* What is it that hisi mother said to the child; (, not the neighbour)?' 

(84a) is gammatical. in view of the fact that copilului 'to the child', which is coindexed with a 

pronoun to its le& does not rnove and irnplicitly, does not leave behind a variable mgendering 

WCO. On the other han4 (84b) in which the indirect object COPILi/I,C/'I 'to the child' is 

contrastively focuseà, is ungrammatical, In diis case then, we are wiinessing a WC0 effect, 

captured under the assumption that the contrastively focused eiement undergoes A-bar movement 

to Spec,[P, fonning a chain witb two copies, whereby the lower copy is a variable illicitly 

coindexed with a pronoun to its lefi. 

We assume the representation in (83) to be as in (85), in which the copies that are 

pronounced are represented in bold. while the silent copies are in brackets. Given that PF has 

received instructions to pronounce the wh-phrases in SpecJP. it will be the tail of  the contrastive 

focus that is pronomceci in these structures. 

IP 

ce [' 

( c*oprja UL ci-0 A 
1 O vP 
1 a 
[+V-type EPP] el COPIL ULUI (spus) (ce) 

[+ whl 
[+- focus] 

a spus 

We conclude that in derivaiions in which the [+ focusJ feahire is present, the 

contrastively focused phrase acquires a [+ focus] P-feature which is selectional in nature and 

which triggers movement of  the respective phrase into Spec,IP- Feature-checking will then 



proceed against the Io which can accomodate a non-seledonal [+ focus] FF in Romanian. 

Consequently, a non-trivial chah containing two identicd focus elernents wilI be fonned. Given 

that the [+ focus] feanire on Io is non-selectionai, the syntactic component will fail to send 

instructions to PF as to which of the two copies should be pronounced. In the absence of any 

relevant instructions, PF will have a choice in pronouncing either the upper or the lower copy, 

uniess it has been instructed by the syntactic component to do othenvise. Specifiçally, unless the 

presence of a selectional [+wh] feature on Io has already instnicted PF to pronounce Spec,lP as 

interrogative. The advantage of such an analysis is that optionality no fonger involves the feature 

checking mechanisrn (in which economy considerations do play a role), but the absence of 

instructions sent to the PF interface. 

5.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter we discussed sentence-initial operators in Romanian, with special 

emphasi s on contrastive focus. We argued that topicdized constituents. quanti fiers. focused 

elements, and wh-phrases al1 involve A-bar movement into the lefi periphery of the clause. 

However. based on their p ropdes  and interaction, we conciuded that sentence-initial operators 

can be grouped into two major classes based on the presence versus absence of feature-driven 

movement. Ln the case of feature-driven movement, preverbal operators (i-e., wh-phrases, focused 

elements, and bare quantifiers) occupy Spec,IP, an operator position in Romanian, and are 

sensitive to a verb-adjacency requirernent (i-e-, require special licensing conditions). In the case 

of non-feature driven movement, preverbal operators (1-e., topics and 0-linked quantifiers) 

scrarnbte to IP, engendering recursive IPs with topic iteration, and are insensitive to any such 

adj acency requirement. Furthmore. based on the presence versus absence of resurnptive 

pronouns acting as anaphoric operators, we argueci hat Spec,IP hosts operators that create either 

anaphoric or quantificational chains (cf also Ritzi 199Y97). 



We proposed th* in Romanian, the grammaticai formal feature [+ focus] incorporates 

onto Io (or, more preciwly, on the highest verbal fùnctional head present in Io in the respective 

derivation). Since it has a parasitic &liation on diverse non-substantive verbal categones within 

Io  (i-e., TO, Neg0. Mo), FF [+ focus] never projects its own Focus Phrase. in other words, it is 

limited to king  a syntactic feature and never a syntactic head in Romanian. as in (86). 

1 O vP 
[+VI A 
[+ focus] 
i 

lexical vrrb 

We ciaimeci the [+ focus] FF on l0 to be non-sekctional, while the [+ focus) feature on 

the lexical item is seleçtional. We further proposed that the [+ focus] feature on LI is a P-feature. 

acquired as a selectional feature at the intersection between syntau and phonology. Such an 

approach has the desirable effect of  accounting for the presence of o b l i g a t o ~  prosodic stress on 

contrastive phrases in Romanian, usually left unexplained in syntactic accounts o f  focus. This 

P-feature requires checking in a strict locaiity configuration (i-e., a Spec-Head configuration). 

Given that featuredriven movement is always overt, contrastiveiy focused movement to SpecJP 

is never an instance of LF raising. We offered an anaiysis of contrastiveIy focused phrases in 

Romanian based on the copy dieory of movement (Chomsky 1995, 1998, Richards 1999). On a 

par with the [+ wh] FF in Romanian, movement for focus is always oven and it creates a non- 

trivial chah containing two copies. We accounted for the optiond presence of contrastively 

focused phrases in the preverbal field due to a lack of instructions received by PF as to which of 

the two copies to pronounce. This approach has the advantage of moving the issue o f  optionality 

outside the domain of morpho-syntactic feature-checking. 



1 went to find the pot of gold 
That's waiting where the rainbow ends. 
[ searched and searched and searched and searched. 
And searched. and searched, and then , 
There it was, deep in t h e  gass. 
Under an old and misty bough. 
It's mine. it's mine, i t 's mine at Iast . . . 
M a t  do 1 search for now? 

S hel Silverstein 7 k  Suurch 

Chapter 6: Conclusions 

6.0 Intrduction 

In this dissertahon we set out to investigaîe the dynarnics of movement in Romanian. 

More speci fically, we tried to define the forces behind dislocation fiom base-generated positions 

and exploreci the syntactic and interpretational cffeçts of reordering. in this chapter. we offer a 

summary of the dissertation in section 6.1, while in section 6.2. we highlight and discuss some of 

the main findings of our investigation. 

6.1 Summary of dissertation 

The aim of cbaptcr 1 was to introduce the scope of inquiry. offer some insight into the 

theoretical fiarnework the analysis is growided in, as well as to touch on the major claims this 

dissertation puts forth. Our main working assumption was thaî feature-checkmg r s  exclusively 

oi-wt, but thar rr does nor a l ~ i - a - s  imolrw nroivenlent. We proposed two &Tes o f  forma1 feaxures 

which show symmetric behaviour irrespective of whether they are hosted by a lexical item or a 

fùnctional head: (i) non-selectional features. which check in a less local relationship and do not 

trigger movement; (ii) selectional fkamres, w hich check in a strict locality relationshi p, whereby 

the smct locaiity relationship involves a specifier-head confitruration or  head-adjunction 

configuration, both of which always trigger movernent. 



Chapter 2 introduced the relevant word order façts of  Romanian and set out to 

investisate the build-up of the Romanian tP and the manner in which noun phrases are licensed in 

this languqe- We suggested that the Romanian IP rnay consist o f  various combinations o f  the 

followin~ maximal phrases: MoodP > Xe@ > CliticP* > AFP > TP > AspectP. Al1 of the 

aforemenhoned maximal phrases lack specifiers. consisting exclusively of heads which contain 

base-generated 9-ntactic clitics or formal feames. For example. Ta does not host syntactic clitics 

but will always host a selectional fomal feature. namely a V-type EPP feature. which triggers 

lexical verb raising into the Rornanian inflectionl domain- We proposed that the clitic 

composition together with the absence of IP-intemal specifiers situates dl verbal heads within the 

inflectional domain in a local relationship with each 0th- rendering them symmetricdly 

quidistant. This property was argued to have important consequences for movement: on the one 

hand. lexical verb taising to the inflectional domain need oniy target the ciosest Ic head, on the 

other han4 skipping heads within the Romanian tP would not count as a Head Movement 

Constraint kiolation. 

Romanian NPs were argued to be Case-ticensed in their base-generated position. We 

looked at various predicate cpes and concluded Rornanian lacks empirical evidence to suggest 

tliat NPs rnove for the purposes of  Case checking. Our findings are consistent with theoreticai 

assumptions which view Case as incapable of  inducing mavement (cf. Bittner and Hale 1996, 

Chomksy 1998, amonç many others). We susgested structural Case is a non-seiectional feature 

which checks off in initial Merge positions. and as with al1 feamre-checking Case-checking takes 

place overtly. Given that structural Case is viewed as a non-selectional feature, structural. Case- 

checking requires feature-matching between an X" and a lexical item, within a @en domain. In 

view of  the fact that TO is responsible for Nominative Case. this Case will be checked off against 

the closest NP c-comrnanded by Ta. in transitive and unergative structures the closest NP is 

located in the specifier of vP; in unaccusative-like structures (i.e., unaccusatives, passives, 

impersonds), the closest NP is located within the VP. Depending on the build up of the respective 



derivation (Le., whether it contains or lacks a vP), we showed that structurai Accusative Case may 

also be assigned. Given that T" is present in al1 types of predicates. while 1." is absent in 

unaccusative-like stmctures. we concluded that Nominative Case is the default Case in 

Romanian. 

We clairned the selectional forma1 feature present on Io (ive.. the EPP feature) to be v h d  

in nature and thus require checking in a head-adjunction configuration, satisfied by lexical verb 

raising into the inflectional domain- We showed there is no NP rnovement into the Romanian 

Spec. IP for EPP or Case-related purposes and concluded that Spec. iP is not the canonical subject 

position in Romanian. NPs in general were argued to be both Case-mark4 and theta-rnarked in 

situ. Consequently. the unmarked word order in Romanian is VSO and any word order sequence 

which departs fiom this option needs to be accounted for. 

In chapter 3. we set out to esplore the syntactic. semantic and prapatic propemes of 

Romanian VOS constructions. which represent derived structures. We q u e d  thai Romanian 

L'OS constructions are the result of object raising across the subject lefi in-situ- Our analysis was 

supported by a variety of syntactic evidence. such as the reversal of  binding interactions. 

condition C effects. and stranded quantifiers. Since weali crossover effects are absent, we further 

claimed that object movement forms an A-chah We showed that dislocatcd object NPs in 

Rorriariian VOS constructions show significant positional flexibiiity in terrns of their interaction 

with 1-P-adjoined adverbials and concluded that object raising is best analysed as an instance of 

A-scrarnbling to a r*P-adjoined position. 

We further showed that object scrarnbling to rP  lacis special licensing conditions (Le., a 

Spec-Head configuration). and concluded that this type of movement is not driven by forma1 

features, but that it is pragmahcaily rnotivated- I f  left unaccented. the raiseci object NP is 

interpreted as part of the presupposition, being in effect. de-focused. At the same time. whatever 

matenal is le@ in-situ in the predicate aquires maximal fwushhematic prominence as a result of 

object raising. VOS constructions in Romanian are legitimate as a result of the fact that this 



language can tailor its sentences to encode information structure. Material that is accessible to 

both speaker and hearer, may raise out of its base-generated position and adjoin to the i.P. thus 

entering the presuppositional domain (i-e., the theme) and escaping a rhernatic (Le., presentational 

focus) interpretation. in contrast to material which occupies the preverbal field in Romanian. r.P- 

adjoined constituents are under no speci ficity constraint since they are not in and o f  thernselves 

interpreted as topics. Both topicalization-scrmbling (Le.. adjunction to IP) and evacuation-for- 

focus-scrambling (Le., adjunction to r.P) can be recursive in Romanian, this k i n g  a general 

property of non-feature-driven movement. We ciiscussed the pmgmatic domains available in the 

Romanian clause, which we represent in ( 1). 

In a ianguage which does not check its EPP feature in a Spec-Head configuration, 

SpecJP is theoreticdly available as a checking domain to other selectional features which might 

choose to incorporate onto Io. In chapters 4 and 5. we argued that. in Romanian. Spec-lP acts as a 

host to operators which undergo feature-driven movement into the lefi periphery of the ciause. 



Cha ptcr 1 invesîigated wh-movement constructions in Romanian. We ciairned thai both 

Ianguage-intenial and cross-linguistic etidence pointed toward an analysis in which the [-wh] 

forma1 feature incorporates onto Io in Romanian and wh-phrases are hosted by the IP domain. 

Several diagnostics for distinguishing 1P-absorption fiom CP-absorption languages were 

discussed and we concluded by proposing that Romanian is an [P-absorption language. 

We claimed that the uninterpretabte [-wh] forma1 feature is a selectional feature on both 

the fmctional head hosting it and on the wh-phrase. The symmetric selectional nature of the 

[-wh] FF in Romanian was argued to mgender multiple wh-movement in constructions with 

multiple wh-phrases- Given that selectional features can only get cheçked in a strict locality 

relationship, al1 of the Romanian wh-phrases require a Spec-Head configuration with 1' (Le., the 

functional head hosting the [+whj FF) in order to be licensed. We M e r  proposed that. fiom 

both a theoretical and an empirical perspective. a subject-first approach is the only acceptable one 

for Romanian multiple wh-constructions. Following economy conditions. the wh-phrase closest 

to 1' (i.e., the one highest in terrns of c-cornrnand) merges as the Spec.1P. The remaining wh- 

phrases tuck in under the newly rnerged specifier, thereby satisfjring the wh-phrase licensing 

conditions. The result is a multiple-tucking-in-speci fier structure which engenders a single (P. as 

in (2). 



Chaptcr 5 addressed issues related to preverbal noun phrase movernent. Movernent into 

the preverbal field can result in any of  the following word orders in Romanian: OVS, SVO. SOV. 

OSV. Questions arise concerning the nature o f  t h e  derivcd word orders; specifically, whedier 

movement is feature-driven and whether it is in any way semantically or pragmatically 

conshned .  While the chapter discussd severai types o f  prevmbai constituents, Our discussion 

centred on movement for contrastive focus in Romanian. We argued that sentence-initial 

operators. while ail involving A-bar movement can be grouped into two major classes based on 

the presence versus absence of  feature-driven movernent. In the case of feature-driven movement, 

preverbal operators (Le., wh-phrases, focused elernen ts, including emp hatic bare quanti fiers j 

occupy Spec-IP, an operator position in Romanian, and require verb-adjacency (Le.. special 

licensing conditions, materialized as Spec-Head config-ons with Io). In the case of non- 

feature driven movement (i.e.. topicalization-scrambling), preverbal operators (i-e.. topics and 

D-linked quanti fiers) scfambie to [P. engendering recursive [Ps with topic iteration and do not 

require adjacency to the verb. Based on the presence versus absence of  resurnptive pronouns 

acting as anaphonic operators. we fiirther argued that SpecJP hosts operators that çreate either 

anaphoric or quantificational chains. 

We proposed that, in Romanian, the grammatical formai feature [+ focus] incorporates 

ont0 ID  (or. more precisely. on the hi&ghest verbal functional head present in t' in the respective 

denvation). Since it has a parasitic affiliation on diverse non-substantive verbal categories within 

Io (i.e.. Tg. Nego, Mo). FF [+ focus] never projects its own Focus Phrase. In other words. it is 

limited to being a syntactic feature and never a syntactic head in Romanian, as in (3). W e  

concluded this is consistent with theoretical assumptions which favour a minimized structure 

(Chomsky 1995, et seq., Rizzi 199Y97). 



lexical w r b  

We used weak crossover effécts to show th* in Romanian movement for focus to 

SpecJP is always involved, irrespective of whether the focused constituent is pronounced 

preverbdly or in its base position. Moreover, @ven thai fme-d r iven  movement is dways overt 

we argued that contrastively focused movement to Spec.1P is never an LF outcorne. We assumed 

that a non-trivial chain obtains with [+ focus] feature-checking on a par with [twh] featwe- 

checking and offered an anaiysis of contrastively focused phrases in Romanian based on the copy 

t hmy  of  movement (Chomsky 1995, 1998, Richards 1999). We M e r  accounted for the 

optional presence of contrastively focused phrases in the Romanian preverbai field as a result of 

lack of instructions received by PF as to which of the two copies to pronounce. We assumed this 

Iack of instructions fotlows due to the fact that the [+ focus] FF on Io is non-selectional. In 

contrast to wh-phrases which are marked with the relevant [+wh] feature fiom within the lexicon, 

we argued that the contrastively focused constituent acquires a [T focus] P(honologicical)-feature at 

the intersection between syntax and phonoiogy. This feature is selectional in nature and tnggers 

overt movement of the respective phrase into Spec.1P. Under these suggestions, contrastive focus 

in Romanian is a representational property of  phonosyntax. Given our account, the presence of  

obligatory prosodic stress on contrastive phrases in Romanian is explained and the issue of  

optionality is conveniently moved outside the domain of feature-checking (where economy 

considerations should in principIe exclude inconsistencies such as  optionality). 



6.2 Openends 

in the course of this dissertation. several interesting results were obtaind some of which 

raise questions for M e r  study. 

Let us  first tum to feature checking. A cruciai assumption was that al1 fwture-checking is 

oven, whether movement is or is not involved. Recall that we adopted a f e a ~ e  dichotomy which 

distinguishes between features that are checked without movement (Le., non-selectional feaiures) 

and features that are checked by movement into an appropriate configuration (Le., selectional 

f a e s ) .  Given our proposal that the appropriate configuraiion required by selectional features 

involves either a Spec-Head or a head-adjunction relationship, it is in principle possible to have 

selectional features checked in either of the two configurations, depending on feature 

specification (e.g.. D-type or V-type EPP feature). As previously mentioned. in a language such 

as Romanian. in which the EPP f ~ e  is checked as an instance of head-adjunction, we 

predicted that 1' may in principle host other features. provided they can be checked in a Spec- 

Head configuration, or without movement. In fact several formai features have the option of 

parasitically inhabiting Io. yielding a syncrefrc Romanian I", in which syntactic features such as 

wh] and [+ focus] combine with genuine inffectional features such as phi-features. the EPP, 

and Case. arnong others. 

In languages in which the EPP feature is checked exclusively in a Spec-Head reiationship 

and the subject NP (or an expietive) obligatorily merges as SpecJP, 0th- selectional features 

requinng a Spec-Head licensing condition may not incorporate ont0 Io. Consequently. they look 

for other. higher. functiond heads to incorporate on, or they engemder the creation of new 

functional heads to serve as their host. The latter view has been argued for the [- focusj formal 

feature by Kiss ( 1998) and Rizzi ( 1995/97). for ffungarian and Italian, respectively. In English, 

the [-whl formal feature incorportates onto Co, the  functional head immediately above [P. 

Consider for illustration the English example in (4a) and its syntactic representations in (Jb) 

(pronounced copies are in bold while copies not pronounced are in brackets). 



(4) a. Whom did John see? 

whom C' 
n. 
Co I P 
I /'-, 
(+ wh] John 1' 
ciid A 

(.John) see (rc-honr ) 

Parametrizaiion across languages is then dependent on feature specification. For 

Romanian. we have show that Io ma); host a varieh o f  non-selectional features- but only one 

selectional feature per functionai head for each of the two locdity relaîionships it can ent-n 

(i-e.. Spec-Head and head-adiunction). More specificallv, we discussed the following formal 

features which incorporate on the Romanian Io: 

( 5 )  a. non-selecrional /=Er nt7 Io: 

- Case (on Ta): 

- phi- (on AgG): 

- 1-i negl (on Nego); 

- 1- focusl. with [- emphasisl as its sub-type, 

(on the highest to head available in the derivation): 

b. srlecrional FFk on IC checked as an it~srance of'heucl-acljuncrioi7: 

- [+ V-type EPP] (on Ta): 

- [-imp] (on Mc) 

c. seiectionu/ FFk on Io clteckçlll as an instance of a Spa--Head configzrrarion: 

[-wh] (on the highest Io head available in the derivation) 

Lexical items against which the FFs in (5) are checked ail bear non-selectional features. 

with the notable exception of wh-phrases and contrastive focus. Romanian wh-phrases are 



inserted with a selectional [iwh] FF fiom within the lexicon while contrastively focuseci 

constituents acquire a selectionai [y focus] P-feature later in the derivation. In view of the fact 

that selectional features require dislocation, both wh-phrases and çontrastively focuseci 

constituents move overtly to Spec,IP. However. &en that in Romanian the [-wh] FF on 1" is 

sefectional. while the [+ focus] FF on Io is non-selectional, PF will onfy receive instructions to 

pronounce wh-phrases in Spec-IP. The  syntactic cornponent does not instmct PF where to 

pronounce contrastively focused constituents. these k i n g  pronouncd either in Spec.[P or in their 

base position. Nevertheless, we showed that whenever PF is inçtnicted to pronounce wh-phrases 

in Spec-IP, PF cannot pronounce focused çonstituents in the same configuration (see chapter 5. 

section 5.5.2) .  

The above remarks seem to point toward a uniqueness consirarnr imposecf on PI= by thci 

.yracric conponenr in the presence of  feature-checking movement Further investigation is 

required into the cross-linguistic implications andor validiw o f  such a uniqueness consrrarnt. 

Second. the dissertation highlights important theoretical issues in t e m s  of  S P  movement 

more cgenerally. M i l e  NPs have usually been assumed to undergo A-movement for the purposes 

of Case checking w-e have shown that in Romanian. XPs do not move for the purposes of Case 

assignment, y et A-rnovement is still employ ed. For example. object N Ps undergo A-movement in 

VOS constructions in order to escape the dornain of presentational focus. R e d 1  that lack of weak 

crossover effects. aiongside the availability to raise quantified objects to a non-scopal position 

(i.e.. vP-adjoined) point towards object raising as an instance of  A-movement tather than A-bar 

movement in these constructions. Cnder these considerations. we need to divorce -4-nio\.enient 

jiom ('o.se checking. It is possible that the A-movement effects present with vP-scrambiing are 

due to the fact that the i-P-domain is somewhat L-related. Recall that IP-scrambling (i-e., 

topicai ization) in Romanian is an instance of  A-bar rnovement, again, presumbaiy because the 1P 

domain is  not L-related. We leme this query open to firrther investigation. 



Finally. pre-Spellaur ntovenien/, which according to the Minirnalist fi-amework 

(Chomsky 1995. et seq.) should only occur for the purposes of checking off strongkelectional 

morpho-syntactic features and thus ensure that a devation does not crask can alsu occur for 

rton-feairrre checking purposes. Since, in Romanian, de-focusing constructions of the C'OS type 

make their e k t s  felt in the syntactic component, these structures cannot be analyseci as stylistic 

PF rearrangements. ConsequentIy. at least some sentence-pragmatics has to be rooted within the 

syntactic module- In a theory which embraces economy considerations, the implications are 

noteworthy and furùier cross-linguistic r-ch would be welcome. 



A general statement is valuable only in R E F E W C E  
ro the h o w n  objects or facts. 

Ezra Pound ABC of RraJitig 
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